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PREFACE 

During the last decade significant attention has been focused on the role of metal atoms in 
biology, giving rise to a very active research field of Bioinorganic Chemistry. Many 
crucial questions arising from the interference of metal ions in OUT life still remain 
unanswered. Even though very important structures of metalloenzymes as MoFeco of 
nitrogenase, copper or manganese superoxide dismutase or plastocyanin are known, the 
synthetic routes of modelling these centers are of great interest. Besides, other 
metalloenzymes, like the manganese center of Oxygen Evolving Complex(OEC) of PSIJ, 
are still in the centre of structural and spectroscopic in-depth examination. The drug-metal 
interaction and the metal ions antagonism are also an essential area of investigation. The 
understanding of the chemistry of metal ions in biological systems will be most beneficial 
to the scientific community because it will make possible the attack on certain difficult 
problems. Such problems may include biomineralization and the future production of 
advanced materials by micro-organisms. The NATO ASI, on which this book is based, 
was organised to promote interactions across these fields, to expose young researchers at 
an early stage of their careers to the several conceptual frameworks that currently 
contribute to the area. 

Therefore, in June, 1994, ab out ninety scientists gathered at the Olympic Palace, on 
the Ixia coast near the City of Rhodes, Rhodes Island of Aegean Sea, Greece, for a two
week Advanced Study Institute dedicated to the theme of Bioinorganic Chemistry. This 
volume contains most of the invited lectures presented at the NATO ASI on "Bioinorganic 
Chemistry: An Inorganic Perspective of Life". It was decided not to 'referee' the submitted 
manuscripts, and therefor the entire responsibility of the content of the lectures rests with 
the authors. 

It was my pleasure to act as the Director of the NATO ASI and I am most grateful to 
my esteemed colleagues on the Organising committee, Prof. Dimitri Coucouvanis, 
University of Michigan, USA, Prof. Mercouri Kanatzidis, Michigan State University USA, 
Dr. Bernard Meunier, CNRS, Toulouse, FRANCE and Prof. Athanassios Coutsolelos, 
University of Crete, GREECE and the invited lecturers for their enthusiastic support and 
valuable advice on various matters relating to the ASI. My special heartfelt thanks go to 
the students without whose interest and participation the ASI would not have been 
possible. 

I sincerely thank Dr. L.V. da Cunha, Director, NATO Advanced Study Institute 
Programme and his Staff, who helped me throughout the various Stages of the ASI. 

Of course the ASI would not have been possible without the financial aid of NATO. 
We are also grateful for the very important financial support and technical assistance 
provided by the Greek Secretariat of Research and Technology, the Greek Ministry of 
Industry, the Greek National Tourist Organisation, the Municipality of Thessaloniki, the 
Municipality of City of Rhodes, the University of Thessaloniki, the University of Crete, 
the Center of Solid Fuels Technology & Applications(C.S.F.T.A.), DOW Hellas and 
Petrola Hellas. 

The local arrangements were handled with the cheerful aid of Dr. Catherine 
Dendrinou-Samara, Ms. Dora Malamatari and Mr. Nasos Papadopoulos. I also express my 
thanks to Prof. Evangelos Bakalbassis, who has handled many manuscript for this book, 
reformatting most of the chapters, and skilfully catching slips of the authors' word 
processors. I cannot fully express my appreciation for the unfailing support and 
understanding given to me by my wife Mary and my sons Philip and John during my 
Directorship of the Advanced Study Institute. 
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Finally I would like to express my best thanks to Professor George Manoussakis for 
his presentation during the ASI dinner. It was an excellent historical review of the sciences 
developed in Ancient Aegean Sea, where the Rhodes Island is situated. I believe that the 
readers of this book will loose the roots of the scientific output of this meeting without 
having access to this presentation. So it would be a pleasure for me if this preface came 
along with the following speech of Prof. George Manoussakis. 

Dimitris P. Kessissoglou 

"Ladies and Gentlemen, 

As you know we are in the south part of the Aegean Sea whieh was the eradle of a great 
eivilisation 25 eenturies ago. Several velJ' weil known philosophers were born and have 
developed their ideas in this area. 

I will stop at those plaees which are more important to us as ehemists. I will stop to the 
philosopher who tried to answer most sueeessfully to the question "w hat ist h e wo r I d 
made of?". I will foeus partieularly on the lonian and Atomie Philosophers. 
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The Ionian or Milesian School is represented by Thales, Anaximander and Anaximanes, all 
three were trom the same prosperous Ionian city of MelIitus. Their time overlapped in the earJy 
sixth centwy B.C. 

Thales conc1uded that the world is made of w a te r . The train of thoughts which led him to 
this conclusion is that water exhibits itself in three forms: solid, liquid and gaseous as ice water 
and steam. Water is everywhere and is a component almost of everything, alive or not. He also 
supported the idea that Earth rests on water. 

The younger fellow-citizen of Thales, Anaximander supported the idea that the world is a 
result of the combination of 0 p pos i t e qua 1 i ti es, of which four were primary, hot an d 
cold, we t an ddr y. The combination of wet and cold gives water, wet and hot air, hot and 
dry flIe, cold and dry earth. According to Anaximander, and opposite to the Thales suggestion that 
earth rest on the water, earth rests on not hing and it does not fall because it is situated just on the 
center of the universe and has no reason for falling in one direction or another. 

air 

water 

The ideas of Anaximander were adopted Jater by AristotJe trom Stageira in his notation of 
the four basic "elements" of which the material world consisted of; they emerged trom the 
opposition of and contained the properties proposed by Anaximander, i.e. the combination of wet 
and cold gives water, wet and hot air, hot and dry flIe, cold and dry earth. 

Anaximenes, another member ofthe Milesian School, claimed that the primary substance is 
air (a er, a rl p ). A ccording to him, the term air includes mist or fog. Air, surrounds the earth; 
moreover, air is possible to undergo p.avOJaT/, i.e., condensation. The name manometer is after the 
word p.avOJaT/. The result ofthe p.avOJaTf(condensation) is mist, water and further, solid and stones. 
Healsosupportedthat"air is the stuff of Jife". 

Pythagoras, was bom in island Samos (550 Be), his main interest was initially 
mathematical. He used to say that "Things were number and the harmony of 
sounds and the movement or stars is a matter of mathematicaJ 
equations". Alsohebelievedthat "The number is in the center of matter 
and adjusts its properties". We know today that the atomic number, the number of 
protons in atomic nucleus, adjusts the chemicaJ properties ofth elements. 

The Pythagorean ideas of a peacefUl and harmonie world, were rejected by Heraclitus, 
another famous Ionian philosopher. 

Heraclitus (576-480), trom Ephessos of Asia Minor, believed that war is the father of all 
and there is attraction between opposites. His primary substance was fi re. According to him 
everything comes trom flre and ends to flre. He said that "fj re co n s ist s 0 f tin y 
partic1es" which he named "lfIrlrp.ara" The "flre" of Heraclitus may be regarded as 
corresponding to e ne r g y and in an anaJogous manner "1fI rl r p. ara" to the qua nt a of 
energy. 

All these ideas ofthe Ionian philosophers may sound today as simply-minded, but we have to 
remember that untiJ their time the theories about the creation of the universe were based entireJy 
on purely magieal or theologicaJ explanations and the forces of nature were attributed to the 
actions of the anthropomorphic gods, e.g. Zeus (cJoud-gatherer, thunder-striker) and Poseidon 
(mover of earth, ship-wrecker). 
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The atomic philosopher Dcmocritus, from Avdera of Thrace (460 Be), believed that the 
smallest particles of matter and therefore of substances are atoms. 

The characteristics of atoms* are the following: 

-solid, 
-hard, 
-indestructible, 
-unsplitable, 
-too small to be perceived by senses 
-c1ashing and recoiling in endless motion and 
-substantial identical. 

Atoms differ in size and shape onlyas the difference between the letters A and N. The 
combination in different ways of these letters (atoms) gives the isomers compounds AN or NA. 
So Democritus had, in a way, predicted the phenomenon of isomerization. Democritus with his 
Atomic Theory tried to explain many properties of matter. 

Hard-soft. Hard things are made of atoms packed c10sely together, so the absence of the 
possibility of compression offers resistance to the touch. Sott things are made of atoms wider 
apart. They contain more empty space and so are capable of compression thus offering less 
resistance to the touch. 

Taste. Sweet things are made of smooth atoms. Bitter taste is caused by sharp atoms which 
make minute excoriation on the tongue. 

Colour. The various positions of the atoms on the surface of objects causes the ligh~ which 
falls upon them, to throw back or retJect in different ways. These differences we perceive as 
different colours. 

Volatility. The volatile substances consist of particularly small, fine and round atoms 
moving quickly because oftheir smallness and roundness. 

Smell. Atoms of a certain size and shape, being in the surface of substance, detach from the 
surface and as they dritt through the air to the nase produce the sense of smell. 

We believe today that the atoms of a certain size and shape, being in the surface of a 
substance, detach from the surface and as they dritt through the air to the nase, fill the receptors 
of the ends of certain nerves stimulate them and produce the sense of smell. " 

• The word atoms comes from the word a:tO/Lo which means indivisible. The letter (1- preceding greek 
words has a steretic value corresponding generally to modem un- and the verb 1:E/LVro means to split. 
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METHANE MONOOXYGENASE 

STEPHEN J. LIPPARD 
Department of Chemistry 
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA 

ABSTRACT. The X-ray crystal structure determination of the resting state of the 
hydroxyl ase enzyme of methane monooxygenase from the organism Methylococcus 
capsulatus (Bath) reveals a dinuclear iron center bridged by a hydroxide ion, an acetate 
ligand from the crystallization buffer, and the carboxylate group of a glutamate residue. Tbe 
terminal positions of this diiron(III) unit are occupied by three additional glutamates, two 
histidines, and a water molecule. Residues adjacent to this bioinorganic active site form a 
hydrophobie pocket for methane binding. The reaction cycle of the enzyme begins with 
reduction to the diiron(lI) state in the presence of substrate and two other protein 
components, a reductase and a small molecular weight coupling protein, also known as 
protein B. Reaction of the reduced hydroxylase with dioxygen proceeds through several 
intermediates prior to hydroxylation of alkane to yield the product alcohol, water, and the 
resting diiron(III) form of the enzyme. The rate of the reaction, regioselectivity of 
hydroxylation, and ability to detect the intermediates spectroscopically depends upon the 
presence of the coupling protein. Freeze-quench Mössbauer and low temperature stopped
flow optieal spectroscopie experiments have identified two key intermediates in the reaction 
cycle, designated L and Q, the properties of which are discussed. Experiments with radieal 
clock substrate probes revealed no evidence for substrate radical intermediates. Mechanisms 
are proposed 10 account for these observations. 

1. Introduction 

Methane monooxygenase is an enzymatic system comprised of three proteins, a 
hydroxylase (H), a reductase (R), and a coupling protein, also known as protein B, 
which selectively and efficiently converts methane to methanol in the methanotrophic 
bacterium Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath).1-3 A diagrammatic representation of 
these components and the overall reaction catalyzed by this system are presented in 
Fig. 1. The catalytic unit responsible for hydroxylation is a non-heme dinuclear iron 
center housed in the a subunit of the hydroxyl ase. It resembles carboxylate-bridged 
diiron centers in other dioxygen-utilizing proteins such as hemerythrin and 

1 
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ribonucleotide reductase.4-6 Our laboratory has engaged in a broad pro gram to 
investigate both the MMO system and model compounds for the dinuclear center in 
the hydroxylase enzyme. 

Hydroxylase (H) Reductase (R) 

251 kDa 38.6 kDa 

Coupling pro tein (B) 

15.5 kDa 

Fig.1. Proteins of the methane monooxygenase system from M. capsulatus (Bath). The rela
tive positions of the Cl, 13, and y subunits of the hydroxylase protein are as determined 
in the X-ray crystal structure. The binding sites of the Band R proteins on H are unknown. 
Reprinted with permission from ref. 7. Copyright 1994, American Chemical Society. 

Our goals have been to determine the structure of the hydroxylase enzyme and its 
interactions with the other components; to measure and understand the physical 
properties of the dinuclear iron center in relation to the structure; to elucidate the 
chemical properties of the non-heme diiron center of the hydroxylase, including its 
redox states, substrate binding, and dioxygen reaction chemistry; and to unravel a 
detailed mechanism for the hydroxylation of alkanes, particularly methane. The 
present article describes recent progress made in determining the structure of the 
hydroxylase by single crystal X-ray diffraction and the use of spectroscopic and 
chemical probes to gain insight into the reaction cycle. A more general, in-depth 
summary, including a broad discussion of the reactions of diiron(II) model systems 
and proteins with dioxygen, may be found elsewhere.7 
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2. X-ray Structure of MMO Hydroxylase from M. capsulatus (Bath) 

The X-ray crystal structure of the MMO hydroxylase in its resting, diiron(III) state 
has recently been determined to 2.2 A resolution.8 The results provide detailed 
information about the coordination environment of the dinuclear iron center; 
interactions among the a, b, and g subunits of this component; possible pathways by 
which methane might access and methanol might depart from the active site; the 
hydrophobic pocket for methane binding; and possible positions on the iron atoms 
where dioxygen and species derived therefrom might coordinate. Fig. 2 presents the 
overall structure of the hydroxylase, which has a non-crystallographically required 
twofold symmetry axis running through it vertically, in the plane of the page. 

Fig.2. MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, P. /. Appl. Crystallogr. 1991, 24,946) representation of the 
structure of the hydroxylase protein of Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath). Reprinted with 
permission from ref. 7. Copyright 1994, American Chemical Society. 

The a subunit is rendered in white, the b subunit in black, and the g subunit in gray. 
As can be seen, the protein fold is almost entirely comprised of a helices, with only a 
small region of b structure in the a subunits. The fold of the b subunit is remarkably 
similar to that of a large domain in the a subunit, and the relative positioning of a and 
b subunits strongly resembles the interaction of the two halves of the protein dimer in 
the R2 protein of ribonucleotide reductase.8-10 A region in the center of the 
hydroxylase, a large canyon lined by several long helices of the a subunit, has been 
identified as a putative binding site for the other two components, the coupling 
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protein and the reductase. The dinuclear iron centers are located in the two a subunits 
at a distance of 45 A from one another. 

As indicated in Fig. 3, the dinuclear centers are bridged by an exogenous 
hydroxide ion, a semi-bridging glutamate (Glu 144), and a bidentate acetate from the 
crystallization buffer. The terminal coordination positions are occupied by histidine 
side chains, one on each iron, three monodentate glutamates, and a water molecule, 
which is hydrogen bonded to Glu 114 and Glu 243. The solvent-derived exogenous 
ligands, the bridging hydroxide ion and terminal water molecule, had been previously 
identified for the M. capsulatus (Bath) hydroxyl ase from proton ENDOR studies on 
the paramagnetic, mixed-valent form of the protein. ll The FeOOOFe distance of 3.4 A 
and overall coordination geometry are in accord with expectations based on extensive 
EXAFS and other spectroscopic propenies of the protein.12 The inventory of charges 
results in a neutral active site, consistent with its ability to bind methane and other 
non-polar hydrocarbon substrates. 

Glu 114 

Fig. 3. Structure of the dinuclear iron center at the active site of the hydroxylase pro tein of 
Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath). Reprinted with permission from ref. 7. Copyright 1994, 
American Chemical Society. 

The positions of the exogenous acetate and water ligands in the oxidized hydroxylase 
crystal structure suggest possible sites of binding and activation of dioxygen, 
substrate, and product during the catalytic cycle. For example, the site occupied by 
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the acetate may delineate where the product methoxide might bind prior to its release 
from the enzyme. These ligands protrude into an adjacenthydrophobic cavity lined by 
side chains from non-polar amino acids glycine, leucine, isoleucine, and 
phenylalanine. A stereo view of this cavity is presented in Fig. 4. Also present in the 
cavity is the side chain of Thr 213, whieh resides at a p-turn in a very long helix. A 
similar feature is found in eytochromes P-450, as diseussed elsewhere.8 Examination 
of the a subunit revealed aseries of hydrophobic poekets extending 30 A from the 
surface through the protein and leading to the active site cavity, thus delineating a 
possible pathway by which methane and other substrates might access the catalytic 
iron center. Entrance to the hydrophobie eavity of the active site at the end of this 
pathway could occur by slight rotation of Phe 188 andlor Thr 213 side chains (Fig. 4). 
Also present in the aetive site cavity is a eysteine residue, Cys 151, the sulfur atom of 
which was the binding site for mercury in one of the derivatives used to solve the 
crystal structure of the hydroxylase. 8 This amino aeid oceupies virtually the same 
position with respect to the dinuclear iron center as does the tyrosine residue in the 
strueturally related R2 protein of ribonucleotide reductase,10,13 a tyrosine that gets 
oxidized to a functionally important tyrosyl radical. 

Fig.4. MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, P. J. Appl. Crystallogr. 1991, 24,946) stereo representation of 
the active site structure of the hydroxylase pro tein of Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath). 
Reprinted with permission from ref. 8. Copyright 1993, Macmillan Magazines Limited. 

The oceurrenee of Cys 151 in the MMO hydroxyl ase at this location suggests the 
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possible involvement of a cysteinyl radieal in the catalytic mechanism of the enzyme. 
We shall return to this point later. 

3. Spectroscopic Evidence for Intermediates in the Reaction Cycle of the MMO 
Hydroxylase from M. capsulatus (Bath) 

The reaction cycle of methane monooxygenase has frequently been written by 
analogy to the more extensively studied cytochrome P-450 enzyme systems.14-17 
Several variations on this chemistry are possible for a non-heme dinuclear center, as 
presented in considerable detail elsewhere.7,18 Low-temperature stopped-flow 
spectroscopic and freeze quench Mössbauer studies of the reaction of dioxygen with 
the reduced hydroxyl ase from M. trichosporium OB3b have revealed the presence 
of intermediates in the reaction cycle of the MMO hydroxylase,19,20 and parallel 
studies on the enzyme from M. capsulatus (Bath) have augmented this work.21 In 
the latter experiments, the hydroxylase enzyme was first reduced in an anaerobic 
chamber with dithionite and a suitable electron-transfer mediator. After 

0.042 

e 9.0sec 
.e- 0.032 

0 18.1 sec .... 
~ 30.4sec ;g 

(1/ )( 46.3sec 
Q 72.2sec ;; 0.021 
.~ -c. 
0 

0.011 

0 

384 480 576 672 768 
Wavelength (nm) 

Fig. 5. Spectoscopic evidence for intennediates in the reaction of H red from M. capsulatus 
(Bath) with dioxygen in the presence of 2 equiv of pro tein B. 

removal of the mediator by dialysis, the reduced hydroxylase (Hred) was loaded into 
one syringe of a rapid stopped flow mixing apparatus while a solution of buffer, 
saturated with dioxygen, was loaded into the other syringe. The solutions and 
apparatus were then cooled to 4 oe and rapidly mixed. Optieal spectroscopic studies 
revealed the buildup and decay of three absorption bands at 350, 420, and520 nm, as 
illustrated in Fig. 5. Kinetic analysis of the exponential buildup and decay of these 
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signals at single wavelength showed that they could be fit weH with two rate 
constants, one for the formation (kr = 0.31 ± 0.02 s-l) and one for the decay (kd = 
0.065 ± 0.017 s-l). The data and fits are shown in Fig. 6. Addition of methane 
abolished the signal, suggesting that it might be on the re action pathway for 
hydroxylation, and failure to add the coupling protein substantially diminished the 
rate at which the color of the intermediate developed. 

Freeze-quench Mössbauer experiments significantly extended insights offered by 
these optical studies. 19•21 In these investigations, the solution was 

0.100 

0.080 

/"" 2equiv B 

ci 0.060 

d 
<:I 0.040 2 equiv B 

+ CH4 "" 
0.020 

0.000 

0 5 1 5 20 25 30 35 40 

Time (s) 

Fig. 6. Buildup and decay of the 420 nm absorption observed in the reaction of H red 
with dioxygen at 4 oe. As can be seen, this intermediate required protein B to be 
observed and is rapidly quenched in the presence of substrate. 

passed through the mixing chamber at 4 °c and then allowed to flow through a tube 
of variable length which opened into a nozzle that sprayed the mixed solution into 
liquid isopentane at - 140°C. The frozen mixture was then packaged into a 
Mössbauer sampie cell and its spectrum recorded. By chan ging the length of the 
tube, the time after mixing was varied from 0.025 - 60 sec. These experiments 
required growing the organism on 57Fe-enriched iron and long exposure times (days) 
in the Mässbauer spectrometer in order to achieve the appropriate signal-to-noise 
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ratio. The reward was worth the effort, however, since the growth and decay of two 
spectroscopic intermediates, designated Land Q, were detected by this 
methodology.21 The properties of these species are given in Table 1, from which it 
can be seen that Q corresponds to the transient detected by optical spectroscopy, 
whereas L is kinetically competent to be the precursor of Q in the reaction cycle. 
Analogous results were obtained for the M. trichosporium hydroxylase, 19 with the 
following exceptions: L was not observed; Q was assigned as having two equivalent 
rather than slightly different iron atoms; and the kinetic constants differed slightly 
from those found for the M. capsulatus enzyme. 

From the spectroscopic properties of L and Q in Table 1 it is not possible to 
make a definitive assignment of the structures of the two species based on any known 
inorganic model complexes.4•5•22 The most reasonable supposition 

Table 1. Summary of Mössbauer Parameters (mm/sec) and Kinetic Rate Constants 
(sec-I) for Intermediates in the Reaction of Reduced MMO Hydroxylase with 
Dioxygen 

Organism d,L DEQ,L d,Q DEQ,Q kr, L kd,L kr, Q kd,Q 

M. 0.66 1.51 0.14 0.55 -25 -0.2 -0.4 
capsulatus 

0.21 0.68 0.31a 0.065a 

M. tricho- NOb NDb 0.17 0.53 I.Qa 0.05a 

sporium 
aFrom opticaJ spectroscopic studies. 
bNot detected. 

at this time is that L corresponds to a (m-peroxo)diiron(III) species and that Q is 
either a pair of low-spin femc ions coordinated to an oxyl anion (see below) or a pair 
of high valent, iron(lV) centers. 1t should be emphasized that these formulations are 
very preliminary and that it is not even certain whether the 0-0 bond is cleaved in 
either L or Q. The synthesis and X-ray structural characterization of inorganic 
analogues of these interesting intermediates may be necessary in order to assign their 
structures definitively. Areaction cycle illustrating the catalytic mechanism of the 
MMO hydroxyl ase is depicted in Fig. 7. 

4. Radical Clock Substrate Probe Studies and a Working Hypothesis for the 
Catalytic Mechanism of MMO 

Since the spectroscopic intermediate Q decays more rapidly in the presence of 
substrates such as nitrobenzene,20.23 it is reasonable to speculate that Q is the 
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species responsible for the hydroxylation step. Although experiments on the M. 
trichosporium system with chiral ethane (CH3CHDT) have been interpreted as 
evidence for substrate radical intermediates,24 attempts to use radical clock 

> 0.065 S-l 

R-H 
"Q" 

R-H 
"L" 

shunt 
pathway 

R-H 

FeIII ...... O .... FeIII 

I 
H 

Fig. 7. Hypothetical reaetion eyde for the MMO hydroxylase. Intermediates labeled Land Q 
were detected by stopped-flow spectroseopic and freeze-queneh Mössbauer experiments. Rate 
eonstants depicted are for the M. capsulatus (Bath) enzyme. 

substrate probes to measure the rate of rebound from a putative radical species failed 
in the case of MMO hydroxylase from M. capsulatus (Bath) to provide any evidence 
for the existence of radicals. 18,23 In particular, when trans-phenylmethylcyclopropane 
and methylcubane were assayed with the reconstituted MMO hydroxylase, coupling 
protein, and reductase system, the only products observed were trans
phenylcyclopropylmethanol and the cubyl methanol, respectively. Since these 
substrate probes would ring-open to afford other product alcohols if a carbinyl radical 
were generated during the course of the reaction, it was concluded that either radicals 
do not form in the reaction or that, if they do form, their rate of rebound to form the 
product alcohol would have to be in excess of 4 xlO13 s-l. In the case of MMO from 
M. trichosporium, a small amount of ring-opened radical was observed with the 
substrate probe trans-phenylmethylcyclopropane,18 leading to an estimate for the 
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rebound rate that is consistent with that cited above for the chiral ethane study with 
enzyme from this organism. 2S 

These and other results lead to the following working hypothesis for the reaction 
mechanism.7 The diiron(III) center in the resting state of the hydroxylase is reduced 
by two electrons in the presence of substrate and the other components, the reductase 
and coupling protein (Fig. 7). This reduction may lead to arearrangement in the 
coordination spheres of the iron atoms, perhaps by extrusion of solvent-derived 
ligands andlor carboxylate shifts.26 In such reactions, one or more of the glutamates 
might alter its binding mode, for example, from bridging to terminal or from 
monodentate to bidendate. Such chemistry may be required in order to make sites 
available on one or both of the iron(II) centers for binding of dioxygen. Detailed 
temperature-dependent kinetic studies of sterically hindered diiron(II) model 
complexes indicate the need for an open coordination site for binding of dioxygen in 
the reaction to form peroxide-bridged diiron(III) complexes.27 As in these model 
complexes, it is likely that dioxygen coordinates to the iron center in Hred and is 
reduced by an inner sphere pathway to form a bridged diiron(III) peroxide 
intermediate, possibly compound L (Fig. 7). 

CYSl51 \ 
SH 

CYS151\ 
SH 

\ ... 

CYS151\ 

S~ 

-t 
? 
FelII F III -er" e 

H 

Fig.8. Hypothetical mechanism for the reductive activation of dim(ygen by Cys 151 
in MMO hydroxylase. 

As shown in Fig. 8, we propose as a working hypothesis that this species is further 
activated reductively by electron transfer from the nearby cysteine residue, Cys 151 
in the active site (Fig. 4). This reductive activation step cleaves the 0-0 bond to form 
a metallooxyl residue, formally an analogue of the hydroxyl radical, a seven-electron 
0-0 species (Fig. 8). This species may correspond to intermediate Q (Fig. 7), the 
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Mössbauer isomer shift of wh ich would be accounted for if the two iron(III) centers 
were low spin. The metallooxyl and cysteinyl radical formed in this step could then 
attack the C-H bond in a concerted fashion, restoring the cysteine residue and leading 
to coordinated methoxide which is protonated and departs as methanol. There is 
presently no definitive evidence to support or refute such a mechanism, further 
consequences and nuances of which are discussed elsewhere.1 
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ABSTRACT. Serum transferrin is the iron transport agent of mammals. 1ts function and 
structure are increasingly weil understood, particularly because of the relatively recent 
protein crystal structure information. Transferrin not only acts as a transport agent but also 
functions as an iron buffer, maintaining free ferric ion concentrations in the body at a very 
low but constant value. This role of transferrin, and our understanding of the mechanisms of 
iron binding and release by the protein, are important in four areas of medical science. First, 
iron storage and transport are critical to understanding the molecular basis of anemias. [1ron 
uptake by the gut involves the eventual complexation by transferrin.] Second, iron overload 
occurs in several disorders, the most common due to long-term transfusion therapy of iß
thalassemia (Cooley's anemia). [1ron is only regulated by uptake; there is no mechanism for 
spontaneous removal of iron.] Chelation therapy of iron overload has long used 
desferrioxamine B (Desferal®). There is a continuing search for new sequestering agents 
that would have improved properties, particularly oral activity.' One issue thus raised is the 
thermodynamic and kinetic ability of such sequestering agents to remove iron from 
transferrin: Third, the release of iron, the reductive generation of Fe2+, and subsequent free 
radical generation from reaction with 02 (Fenton chemistry) are now thought to be the 
major cause of tissue damage following myocardial infarction. The use of iron chelating 
agents may provide a way to block such damage by keeping free ferric ion at low levels - a 
function of transferrin in circulating serum that is disrupted by the heart attack. Finally, the 
fourth area of medical relevance for transferrin iron binding and release is related to 
bacterial infection. The role of iron in the pathogenicity of bacterial infections is now weil 
established. 1ron availability to the invading bacterium is known to be directly connected to 
the virulence of infections that cause infantile enteritis, leprosy, cholera, and tuberculosis, as 
major examples. Several siderophores of pathogenic microorganisms are capable of 
removing iron from serum transferrin. Hence the mechanism(s) by which iron is released 
from transferrin to such ligands is of medical, as weil as general biochemical, significance. 

Transferrin is a bilobal protein of molecular weight 78,000 that is apparently the result of 
the fusion of two units of an ancestral protein. Each of the two lobes contain one metal 
binding site that has a very high affinity for high-spin Fe3+. Single crystal structures of 
rabbit diferric and human monoferric transferrins and lactoferrin establish that the iron 
binding sites of these closely related proteins are essentially identical, composed of a 
bidentate carbonate, 2 phenolate groups (tyrosine), 1 nitrogen (histidine) and a carboxylate 
oxygen (aspartate). The stable form of metal-free, apotransferrin has an "open" 
conformation in which the iron binding site is in an open cleft near the protein surface and is 
accessible to the surrounding solution. In contrast, the stable form of the iron complex has 
the cleft closed so that the metal binding site is buried under the surface of the pro tein, thus 
making the metal inaccessible to competing ligands. The kinetic behavior of iron removal 
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by several different types of ligands is examined with the view of new ligand design for 
ligands ofuse in human iron decorporation therapy. 

1. Introduction 

All plant and animal life (and essentially all microbial life) has an absolute 
requirement for iron. As shown in Table 1, even though iron is quite abundant on the 
surface of the planet, it frequently is a growth limiting nutrient. The versatility of 
iron, with respect to its remarkable changes in redox and reactivity behavior as a 
function of its ligand field environment, made it a maleable component of the 
chemieal constituents of early evolution. For example, the redox potentials of iron
eontaining metalloenzymes range from -400 to +400 millivolts. 

Table 1: The terrestial distribution and bioavailability ofiron 1-3 

Approximately one-third Earth's mass; most abundant element by weight 
Fourth most abundant element in Earth's erust. 

Typical Distributions: 
Crustal rocks (weight %): 

igneous 5.6 
shale 4.7 
sandstone l.0 
limestone 0.4 

Oeean (70% ofEarth's surface): 
0.003 - 0.1 ppb, increasing with depth; limiting factor in plankton growth 

Rivers: 
0.07 - 7 ppm 

Bioavailability: 
Ksp (Fe(OH)3 is approximately 10-39 
In absence of chelating agents, pH 7, [Fe3+] is approximately 10-18 M 
Typical iron eontent ofliving cells: 10-5 to 10-8 M 

The effeet of iron complexing agents as inhibitors of infection has been known ~ince 
long before the modern understanding of microorganisms and their role in disease . As 
Shakespeare has an aide say to the Earl of Gloucester (who has just had his eye~ 
gouged out) "1'11 fetch some flax, and whites of eggs/To apply to his bleeding face". 
In mammals iron transport is carried out by serum transferrin. This is one in a family 
of closely related proteins that act as iron eomplexing agents in vivo.6Transferrin not 
only acts as a transport agent but also functions as an iron buffer, maintaining free 
ferrie ion coneentrations in our bodies at a very low but constant value. This role of 
transferrin, and our understanding of the meehanisms of iron binding and release by 
the protein, are important in four areas of medical science: First, iron storage and 
transport are critieal to understanding the molecular basis of anemias. Iron uptake 
occurs in the upper intestine, although the details of the intervening steps be;ween that 
transport and its appearance in serum transferrin are still being eharacterized. Second, 
iron overload oecurs in several dis orders , the most common due to long-term 
transfusion therapy of ß-thalassemia (Cooley's anemia). Since iron is only regulated 
by uptake, with no mechanism for spontaneous rem oval of iron, any long-term 
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increase in iron storage results in iron overload.8 That this NATO workshop is in 
Greece is particularly significant, given the major health problem represented by ß
thalassemia in this country. Patients with Cooley's anemia require long-term blood 
transfusions with the result of large increases in iron. Chelation therapy of iron 
overload has long used desferrioxamine B or Desferal® (Figure 1). 

3,4-UCAMS Desfenioxamfne B 

'~'Q::: +HoN1(::CH o 0 
HO-'''O-P-OH 

'OOC 0 , , 
0 0 50,. 
H H 

Tlron L-mlmoslne Pyrophospbate 

Figure 1: Structures of typical iron chelators: the catecholates, 3,4-UCAMS and TlIOn, a 
hydroxypyridinone, L-mimosine, and a hydroxamate, desferrioximine B (Desferal®). 
Pyrophosphate is not thermodynamically capable of removing iron from transferrin, but can 
serve as a mediater to increase the rate of iron removal by other chelators. 

However there are a number of problems with this chelating agent and there has been a 
long-standing search for new sequestering agents that would have improved properties, 
particularly oral activity. One issue that is raised is the thermodynarnie and kinetic 
ability of such sequestering agents to remove iron from transferrin. That will be a 
particular focus of this paper. Aseries of different kinds of ligands, and their kinetics 
of iron rem oval from transferrin, will be examined both to characterize the mechanism 
of iron release by this protein and to provide a fundamental design basis for new ligand 
syntheses. 

The third area of medical science of re1evance involves the release of iron, the 
reductive generation of Fe2+, and subsequent free radical generation from reaction 
with 02 (Fenton Chemistry). This is now thought to be the major cause of tissue 
damage following myocardial infarction. The use of iron chelating agents may 
provide a way to block such damage by keeping free ferric ion at low level~ - a 
function of transferrin and circulating serum that is disrupted in the heart attack.: It 
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has been estimated that as much as 20% of the adult male qgpulation is at risk of 
oxidative cellular damage due to elevated serum iron levels. The fourth area of 
medical relevance is related to bacterial infection. T~e role of iron in the 
pathogenicity of bacterial infections is now weIl established.: lron availability to the 
invading bacterium is known to be direct1y connected to the virulence of infections 
that cause infantile enteritis, leprosy, cholera, and tuberculosis, as major examples. 
Several siderophores of pathogenk microorganisms are capable of removing iron 
from serum transferrin. 

Although iron is an essential element for humans and required in large amounts (3 
to 5 grams normally), it is also very toxic when in excess. The most common iron 
overload is due to regular blood-transfusions, particularly in the treatment of ß
thalassemia. The toxicity of excess iron in the body can be ameliorated by 
administration of an iron chelating agent which is able to remove iron in vivo from 
transferrin, ferritin, and other iron stores. The current drug of choke for chelation 
therapy is the methane sulfonate salt of desferrioxamine B (Desferal®). Whi1e 
Desferal has been shown to increase iron excretion and to reduce liver iron in ß
thalassemic patients, its drawbacks include a lack of oral activity and a short body 
retention time, which necessitates its administration by one of the cumbersome and 
expensive methods of slow subcutaneous or intravenous infusion. More serious is the 
lack of patient compliance that results from the inconvenience and discomfort of this 
therapy. For the last two decades considerable effort has been invested in developing 
a more effective iron removal agent; however, the treatment has remained essentially 
unchanged. 

co 
~ N"OH 

.. .. 

H 
I 

N ° a OH 
.. .. 

.. 

0;0-
~ k+ 

'OH 

H 

Nt o-a 
OH 

~o

H'~OH 

I-bydroxy-2(1H)-pyridinone 
(1,2-HOPO) 

3-bydroxy-2(1H)-pyridinone 
(3,2-HOPO) 

3-bydroxy-4(lH)-pyridinone 
(3,4-HOPO) 

Figure 2: The simple chelating hydroxypyridinones and their abbreviations. 
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Many different approaches have been taken in the development of new iron 
sequestering agents of potential use as therapeutic agents. One approach is 
developing iron che1ating agents based on hydroxypyridinones. Although not as 
common a functional group as either the hydroxamate or catecholate moieties, the 
hydroxypyridonate functional groups are found in siderophores. These compounds 
can be viewed as either an aromatic hydroxamic acid (for the 1,2 isomer) or as a 
catechol analogue (the hydroxypyridonate and catecholate anions are isoelectronic and 
isostructural). With varying positions of the nitrogen in the ring, there are three 
unsubstituted chelating hydroxypyridinones. Their abbreviations and structures are 
shown in Figure 2. 

Transferrin constitutes 3.5% ofhuman plasma proteins. It carries iron to and from 
storage sites in cells (where it is stored in ferritin). Normally only ab out 30% of the 
iron sites are occupied, so that the protein has a large buffering capacity to respond to 
iron addition. With infection or neoplasia, the empty binding sites can increase up to 
90%. Because of its high bindinrz the standard reduction potential of transferrin is -
0.5 volts vs. hydrogen e1ectrode, ,which blocks Fe2+ production and hence Fenton 
Chemistry. 

Figure 3: A ribbon diagram showing 
the eharaeteristie folding of transferrins 
into N-terminal and C-tenninallobes, 
eaeh with a type I and a type II domain. 
Iron atoms are shown as filled circles. 
The peptide eonnecting the lobes (P), is 
helieal in laetoferrin, but irregular in 
serum transfemn. (Figure from 
referenee 13, used with permission.) 

A ribbon structure of diferric transferrin is shown in Figure 3. 13The protein is 
composed of two domains which are essentially the same with regard to their iron 
co ordination chemistry and general structure. Both iron binding sites contain one 
bidentate carbonate (which is hydrogen bonded within the pocket and whose binding 
to the protein is aprerequisite for iron complexation), two oxygens from tyrosines, 
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one oxygen from aspartate and one histidine nitrogen. Both the N-terminal and C
terminal lobes each contain two domains, which form a kind of clam shell structure. 
This structure can elose where it is hinged so that the iron binding site is either open, 
and exposed to the solution environment,or closed and buried ab out \~ or 13 A under 
the surface ofthe protein. This is shown in cartoon form in Figure 4. : 

N-terminua 

NI 

NIl CI 

Figure 4: A cartoon representation of diferric transferrin. The iron-binding site in each 
lobe is located in the eleft between type I and type 11 domains; the two lobes of the protein 
are homologous, but not identical. 

The iron-binding eleft at the N-terminal site is shown here still in the "open" 
conformation, while the iron at the C-terminal end is hidden in the "elosed" conformation. 
In those crystal stuctures reported to date, however, all iron-containing sites are in the closed 
conformation. (Cartoon concept: R. J. Zuccola, reference 14) 

This is particularly important in understanding and interpreting the kinetic results for 
the many different ligands that have been investigated with regard to the iron removal 
capability from transferrin. 

Other proteins in the transferrin family also play defensive roles by securely 
sequestering free iron. Ovotransferrin, which constitutes 12% by weight of egg white 
solids, is an 80 kD protein be10nging to this family. It is the major reason why eggs, 
which are laid in a very non-sterile environment, are not subject to bacterial infection 
and spoilage for a very long period oftime. Egg white has a pR of9.5, which is also 
where ovotransferrin best complexes ferric ion. Ovotransferrin sho)"~ antimicrobial 
activity, which is neutralized when the protein is saturated with iron. . 

Similarly, milk constitutes an ideal culture medium and yet infants fed on mothers 
milk are known to be much less susceptible to gastric enteritis than those fed on 
prepared substitutes. Breast infections within nursing mothers are also relatively 
uncommon. Both of these phenomena are primarily due to lactoferrin, which 
comprises 20% of total protein in human milk (about 1 gram per liter) and up to 
seven times this amount in colostrum, the secretion first produced by nursing 
mothers. Unlike transferrin, which releases iron at pR 4, lactoferrin retains its iron 
binding capability at this acid pR. [This is quite important, since sepsis lowers pR.] 
Lactoferrin is found in exocrine solutions of bronchial, nasal, lachrymal and 
genitourinary passages - everywhere the inside of the body meets the outside world. 
In addition to iron-related bacteriostasis, lactoferrin is thought to be involved in 
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bacteriocide by another mechanism. Thus, lactoferril\eas both a defensive role and a 
role in safely transporting iron from mother to infant. 

It has long been known that strong chelating agents remove ferric transferrin at 
rates that initially increase as the ligand concentration increases. However virtually 
all these rates saturate at some concentration of chelating agent. Shortly after the 
catechol-containing siderophore enterobactin was found to be such a powernd 
chelating agent, synthetic analogs were prepared and investigated for their iron 
removal charact'19stics. Unlike more common ligands such as EDT A, ligands such 
as 3,4-LICAMS (Figure 1) could be used at relative1y low concentrations and still 
get significant rates of iron rem oval from the protein. This is highly significant 
because most other chelating agents can only remove iron at comparable rates when 
the ligand concentration is so high that one needs to be concemed about other changes 
ofthe protein or solution environment. To explain the saturation behavior seen in the 
iron removal behavior of 3,4-LICAMS, Carrano and Raymond proposed a pseudo
enzyme mechanism that involved complexation of the protein by the ligand as shown 
in Equation 1. This generates a ligand concentration dependence for the pseudo first 
order rate constant (found when the ligand is in large excess with respect to the 
protein concentration) as shown below in Equation 2. 

FeTf+L~LFeTf k2 )FeL+Tf 
k-I 

(1) 

(2) 
2.3+2.3Keq [LI 

However subsequent evidence ffr a conformation change of the protein was first 
proposed by Cowart and Bates; . who presented areaction mechanism as shown in 
the equation below. 

FeTf~FeTf* LFeTf* k3 )FeL+Tf* 
LI 

(3) 
k2 

FeTf * +L~ LFeTf * 
L2 

kobsd = klklk3[L] 
k-l (k-2 + k3) + klk3 [L] 

where * = "open conformation", Tf= bicarbonate complex offerric transferrin, and L 
= a chelating agent.. This then leads to the same overall dependence of the observed 
first order rate constant on ligand concentration, but for complete1y different reasons 
as shown by the equation that relates the microscopic rate constants to the 
macroscopic observed rates. One key prediction of the Cowart, Kojima and Bates 
mechanism is that the limiting rate of allligands should be essentially the same, since 
this is due to the conformation change of the protein. It has been clear for some time 
that these limiting rates vary dramatically from ligand to ligand. As will be seen, in 
light of the now avai1able structural information ab out the protein and new kinetic 
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Figure 5: Iron removal from diferrie transferrin by ehelators: The dependenee of 
observed rate eonstants on ehelator coneentration. Legend: ., 3,4-LICAMS (biphasie 
kinetics); 0, L-mimonsine (monophasie kineties); and X, Tiron (biphasie kineties). 
Conditions: 0.1 mM difcrrie transferrin, 50 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4, 25°C, !l = 0.026. 

Figure 6: Iron removal from ferrie transfcrrins by desferrioxamine B: The dcpendcnce of 
observed rate eonstants on the eoneentration of pyrophosphate. Legend: ., removal from 
diferrie transfcrrin (biphasie); O. removal from FeeTf; and X, removal from FeNTf. 
Conditions: 0.1 mM transfcrrin. 50 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4. 25°C. !l = 0.026. 
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studies, the actual mechanism for iron rem oval from serum transferrin by strong 
chelating agents is nearly a linear combination of the two early proposals. 

Iron removal from serum transferrin actually involves three different forms of the 
protein: Diferric transferrin, monoferric (N-terminal) transferrin, and monoferric (C
terminal) transferrin. The N-terminal iron binding site forms a weaker complex than 
does the C-terminal and, in general, releases its iron more quickly. Hence in many 
case~ i{~n removal from diferric transferrin conforms to a double exponential rate 
law. 9,: For catechol ligands the rate of iron removal for diferric transferrin 
correlates very closely with the individual microscopic rate constants seen for the C
terminal and N-terminal sites, implying that there is little 2f no interaction between 
the two different lobes affecting the kinetics of iron release. : 

Iron removal from transfer has been studied using many different iron chelators, 
some representatives appear in Figure 1. While catechol ligands such as 3,4-
LlCAMS or the simple commercially-available chelating agent Tiron show two
component rates of iron rem oval, with a clear distinction seen between the N
terminal and C-terminal sites, the hydroxypyridonate L-mimocine shows no such 
behavior. Mimosine does show saturation behavior, as shown in Figure 5 but a 
comparison shows that it is a much less effective ligand with respect to rate of iron 
removal than the catechol ligands. Shown in this figure are different microscopic 
rate constants seen for the rate of iron removal from the N-terminal and C-terminal 
sites for the catecholligands, a distinction not seen in the slower mimosine kinetics. 

Carbonate, the binding of which is an absolute prerequisite for iron binding to the 
protein, has been called a "synergistic an:f9n." Other ligands, including oxalate, 
malonate and salicylate can take its place. Disruption of the binding and of the 
synergistic ion to Fe3+ is a kinetically important step. 

At low concentrations, pyrophosphate is not thermodynamically capable of taking 
iron out oftransferrin. However, as shown in Figure 6, the rate ofiron removal from 
transferrin by DFO (desferrioxamine B) is substantially increased in the presence of 
pyrophosphate. In other words, Desferral is capable of removing iron 
thermodynamically but is kinetically incompetent to do so. Its ability to remove iron 
increases dramatically in the presence of pyrophosphate. There is an even more 
dra~tic effect upon the addition of catechol ligands such as 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic 
acid. : In contrast to instances in which pyrophosphate is the mediator, iron removal 
by 20 millimolar DFO mediated by 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid is linearly dependent 
on the added ligand. It also shows identical rates of iron rem oval from diferric and 
either C-terminal or N-terminal monoferric transferrin. This catechol ligand is 
present at concentrations below the concentration that would be required for iron 
complex formation in competition with transferrin or DFO. There is no 
spectroscopic evidence for any binding of the catechol to the metal ion. As might be 
expected from this result, conjugation of catecqgl substituents to DFO generate a 
substantial rate of enhancement for iron removal. : 

Studies investigating the dependence of ionic strength on rates of iron removal 
from transferrin have shown an absolute dependence on ionic strength for iron 
removal; as the ionic strength ßOes to zero the extrapolated first order rate constant 
also goes to zero in every case. This conforms closely to the structural information 
now available: anion binding to the protein substantially stabilizes the "open" 
conformation. That binding then triggers the conformation change that is a 
prerequisite for ion site accessibility for an attacking ligand. Ifor monoferric serum 
transferrin, the unoccupied site is in the "open" conformation, the more stable form 
when iron has not yet been complexed by the protein. In contrast, the diferric form 
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of the protein as seen in diferric lactoferrin2~ and diferric rabbit serum transferrin27; 
has both lobes in the "closed" conformat~~n. In this regard it is most interesting that 
the crystal structure of apolactoferrin shows only one site in the "open" 
conformation and that the lobe of the protein seems to have anions bound to it. The 
other site is in the "closed" conformation, consistent with details of the structure 
differences between lactoferrin and transferrin that establish the compared stability of 
the closed conformation is greater for lactoferrin relative to transferrin. The 
structural data and the iron rem oval kinetics indicate that iron removal from 
transferrin to chelators occurs in three steps: 1) Rapid equilibrium binding of 
cooperative anions to the ferric protein. 2) Concomitant conformational change of 
the iron binding lobe ofthe protein from the stable "closed" form to the "open" form, 
which exposes the site to ligands in the surrounding solution. 3) Binding of the 
metal ion by the attacking ligand and removal of the synergistic carbonate at the 
ferric binding site. 

These results have also been used to explain the .§bservation that lactoferrin forms 
a much more stable complex than does transferrin. . Shown below are the effect of 
differences in conformation sl~bility on the stability constants and differences in pM 
values for these two proteins. For an observed macroscopic rate constant as shown 
below the individual components of those rates are tabulated in Table 2. For the 
reaction scheme shown in Equation 3 above the ratio of kl to k-l the unimolecular 
rate constant for the conformational change of the protein from the "closed" to 
"open" form should be the maximum achievable microscopic rate constant kobs. At 
37 °C this corresponds to half life for iron removal from transferrin of 8.4 minutes, 
compared to a half life of 1,100 minutes for lactoferrin! In short, lactoferrin gains 
most of its extra stability by making iron removal comparatively more difficult than 
from serum transferrin. This in turn is due to the greater stability of the closed form 
of the protein and is entirely consistent with its function as a bacteriostatic agent that 
substantiaYar inhibits iron availability to an invading microorganism. As has been 
described, "lactoferrin locks up iron and throws away the key." 

Table 2: Comparison of stability and iron release rates oftransferrinsa 

pMO Maximum kobs for iron t1l2 
removal (3,4-
LICAMS)C 

Human Serum 
Transferrin 21.6 6 x 10-2 min- 1 8.4 min 

Human 
Lactoferrin 24.9 6 x 10-4 min- 1 1,100 min 

a Reference 30 
b pM = -log[Fe(R20)63+] , when [Fe3+ltotal = 1 IJM, [Lltotal = 10 IJM, pR 7.4, 25°C, 

and, in this Table, [RC03-] = 0.23 M (C02-saturated). 
b Compared at 37°C, pR 7.4, 0.0625 mM protein. 

In summary, the relatively recent structural information on the transferrins now 
allows the assembly of a coherent picture of the kinetics of iron removal from these 
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proteins by strong chelating agents. Anion binding to the protein (which may be by 
the attacking ligand itself) triggers a conformational change to the open form of the 
protein in which the iron binding site of an individual lobe of the protein is exposed. 
Attack of the iron site shows a great variability among ligands: catechols are 
particularly effective in disrupting the iron co ordination site for the first step in the 
subsequently rapid decomplexation of iron by the protein and complexation by the 
attacking chelating ligand. If new iron chelating agents for human therapy are to be 
effective, they must be able to compete with transferrin for iron complexation at 
concentrations that are not toxic. While the total amount of iron in transferrin is very 
low, it remains the major shuttle to the iron in storage sites and hence it is a rational 
target for new sequestering agents. Ligands that are kinetically competent for the 
rem oval of iron from transferrin should be designed so that they incorporate at least 
one functional group that shows an enhanced kinetic capability for iron removal. 
This does not inc1ude hydroxamate or most hydroxypyridonate ligands but does 
inc1ude catecholligands. These features need to be kept in mind by those seeking to 
design new iron sequestering agents for human iron decorporation therapy. 
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ABSTRACT. Iron is an essential element for all living things (with the exception perhaps of a 
few bacteria in specialized environments). Incorporation of iron into biochemistry certainly 
occurred in the very earliest evolution of life on this planet. By changing the global surface 
chemistry, life also changed the availability of iron on the planet since the ferric ion present in an 
aerobic environment is much less readily available than the ferrous ion largely present on the 
surface of primordial earth. A brief review of the availability of iron, its storage and transport, is 
presented. The focus is especially on transport and storage systems as pertains to the virulence of 
microorganisms. Most aerobic and anaerobic bacteria synthesize and excrete low molecular 
weight compounds (siderophores) for the solubilization and transport of iron. Since the iron 
supply is often a limiting factor in the growth of these microbes, siderophores and their 
corresponding transport systems play an important role in bacterial virulence. 

1. Introduetion 

Iron, generally in large quanttttes, is absolutely required for growth in all but a few 
microorganisms. This requires mechanisms by which organisms can ingest, transport and 
store the metal. For organisms in an aerobic environment, which inc1udes most organisms, 
this task is complicated by the extreme insolubility of ferrie hydroxide. A Ksp of 10-39, 
limits the free iron concentration to 10-18 M. The solubilization and transport of iron has 
been addressed by microorganisms by producing low molecular weight, virtually iron
speeific complexing agents called siderophores:1. 

In mammals, the proteins transferrin and lactoferrin are responsible for iron transport 
and storage. These systems have a two pronged effectiveness: not only do they perform 
the necessary transport roles, but also form an efficient iron buffer system, lowering the 
free iron concentration to even lower than in aquo. The storage of iron is accomplished 
the protein ferritin. Most of the iron in the bod1: is intracellular in the proteins 
hemoglobin, myoglobin, ferritin, and cyochrome c.. Hemoglobin released by the 
destruction of erythrocytes is quickly complexed by haptoglobin and removed from 
circulation. Serum iron is scavenged by transferrin, and iron concentrations in secretions 
are kept extremely low by lactoferrin. Yet, iron availability is increasingly implicated as a 
determinant in a number of disease states."~ When the above-mentioned mammalian 
systems are stressed beyond their native abilities, either by iron overload or parasitic 
competition, the results are dramatic and often catastrophic. 
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One of the functions of iron that makes it a particularly useful cofactor in proteins is the 
catalysis of free radical based reactions. In cases where the normal iron withholding 
defenses are overwhelmed, the catalytic activity of iron can be manifested in the formation 
of radicals which can damage cells via autooxidative (Fenton) processes such as oxidation 
of sulfuydryl groups or addition of oxygen at double bonds:. A practical consequence of 
this action is the release of iron into the plasma during ishchemic insult, leading to 
oxidative damage of the vascular compartment on reperfusion. Desferrioxamine and its 
derivitives, siderophores from Streptomyces pilosus, are being examined to determine if 
iron chelation following 'ishaemic insult' can reduce reperfusive injury:6,? 

The relationship between iron and microbial virulence is rapidly becoming c1ear. 
Several recent papers illustrate the signals which control virulence expression in bacteria; 
iron is a common theme,-3-5,8-11. A microbial infection exists as an intricate relationship 
between the host and a pathogen, dependant on a number of characteristics of the host and 
the microbe. We will focus on bacterial infections, though analogies can be made to 
fungal infections. 

During the course of an infection, the invader must obtain all of its nutrients, inc1uding 
iron, from the host. The host, in turn, is obligated to deny these nutrients to the invader 
such that only those pathogens able to successfully compete for nutrients can survive. Iron 
has been shown to playa significant role in this interaction. The ability to acquire iron 
from a host, against a strong free energy bias, confers a distinct advantage to an invading 
organism. In normal sera, the concentration of iron is far too low to support the pathogen 
(vida supra). The addition of iron to tissues during or concommitant with infection is 
dramatic. If the iron binding proteins of the host are saturated, either by induced or natural 
iron overload, the serum loses its ability to inhibit bacterial growth. 

The virulence of or/%anisms diverse as Escherichia, I~ Klebsiella, 13. Listeria, I~ 
Neisseria;14,15. Pasteurella, . Shigella, I? Vibrio,18. and Yersinia I~ are all enhanced by 
available iron. Iron dextran injections in children, originall1' designed to prevent iron 
deficiencies, enhanced E. coli bacteremia and menningitis.20, I. It was found that non
lethaI injections of E. coli in mice could be converted into lethaI infections by the addition 
of either heme or enough iron to saturate the transferrin.22,23. Y. enterocolitica , normally 
unable to cause disease, can cause a fatal bacteremia if iron is freely available. Y. 
enterocolitica is unable to grow in normal human serum nor is it able to utilize transferrin 
as an iron source, rendering it unable to grow in the presence of unsaturated transferrin. 
These bacteriostatic effects are abrogated if iron or a siderophore (desferrioxamine) is 
added. In one studl on the virulence of Y enterocolitica, the LDso of the organism was 
reduced from 10 to 10 organisms by the peritoneal injection of iron and 
desferrioxamine.l~ A similar effect is seen if desferrioxamine is supplied during infections 
of Klebsiella and Salmonella. 2~ 

A number of pathogenic bacteria express iron regulated outer membrane proteinss 
IROMPS, which bind either transferrin, lactoferrin, or heme compounds. Neiseria sp. 2 . 
including the gonococcal variety, Haemophilus sp. 2~ and Aeromonas sp.2? are all known 
to express receptors for the host heam compounds. Certain Shigella species also express 
these receptors but for a rather different reason. Shigella are enteroinvasive with part of 
their life cyc1e spent inside host epithellial cells. Shigella sp. are unable to utilize either 
transferrin or lactoferrin but are able to utilize heam compounds and they express large 
amounts of plasmid encoded receptors for heme on the cell surface. Although Shigellae 
are able to utilize heme as the sole iron source, it does not appear that expression of this 
receptor is primarily for utilization of heme, but it is necessary for the cells to become 
enteroinvasive. It has been suggested that Shigella bind and coat themselves with heme 
compounds at the cell surface making themselves more palatable to the host, and invading 
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via the host's heme receptors. Once the host cell has taken up this Trojan horse, the 
bacterium is free to acquire iron intracellularly.17. 

Hemolysins appear as part ofbacterial virulence repertoirs.~ Hemolysins lyse mamalian 
erythrocytes and other cells, and in some cases have been shown to be iron regulated. 
Expression of hemolysins and subsequent lysis of erythrocytes releases hemoglobin and 
raises local iron concentrations, enhancing growth of the invading organism or any other 
that would be present. 

Another method for obtaining iron is the production of iron reducing com~ounds. 
Listeria monocytogenes pro duces a peptide reductase which reduces Fe3+ to Fe2+. ~ This 
favors the release of the ferrous ion from transferrin. Streptococcus mutans, which causes 
plaque (not plague), expresses a cell surface reductase?~ E. coli, while not possessing any 
relevant reductases, does have a high affinity uptake system for ferrous ion which is 
induced during anaerobic growth under iron restrictive conditions . .3~ 
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Perhaps the most well studied method of iron acquisition is by siderophores. Of the 
approximately 200 siderophores now discovered, enterobactin, produced by enteric 
bacteria such as Escherichia coli, has received considerable attention. Since its discovery 
in 1970, the synthesis, biosynthesis, microbial transport, and solution thermodynamics of 
enterobactin have been investigated. The thermodynamic studies have shown that 
enterobactin forms the most stable FeIII complex known, with a formal stability constant 
of 1049. The enterobactin molecule (Figure 1) is 3-fold symmetric and is comprised of 
three catecholate groups suspended from a trilactone backbone; metal coordination at 
neutral pH occurs through the six catecholate oxygens 

Enterobactin (ent) and aerobactin are employed by members of the Enterobacteriacea, but 
have not yet been found outside that family and the siderophore systems of non-enteric 
bacteria have not enjoyed as much study. 

In addition to enterobactin and aerobactin, the enteric bacteria utilize exogenous 
siderophores, ferricitrate, and a ferrous iron uptake system. Enterobactin is 
thermodynamically capable of removing iron from transferrin and it has been shown that it 
is kinetically competent to do this as well. 

Aerobactin is a linear citrate/hydroxamic acid siderophore, first isolated from Aerobacter 
aerogenes Y. It too is able to remove iron from transferrin, albeit slower than enterobactin. 
The genes encoding production of aerob actin and receptors reside most often on the 
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pCoIV plasmid, although the genes have been located chromasomally and on other 
plasmids encoding multidmg resistance as weIl. 

On the basis of their ability to remove iron from transferrin alone, one might be tempted 
to conclude that enterobactin is a much more effective iron chelator in vivo. However, 
nature is often more sublime, and it turns out that a few other factors must be taken into 
consideration. Enterobactin is hydrolytically unstable in vivo, and while the rate of iron 
removal by enterobactin versus aerobactin from transferrin is greater in HEPES buffer, the 
rates are reversed in serum.3~ This is due to the enterobactin molecule binding to 
sero albumin, effectively removing it from solution. Enterobactin is a hapten as weIl, and 
stimulates antibody production.33. 

Aerobactin is in some ways a more efficient siderophore. Production of the sideroy'hore 
and excretion into solution is more rapid than enterobactin in response to iron stress-'~ and 
aerob actin is recycled.35. Once aerob actin delivers iron to the ceIl, the aerobactin molecule 
is re-excreted. Experimental evidence corroborates that it is the production of aerobactin, 
and not enterobactin, that enhances vimlence.36,37. 

Aeromonas hydrophila produces one of two siderophores, either enterobactin or 
amonabactin, but not both:38. The amonabactins have also been detected in isolates of A. 
caviae , and to a lesser extent A. sobria. These siderophores have recently been structurally 
characterized in our laboratories and shown to be four distinct peptide based siderophores. 
Amonabactin may be involved in the vimlence of Aeromonas.21. Aeromonas isolates 
which produce amonabactin are able to grow in serum, where enterobactin producing 
isolates are not. An amonabactin production mutant was able to grow in serum only if 
supplemented with amonabactin, suggesting a role for the siderophore in iron removal 
from transferrin. 

2. Solution Stndies of Siderophores, Transport, Sterochemistry & 
Thermodynamies 

Iron transport by siderophores has many practical implications to understanding the basic 
bioorganic, bioinorganic and co ordination chemistry of these compounds. To this end, 
considerable research has studied these molecules using a number of techniques. 
Substitution of Cr3+ for Fe3+ in a siderophore complex gives a molecule which retains its 
co ordination geometry but has quite different ligand exchange kinetics and electronic 
soectra. All iron siderophore complexes incorporate high-spin Fe3+. The iron complexes, 
with five unpaired electrons, have no allowed d-d transitions, nor is there any ligand field 
stabilization of the complexes. Still, these complexes are highly colored due to charge 
transfer processes which we have only recently begun to understand:3~ The chromic 
complexes, on the other hand, have weIl characterized d-d transitions which generate the 
characteristic VIS/UV and circular dichroism (CD) spectra shown in Figure 2, and are 
kinetically inert. Figure 2 also shows desferriferrichrome, a siderophore produced by 
UstiJago sphaerogena which was one of the first siderophores (or family of siderophores) 
to be characterized. 

If the same substitution of Cr3+ for Fe3+ is made in enterobactin (Figure 3), again very 
characteristic VIS/UV and CD spectra are obtained. By comparing the CD spectrum of 
the Cr3+ent with that of Cr3+desferriferrichrome (Figure 3), it is evident that the Cr3+ent is 
the opposite chirality(at the metal center) of Cr3+desferriferrichrome. Since the chirality in 
ferrichrome A was established by a crystal structure analysis is L, the enterobactin chirality 
iS41 .. This is now confirmed by the crystal structure of [V(ent»). 
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Figure 2. The first synthesis of a kinetically inert siderophore complex. The VIS/UV 
and CD spectra of the chromic complex of desferriferrichrome is shown. This established 
the L cis co ordination environment of the metal center in this complex4~. 

The kinetic inertness of the chromic siderophore complexes has been used to monitor 
siderophore mediated iron uptake in microorganisms. Ordinarily, radioactively labeled 
iron complexes have been used to measure rates of uptake (Figure 4) but since these are 
labile complexes, it was not known whether the ligand accompanied the metal in uptake. 
In transport experiments utilizing Cr3+ substituted siderophores, it was established that the 
complex was taken up at the same rate.42. In fact, under a microscope, one can visually 
observe the microorganisms turning green! This was the first use of a kinetically inert 
metal complex to probe siderophore mediated iron transport. The results of this and other 
experiments has established some general patterns. Iron uptake mediated by siderophores 
involves highly specific proteins located on the outer membrane of the microorganism. 
These proteins actively transport the metal-siderophore complex and are sensitive to both 
key structural features of the siderophore and the chirality of the metal-siderophore 
complex . .I. 

Another substitution, by gallium, has been used to probe the mechanism of iron realease 
in siderophores. Removal of the metal from the siderophore is, of course, important to 
metabolize this nutrient. One possible mechanism would be through a redox process at the 
time of uptake, and thus substitution of iron by a redox inactive metal would give quite 
different transport kinetics. It was suggested early on that since Ga3+ is an analog to Fe3+ 
and has no accessible Ga2+ oxidation state, it could be used for this purpose. Tom Emery 
and coworkers examined this in an early experiment. 4~ 

Later, more extensive experiments involving transport of ferrioxamine B by UstiJago 
sphaerogena (Figure 5) established that uptake rates were the same for ferric or gallium 
substituted siderophore complexes.43. This demonstrated that the uptake process does not 
involve areduction. Reduction of the iron, and subsequent release from the siderophore 
complex, is an event that occurs after active transport into the cello Several studies have 
shown that the chirality of the metal center is of primary importance to recognition of the 
siderophore complex. 
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Figure 3. The first use of CD and VIS/UV spectra to determine the chirality of a metal
siderophore complex: [CrIII(enterobactin)] 3-. VIS/UV spectrum (top) and CD spectrum 
(bottom) of [NH4]3~Cr(enterobactin)] (negative at 600 cm) and Cr(desferriferricmome) 
(positive at 600 nm) 1 
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Figure 4. The uptake of the natural Fe3+ (X) and kinetically inert Cr3+ complexes of 
[14C] ferrichrome in the microorganism Ustilago sphaerogena (14C,;o:~, (Cr, A~42 .. 
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An early example of this is aseries of uptake experiments with rhodotorulic acid, shown 
in Figure 6.45. Rhodotorulic acid is a dihydroxamic acid, produced by Rhodotorula 
pilminia. Since rhodotorulic acid is a dihydroxamic acid, it accomplishes full octahedral 
coordination ofiron by forming a 3:2 ligand:metal complex. The absolute configuration at 
the metal centers is D, opposite that offerrichrome. 
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Figure 5. The use of Ga3+ (0) substitution for Fe3+ (X) to probe the role of reduction in 
siderophore-mediated microbial iron transport43 .. 

The mirror image rhodotorulic acid, produced synthetically, has a L configuration at the 
metal centers. 
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Figure 6. The role of the stereochemistry at the metal center in siderophore recognition 
and transport. Shown is the uptake into E. coli. of radioactive Fe as mediated by natural 
rhodotorulic acid (0) versus its unnatural enantiomer (x) 

Ferrichrome, as mentioned earlier, is a trihydroxamic acid which forms a 1: 1 ligand:metal 
complex with a preferred L geometry. E. coli, while it does not produce ferrichrome, does 
have receptors for ferrichrome which recognize and transport the complex. It was 
demonstrated (Figure 6) that it is the unnatural rhodotorulic acid which was most effective 
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at mediating iron uptake. This is because the receptor protein on E. coli preferentially 
recognizes the L tris-hydroxamate complex. 

This geometry exists in the enantio-rhodotorulic acid complex which to the protein, looks 
like the iron co ordination center in ferrichrome. This and other experiments demonstrated 
a new kind of chiral recognition in biology: one based on a metal center rather than a 
carbon center. 

3. Enterobactin - Structure and Stability 

Enterobactin has been known for almost two decades, but still enjoys the title of the most 
powerful iron complexing agent. There have been several synthetic mimics (Figure 7) of 
enterobactin but in every case they are about lO6 weaker in complexing ability. 

Also given in Figure 7 is the formal stability constant, a measure of the formation 
constant of the fully deprotonated ligand, and the pM value, analogous to the pH value.4~ 
The pM value is a direct measure ofthe relative free energy under specific conditions. For 
a total metal concentration of one micromolar and a total ligand concentration of ten 
micromolar at pH 7.4 (physiologie pH), the negative log ofthe free ferric ion concentration 
is the pM. One of our goals has been to explain the remarkable stability ofthe enterobactin 
complex with regard to TRENCAM and MECAM. One might think they should be 
similar since the ligating groups are the same: three pendant catechol amide groups. A 
major contribution to the stability of enterobactin is the backbone size of enterobactin. 
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Figure 7. The relative stability of enterobactin and model compounds46 
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Hydrolysis of the baekbone reduees the binding efficieney of enterobaetin by 6 orders of 
magnitude. Direet ealorimetrie measurements (Figure 8) have established that about two
thirds of this loss is entropie and one-third enthalpie in origin.4~ Only reeently have we 
been able to report the three dimensional strueture of the enterobaetin eomplex as provided 
by a single erystal struetural analysis.4~ The V(enterobaetin) eomplex anion is shown in 
Figure 9 and ineludes some of the important features of this moleeule. The eateehol to 
amide-proton hydrogen bond is an important feature, not only to the stability of the 
eomplex, but is also involved in the rapid formation of the metal eomplex. Struetural 
analyses of enterobaetin analogs have shown a hydrogen bond between the protonated 
ortho hydroxyl and amide oxygen. On metal eomplexation, the eateehol moiety swings 
1800 around the CN veetor so the ortho oxygen then hydrogen bonds to the amide proton. 
This struetural change, from the eatechols 'pointing out' of the eavity in the free ligand to 
'in' the eavity on metal eomplexation represent one degree offreedom for eaeh catechol. 

Thermodynamie Contributions to the Formation of Ferrie Enterobaetin 
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Figure 8. The loss of stability of the ferric enterobactin complex due to hydrolysis of one 
ester bond ofthe ligand skeleton.46 
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If one compares the backbone of enterobactin to comparable trilactones synthesized by 
Shanzer and coworkers48. and Seebach and coworkers,4~ it is evident that there is very little 
reorganization of the backbone on metal complexation (Figure 10). A least squares 
analysis ofthe overlay ofthe enterobactin backbone and Seebach's trilactone give an RMS 
deviation of atoms of only 0.1 Ä. Although the single crystal structure of the enterobactin 
free ligand is not yet available, the crystal structure analyses of several enterobactin 
analogs ~nc1uding one which forces a static gearing of the pendant catechol groups) are 
available ~, and together with this analysis suggests that the ground state of the backbone 
of enterobactin is essentially the same in the free ligand and metal complex and that the 
only degree of freedom is rotation of each of the catechol groups. We have conc1uded that 
the enterobacin moleeule is thus predisposed for complexation and that the entropie 
advantage of enterobactin over linear enterobactin and other analogs is derived from the 
backbone architecture. 

Figure 9. The structure ofthe vanadium (IV) enterobactin complex47 

Fig. 10. A comparison of the skeleton of enterobactin and a synthetic trilactone by 
Seebach et a149 

The characterization of novel siderophores continues. A series of siderophores from 
Aeromonas hydrophila has proven to be a provocative area of research. 

The aeromonads are mesophilic, gram negative, fresh water, opportunistic pathogens 
causing a wide range of diseases in poikilothermic and homeothermic animals. These 
range from red leg and furunculosis in frogs and fish, to septicemia and soft tissue 
infections in mammals. They produce a hemolysin under iron stress,21, which is important 
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to virulence, and most produce one of two siderophores; either enterobactin or 
amonabactin.51. The amonabactins were originally isolated, and given their trivial name, 
by Barghouthi et aL38. Their early characterization of these siderophores indicated two 
compounds, containing glycine, lysine, either tryptophan or phenylalanine, and catechol. 

20H OH 
o NH 

~O 

H~Y~OH 
o NH 

f~OH 
V OH 

Figure 11. Structures of the amonabactin siderophores. Top left to right: amonabactin T 
789 (AmoT 789), amonabactin T 732 (AmoT 73~ Bottom left to right: amonabactin P 
750 (AmoP 750), amonabactin P 693 (AmoP 693) . 

The full structures of the amonabactins (Figure 11) have been deduced using amino acid 
analysis, tandem mass spectroscopy, chiral GC-MS, and 2-D NMR.5~ As a further proof, 
each of the four amonabactins were synthesized and their spectral properties compared 
with that of the natural product. 

While it is not yet known whether the production of amonabactin is significant in the 
virulence of the Aeromonads, there is evidence that the amonabactin producing isolates of 
Aeromonas are able to remove iron from transferrin and show greater resistance to the 
complement activity of serum.2~ Whether amonabactin is a cause or consequence of this is 
a question that remains to be answered. 
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ON THE MECHANISM OF EPOXIDATION AND HYDROXYLATION 
CATALYZED BY IRON PORPHYRINS. EVIDENCE FOR NON
INTERSECTING REACTION PATHWAYS 

JOHN T. GROVES AND ZEEV GROSS 
Department of Chemistry 
Princeton University 
Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA 

ABSWACf: The oxygenation of cyclohexene to cyclohexene oxide and cyclohexen-3-01 by 
(O)Fe TMP +(X) (1) at various temperatures was compared with the iodosylbenzene mediated 
reaction catalyzed by chloro-5,1O,15,20-tetramesitylporphyrinatoiron(III) [FelII(TMP)CI). The 
product ratios were found to depend on the axial ligand X in 1 and on the temperature in an unusual 
way. The results demonstrate that at least one reaction intermediate must be produced and further, 
that while the epoxidation proceeds via the formation of a complex between 1 and the olefin, the 
hydroxylation reaction proceeds by a non-intersecting reaction pathway not involving this complex. 

The elucidation of the mechanisms of metalloporphyrin catalyzed oxygenation of 
hydrocarbons and the relationships of these reactions to the catalytic functions of 
cytochrome P-450 continue to pose significant challenges.1 ,2,3,4,5 Of particular interest are 
probes of the nature of reactive iron-oxo and iron-peroxo intermediates which have been 
indicated in the action of both heme and non-heme iron-containing enzymes.6 Tbe catalytic 
cycle currently accepted for cytochrome P-450 is outlined in Scheme I. Tbe structure of the 
suspected but still unobserved reactive iron -oxo intermediate is shown in Figure 1. 

OH HO 

Figure 1. Proposed reactive species of cytochrome P-450 
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Th1v, characterization of a synthetic oxoiron(IV) porphyrin cation radical 
[(O)Fe TMP'+(X), 1] derived from the reaction of peroxyacids with chloro-5,10,15,20-
tetramesitylporphyrinatoiron(III) [FeIII(TMP)CI] and the ability of this complex to 
epoxidize and hydroxylate appropriate substrates7 provides an opportunity to compare 
these two reactions. Although we have shown that the mechanism of olefin epoxidation 
varies with changes in reaction conditions8, the oxidizing species has been assumed to be 
structurally related to 1 in a variety of different oxidation systems.9 

There is abundant evidence that the hydroxylation of hydrocarbons catalyzed by 
cytochrome P-450 occurs by a mechanism involving hydrogen atom abstraction from the 
substrate (R-H) followed by rapid transfer of the metal-bound hydroxy radical to an 
intermediate alkyl radical (R') (Scheme II). This so-called oxygen rebound mechanism 

R-OH R-H R' 

C !'V3;l ~~ [c J.7v~] ~. C Felll~ 
Scheme II.Rebound mechanism for the hydroxylations by cytochrome P-450. 

is consistent with the stereochemical, regiochemical and allylic scrambling results observed 
in the oxidation of norbornane, camphor and cyclohexene by cytochrome P-450. The 
hydroxylation of a saturated methylene (CH2) in norbornane was accompanied by a 
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Scheme ill. Epimerization and allylic scrambling observed for 
cytochrome P-450 catalyzed hydroxylation, 
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significant amount of epimerization at the carbon center. Thus, the hydroxylation of exo
exo-exo-exo-tetadeuterionorbornane by P-45ÜLM and in the hydroxylation of camphor by 
P-450cam gave exo-alcohol with the retention of the exo-deuterium label (Scheme III). The 
hydroxylation of selectively deuterated cyclohexene proceeded with substantial allylic 
scrambling (Scheme III).lO The intrinsic isotope effects for the oxygen insertion into a C
H bond are very largell : (1) kH/ko = 11.5 ± 1.0 for the hydroxylation of tetra-exo
deuterated norbornane. (2) kH/ko = 11 for the benzylic hydroxylation of [l,I-D]-1,3-
diphenylpropane, (3) kH/kO = 10 for the O-demethylation of p-trideuteriomethoxyanisole, 
and (4) kH/ko = 13.5 for the demethylation of 7-methoxycumarin. These large isotope 
effects are inconsistent with an insertion process and indicate that the C-H bond is 
essentially half-broken in a linear [O .. ·H .. ·C] transition state and thus provide strong 
evidence for a nonconcerted mechanism. 

The existence of a complex between the ferryl species 1 and olefins as an intennediate 
on the epoxidation pathway is supported by severallines of evidence.8 It is clear from the 
variety of data that more than one type of intennediate can intervene depending upon the 
nature of the substrate olefin and the structure of the porphyrin. Several of the proposed 
intennediates are shown in Figure 2. 

() 

"" + .... " / _: ..... -----. -<.. 

o.\F" IV::"" " IV 
--- e -- ---Fe--

Figure 2. Proposed intennediates in epoxidations by cytochrome P-450 
and metalloporphyrins. 

Cyclohexene has been shown to be a revealing substrate for the nature of reactive 
metalloporphyrin intermediates in both model and enzyme regimes12• In this paper we 
demonstrate that while the epoxidation of cyclohexene by the oxoiron porphyrins such as 1 
passes through an intermediate complex, the competing allylic hydroxylation does not 
proceed from this complex. 

The oxygenation of cyclohexene by 1 with different axialligands was compared with 
that of an iodosylbenzene-mediated reaction catalyzed by FeIIT(TMP)Cl. The reactions 
were performed in CH2Clz. at various temperatures with MCPBA/Fe(TMP)CI, 
PhIO/Fe(TMP)CI and witli MCPBA/Fe(TMP)CI in 5% MeOH and the ratio of epoxidation 
to hydroxylation was detennined in each case (eq. 1). 

o [0] 

2 3 4 

o o 
5 

ratio= 
[3] 

[4]+[5] 
(1) 
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The results presented in Figure 3 show that although the observed product ratios for all 
reactions were similar at room temperature, the changes observed upon varying the 
temperature differed markedly. The response of the iodosylbenzene reaction to lower 
temperature (curve b) was to produce more epoxide, while for the MCPBA reaction (curve 
a) allylic hydroxylation increased and eventuaHy became the major product. For the same 
reaction in 5% MeOH (curve c) a more complicated behavior was observed. The reaction 
of cyclohexene with MCPBA lFe(TMP)OH was examined at -78°C as weH and the 
epoxidation/hydroxylation product ratios obtained from 1 prepared from Fe(TMP)OH, 
Fe(TMP)CI and Fe(TMP)CI in 5 % MeOH/CH2CI2 were found to be 0.44, 0.8 and 2.4, 
respectively. 

That the trend observed for the MCPBA-initiated reaction eventually reversed the major 
and minor products (Fig. 3, curve a) roles out any mechanism in which one common 
intermediate (or transition state) leads to all products. Similarly, two simple, independent 
pathways cannot be accommodated by these results. In both cases the relative amount of 
the minor product is expected to decrease with temperature due to its larger activation 
energy, as was the case for the iodosylbenzene catalyzed reaction (Fig. 3, curve b). 

The different temperature behavior of the PhIO and MCPBA mediated reactions can be 
accommodated by assuming that only epoxide is formed from a reversibly formed complex 
between (O)Fe(IV)TMJ>+ (1) and cyclohexene. This mechanism is outlined in Scheme IV 
and is based on the following observations. Formation of a complex between 1 and 
olefins has been shown by us to be fast and reversible under conditions for which epoxide 
formation is slow,8 whereas hydrogen abstraction leading to 4 should be irreversible. 

The general kinetic expression for the epoxide/alcohol ratio for this situation is 
k1k2/k (k_1+k2), which predicts that under conditions for which complex formation is 
reversible, the epoxide/alcohol ratio is governed by K1kfk3' whereas for irreversible, rate
determining complex formation, the product ratio is k1/k3. Since at low temperature k_ 
1»k2, increasing the temperature should indeed decrease the difference between these 
constants, but never to the extent as to change the relative order of k_1 and k2. For this to 
happen there must be an additional variable wh ich is suggested by the results with various 
catalysts to be the axial ligand. 

We have shown that the reversible formation of a complex between 1 and styrene was 
made irreversible and rate determining by the addition of methanol8. A similar trend 
toward irreversibility of the formation of 6 in methanol-containing solutions should be 
reflected in a higher epoxide/alcohol ratio as was indeed observed. The fact that 1 prepared 
in 5o/tW,MeqH containi~ SD2CI213 or t~ene-{i814 has been identified as 
[(O)Fe TMP +(HOCH3)] X radler tnan (O)Fe TMP T(X) and the different product 
ratios obtained with Fe(TMP)OH and Fe(TMP)CI leads one to conclude that at the 
complexformation step between 1 and cyclohexene, the ligand (X in 6) is still bound and 
involved in the rate determining step . . 

Another indication of the difference between the various (O)FeNTMP +(X) species is 
the observation that for sampIes of 1 prepared by the MCPBA oxidation of Fe(TMP)CI and 
Fe(TMP)OH in CD2Cl2' only broad, unresolved IH-NMR resonances were observed. 
Addition of 5% CD~D to.~he former s~lu!ion resulted iw.he characteristic IH NMR 
spectrum of [(O)Fe TMP (HOCH3)] X 7 whereas Fe TMP(OCH~2 was formed 
from CD3ÜD addition to the latter solution15. Significantly, when solutions of 1 were 
prepared at -78°C and subjected to temperature excursions prior to olefin addition, the 
product selectivity observed was characteristic of the final temperature.16 

We conclude that allylic hydroxylation and epoxidation of cyclohexene by 1 proceed via 
independent pathways one of which involves an intermediate. This is consistent with the 
formation of a complex (6) between the high valent iron oxo species (1) and the olefin on 
the pathway to epoxide formation, wh ich under normal catalytic conditions is rate 
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determining. However, at low temperatures and/or with strongly bound sixth ligands, 
formation of the complex 6 must be a reversible and non-rate limiting step. 

In [3] 

([4]+[5]) 

3 

2 

1 

o 

_1+-~~~~~~~~~~~r-r-r-~r-~ 

-80 -60 -40 -20 

T, oe 
o 20 40 

Figure 3. Product ratios (cyclohexene oxide/(cyclohexen-3-o1 + cyclohexen-3-one, 
[3]/([ 4] + [S]~ for Fe(TMP)CI catalyzed oxidationa-c of cyclohexene at various 
temperatures. a MCPBA media ted reactions; at T ~ -20·C addition of 0.95 equiv 
MCPBA to a solution of 2.5 ~mol Fe(TMP)CI and 18 equiv cyclohexene in 150 ~L 
CH2~)2 and for TS; -40·C 10 ~L of 1.2 eq. MCPBA solution were added to 2.5 ~mol 
Fe(TMP)CI in 150 ~L CH2Cl2 to observe the characteristic green color of 1 and then 18 
eq. cyclohexene were addeg. The product ratios at RT, 0, -40 and -78°C were 6.3, 4.9, 
1.27 and 0.8, respectively. PhIO mediated; 250 ~mol cyclohexene, 100 ~mol PhIO and 
0.6 ~mol Fe(TMP)CI in 1 mL CH2Cl2 for 1 hr; The product ratio at RT, 0 and -20°C 
were 8.1, 9.2 and 13.2 respectively. cIhe same reaction conditions as for a, but in 5 % 
MeOH/CH2CI2' The product ratioJt RT, 0, -20, -40, -60 and -78°C were 8.55,10.1, 
8.4, 5.4, 4.0 and 2.4 respectively. Determined by glpc by comparison to authentic 
sampies. 
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The ligand effect described here may be helpful in understanding the role of the axial ligand 
in deterrnining the reactivity and selectivi~ of metalloporphyrin catalysts and in controlling 
the range of reactivities of heme enzymes 7. It also illuminates the surprising richness and 
complexity of these oxygenation reactions which continue to be under investigation in this 
laboratory. 
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SELF.ASSEMBLY, CATALYSIS AND ELECTRON TRANSFER WITH 
MET ALLOPORPHYRINS IN PHOSPHOLIPID MEMBRANES 
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JOYDEEP LAHIRI, SOLOMON B. UNGASHE & JOHN T. GROVES 
Department 0/ Chemistry 
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Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA 

ABSTRACf: Tbe design and assembly of synthetic hemes in a model membrane is described. A 
synthetic porphyrin with four steroidal appendages has been designed to bind to phospholipid 
membranes. Tbe iron and manganese derivatives of this porphyrin are selective catalysts for the 
epoxidation of olefins and the hydroxylation of saturated carbon centers. Regioselectivity is 
imposed by the restricted motion of the substrates and catalyst in the lipid environment. Electron 
transfer reactions to and from this membrane-embedded porphyrin have also been explored. It is 
shown that ferricytochrome c is recruited to the membrane surface through ionic interactions with 
the anionic zinc porphyrin to form a protein-molecule complex. Electron transfer among various 
components in this membrane ensemble suggest a medium-mediated process through multiple 
pathways over a distance of ca. 23 A. 

Tbe biological importance of processes catalyzed by membrane associated multienzyme 
systems has stimulated intensive research aimed at understanding the chemical nature of 
these transformations. Yet the sheer complexity of these natural systems, and the lack of 
information regarding the structure and topology of the enzymes and enzyme complexes, 
especially of membrane-bound proteins, has made investigation of these systems difficult. 
As a result, a great deal of effort has been put forth creating relatively simple enzyme 
models which allow for the systematic variation of factors which dictate the reactivity of the 
natural systems l . One approach involves synthesizing elaborately arranged molecules in 
which the reactive centers are covalently linked, often by rigid spacers. An alternative 
approach, wh ich will be reviewed in this chapter, involves compartmentalizing relatively 
simple components in membrane bilayers and non-biological organized media, forming 
supramolecular arrays capable of biomimetic activity. While some of these self-assembling 
systems attempt to elosely approximate the structural and topological features of the natural 
enzyme complexes, others invoke completely abiological components to affect the desired 
transformations. In either case, a major role of the host matrix is to serve as a scaffolding 
for arrangement of the individual components into functional arrays. Furthermore, the 
microenvironment provided by the host (hydrophobic, electrostatic, amphipathic, etc.) may 
alter the reactivity of the catalysts, potentially leading to novel reactivity ll:i, 2. Because the 
self-assembling systems typically make use of non-covalent forces to organize relatively 
simple individual components, synthesis is often facilitated in comparison to covalently
linked models. The supramolecular systems require, however, that elose attention be paid 
to the spatial disposition of the individual groups relative to the host matrix and to each 
other, as well as to their mobility in, and their affect on, the organizing medium. Because 
of the variety of transformations catalyzed by porphyrins and metalloporphyrins, in 
addition to their prominence in biological systems, incorporation of porphyrins into ordered 
host matrices has been invoked in the development of such materials as photoconversion 
and photostorage devices, conductors and semiconductors, non-linear optical materials, 
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oxidative catalysts, and oxygen transport agents. This chapter will present abrief 
description of biologieal membranes, and artificial bilayers whieh serve as biomembrane 
models, and review some of the efforts to assemble artificial heme-containing systems in 
membrane bilayers and in non-biological matrices. 

The membrane-spanning porphyrin H2ChP, 1, was designed and synthesized and 
demonstrated to insert in a highly ordered microenvironment within phosphatidylcholine 
bilayers3• 

The C2-symmetric porphyrin was designed to reside at the core of bilayer membranes, 
anchored by the steroid appendages located on the meso phe~ rings. This orientation was 
corroborated by EPR spectroscopy of metallo derivatives . Oriented EPR speetra of 
CuIIChP ineorporated in phospholipid multibilayers indieated that the heme plane lay 
parallel with the membrane surfaee. The depth of the maerocycle in the membrane was 
probed using a "plum bob" experiment, in whieh (X-Cl) alkyl imidazole acids of varying 
chain length were added to Illembrane-interealated CoChP, and eoordination of the 
imidazole to Co(ll) was determined by EPR speetroseopy. Ligation was only observed 
with a earbon chain-length n ~ 8, whieh is consistent with localization of the heme at the 
middle of the bilayer. The fluoreseenee speetrum of the ZnChP in DPPC membranes was 
also indieative of a hydrophobie environment4. The location of the porphyrin ring in the 
membrane interior, oriented parallel to the membrane surface, offers ~ood topologie al 
rnirniery of the P-450 heme cofaetor in the inner rnitochondrial membrane . In addition, the 
hydrophobie poeket formed above the heme plane by the steroid appendages and lipid 

OH 

°NH 

oa 
NH 

o 

OH 

OH 

ehains serves as a good model for the 
hydrophobie aetive site of P-450e a m 
determined from the crystal strueture6, and for 
P-450 liver hydroxylase enzymes, whose aetive 
sites are also believed to be hydrophobie 
clefts7• 

We have utilized the highly ord~red 
microenvironment of liposome-intercalated 
FeChP, I·Fe, and MnChP, I·Mn, to eatalyze 
highly regioseleetive oxidations of amphiphilie 
substrates3. The ordered rnieroenvironment 
was indeed shown to direet regioseleetivity in 
the hydroxylation and epoxidation of 
amphiphilic steroid and fatty acid substrates. 
For example the membrane assembly catalyzed 
exclusive epoxidation of the side-chain double 
bond of desmosterol, even though oxidations in 
homogeneous solution showed the B-ring 
double bond to be more suseeptible toward 
epoxidation. Similarly, cholesterol was 
seleetively hydroxylated at the C-25 side ehain 
position. An idealized depiction of the 
orientation of desmosterol and the leading to the 
observed produet is shown in Figure 1. 

We have extended this work, creating a 
OH bioeompatible assembly depicted in Figure 2 

m m which utilizes moleeular oxygen to oxidize 
1 MChP, M = Fe ,cJI, Mn ,cJ1 lipophilie substrates8. The zwitterionie flavin 

ArnFI, 2, was shown to catalyze reduetion of 
MnIIIChP by flavoenzyme pyruvate oxidase (PO) in the aqueous phase, whieh itself 
reeeived eleetrons from pyruvate. In the presenee of oxygen, the pyruvate 
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oxidase/AmFl/MnChP system catalyzed the oxidation of ethyl benzene to 
methylphenylketone. No oxidation of substrate was measured upon omission of any of the 
components. 

OH 0 
00 0 

00 HO 
o.'p.O~O 

0'p'.0~0 -0' '0 -a '0 Mn-ChP 
~ +~ Figure 1 +N(CH3h 

N(CH3h 

The proposed mechanism of oxidation involves AmFl-mediated reduction of MnIIIChP 
by PO, oxygen ligation to Mn(II), and oxygen activation upon introduction of a second 
reducing equivalent, analogous to the P-450 catalytic. The AmFl/MnChP redox couple is 
believed to be a good topological model for the P-450 reductase/p-450 binary complex. 

A multi-component electron transfer chain which closely models the topological 
arrangement of redox partners in the liver microsomal hydroxylase system has been 
assembled4. During its catalytic cycle, P-450LM receives two reducing equivalents from 
cytosolic NAD(P)H via an associated two-electronlone-electron shuttle cytochrome P-450 
reductase, which contains an FAD and FMN cofactor. A schematic depiction of the 
possible arrangement of redox sites is shown in Figure 3. The artificial assembly, which 
consists of NADPH, zwitterionie flavin AmFI, 2, and MnChP I.Mn, mimics the spatial 
disposition of the natural redox sites in the membrane. 
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Figure 2 
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Kinetic studies revealed that the mechanism of electron transfer from NADPH to 

vesicular MnIlIChP was analogous to P-450 reductase-catalyzed reduction of ferric P-450 
by NADPH9, and thus entailed rapid reduction of the flavin by NADPH, followed by rate
limiting electron transfer from the dihydroflavin to Mn(III). The rate of MnllIChP 
reduction was slower than P-450 reduction by ca. two orders of magnitude, and may 
reflect the lack of complexation between the flavin and heme centers. 

In addition to supramolecular assemblies which shuttle electrons from aqueous 
reductants to liposome-intercalated MnChP, we have demonstrated that MnIIChP, I-Mn, 
can transfer electrons to ferricytochrome c, docked to the membrane surface by a tricationic 
porphyrin amphiphiles, ZnTCAP 34 and ZnTClmAP, 410. The infusion of the amphiphilic 
zinc porphyrin 4 into vesicular solutions of I-Mn were shown to form the 1:1 adduct S. 
Binding of cyt c to 5 to produce the termolecular ensemble 6 was shown to be 
stoichiometric with a binding constant of ca. 107. 
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Addition of cytochrome c to mixed DMPC/DPPC vesicles containing MnIIChP and 
ZnTCAP resulted in reduction to ferrocytochrome c with concomitant formation of 
Mn(III). Reduction was first order in the MnIIChP-zinc amphiporporphyrin 4-
ferricytochrome c assembly, indicating that cyt c and MnChP were complexed. By 
contrast, vesicles containing cyt c with MnChP, ZnTCAP lacking the imidazole ligand 
showed second order kinetic behavior. Thus, the reduction kinetics for the temary species 
6 was consistent wich electron transfer from Mn/IIehP to Fe(III) in a single three
component complex. By comparing the rate of electron transfer with other similar systems 
of known distance, the electron transfer rate was used to estimate the distance between the 
Fe and Mn in the three-component assembly. Factors such as reorganizational energy and 
the decay constant were assumed to be similar with other systems. The distance thus 
estimated from the electron transfer rate was ca. 23 A, which is remarkably similar to that 
anticipated from models. 
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We have recently reported the formation of a proton-selective ion channel consisting of 
porphyrin-templated peptide helicesll . Previous work by DeGrado demonstrated that in the 
presence of an electric potential, amphiphilic peptide helices lined with hydroxyl groups on 
one helical face and hydrophobie groups on the other face formed proton-selective ion 
channels12. From molecular modeling studies, and by analogy with natural ionophores 
composed of amphiphilic helices, it was predicted that the conducting state consisted of a 
parallel four-helix bundle. In order to verify the tetrameric nature of the ionophores, and to 
create more stable pore structures, four peptide units were linked via amide linkages to 
tetrakis(m-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin, affording tetraphilin 5, shown in Figure 4. 
Computer modeling indicated that the meta linkages were well-oriented to allow for 
tetramer formation, and would also permit rotation of the meso phenyl groups, thereby 
allowing the helices to "seek out" favorable conformations. Insertion of tetraphilin into 
BLM's indicated that the porphyrin-templated peptides indeed formed ion channels through 
the membrane which were proton-selective, confirming the four-helix bundle structure of 
the ionophores. Both the frequency and the length of the conducting state were enhanced in 
5 vs. untemplated helices, demonstrating that templating of the peptide units to the 
porphyrin enhanced formation of the conducting state. Additionally, the low voltage 
dependence of the conducting state suggests that, unlike the unmodified peptides, the 
peptide units of the tetraphilin predominantly span the bilayer, even in the absence of an 
applied potential. 
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Figure 4. Structure of tetraphilin 5. (Top) Chemical structure showing the peptide 
attachment sites to the porphyrin template, (bottom) energy-minimized 
computer model of the proposed proton-conducting state. 
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MECHANISTIC STUDIES ON THE BINUCLEAR Fe ENZYMES 
RIBONUCLEOTIDE REDUCTASE AND PURPLE ACID PHOSPHATASE 
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Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 7RU, UK 

1. Introduction 

The enzymes ribonucleotide reductase (ribonucleotides ~ deoxyribonucleotides), purple acid 
phosphatase (hydrolysis of phosphate esters), methane monooxygenase (CH4~CH30H), 
along with the 02-carrier hemery!hrin are a diverse and important category of metalloproteins 
containing binuclear iron centres.1 The active site structures ofthree ofthese (RNR,2 MM03 
and Hr4) are known from X-ray diffraction studies, and from physical measurements a 
structure for P AP has been proposed.5 The active form of RNR has a tyrosyl radical (Tyr·) 
close to (5.3 Ä) but not coordinated to the Fe(IIIh centre as illustrated, Figure l. In the case 
ofpAP 

-Go O--(GIU 238 

Tyr 122 H20 H ° 0 

° \ 2 I --< ~ 2- ~./'O 0 

Asp84 o-~;l~C-O~~ Y 
I 0yO \ Glu 204 

H' 118-CN" N 
'5 i Glu115 (JHi5241 

~ ~ 

Figure 1 

and MMO the active form of the enzyme is in the mixed-valent Fe(II)Fe(III) state. From 
physical measurements the most recently proposed P AP structures are as in Figure 2 for the 
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rest state Fe(II)Fe(III) form, and a related phosphate boun~ product.5 Professor Krebs has 
presented the latest information on the structures of· Zn(II)Fe(III) kidney bean 
phosphatase.6 There are however as yet no details from th crystallography of the amino 
acids which co ordinate the active site. Hemerythrin in the deox Fe(IIh state coordinates 02 
at the vacant coordination site to give a peroxo-bound Fe( IIh product, oxyHr.7 The structure 
ofthe hydroxyl ase protein ofMMO has many similarities to RNR, and is at an advanced stage 
as reported by Professor Lippard.3 

H20 R H20 
-/0, I "0,,, \ ,0, Tyr 
~ 'Fe' "Fe'" 
~"'I ' ..... \ 

His 0yO His 

0..,,0 
p 

0"""" '0 
0, / •• ~" \ •• 0-Tyr 

~ ;Fe~ ';;F\e~ ° I ~O' ° H 0'i"C 
His Hi~ 

Figure 2 

2, Reactivity of RNR 

This enzyme from E.coli consists of Rl and R2 subunits each of which is a homo dimer Mr 2 
X 86.0 and 2 X 43.5 kDa respectively8, Figure 3. The Rl subunit contains the binding sites for 
substrate and allosteric effectors and also has redox active cysteines, while R2 has the Tyr 
which is stabilised by a Jl-oxo bridged Fe(IIIh centre. The secondary a1cohol at the 2'-carbon 
of the ribose is reduced as in (1). The first step in 

IphOSPhalel~ ~ IphOsphalel~ 

OHOH OHH 

(1) 

ribonucleolide deoxyribonucleolide 

the Stubbe mechanism is the abstraction of a hydrogen atom at the 3' position.9 The Tyr· 
radical of the R2 subunit is believed to be involved in this process. Later the same hydrogen is 
returned to the 3' position. However the radical is ~lOÄ buried from the hydrophobie surface 
of R2 which is believed to bind Rl. The manner in which it is accessed and/or becomes 
involved in redox processes is of considerable interest therefore. A possible route for ET 
involves Trp48 at the proposed Rl binding surface to a hydrogen bonded Asp-237, which also 
forms a hydrogen bond to the Fe coordinated His-1l8,2 and hence presumably to the Tyr' at 
122, Figure 4. 
The buried nature of the Tyr· and Fe(IIIh makes it more difficult to understand the 

mechanism of redox processes. In addition to electron transfer from the surface, H-atom 
transfer with or without penetration of the protein matrix has to be considered for reactions of 
R2 with different reductants. 10 Although dithionite is a strong reductant, it is not able to 
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reduce either components of the E.coli R2 active centre. 11 Also reactions of R2 with 
inorganic complexes are generally very slow even when there is a high driving force.1 2 
Charge appears to bring about a significant inhibition. 

ATP 
dATP 
dTTP 
dGTP 

Figure 3 

Rl (Q,) 

2x857kDa 

R2 (ß,) 
2x 43.4 kDa 

Trp48 

Fe 

Fe 

Figure 4 

A number of redox studies of the E.coli R2 subunit of RNR have been carried out. Redox 
changes are generally monitored at the Tyr' peak at 41Onm, or at 370nm which emphasises 
more the decay of the Fe(IIIh. Five categories of reaction of the E.coli R2 protein of 
ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) are defined from mechanistic studies with reagents of the kind 
hydroxyurea, methylhydroxylamine, hydroxamic acid derivatives, long-lived organic radicals 
ofwhich methyl viologen MV·+ is a good example, hydrazine, catechol and its derivatives. lO 

Attention is focused on whether a particular reagent reduces only the tyrosyl radical (Tyr·) 
giving metR2, or the Tyr' and Fe(IIIh in consecutive steps to give fully reduced R2. In the 
case of hydrazine (N2H4) reduction of the Tyr· and Fe(IIIh occurs in a uniphasic process, 
while with di-imide (N2H2) it has already been demonstrated that the Tyr' is reduced and that 
Fe(II)Fe(III) semi-metR2 is formed. 13 A further mechanism is observed with catechol and 
catechol-like derivatives (in this work 3,4-dihydroxybenzo-hydroxamic here abbreviated to 
Didox), in which there is reduction of the Tyr' in the first stage followed by removal of the 
Fe(IIIh in the second. The latter offers a more permanent inactivation of R2 meriting more 
extensive study in the context of cancer drug therapy. 

The following observations can be made on the reactions described. First N2H4 in view of 
the multi-electron nature of the uniphasic reaction reported, 14 and 02 (identification of 
intermediates), 15 must both react by accessing the active centre. Protonation equilibria taking 
place in the pH range 6.4-8.4 and which give e.g. N2H5+ and CH3NH2+0H have little or no 
reactivity compared to the uncharged reagent. Although methylhydroxylamine (CH3NHOH) 
is a better reductant than hydroxY}lrea (NH2CONHOH) the two are about the same size and 
give similar rate constants 0.41M-l s-l and 0.46M-ls-l respectively. Penetration is therefore a 
strong possibility. Consistent with this the slightly bulkier reagents CH3CONHOH (O.020M
ls-l) and C6H5CONHOH (O.040M-ls-l), with a hydrophobie rather than non-polar 
component, are less reactive. Moreover in the case of catechol, C6H4(OHh, and Didox, 
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(OHhC6H3CONHOH, the efficient removal of the two Fe(III)'s is likely to require a 
mechanism ofthe reagent accessing the Fe(IIIh site. lO 
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Rf 
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lOAD 
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Figure 6 

Reagents likely to reduce Tyr· and Fe(III), from the hydrophobie surface have also been 
studied, Figure 5. A feature of these reagents is that one-electron reduction potentials can be 
determined (as indicated). In all but the two cases phenylenediamine reagents the approach is 
to generate the Long-Lived Organic Radieal (LLOR) with dithionite. Since the latter does not 
react with R2,11 and the LLOR is generated in a rapid step, the concentration of the LLOR 
reagents remains constant and need not be in > lO-fold excess of R2 to observe first-order 
kinetics. The reactions can also be adjusted to a conventional time range of study and 
monitored at 370nm and/or 41 Onm. Thus solutions of My2+ for example are made up with an 
~IOOO-fold excess of dithionite to generate the LLOR written as My·=t-. Rate constants were 
determined in all cases for reduction of the tyrosyl radieal (kT)' The free-energy plot, Figure 
6, with an initial slope 0.5 is consistent with electron-transfer from the surface. Indeed 
penetration ofsuch large (and in the main hydrophobie) moleeules is unlikely, added to which 
H-atom transfer is only conceivable in those cases in which an NH2 group is present. At high 
driving force the reactions appear to become diffusion controlled with a resultant levelling out 
of the free-energy plot. 

3. Reactivity ofPAP 

The active mammalian Fe(II)Fe(III) form (PAPr) has a characteristic pink colour with a peak 
at 510mn (e = 4000 M-Icm-I), and the inactive Fe(III)Fe(III) form (PAPo) a purple colour 
with peak at 550nm (e = 4000 M- 1cm- I),I,16 The absorption originates from the tyrosine ~ 
Fe(III) ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) at the normally redox-inactive Fe(III) 
centre. 17 

Reactions of different phosphates (represented here as P04) with the Fe(II)Fe(III) form of 
purple acid phosphatase (PAPr) from porcine uteri (uteroferrin) have been studied by 
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monitoring absorbance changes for the iron(II1) chromophore at 62Onm.18 Reagents studied 
include H2P04-(as prototype) (e), phenylphosphate (and the p-nitro derivative) (+), 
pyrophosphate (*), tripolyphosphate (e), and adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP) (.). In all 
cases stopped-flow rate constants are independent of total [P041 (lO-5OmM), Figure 7, and 
decrease with increasing pH (2.5-6.5), Figure 8. 
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At the lower pH's a mechanism of rapid P04 binding to the Fe(II) followed by rate
controlling [P041-independent bridging to the Fe(III) with displacement of a coordinated H20 
is proposed. From Figure 3 it is noted that rate constants vary little with the size and charge 
on the phosphate reactant. 

Further information comes from experiments on the hydro lysis activity of P AP r monitored 
by the release of _a.-naphthol (323nm) from _a.-naphthyl phosphate, which maximises at pH 
4.9. The fuH mechanism iIIustrated in Figure 9 requires participation of Fe(III)-OH, which 
substitutes into the phosphate moiety thus bringing ab out hydro lysis. 

The faster phosphate displacement of H20 on the Fe(III) does not lead to hydrolysis and in 
such instances the reverse bridge cleavage process followed by reformation presumably occurs 
until Fe(III)-OH participation results in hydrolysis. Other evidence in support of this 
proposed mechanism are the EXAFS demonstration that phosphate bridges the two Fe's,5 that 
inversion occurs at the phosphate,19 and that there is indeed Fe(III)-OH participation.20 An 
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essential part of the reaction steps proposed is the replacement of H20 ligands one to each 
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I I 

HPO. OH 
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Figure 9 

Equation (2) summarises the principal step in 

Fell·---FeUl 
: I 

-0 ° '\/ 
;f\ ° OH 

(2) 

the hydrolysis, where again the existence of an equilibration process has to be stressed, i.e. the 
reaction does not proceed to 100% and the amount of Il-phosphato product increases as the 
total phosphate increases. One problem is that the equilibration makes it difficult to explain 
the independence of rate constants on [P04]. If coordination of P04 to Fe(III) involves an 
equilibrium process then binding of P04 to the less charged Fe(II) is lik:ely to behave 
similarly. If however the polypeptide is also implicated in binding of P04 to Fe(II) , then 
~ 100% binding may result. An important observation is that P AP has an isoelectric pI of 
>9.6, so that at pH _7 it will retain a substantial positive charge.21 

The presence of a positively charged region near to the binuc1ear Fe active centre is clearly a 
requirement of redox studies with negatively charged inorganic complexes as will now be 
described. First of all with the one-equivalent reagent [Co(phenh]3+ (370mV) oxidation of 
PAPr (367mV),22 Fe(III)Fe(II) _ FeqIIh, gives simple first-order kinetics (k = 1.26M-ls-l) 
at pH 5.0. However with [Fe(CN)6] - (41OmV) as oxidant, saturation kinetics are observed, 
and indicate an association process KFe = 540M-l prior to electron transfer, k = LOs-I, as in 
(3)-(4). 

KFe 
PAPr + [Fe(CN)6]3- ~ PAPr, [Fe(CN)6]3- (3) 
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k 
PAPr, [Fe(CN)6]3- -)0 P AP 0 + [Fe(CN)6]4- (4) 

Furthennore the redox inactive complexes [Cr(CN)6]3- (550M-l) and [Mo(CN)8]4- (1580 
M-l) inhibit the [Fe(CN)6]3- reaction, and give association constants as indicated for 
interaction with PAPr, presumably the result of an interaction at the same site.23 This 
behaviour and the magnitude ofvalues suggests a positively charged region of --.+4,24 close to 
the surface of P AP r. 

The ability of Zn(II) to replace Fe(II) in plant PAPr,25 and initiate the same chemistry has 
been noted. The lability and redox inactivity of zinc supports such a functional role. 
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STRUCTURE AND REACTIVITY OF THE BLUE COPPER PROTEINS 

P. KYRITSIS, C. DENNISON & A.G.SYKES 
Department ofChemistry, University ofNewcastle 
Newcastle upon Tyne, NEI 7RU, UK 

1. Introduction 

The blue copper proteins are involved in electron transport and have a single type I 
copper centre which makes use of the Cu(II) and Cu(I) oxidation states. 1 The Cu(H) 
proteins have two very striking non-separable properties, an intense S(Cys)~Cu(II) 
charge-transfer band at ~600nm, giving rise to the blue colour, and an EPR spectrum 
which in the parallel region gives unusually narrow hyperfine splitting 1 (3.5-6.3)xlO-3 
cm -I. To date probably the best synthetic analogue which has modelled these properties 
is that with hydrotris(3,5-diisopropyl-I-pyrazolyl)borate and a thiolate as ligands, 
[(HB(3,5-ipr2PZ3)}Cu(SR)], where R is e.g. t-buty1.2 This type of molecule has N3S 
rather than the normally N2S2 donor atoms ofthe proteins. Properties of eight different 
proteins to be considered are listed in Table 1. 

AminO E'" "mn , 
Protein Source aCld~ pI" (mV) (nm) UU .. 1 ern-I, 

Plastocyanin Higher plants/green 99 4.2 :175 597 4500 

aigae 
5200 Azunn DenitrifYlng baderia 128 5.4 :305 625 

Pseudoazurin Demtrifying badena 123 765 59:3 2900 

eHP Cucumber 96 10.5 :1l7 597 3400 

Amicyanin Methylolroplc badena 106 47 260 596 3900 

Rusticyanlo Thiobacllllls (errooxulans 144 9.1 G80 597 2240 

bacterm 
Stellacyanin Lacquer tree 107 99 184 608 4080 

Umecyanm Hor~eradlsh foots 125 5.8 283 610 3400 

Structurally the proteins are very weIl documented from X-ray crystallography and 
NMR studies, Table 2. The first structure information, which was for plastocyanin 
from poplar leaves, appeared in Nature3 (1978), Figure 1. While there has been 
extensive use of physical techniques to understand properties of the proteins, knowledge 
of the structures has been of particular importance. The Cu is coordinated by N(His-
37), S(Cys-84), N(His-87) and S(Met-92) in a distorted tetrahedral arrangement. The 
imidazole ring of His-87 separates the Cu from the solvent by 6 Ä. An unusually long 
Cu-S(Met92) bond, Figure 2, and two bond angles differing by >200 from a regular 
tetrahedron are features of the active site. 
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Table 2. X-ray and NMR Structures ofType 1 Cu Proteins 

Plastocyanin 

Poplar leaves Cu(II) Freeman 1978/83 N ature/ J .Mol.Biol 
Cu(I) Freeman 1986 J.Mol.Biol. 
Apo Freeman 1984 J.Biol.Chem. 
Hg(II) Freeman 1986 J.Biol.Chem. 

Enteromorpha prolifera Cu(II) Freeman 1990 J.Mol.Biol. 
Oleander leaves Cu(II) Freeman 1991 Ph.n.Thesis 
ChJamydo' reinhardtii Cu(II) Yeates 1993 Biochemistry 
Anabaena variabilis Cu(II) Freeman 1994 Ph.n.Thesis 
Scenedesmus obJiquus Cu(I) Wright 1988(NMR) Biochemistry 
French bean leaves Cu(I) Wright 1991(NMR) J.Mol.Biol. 

Azurin 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa Cu(II) Adman 1978/81 IsrJ.Chem. 
Cu(II) Huber 1991 J.Mol.Biol. 
mutants Huber 1991/3 J.Mol.Biol. 

Alcaligenes denitrificans Zn(II) Huber 1992 Eur.J.Biochem. 
Cu(II) Baker 1988 J.Mol.Biol. 
Cu(I) Baker 1990 J.A.C.S. 
Apo Baker 1993 Acta Cryst. 
Cd(II) Baker 1994 Acta Cryst. 

Pseudoazurin 

Alcaligenes faecalis Cu(II) Adman/petratos 1989 J.Biol.Chem. 
mutants Adman 1991994 Prot.Eng. 

Methylobacterium AMI Cu(II) Kai Acta Cryst. 

Amicyanin 

Paracoccus denitrificans Cu(II)/apo Mathews 1993 Prot.Sci. 
Thiobacillus versutus Cu(II) Messerschmidt 1994 J.Mol.Biol. 

Cu(I) Canters 1994(NMR) in press 

Cucumber Basic Protein Cu(II) Freeman 1988 Science 

Ascorbate Oxidase Cu(II) Messerschmidt 1989/92 J.Mol.Biol. 
(squash) 

Nitrite Reductase 

A. cycJocJastes Cu(II) Adman 1991 Science 
A. faecalis Cu(II)/ Adman 1994 Biochemistry 

mutants 
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With minor differences the same active site structure is observed for other type 1 
proteins, but in the case of stellacyanin, umecyanin and cucumber peeling cupredoxin 
(CPC - not listed in Table 1),4 GIn replaces Met as the fourth ligand. 

Figure 1 

One difference in the case of the active site of azurin from Alcaligenes denitrificans is 
the co ordination of the O-atom of the carbonyl of Gly-45 as a fifth ligand in an 
approximately trigonal bipyrimid arrangement, Figure 3. 

Figure 2 Figure 3 

The axial bonds, Cu-O (3. 16Ä), and Cu-S(Met-121) of 3.12 Ä are both long. The 
structure has therefore features acceptable to Cu(II) (5-coordination), and Cu(I) (trigonal 
3-coordination). Whereas in the case of plastocyanin the Cu(II) is ~O.3 Ä out of the 
plane defined by N(His-37), S(Cys-84), S(Met-92), with azurin the Cu(II) is only ~.1 Ä 
out of the corresponding plane. The pronounced ß-sandwich structure gives a barrel 
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shape to the plastocyanin molecule of dimensions approximately 40 x 32 x 28 A.5 
Plastocyanin in the Cu(I) state normaIly has a charge balance of -9 ± 1. Notably there is a 
negative1y charged region resulting from highly conserved acidic residues at 42-45 and 
59-61 either side of an exposed Tyr-83 , Figure 1. From extensive studies using 
inorganic complexes as redox partners, evidence has been obtained for the involvement 
of this remote site as weIl as the adjacent hydrophobic region as a site for electron 
transfer(ET). In varticular, use has been made ofthe [Fe(CN)6]3/[Fe(CN)6]4- (410mV) 
and [Co(phenh]3+/[Co(phenh]2+ (370mV) redox couples. 

2. Two-Site Reactivity of Plastocyanin 

As has been weIl documented 1, the first indications that the remote site can be used for 
ET came from the observation of saturation kinetic behaviour in the oxidation of PCu(I) 
with [Co(phen}J]3+ (reactant in >10-fold excess) at pH 7.5.6 Further competitive 
inhibition is observed with redox inactive complexes of high ~ositive charge such as 
[Cr(phen}J] 3+, [Pt(NH3)6]4+ and [(NH3)5CONH2Co(NHf2~5 ,which by associating 
at the remote site inhibit oxidation by [Co(phen}J]. An additional detail 
demonstrated in the course of such studies was that [Co(phen}J]3+ reacts _50% at this 
site, and in some part at a second site (most likely the adjacent site). Other support for 
two-site reactivity comes from 1 H NMR line-broadening of the PCu(I) protein brought 
about by paramagnetic redox inactive analogue complexes [Cr(phenh 13+ (Tyr-83) and 
[Cr(CN)6]3 - (His-87).7 These studies provide support for [Fe(CN)6]3 - reacting at the 
adjacent site. 

Azurin on the other hand has no charged regions, and an insert of ~25 residues gives a 
flap in the region of the acidic patch of plastocyanin. It is possible therefore that azurin 
uses only one site for ET. The possibility that other type 1 proteins exhibit two-site 
reactivity has now been examined and will form apart of this report. Amicyanin for 
example with a positively charged remote site has properties appropriate for two-site 
reactivity. On the other hand plastocyanin from Anabaena variabilis has much less 
negative charge than other plastocyanins, with a charge balance of + 1 and no negative 
patch. This is reflected in the behaviour observed with [Fe(CN)6]3- and [Co(phen}J]3+ 
as oxidants for the PCu(I) form. 

In photosynthesis plastocyanin (a solute in the inner thylakoid) transports an electron 
from membrane bound cytochrome f to the P700 component of photosystem I. From in 
vitro studies cytochrome f reacts at the acidic patch, and P700 at the adjacent 
hydrophobic surface of plastocyanin.8 The evidence for two-site reactivity is a 
particularly unique aspect ofplastocyanin reactivity. The structure of cytochrome f,9 has 
demonstrated that there is a region of positive1y charged residues Lys-58, Lys-65, Lys-
66, Lys-187 and Arg-209, which could be relevant in docking the protein at the remote 
site of PCu(II). 

3. Effects of pH on Reactivity 

On decreasing the pH from 7.5 to values in the 4-5 region (as low as it is possible to go 
without protein denaturation), plastocyanin Cu(I), but not the Cu(II) form, approaches a 
state of redox inactivity. Thus in the case of the [Fe(CN)6]3- (reactant in > lO-fold 
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excess) oxidation of PCu(!) rate constants of ~8 x 104M-1s-l at pH 7.5 decrease to 
values at or elose to zeroß X-ray crystallography has established this as a process 
involving protonation and dissociation of the coordinated N-atom of His-87. 1O Active 
site pKa's for the different plastocyanins, which can also be determined by NMR, and are 
in the range 4.7-5.1, can be as high as 5.4-5.9 when there are deletions at positions 57 
and 58 in the polypeptide chain.1 There are various changes accompantng the 
protonation which result in the Cu(I) becoming trigonal-planar coordinated. 1 Since 
Cu(II) does not exhibit trigonal co ordination in any of its known chemistry, a barner to 
Cu(I) _ Cu(II) change is created. Such inactivity fits the requirements of plastocyanin in 
photosynthetic electron transport. As soon as the PCu(II) receives an electron from 
cytochrome f, it is rapidly converted to inactive PCu(I) since the inner thylakoid is at a 
pH <5.0. The PCu(I) is therefore inactive until it is required to reduce P700. How the 
P700 reactivates PCu(I) and becomes reduced at this stage is not yet clear. 

When PCu(I) is oxidised by cationic oxidants such as [Co(phenh]3+ protonation at the 
acidic patch occurs as weH as active-site protonation. From a two pKa fit it can be 
concluded that the remote site has pKa's in the range 5.3-5.8. Such values are high for 
single carboxylates. It has also been observed that for the reduction of PCu(II) by 
cationic reductants, there is a decrease in rate constants with pH, giving single pKa fits in 
the range 4.8-5.1. The latter is also assigned to the remote acidic patch. It is interesting 
that at a distance of 15-20 Ä from the Cu the oxidation state of the Cu appears relevant. 
A possible explanation is that some smaH movement is transmitted to the remote site so 
that two ofthe carboxylates, which in the Cu(I) state share a proton, are not able to do so 
in the Cu(II) state. 11 There is some crystaHographic evidence in support of this. 12 The 
effect might constitute (or contribute to) a mechanism for dissociating the cytochrome f 
and plastocyanin components after ET between the two. 

Two other proteins in Table 1 exhibit active-site protonation and dissociation of the 
exposed active site C-terminus His in the accessible range of pH. In aH three cases 
satisfactory agreement is observed for pKa's determined by NMR and from kinetic 
studies. In the case of T. versutus amicyanin the acid dissociation constant pKa (6.7),13 
is higher than the range of values (4.7-5.1) observed for the plastocyanin. The value 
determined for A.cycloclastes pseudoazurin (4.7) is similar to that of plastocyanin.1 4 
The number of amino acids between the C-terminus Cys and His residues co-ordinating 
the active site for these three proteins is 2, whereas other proteins listed in Table 1 have 3 
or 4.1 4 Similarly there is a smaHloop of 2 residues between the C-terminus His and Met 
of amicyanin, which may explain the higher pKa in this case. The need for a higher pKa 
in the case of amicyanin may relate to the physiological pH of ~ 7.0. We note also that as 
the one-electron amicyanin reduction of the tryptophan-tryptophylquinone cofactor of the 
MADH protein occurs the latter has to lose a proton, and amicyanin may be required to 
bring about both changes.13b Pseudoazurin is involved in ET to nitrite reductase. The 
newly identified blue copper protein halocyanin, 15 also has 2 amino-acids between the 
coordinated C-terminus Cys and His residues, and it will be of interest whether active 
site protonation is observed here also. 

4. ElectTon Self-Exchange Rate Constants 

Self-exchange rate constants at 250 C, pH 7.0, e.g. for plastocyanin, are as defined in (1). 
PCu(I) + PCu(II) ~ PCu(II) + PCu(I) (1) 
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Table 3. Se -Exc ange lf h R C ate onstants T ype 1 C P u rotems 
Protein kF.~F./M-lS-l pH Method Charge Cu(I) Ref 

Azurin (P.a.) 9.6 x 105 4.5 NMR -1 28 
7.0 x 105 9.0 NMR 28 
2.4 x 106 5.0 EPR 29 

Azurin (A. d) 4.0 x 105 6.7 NMR 30 
Plastocyanin (A. v.) 3.2 x 105 7.5 NMR +1 31 

5.9 x 105 7.5 Marcus 32 
(Parsley) 3.3 x 103 7.5 Marcus-8 32 
(Spinach) -4 x 103 6.0 NMR -9 33 
(French bean) «2 x 104 7.4 NMR -9 34 
Stellacyanin 1.2 x 105 7.0 EPR +7 19 
Amicyanin (T. v.) 1.3 x 105 8.6 NMR -4 13a 
Pseudoazurin (A.c.) 2.9 x 103 7.5 NMR +1 35 

2.7 x 103 7.5 Marcus 35 
Umecyanin 5.8 x 103 7.5 NMR -4 20 

7.9 and 26 7.0 Marcus 20 
Rusticyanin ~104 5.7 NMR -3 36 

250 C; I = 0.100M (NaCl) 

These can be determined by 1 H NMR and EPR methods, and by cross-reaction studies 
using the Marcus Equations (2) - (3),16 

k12 = (kl1 k22 K12 f)Y2 

(3) 

where kll and k22 are self-exchange rate constants for the respective couples involved in 
the cross reaction, K 12 is the equilibrium constant, k 12 is the rate constant for the cross 
reaction, and Z is the frequency factor lO 11M-l s-l. Such rate constants kll and k22, 
listed in Table 3 as kESE values, are a measure of the intrinsic ET properties of the 
protein. A comparison of recently determined values with those from previous studies is 
given in Table 3. The approach in the case ofthe cross-reaction studies has been to use 
P.aeruginosa azurin, Table 3, and in some cases cytochrome c551> kESE = 4.6x106 M-l 
s-l, as redox partners, where the kESE values are known from earlier studies.1 7 The 
prime advantage is that these proteins have little overall charge, and there is less 
likelihood therefore that work terms need to be allowed for. Values ofkESE listed are in 
the range 103-106 M-l s-l, which confirms a much more favourable rate constant than is 
observed for Cu(I)/Cu(II) self-exchange reactions in which two different geometries 
apply.1 8 

Points to make ab out the values in Table 3 are the good agreement of rate constants 
determined by the NMR and ESR methods, the inhibiting effect of high overall charge in 
the case of plant plastocyanins, the good agreement of the NMR and Marcus values for 
A. variabilis plastocyanin and pseudoazurin, and the smaller inhibiting effect of charge in 
the case of stellacyanin (carbohydrate attachments contribute ~40% to the mass and may 
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be relevant).19 The less good agreement of NMR and Mareus kESE values for 
umeeyanin is also noted, where both azurin and eytoehrome e551 were used in the eross
reaetion studies.20 A possible explanation is that a different protein site is used in the 
umeeyanin eross-reaetions. Also from eurrent work the NMR kESE value of -104 M-l 
s-1 for rustieranin is of interest in view of the very hydrophobie surrounding of the Cu 
aetive site.2 In aH instanees an ESE proeess via hydrophobie adjaeent surfaee is 
believed to oeeur. Involvement of two remote eharged regions, or of one eharged and 
one hydrophobie region are regarded as energetieaHy unfavourable processes. 

The effeet of introdueing eharged residues on the adjaeent hydrophobie surfaee of 
plastoeyanin and azurin by site direeted mutagenesis has been explored. Thus Leu12Glu 
at the higher pH'S when the Glu residue is negatively eharged, retards the oxidation of 
PCu(I) by [Fe(CN)6]3- by 1O-fold.22 Similarly in the ease of azurin the Met44Lns 
mutant produces a 200-fold effeet on the self-exehange rate eonstant at low pH values. 3 

Results for [Cr(CN)6]3- line-broadenin~ of 1 H peaks in the NMR speetrum of 
amieyanin indieate three sites for interaction. 0 That oeeurring to the lower part of the 
moleeule at Ile-38 is not regarded as relevant to ET. An effeet is also observed at the 
exposed His-96 at the hydrophobie surfaee. However the most effeetive site is that 
eorresponding to the aeidie pateh of plastoeyanin. From known sequenees this site has 
an exposed Phe or His at position 92 (eorresponding to Tyr-83 in plastoeyanin), and is 
attaehed to the aetive site Cys-93. It is moreover surrounded by positively eharged 
residues Lys-59, Lys-60, Lys-69 and Arg-100. The latter two sites are eandidates 
therefore for eonsideration in biologieaHy relevant ET processes. 

The ET route whieh has been identified involving the remote site of plastoeyanin (Cu
Cys-Tyr/Phe), and is here suggested for amieyanin (Cu-Cys-Phe/His), is also relevant in 
the intramoleeular ET processes oeeurring in the ease of aseorbate oxidase (Cu-Cys-His
CU3) and nitrite reductase (Cu-Cys-His-Cu). The existenee of the latter two 
intramoleeular ET routes provides additional support for the involvement of remote sites 
in the reaetions of plastoeyanin and amicyanin. 

5. Other Studies 

In eoHaborative studies the fuH amino-acid sequenee of umeeyanin prepared by a 
literature proeedure has been investigated.4b The fuH amino-acid sequenee has been 
determined. Not only are there iso-forms from the Val ~ Ile change at position 48, but 
eonsiderable heterogeneity is observed from the retention of different lengths of 
earbohydrate at Asn-76. In addition cleavage ofthe polypeptide oeeurs during proeedures 
earried out at a number ofpoints between residues 103 to 115, the latter being the longest 
ehain length observed. Protein purchased from the Sigma Chemieal Co was found to 
give similar behaviour. The most common ehain length is 106 residues. In addition to 
this heterogeneity, there are sequence homologies with steHacyanin (which has no Met 
residues) as weH as CBP (structure available),24 and CPC. It ean be concluded that 
umecyanin, steHacy'anin and CPC have GIn and not Met as the fourth coordinating 
residue, Figure 4.4b In solution studies it has been noted that umecyanin and 
steHacyanin give colour changes at pH >8 corresponding to an isomerisation process.25 
This behaviour is eonsistent with GIn instead of Met co ordination. Thus a reasonable 
explanation is that at low pH the O-atom and at high pH the N-atom of the GIn side 
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ehain is eoordinated to the Cu(II). In a further elaboration it is possible that two 
sequential proeesses may be occurring with involvement ofthe lysine residue nearby.4b 

CBP T:-T Pb. lle Cys Asn i'be Pro Glv 

~ 
Cys Gin Sec 

SCu T;'T T~T lle Cys GI" Val Pro L;'5 His Cys ~ Leu 

CPC TyT Pb. Val Cys Thr Val Glv Thr His Cys Sec Asn 

UCu T\T T:-T Ile Cvs Thr Val Gly A;p His c,~ Arg Val 

Gly 

~ 
Lys 

Gly Gtot .. Lys 

Gly GJa· L:,"S 

Glv Gtot·· Lvs 

90 

98 

100 

96 -
CBP - ~~ Val ,\31 AI. Leu 96 

SCU Val His lle Asn Val Thr Val Arg S ... 107 

CPC Leu Sec lle Am. Val Val AI. .'U. Asn AI. Thr Val Sec Met Pro I1S 
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Figure 4 

Fina11y it should be noted that some ofthe above mentioned blue eopper proteins, as we11 
as others not so far mentioned, have been little studied. These inc1ude haloeyanin,15 
CPC,4c auracyanin,26 CBP,24 along with the protein from mung beans and mavicyanin, 
which have been the subject of earlier r~ports.27 From the behaviour of different 
proteins already observed, and further subtle changes that will no doubt be revealed, 
these are worthwhile subjects for further study. 
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ABSTRACT. Copper-zinc superoxide dismutase (CuZnSOD) is one of a class of enzymes known 
to be excellent catalysts of the disproportionation of superoxide (2 02- + 2 H+ ~ 02 + H202). 
An unusual aspect of the structure of this enzyme is the occurrence of a bridging imidazolate ligand, 
which holds the copper and zinc ions in each subunit 6.3 A apart. Tbe mechanism of CuZnSOD
catalyzed superoxide disproportionation is understood in broad outline, but only relatively recently 
has it been possible to address several important aspects of the structure-function relationships in 
this enzyme. Of particular interest are the pH independence of both the spectroscopic and catalytic 
properties ofthis enzyme over a wide range ofpH and the function ofthe zinc-imidazolate ligand to 
the copper in the catalytic mechanism. Recently, there have been several intriguing results 
conceming the physiological role played by CuZnSOD in vivo. There is a growing body of 
evidence indicating that oxidative damage in mammalian cells is associated with aging, 
carcinogenesis, and induction of other serious disease states and that toxic metabolites derived from 
the metabolism of 02 may be responsible for such damage. Superoxide dismutases have been 
proposed to act as antioxidant enzymes by lowering the steady state concentration of superoxide in 
vivo. Mutations in this enzyme have also bcen reported to be associated with the familial form of 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), frequcntly tcrmed Lou Gchrig's Disease, but the mechanism 
by which these mutations cause the discase is as yet unknown. 

1. Background 

Superoxide dismutases, found in virtually all areobic organisms, catalyze the 
disproportionation of superoxide (2 02- + 2 H+ ~ 02 + H202). Copper-zinc superoxide 
dismutase (CuZnSOD) is an enzyme found in relatively high concentration in the cytoplasm 
of all or nearly all eukaryotic cells.1 CuZnSODs from different organisms are very similar, 
particularly in the regions of their metal-binding sites, as judged from a high degree of 
homology in their amino acid sequences and the resemblance of the spectral prop.erties of 
the native enzymes and metal-substituted derivatives from different organisms.2-"4 Several 
CuZnSODs have been extensively studied, most notably bovine, human, and yeast. 
Eukaryotic cells also have a mitochondrial Mn-containing SOD, and prokaryotes often have 
Fe- and Mn-containing SODs. The Fe and Mn enzymes are structurally related to each 
other. Neither the Mn- nor the Fe-containing SOD is structurally related to CuZnSOD. All 
of the SODs are believed to function as intracellular antioxidant enzymes by reducing the 
steady-state level of superoxide present in the cello 
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2. Relationship between the Structure and the Enzymatic Mechanism 

2.1 STRUCIURE OF CuZnSOD 

The x-ray crystal structures of the oxidized form of CuZnSOD show it to consist of two 
identical subunits held together almost entirely by hydrophobie interactions. Each subunit 
consists of a flattened cylindrical barrel of ß-pleated sheet from which three extemalloops 
of irregular structure extend.5-8 

Figure 1. Schematie backbone drawing of the CuZnSOD subunit (from ref. 6). 

The metal-binding region of the protein binds Cu2+ and Zn2+ in close proximity to each 
other, bridged by the imidazolate ring of a histidyl side chain. The Cu2+ ion is coordinated 
to four histidyl imidazoles and a water in a distorted square pyramidal geometry. The Zn2+ 
ion is coordinated to three histidyl imidazoles (including the one shared with copper) and an 
aspartyl carboxylate group, forming a distorted tetrahedral geometry around the metal ion. 

One of the most unusual aspects of the structure of this enzyme is the occurrence of the 
bridging imidazolate ligand, which holds the copper and zinc ions 6.3 A apart. Such a 
configuration is not unusual for imidazole complexes of metal ions, which sometimes form 
long polymerie imidazolate-bridged structures. However, no other imidazolate-bridged bi
or poly-metallic metalloprotein has yet been identified. 
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the metal-binding sites of CuZnSOD. 

The role of the zinc ion in CuZnSOD appears to be primarily structural. There is no 
evidence that water or other ligands can bind to the zinc, and it is therefore highly unlikely 
that superoxide would interact with that site. The copper site is clearly the site of primary 
interaction of superoxide with the protein. The x-ray structure shows that the copper ion 
lies at the bottom of a narrow channel which is large enough to admit only water, small 
anions, and similarly small ligands. In the lining of the channel is found the positively 
charged side chain of an arginine residue, 5 A away from the copper ion and situated in 
such a position that it could interact with superoxide and other anions when they bind to 
copper. Near the mouth of the channel at the surface of the protein, are located two 
positively charged lysine residues, which are believed to playa role in attracting anions and 
guiding them into the channel. 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a cross section of the active-site channel in CuZnSOD 
(from ref. 38). 
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2.2. CA TAL YTIC MECHANISM OF CuZnSOD 

The uncatalyzed disQroportionation of superoxide proceeds spontaneously in water with a 
rate that is stTongly pH dependent due to the fact that the fastest pathway is reduction of the 
protonated fonn, H02, by 02-. Thus the maximum in the rate occurs at pH 4.8, where the 
pH equals the pKa, i.e. the pH at which superoxide is half protonated.9 
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Figure 4. The rate of H02l02- disproportionation as a function of pH. 

Catalysis of superoxide disproportionation by metal complexes and metalloenzymes has 
been proposed to go by either of two mechanisms.10 

Mechanism A: 

M n+ + 02- -----.. M(n-l)+ + 02 

2H+ 
M(n-l)+ + 02- -.. Mn+(Ot) ~ Mn+ + ~02 

Mechanism B: 

2H+ 
02- -----.. Mn+(Ol) ~ M n+ + ~02 

+ O2 
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Mechanism A involves reduction by superoxide of the oxidized metal ion to its reduced 
state accompanied by the release of dioxygen, followed by reoxidation by a second 
superoxide of the reduced metal ion to its oxidized state with the release of H02- or H202. 
In mechanism B, the metal ion is never reduced but instead forms a superoxo complex 
which is reduced to a peroxo complex by a second superoxide ion. For both mechanisms A 
and B, the peroxo ligands are protonated and dissociate to give hydrogen peroxide. If a 
metal ion or complex can be reduced by superoxide and if its reduced form can be oxidized 
by superoxide, both at rates competitive with superoxide disproportionation, the complex 
can probably act as an SOD by mechanism A. Mechanism B has been proposed to account 
for the apparent catalysis of superoxide disproportionation by Lewis acidic non-redox 
active metal ions under certain conditions, but could apply to other cases as weIl. The 
mechanism of superoxide disproportionation catalyzed by CuZnSOD is generally believed 
to go by mechanism A. 

In both mechanisms A and B, the protonation of peroxide dianion, 022-, prior to its 
release from the metal ion is required because peroxide dianion is highly basic and thus too 
unstable to be released free in its unprotonated form. Thus both mechanisms A and B 
would ordinarily be expected to lead to pH-dependent rates for superoxide 
disproportionation, with the rate being slower at high pH. In fact, the rates of superoxide 
disproportionation, either catalyzed or uncatalyzed, to our knowledge are always pH 
dependent, giving faster rates at low pH, except in the case of the superoxide dismutase 
enzymes. 

In the case of CuZnSOD, mechanism A is believed to be operating, with the copper 
center undergoing changes in redox state. 

02- + CuIISOD -+ 02 + CuISOD 

The rates of the individual steps in this mechanism have been measured and the rate 
constants found to be identical, i.e. kI = k2 = 2 x 10 9 M-I sec-I, and pH independent over 
the range pH 5 - 9.5.3 The pH independence of the catalytic rate constants for CuZnSOD 
is a striking characteristic that needs to be explained in any mechanistic proposal (see 
below). 

The source of the proton(s) that protonates peroxide in the catalytic mechanism of 
CuZnSOD is the subject of some interest. Reduction of the oxidized protein has been 
shown to be accompanied by the uptake of one proton per subunit. That proton is believed 
to protonate the bridging imidazolate in association with the breaking of the bridge upon 
reduction of the copper. The same proton is thus an attractive possibility for protonation of 
peroxide as it is formed in the enzymatic mechanism. 

Attractive as this mechanism appears, there are some problems with it. For example, it 
has been pointed out that, at higher concentrations of superoxide, the turnover of the 
enzyme is too fast for this protonation and deprotonation cycle of the bridging histidine to 
be occurring.11 It therefore appears that the catalysis under such conditions may proceed 
without breaking of the imidazolate bridge. 
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Electrostatic calculations of the charges on the CuZnSOD protein suggest that 
superoxide and other anions entering into the vicinity of the protein will be drawn toward 
and into the channelleading down to the copper site by the distribution of positive charges 
on the surface of the protein, the positively charged lysines at the mouth of the active site 
cavity, and the positively charged arginine and copper ion within the active site region.5 

Several of the anions studied have been shown to inhibit the SOD activity of the enzyme. 
The source of the inhibition is generally assumed to be competition with superoxide for 
binding to the copper, but it may also be due in some cases to a shift in the redox potential 
of copper known to occur in some instances upon binding of an anion to copper. 

Studies of the VIS-UV, ESR, and NMR spectroscopic properties of CuZnSOD and its 
metal-substituted derivatives have been particularly valuable in providing detailed 
information about the nature of the metal-binding sites. These pro:Eerties have been 
reviewed in detail in other publications and will not be reviewed here. 4 With respect to 
the catalytic mechanism, however, it is important to note that the spectroscopic properties 
of CuZnSOD are unchanged over the same pH range wherein the rate of superoxide 
dismutation is unchanged by pH, i.e. pH 5 - 9.5. This property is unusual because the 
oxidized form of CuZnSOD contains a water moleeule bound to Cull and water moleeules 
bound to Cull either in a protein or in a coordination complex generally ionize weH below 
pH 9.5 to give CuILhydroxide complexes. The implications of this unusual property are 
discussed below. 

Cu(OH~ + OH- .... + ~O 
"'" 

2.3 SITE-DIRECIED MUTANT CuZnSODs 

Much of the valuable recent information that has been obtained concerning the mechanism 
of CuZnSOD comes from studies of mutant human CuZnSOD proteins prepared by site
directed mutagenesis. Examples of some of these studies are given in Table 1. 

Arg 143 is located in the channel that leads from the exterior of the protein to the copper 
ion. Either chemical modification or mutation of this residue resulted in a large decrease in 
its SOD activity, thus implicating that ~ositively-charged residue as a key factor in drawing 
the anionic substrate into the channe1. 1 Thr137 is also located in the channelleading to the 
copper. Mutation of this residue to He decreases the dismutation rate by 25%, leading to 
the conclusion that this residue plays a role in maintaining the hydrophilicity of the 
channel.14-16 Mutation of the same residue to Arg decreased the rate by a factor of 3 
despite the fact that the anion binding affinity of the mutant was dramatically increased. 
These results imply that a precise positioning of the positive charges in the channel is 
required for high catalytic rates. 13 Mutation of the negatively-charged residues Glu133 and 
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Glu132 on the exterior of the protein either with neutral or positively-charged residues has 
been shown to enhance the catalytic rate of superoxide dismutation relative to wild-type, 
presumably through enhancement of the electrostatic guidance of superoxide toward and 
into the channelleading to the copper center. 17 

Table 1. Some Examples of Site-Directed Mutants of Human CuZnSOD 

Residue Mutant Proteins Reference 

Arg143 Lys, He, Glu, Asp, Ala 12 

Thr137 He, Ser, Ala, Arg, and 13-16 
Arg143/Ala137 

GIu 132, Glu133 GIn 132, GIn 133, 17 
Gln132/Gln133, and 

GIn132/Lys133 

Asp124 Asn, Gly, and 18 
Asn 124/Asn125 

The mutations in the first three entries of Table 1 all appear to influence the electrostatic 
guidance of the superoxide anion into and through the channelleading to the copper. The 
fourth, however, by contrast, influences the metal-binding site directly. In the crystal 
structure of the wild-type protein, it can be seen that Asp124 forms a secondary bridge 
between the copper and the zinc site by hydrogen bonding to the zinc ligand His71 and the 
copper ligand His46. Mutations of this residue produce zinc-deficient proteins which have 
substantially reduced SOD activities. More importantly for our discussion here, the SOD 
activities of these mutants are markedly pH dependent. 18 This characteristic will be 
discussed further below. 

Recently we have been preparing and characterizing site-directed mutants of CuZnSOD 
from the yeast Saeeharomyees eerevisiae. 19-21 We have concentrated in particular on 
replacement of the ligands to the copper and zinc ions. In order to investigate the role of the 
bridging imidazolate in this protein, we have prepared and characterized the His63Ala 
mutant of SOD. We find that the metal-binding behavior of the copper site of this mutant 
protein is remarkably similar to that of the wild-type protein, despite the absence of the 
bridging histidyl imidazolate from His63. Furthermore, we find that the spectroscopic 
properties of the copper site of the mutant and the SOD activity are markedly pH
dependent. 

A histidine-to-alanine mutant (H63A) was prepared using oligonucleotide-directed 
mutagenesis on the cloned CuZnSOD gene from Saeeharomyees eerevisiae. The mutant 
gene was sequenced and expressed in Eseheriehia eoli in the TI RNA polymerase 
expression system, the protein was purified to homogeneity, and apoprotein was prepared. 

Addition of one equivalent each of Cu2+ and Zn2+ per subunit to apo-H63ASOD gave a 
derivative whose visible absorption spectrum showed a d-d transition with Amax = 670 nm, 
remarkably similar to Cull in the copper site of wild-type CuZnSOD. Binding of Cu2+ was 
stoichiometric, indicating that the binding constant is high. In striking contrast to wild-type 
SOD whose visible-UV and ESR spectral properties are invariant with pH over the range 5 
< pH < 10.5, the spectroscopic properties of H63ASOD show reversible pH-dependent 
behavior, with a pKa of9.3. Reversible, pH-dependent changes in the ESR spectrum were 
also observed. We conclude from these results that His63 plays a crucial role in 
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maintaining the pH-independence of the copper site of wild-type CuZnSOD. 
The visible-UV and ESR spectra for H63ASOD at pH > 9.5 indicate that copper(II) in 

that site has an approximately square-planar geometry. The pH-dependent changes in the 
ESR spectra are analogous to those observed for copper-substituted carbonic anhydrase22 

and met apo hemocyanin.23 The pKa of the pH-deffndent transition is also similar to the 
pKa for ionizing water bound to Cu2+ complexes. Thus the Cu2+ ion in H63ASOD is 
behaving in a fashion normal for small CuII complexes or copper-containing proteins. An 
abnormally high pKa, such as is found in wild-type SOD, is strong evidence that the water 
ligand remains in an axial position on the CuII center even at relatively high pH, since the 
interaction between the cop per center and its axialligands is much weaker than that with its 
equatorial ligands. The changes observed at high pH resemble those occurring when 
cyanide binds to CuZnSOD suggesting that the binding of OH- and CN- occur in a similar 
fashion. It is believed that CN- binding to the CuII in SOD causes the axes of the copper to 
reorient placing the CN- in an equatorial position on the copper and creating a square planar 
geometry.2 

As might be expected from the pH-dependence of the spectroscopic propenies, the 
SOD activity of the H63A mutant is also pH-dependent, with higher SOD activity at lower 
pH. However, we find the pKa for the pH-dependence of the SOD activity to be 
considerably lower than that for the ionization of the bound water in H63ASOD. There are 
several possible steps in the catalytic mechanism that might lead to a pH-dependence. 
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Figure 5. Visible absorption spectra of (A) a pH-titration of H63ACuZnSOD and 
(B) titration of wild-type CuZnSOD with added cyanide (from ref. 25). 

The first of these, ionization of water on CuII leading to inhibition by bound hydroxide, 
is a very plausible mechanism for inhibition of the first step of the catalytic mechanism, i.e. 
reduction of CuII by superoxide, but cannot account for the low pKa for the SOD activity. 
A second possible mechanism, oxidation of Cu! by H02 rather than 02- in the second step 
of the catalytic mechanism, is also feasible, but the pH-dependence of the catalytic rate does 
not match that expected for protonation of Oz- either. The third possibility, and the one that 
we believe most likely, is that the pH-dependence of the catalytic rate is caused by slow 
product release, i.e. that the dissociation of the peroxide formed in the second step of the 
mechanism from the CuII center becomes rate limiting in H63ASOD. 
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Why would the dissociation of peroxide from Cull in the absence of the zinc
imidazolate moiety in H63ASOD be slower than in wild-type CuZnSOD? The argument 
goes as follows. We know that the pKa of water bound to CuII in wild-type CuZnSOD is 
abnormally high. We conclude, as described above, that this is due to the fact that the 
hydroxide ligand, when it is formed by deprotonation of the bound water at high pH cannot 
move into a more strongly bonded, equatorial position in the Cull coordination sphere. In 
H63ASOD, the pKa of the water ligand to the Cull is normal, and we therefore conclude 
that the hydroxide ligand can move into an equatorial position, just as cyanide does when it 
binds to the wild-type protein. It therefore appears likely that peroxide, 022-, or more likely 
hydroperoxide, H02-, binds in an equatorial position in H63ASOD but in wild-type 
CuZnSOD is restrlcted to a more weakly-binding, rapidly-exchanging axial position. The 
peroxide-dissociation step for H63ASOD and wild-type CuZnSOD are illustrated below. 
H63ASOD 

N 
N-C~II_OOH 

.( 
N 

Wild-type CuZnSOD 

N , 
N-ci}I_OH 

.( 2 

N 

+ H2Ü 2 

It is our conclusion that the zinc-imidazolate moiety plays a very significant role in the 
catalytic mechanism of CuZnSOD by ensuring that peroxide leaves rapidly from the 
coordination sphere of the CuIl ion in the final step of the mechanism. It does so by an 
internal displacement reaction in which the zinc-imidazolate rebinds to CuIl, forcing the 
peroxide ligand into an axial position, thus ensuring that it will leave rapidly from the 
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coordination sphere of the copper ion. In the mutant lacking the zinc-imidazolate moiety, 
the rate is presumably pH-dependent due to a requirement that the peroxide ligand be 
protonated to make it a better leaving group so that it can leave more rapidly from the 
equatorial position of the CuII ion. This mechanistic proposal can explain catalysis under 
conditions where the concentration of superoxide is saturating and the turnover of the 
enzyme is too fast for the histidine bridge breaking and reformation to occur.11 In this case 
the bridge remains intact in CuZnSOD and the peroxide ligand remains in the rapidly 
exchanging axial position. The pH dependence of the SOD activities of the zinc-deficient 
Asp 124 mutants described above18 suggests that both the zinc and the bridging histidine 
are required to maintain a copper(II) coordination sphere configuration that will give a pH
independent SOD activity and therefore a very high SOD activity at physiological pH. 

3. Physiological Studies of CuZnSOD 

3.1. YEAST AS A MODEL SYSTEM FOR STUDIES OF CuZnSOD IN VIVO 

CuZnSOD is one of the antioxidant enzymes found in eukaryotic cells. There is a growing 
body of evidence that it, along with catalases, peroxidases, and small molecule antioxidants 
such as glutathione, ascorbate, ubihydroquinone, and a-tocopherol, plays an important 
role in defending against oxidative stress in aerobic living systems.26 
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Figure 6. Cartoon showing some of the antioxidant agents inside the cell (from ref. 39). 

Oxidative stress in mammalian cells has been implicated in the aging process and 
several disease states including cancer, Down's syndrome, andi very recently, the familial 
form of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig's Disease).2 The cell appears to have a 
natural balance of antioxidants to cope with oxidative stress, and degenerative states, such 
as those mentioned above, can arise when this balance is disrupted. However, it is not yet 
known on a molecular level how reactive oxidizing species derived from oxygen exert their 
toxic effects nor is it understood in detail precisely how the cells' antioxidants work 
together to protect against oxidative damage. To understand how cells defend against 
oxidative stress, we are currently studying the role of CuZnSOD and other known naturally 
occurring antioxidant proteins in a simple eukaryotic system, the yeast Saccharomyces 
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cerevisiae. 
The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae provides an exceHent model system for molecular 

studies of oxidative stress.28 In the yeast system, in contrast to mammalian systems, 
genetic manipulations are very straightforward. It is easy to remove systematically the 
genes for the relevant proteins and to study the effects of each null mutant separately, or in 
combination with others. The genes for the major antioxidant proteins in yeast have been 
cloned, and strains lacking these genes have been constructed. In addition, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae and some other yeasts do not require respiratory Ü2 metabolism for growth since 
they prefer to grow by glycolysis (fermentation) with glucose as the carbon source, even 
when 02 is present. If glucose is not available, mitochondrial respiration is turned on to 
utilize other (non-fermentable) carbon sources such as ethanol or lactate. Wild-type yeast 
also have a wide range of O2 tolerance and grow weH in conditions ranging from 100% O2 
to totally anaerobic. These characteristics allow the researcher to grow yeast under 
conditions that vary with respect to the rate of Ü2 metabolism and presumably therefore the 
rate of oxygen radical production. 

Our laboratory originally cloned the gene for CuZnSOD of Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae.29 Since that time, we have been studltini its reguiation30 and the phenotype of 
mutant yeast strains lacking this gene (sod1-).28, 1,3 The importance of cytoplasmic SOD 
is illustrated by the fact that mutants of yeast lacking CuZnSOD exhibit a very distinct 
phenotype which includes extreme sensitivity to redox-cycling drugs such as paraquat, 
poor growth in air, sensitivity to 100% oxrlen, and requirements for lysine and 
methionine or cysteine when grown aerobically. We have also shown that sod1- mutants 
exhibit higher aerobic mutation rates than wild-type cells.31 More recently, we constructed 
yeast strains lacking MnSOD and double mutants lacking both SODs. The lauer are only 
slightly worse offthan the single mutants lacking CuZnSOD only, in spite ofthe fact that 
the major source of superoxide radicals is believed to be mitochondrial respiration. 

We have studied the regulation of the SOD1 gene of yeast by copper, and found that it 
is regulated in response to copper by the same copper-binding transcription factor, ACE1, 
that controls the metaHothionein gene response to copper. There is a single binding site in 
the SODI promoter where this factor binds to stimulate transcription two- to three-fold.30 

We have continued the work on the relationship between copper and SOD by showing 
that copper can rescue the sod1- mutant yeast for growth on lactate and improve their 
growth on other carbon sources. The rescue can be attributed to the antioxidant activity of 
the metallothionein that is induced by the excess copper, as mutants lacking CUP 1 or 
ACE1 genes are not rescued. In addition, oxygen stress was shown to induce CUP 1.32 

The sod1- mutant yeast strains have thus provided an experimental system in which to 
probe the role of CuZnSOD in general, and recently we have been using this same 
approach to develop a model for FALS (familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis), a disease 
that has been shown to be associated with mutations in CuZnSOD in some instances (see 
below). 

3.2. THE ROLE OF CuZnSOD IN FALS 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), commonly termed Lou Gehrig's Disease, is a 
neurodegenerative disease characterized by late onset, degeneration of motor neurons, and 
death, almost invariably within six years. Approximately 10% of cases are "familial" 
(FALS), and genetic linkage studies have therefore been possible. Arecent collaborative 
effort succeeded in tracing the FALS locus to the gene coding for CuZnSOD27 making this 
disease the major neurodegenerative disease with the most direct link to oxidative damage. 
One of the surprising aspects of the linkage of CuZnSOD with FALS mutations is that SOD 
is a ubiquitous enzyme within the organism while ALS is a highly cell-specific disease. 
CuZnSOD has always been thought of as a simple, straightforward, constitutively 
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expressed, housekeeping protein. Its importance is generally ascribed to its antioxidant, 
protective function. It is found in substantial quantities in every organ of the body and, 
indeed, in every eukaryotic organism. Motor neurons, the specific site of damage in ALS, 
on the other hand, are a highly specialized cell type which contains high levels of 
CuZnSOD. 

The most obvious explanation for the link between the FALS mutations in SOD and the 
disease itself is that insufficient SOD activity allows excess oxidative damage to a 
particularly vulnerable target to occur. However, this explanation does not appear to us to 
be entirely satisfactory from a genetic standpoint. FALS is a dominant trait, but with late 
penetrance, meaning that one defective copy of the gene is enough to cause the disease, but 
it only manifests itself relatively late in life. In most dominant mutations, the mutated 
protein has new or altered function. For example, it may interact with other proteins 
improperly, have a new enzymatic activity, or be placed in the wrong cellular compartrnent. 
We have taken a two-pronged approach to the investigation of possible causes of FALS by 
(1) preparing mutant yeast strains with mutations in CuZnSOD that are analogous to those 
found in human FALS and investigating the phenotype of these mutations in vivo and (2) 
expressing, isolating, and characterizing in vitro the mutant CuZnSOD proteins with these 
same FALS mutations. 

Our own structural analysis and prediction of the effects of the FALS mutations on the 
CuZnSOD structure using computer graphics agree with the published analysis33 and 
indicate that most of the mutations are remote from the active site and are likely to cause 
alterations in the structure andlor stability of the enzyme. Using the mutagenesis and 
expression system that we developed for the active site mutants in yeast, we constructed 
three ALS-equivalent yeast SODs (yALS-SOD mutations). Two mutations, Gly85Arg 
(G85R) and Gly93Ala (G93A), were chosen in regions where yeast and human CuZnSOD 
have nearly identical structures. Gly85 is involved in hydrogen bonding to another ß-strand 
and in forming the ß-bulge which holds the zinc-binding Asp83 in position; Gly93 is 
located at the tight turn of aß-strand. Both residues are conserved in almost all known 
CuZnSODs.34 Based on their positions in the 3-dimensional structure, we anticipated that 
the addition of bulky residues at either of these positions would destabilize the protein 
relative to wild-type. A third mutation, LyslOOGly (KIOOG), was also constructed. This 
residue is not itself conserved between yeast and human wild-t~ge proteins (it is Glu in 
human CuZnSOD), but the structure of the region is conserved,3 . 6 and we expected that 
substitution of a glycine for this residue would introduce flexibility into this region of either 
the yeast or human proteins. 

The yeast FALS SODI mutant genes were expressed in yeast lacking CuZnSOD (sodl) 
in order to test the ability of the mutant CuZnSODs to provide SOD activity in the native 
host. Expression plasmids containing wild-type or mutant CuZnSOD genes under the 
control of the native CuZnSOD promoter were constructed and transformed into sodl
yeast and tested for oxygen sensitivity, paraquat sensitivity and growth in air. 
Transformation with the plasmid containing the wild-type gene restored resistance to both 
oxygen and paraquat, as well as growth in air. Surprisingly, the G93A and KlOOG 
CuZnSOD mutants were able to rescue completely the sodl- yeast for growth under 
oxidative conditions, while the G85R mutant protein was not. 

SOD activity was measured in soluble protein extracts for each of the strains. Little or 
no SOD activity was found in the strain carrying the G85R mutant protein. By contrast, a 
significant level of SOD activity was found in the strains expressing the G93A and KlOOG 
proteins, although the wild-type strain showed a higher level of activity. The vector-only 
control showed no activity. In order to determine ifthe lack of SOD activity was due to the 
absence of the mutant CuZnSOD protein, western blot analysis was carried out. This 
analysis demonstrated that the concentrations of the G85R, G93A, and KlOOG mutant 
proteins were similar, although somewhat reduced relative to the level of the wild-type 
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CuZnSOD protein in the strain carrying the wild-type CuZnSOD gene. The fact that the 
CuZnSOD protein levels in the three mutant strains were not noticeably different from each 
other indicates that the loss of SOD activity in the G85R strain was due to the presence of 
an inactive CuZnSOD protein rather than to the total absence of the 'protein. We concluded, 
therefore, that the SOD activities of the mutant CuZnSOD proteins were markedly different, 
i.e. that the G85R protein had a significantly lower SOD activity than G93A or K100G 
CuZnSOD. 

In order to investigate the reasons for the markedly different abilities of G85R and 
G93ACuZnSOD to function in vivo, we purified these proteins to homogeneity36 and 
characterized their SOD activity, thermal stability, and spectroscopic and metal-binding 
propenies in vitro. The UV-vis spectra of wild-type CuZnSOD and G85RCuZnSOD are 
strongly sirnilar indicating that the metal-binding regions are very sirnilar in geometry when 
the native metals are used. However, substituting other metals in place of Zn2+ gave quite 
different results. For example, putting cop per in the zinc site did not produce the 810 nm 
band characteristic of the derivative of wild-type CuZnSOD containing copper in the both 
the copper and the zinc sites. Instead, a further increase in the 700 nm d-d band was 
observed, indicating that the site is more flexible and adjusts to the more nearly tetragonal 
geometry preferred by Cu2+. In sharp contrast, the G93A protein, in which the mutation is 
farther from the active site, bound metals in a manner indistinguishable from wild-type. 

We assayed the activity of the isolated mutant CuZnSOD proteins using three different 
SOD assays. As isolated from our expression system, G85RCuZnSOD did not contain its 
full complement of Cu2+ and Zn2+ and had an SOD activity about 20% of that of the native 
protein at pH 7.4 or 7.8. Reconstituted (fully metallated) G85RCuZnSOD, prepared from 
the apoprotein, had 40% of the SOD activity of native CuZnSOD. The activity of 
reconstituted G85RCuZnSOD was sensitive to EDTA, losing activity with less than one 
equivalent ofEDTA, while native CuZnSOD was resistant to more than a 2000-fold excess 
of EDTA at pH 7.8. By contrast, reconstituted G93ACuZnSOD possessed 80% native 
activity and retained this activity even in the presence of a 2000-fold excess of EDT A. 

Aprediction had been made, based on analysis of the x-ray crystal structure of the 
wild-type human protein, that the FALS mutations would destabilize the protein and result 
in lowered SOD activity in persons carrying one of these genes. In suppon of this 
prediction, CuZnSOD isolated from red cells of FALS patients using the relatively harsh 
conditions that are commonly used for wild-type CuZnSODs ~ave preparations with 
substantially reduced SOD activities relative to that of wild-type. 3 Our yeast system has 
enabled us to assess the ability of the yeast FALS mutant SODs to function in an in vivo 
system without exposing the protein to the harsh conditions of protein isolation. We are 
able to compare the properties of the mutant proteins in vivo with those of the isolated, 
purified proteins in vitro. The G85R mutation, for example, clearly resulted in a 
structurally altered CuZnSOD protein. However, the protein was stable enough to be 
expressed and purified in high yield and retained considerable SOD activity when fully 
metallated. On the other hand, expression of the G85R mutant protein under physiological 
conditions in its native host did not rescue sodl- yeast. The defect in its in vivo activity and 
the partial defect in its in vitro activity may well be due to its altered metal-binding abilities. 
By contrast, G93ASOD is spectroscopically indistinguishable from wild-type and, like 
wild-type, successfully restores the SOD+ phenotype to sodl- yeast. The fully metallated 
form possessed 80% of the activity of wild-type. 

The most obvious possible explanation for the association of mutations in CuZnSOD 
with FALS is that FALS is caused in some fashion by lowered SOD activity,33 and, in 
support of this hypothesis, we find that the SOD activities measured in crude extracts of all 
three of our strains are somewhat reduced relative to strains containing the wild-type gene. 
However, only one of the mutations, G85R, failed to reverse the sodl- phenotype in vivo. 
By contrast, the other two mutant SODs, G93A and K100G, reversed the oxygen-sensitive 
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sod1- phenotype in vivo, and significant levels of SOD activity could be measured in their 
cell extracts. These results suggest that some of the human FALS mutant CuZnSODs 
probably retain significant levels of SOD activity in vivo and that it is therefore premature to 
conclude that FALS is caused simply by a large decrease in SOD activity, or indeed that 
SOD activity is always reduced in cases ofFALS. 

It should be noted that we have also co-expressed FALS mutant CuZnSOD and wild
type CuZnSOD in yeast, a situation that more closely approximates the conditions found in 
FALS patients who carry a wild-type CuZnSOD gene in addition to the mutant gene. We 
find such strains to be phenotypically indistinguishable from wild-type, so far as we have 
been able to determine to date, with respect to their growth rates and resistance to 100% 
oxygen or paraquat. We are currently expanding our characterization of representative 
FALS mutations in yeast in an effort to find common features or trends. It is our hope that 
full characterization of the various mutants will help to identify the disease-causing 
aspect(s) of these mutant proteins. 
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NMR OF PARAMAGNETIC MOLECULES: A CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
UNDERSTANDING OF ENZYMATIC MECHANISMS 

IV ANO BERTINI and MARIA SIL VIA VIEZZOLI 
Department of Chemistry - University of F10rence 
Via Gino Capponi 7, 50121 Florence, Ita1y 

ABSTRACT. The presence of a metal ion with unpaired electrons is not a drawback for NMR as 
long as the electron nucleus correlation time is short enough. Actually, the hyperfine coupling 
allows the investigaton of metalloproteins as large as 50,000 MW which otherwise are difficult to 
investigate. We here report the achievements obtained in the case of CU2C02superoxide dismutase 
(MW 32,000), peroxidases (MW 34,000-46,000), cytochrome P450 (MW 45,000). The systems 
with inhibitors or pseudosubstrates are also discussed. 

1. Introduction 

In paramagnetic systems the presence of unpaired electrons broadens the NMR lines of the 
nuc1ei sensing the paramagnetic center. However, the interaction between unpaired 
electrons and protons may provide a hyperfine shift which often leads to signals outside the 
diamagnetic region of the 1 H NMR spectrum 1-4. Through saturation of the shifted 
signals, Nuc1ear Overhauser Effects are obtained on other signals, which on their turn can 
be independently assigned, and asound assignment can be carried out 5,6. 

When the signals of the protons nearby the paramagnetic centers are assigned, precious 
structural information can be obtained which allows us to investigate also the interactions 
with inhibitors and pseudosubstrates. When the protein is small, a complete tridimensional 
structure in solution can be obtained7; the tedious procedure of obtaining the structure can 
be avoided if we limit our interest to local information in the vicinity of the metal ion. This 
procedure is the unique approach for paramagnetic proteins larger than 20,000 MW. 

We report here some examples of investigaton of enzymatic systems like Cu,Zn 
superoxide dismutase, peroxidases and cytochrome P450cam' 

2. Superoxide Dismutase 

Copper, zinc superoxide dismutase (Cu2Zn2S0D) and the copper,cobalt derivative 
(Cu2C02S0D) represent a typical and extensively investigated example of application of 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance tecnique to paramagnetic macromolecules in order to 
elucidate the enzymatic mechanism. 
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The native enzyme, a dimer of molecular weight 32,000, in its oxidized state contains 
two zinc(II) and two copper(II) ions (Figure 1). The copper ion is bound to fOUT His 
nitrogens whereas the zinc ion is bound to three His nitrogens and to an oxygen of an Asp 
residue. The two metal ions are 
bridges by an imidazole ion provided 
by a His residue8,9. The long 
electronic relaxation time of 
copper(II) (10-8-10-9 s) prevents the 
application of high resolution NMR 
tecnique4. This relaxation time can be 
shortened when zinc(II) is substituted 
by metal ions with short electronic 
relaxation time, like coba1t(II), or 
nickel(II)10,11. This happens as a 
consequence of the magnetic 
interaction between the two metal 
sites, that are bridged by a histine 
residue (Figure 1): the unpaired 
electron of copper behaves like those 
of cobalt, as far as electron relaxation 
is concemed12. Furthermore, the 
presence of the paramagnetic ions 
induce a hyperfine shift on all the Figure 1. Schematic view of the active site of 
ligand protons that are observed L-S_O_D_-=--=-_____ -=----c::-=---=-_-=--__ ---l 

outside the diamagnetic region where most of the protons usually fall. In the case of 
CU2C02S0D, it has been possible to detect a11 the ligand protons ofboth cobalt and copper 
domains 13. 

Since 1985 our group is engaged in 
the investigation of SOD through 1 H 
NMR of CU2C02S0D13. The 
spectrum, reported in Figure 2, shows 
21 resonances, most of them we11-
resolved, in the region of the 
hyperfine shifted signals. Five of them 
disappear when the spectrum is 
recorded in D20. A first assignment 
of the spectrum was based on the 
attribution ofthe exchangeable signals 
as histidines NH's of residues 
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Figure 2. 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectrum of 
CU2C02S0D. The shaded signals disappear In 

D20 

coordinated to the metal ions (the signals which disappear in D20), on the dependence of 
linewidth from magnetic field and on the ca1culation of the metal-to-proton distance from 
Tl values13. However, a significant contribution to the complete assignment of the 
spectrum was given in 1989 by NOE experiments 14. At that time the observation of 
Nuclear Overhauser Effects in a paramagnetic metalloprotein with proton Tl 's shorter than 
10 ms, represented a significative step forward in the evolution of the NMR technique. The 
systematic saturation of a11 the hyperfine shifted signals in both H20 and in D20 provided 
a network of connectivities that a110wed us to firmly establish the assignment of the 
hyperfine shifted signals. 
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Figure 3_ 600 MHz NOESY spectrum of 
CU2C02S0D. 
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Figure 4. 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra of 
CU2C02S0D in the presence of saturating 
amount of (A) CN- and (C) N3-' The 
spectrum without anions is reported in Figure 
(B). 
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Nowadays, in 2D experiments, 
through the optimizaton of the 
experimental conditions, it has been 
possible to detect dipolar and scalar 
connectivities between protons with 
short Tl and T 2. In the case of 
CU2C02S0D NOESY and COSY 
experiments have recently shown 
cross-peaks between fast relaxing 
protons. From the NOESY spectrum 
reported in Figure 3, with a single 
experiment, it was possible to obtain 
all the information that were obtained 
from a long series of NOE 
experiments 15. Furthermore it has 
been possible to extend the 
assignment around the active site by 
taking into account connectivities 
between the hyperfine-shifted signals 
and the signals belonging to residues 
present in the active cavity but not 
directly coordinated to the metal ion. 

The interaction of SOD with small 
inorganic anions has been matter of 
investigation and debate. Indeed, 
anions like N3-, CN-, NCS-, NCO-, 
F- may be taken as models of 

superoxide, the natural substrate of SOD 
and, with respect to superoxide, have 
the advantage to form stable adducts. 
For this reason their behavior with SOD 
is instructive as far as the interaction of 
superoxide with the enzyme is 
concemed. In the past they have been 
studied through a large variety of 
spectroscopic techniques (electronic and 
CD spectroscopy, EPR and NMR 
etheronuclear) I 6-24. These anions are 
reported to bind copper. Some of them 
are competitive inhibitors (CN-, N3-, 
F-). 

The CU2C02-derivative is suitable for 
the I H NMR investigation of SOD in 
the presence of anions 13,25-30. In an 
the cases, but CN-, the exchange 
between the anions and the protein is 
fast on the NMR time scale. Therefore it 
is possible to monitor the shifts of an 
the signals as a ftmction of anion 
concentration, to assign the spectrum of 
the anion adduct and to caIculate the 
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affinity constant of the anion for the protein. With CN- we observe the appearance of the 
signals of the CN--enzyme species, whereas the signals of free enzyme disappear (Figure 
4). 

All the anions cause a decrease in the shifts of the His 48 ring protons, but to a different 
extent (Table 1). 

Ta e z s 1 so IS- nng I rotons. bl 1 200MH IHNMR h·ft fH" 48 . 

CU2C02S0D o(ppm) signal K(Hol) o(ppm) signal L(Ho2) o(ppm) signal O(HE1) 
derivatives 

BSOD 34.5 2804 19.6 
BSOD + F- 31.3 25.6 18.2 
BSOD +NCS- 27.7 23.8 1604 
BSOD+NCO- 19.8 15.6 14.3 
BSOD+N:( 15.9 12.5 10.5 
BSOD+ CN- 13.0 9.1 <11 

The following order ofincreasing effect is observed: F- < NCS- < NCO- < N3- < CN-· In 
order to obtain structural information and to monitor geometrie variations of the histidine 
ligands upon anion binding we have performed NOE experiments on the N3- adduct of 
CU2C02S0D (N3- is the anion that has higher affinity constant, among anions in fast 
exchange). An accurate optimization of experimental conditions allowed us to monitor 
NOE values as small as 0.2 %, with estimated errors of 10-30%. The Nuclear Overhauser 
Effects observed in the azide-bound enzyme provided a map of proton-proton distances that 
have been compared with the azide-free enzyme31 . 

Table 2. Tl, NOE values and proton-proton distances ca1culated from IH NOE 
t t d'd b d b . C C SOD t 200 MH measuremen s on na Ive an azl e- oun ovme U?' O?_ , a z. 

Saturated Observed T)(ms) T)(ms) NOE (%) NOE (%) ca1c. dist. ca1c. dist. 
signal signal . (nat.) (+N·d (nat.) (+N1-) nat. (+Ni-) 

AHE L Ho2His48 4.3 8.2 0.9iO.1 1.liO.2 2.7iO.2 2.9 iO.2 
2His63 
AHE KHolHis48 8.0 17.5 0.6iO.2 1.liO.2 3.2iO.3 3.3iO.2 

2His63 
AHE RHß2His48 204 4.5 0.2iO.l O.3iO.1 3.3iO.3 3.2iO.3 

2His63 
BHo HHE 1.8 2.6 1.0iO.2 O.9iO.2 2.3iO.2 2.5iO.2 

IHis120 lHisl20 
C HE2His46 G Ho2His46 3.5 3.8 I o4iO.2 2.liO.2 204iO.2 2.3iO.2 
C HE2His46 M HElHis46 2.7 2.9 O.9iO.l O.8iO.2 2.5iO.2 2.5iO.2 

GHo C HE2His46 4.2 404 1.7iOo4 1 o4iO.2 204iO.2 2.5iO.2 
2His46 
MHE C HE2His46 4.2 404 2.2iO.2 l.5iO.l 204iO.2 2.3iO.2 
lHis46 
MHE NHo 2.9 3.7 O.5iO.l 2.9iO.3 
IHis46 2Hisl20 

RHß G Ho2His46 3.5 3.8 O.6iO.2 O.6iO.2 2.8iO.3 2.8iO.3 
2His48 
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Table 2 continuation 

QHß D H82His71 3.8 5.1 l.4iO.2 1.2iO.1 2.4iO.2 2.6iO.2 
lHis71 

L H82His48 yCH1Vall18 70 120 33i6 48i9 2.8iO.3 2.9iO.3 
NH8 P"Hß 9il 4iO.5 

2His120 2His120 
RHß P HßlHis46 1.6 5.5 5.4iO.8 5.9il.0 1.7iO.2 2.0iO.2 

2His48 
P HßlHis46 R Hß2His48 2.4 4.5 9.0i1.0 1.7iO.2 
L H82His48 P HßlHis46 1.6 5.5 l.3iO.3 2.2±o.2 

P HßlHis46 L H82His48 4.3 8.2 5.5i1.0 2.0iO.2 2.0iO.2 
L H82His48 R Hß2His48 2.4 4.5 O.5iO.l 1.3iO.3 2.6iO.3 2.6iO.2 

RHß L H82His48 4.3 8.2 2.3iO.2 4.0iO.8 2.3iO.2 2.3iO.2 
2His48 

A similar trend is observed for superoxide dismutation and affinity for N3- and seerns to be 
strongly modulated by the charge ofthe residues in the active cavity. 

The results, shown in Table 2, indicate that the overall relative spatial disposition of the 
hystidines coordinating copper does not change significantly upon interaction with azide, 
despite the sizeable effects observed in the electronic and EPR spectra. These data have 
been interpretated in terms of a movement of the copper ion, as a consequence of the 
binding of a strong ligand. This movement determines the lengthening of His 48 and then 
the decrease of the hyperfine coupling between the protons of His 48 and the unraired 
electrons on copper. The proposed mechanism is supported by theoretical calculatons 1. 
In order to study the mechanism of e1ectron transfer between 02- and copper(II) we have 
investigated the electron transfer process between hexacyanoferrate(II) and copper(II) in 
wild type SOD and in some mutants in which residues of the active cavity have been 
substituted32. The electron transfer rate has been measured for the mutants and compared 
with the wild type enzyme. Wehave observed that i) substitution of the positive charge on 
Arg 143 with a neutral group decreases the overall electron transfer rate; ii) mutation of Thr 
l37 has little influence; iii) substitution of Glu l33 with neutral groups increases the rate 
(Table 3). 

Table 3. Reduction rate constants, affinity constant for N3- and activity for 02-
dismutation ofhuman wild type SOD and some Of1tS mutant 

kohs (M-1 S-l) K(M-1) forN1-
(CU?CO?soD") 

activity (%) 

WT 2.88 94i5 100 
He 143 0.018 16il 11 

Ser 137 1.44 90i7 70 
GIn l33 108 534i42 222 

We have proposed that the Fe(CN)64- anion approaches the copper ion at the entrance of 
the cavity. This hypothesis has been confirmed by l3C NMR data on SOD titrated with 
l3C-enriched Co(CN)63-, a structural analog of Fe(CN)64-. From the measurements we 
calculate a Cu-N distance of 3.9 Ä. This value indicates the the Fe(CN)64- ion enters the 
cavity, approaches the copper ion and a direct electron transfer between nitrogen and 
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copper occurs. The rate of the approach depends on the presence of positive charged 
residues in the active cavity. These charged residues may also modulate the copper
nitrogen distance. The parallelism that we have observed in various mutants between the 
activity towards superoxide and the electron transfer rate supports the hypothesis that also 
in the case of dismutation of superoxide, the rate constant for the approach of 02-, kon, 
should have a determinant role. 

3. Peroxidases 

Peroxidases are hemoproteins 
containing iron(III) which is further 
bound to a proximal histidine33-36. 
These systems have been investigated 
by a variety of techniques; however I H 
NMR spectroscopy has been 
particularly useful for the cyanide 
derivative which provides a six
coordinated low spin iron with S= 1/2 
ground state37-48. The atoms 
numbering is reported in Figure 5. In 
this case electron relaxation times are 

Ne J[ 8 

lI(~r, prox. His 
lIö 
I 

II IIpHp 

very short and NMR lines are sharp. Figure 5. Aetive site ofyeast eytoehrome e 
The studied protein inc1ude horseradish I..!p~e_ro.:..x_i.:..d_a.:..se=--_____________ ..........J 

Peroxidase (HRP, MW 42000), 
Ligninase (LiP, MW 42,000), Mn-peroxidase (MnP, MW 46,000) and Cytochrome e 
Peroxidase (CeP, MW 34,000). 

The X-ray strueture is available for CeP and Lip49-52. The assignment of the heme 
protons and of the proximal and distal histidines, as reported in Table 4, shows the 
similarity of the active centers of these peroxidases. The large variations occur at the 
proximal histidine protons53. 

300 300 

EI of proximal His r.1eI~[b ISN signal of c"n )\!eIMb 
200 • 200 • 
100 100 

:;:-
.s 0 
r-- CeP A!a235 
E MnP •• Cel' A13235 MnP • '" -100 -100 • 

CeP • LIP LIP • 

-200 • -200 CeP • 
HRP A B 

-300 • -300 
HRP • 

-.30 -2C -10 " L: 500 600 700 800 900 1000 

ehemlea! shlfI (ppmJ chemlea! shlfI (pplll) 

Figure 6. Relationship ofthe redox potential Em7(Fe3+/Fe2+) to ehemieal shift of A) H 
EI ofthe proximal His and B) I5N signal ofC15N- for HRP, CeP, LiP, CePAla235, 
metrnyoglobin. 
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If we plot the ehemieal shift of any of the proximal histidine protons, for example of the 
EI proton, versus Fe3+/Fe2+ redox potential we obtain the plot of Figure 6A, where CeP 
and Ala 235 CeP mutant are also reported54,55.1t is believed that the upfield shift of the EI 
proton of the proximal histidine is largely due to a strong Fe-imidazole bond, due to the 
imidazolate eharaeter of the proximal histidine. 

Table 4. Chemieal shift values for the hyperfine shifted resonanees in the cyanide 
derivatives ofHRP, CeP, LiP, MnP, an d Asp235Ala CeP. 

shift ppm) 
Assignment HRP-CN- CeP-CN- LiP-CN- MnP-CN- Asp235Ala 

CeP-CN-

heme 
2-Ha 5.3 7.1 8.5 8.6 8.7 

2-Hßeis -1.6 -3.7 -3.6 -3.4 -4.l 

2-Hßtrans -2.7 -3.0 -4.l -3.2 -3.3 

a-meso 1.9 1.1 -1.1 

3-CH:\ 26.0 30.6 31.0 30.7 24.0 

4-Ha 20.1 16.0 14.2 12.7 13.8 

4-Hßcis -3.3 -3.8 -3.2 -2.8 -1.9 

4-Hßtrans -2.2 -2.l -2.0 -1.8 -3.7 

7-Ha 19.6 18.3 13.0 12.5 10.5 

7-Ha' 9.7 6.4 9.2 8.0 6.2 

8-CH:\ 31.0 27.6 20.4 20.4 28.2 

o-meso 6.3 7.6 7.0 

12roximal His 
NHp 12.9 12.9 11.6 12.4 

Hß 23.7 19.4 17.4 19.5 12.3 

Hß' 15.6 14.8 17.0 16.9 11.4 

Hol 9.9 10.2 14.0 15.l 11.8 

HEl -29.9 -20.6 -9.0 -11.8 -9.7 

Ho2 23.1 15.8 13.3 20.3 14.6 

distal His 
Hol 16.3 16.5 17.0 17.0 16.3 

HEl 13.3 14.0 13.6 12.8 13.9 

Ho2 9.8 13.l 13.9 8.7 

HE2 31.0 28.4 35.2 34.2 27.l 

The degree of the histidinate eharaeter depends on the strength of the hydrogen bond 
with Asp 235 (Figure 7). An imidazolate ligand favors iron(II1) and stabilizes the formal 
iron(V) oxidation state whieh is obtained after reaetion with H202. The experimental 
eorrelation between the shift of the above mentioned EI proton and the redox potential is 
eonsistent with the above hypothesis. On this light the iron-imidazole bond in myoglobin 
would appear quite weak and ineonsistent with the relative strength of hydrogen bonds of 
histidine NH. 
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In fact the proximal His is H-bonded ,--------------------, 
to CO of Asp 235, whereas the CcP 
Ala 235 mutant does not form any H
bond. It is possible that the different 
pseudocontact contribution to the EI 
shift between peroxidases and 
myoglobin partly accounts for this 
inconsistency. 

The strength of the iron(III)
imidazole bond is inversely related to 
the strength of the cyanide bond which 
in its turn is monitored through 
the15N NMR shifts. Indeed, the shifts 
of 15N follow a similar pattern as the 
EI shifts (Figure 6B). The pseudo- Figure 7. Scheme ofthe H-bond between 
contact contributions does not proximal His and Asp 235 
significantly contribute to the 15N 
hyperfine shifts which are very large. In such a case contributions to 15N hyperfine shifts 
arise from H-bonding and solvation. 

It should be noted that all of the above information have been obtained on relatively 
large proteins and by starting the NMR analysis from protons shifted outside the 
diamagnetic region. 

In the case of Mn-peroxidase it has been possible to obtain information on the Mn 
binding site, from the broadening of the hyperfine shifted signals56. Mn(II) has five 
unpaired electrons and long relaxation time which causes broadening of the signals 
depending on the sixth power ofthe Mn-protons distances (Figure 8). 

From the dipolar connectivity ofp-cresol and HRP-CN, it has been possible to propose a 
binding site of small aromatic moleeules in HRP (Figure 9). 

4. Cytochrome P450cam 

Cytochrome P450cam, without 
substrate, is in the low spin state; it 
contains an iron(III) ion with an S= 1/2 in 
its ground state57. The iron is bound, 
besides the heme, to a cystein and a solvent 
molecule58-65. The two axial ligands are 
weaker than in the case of histidine and 
cyanide, discussed in the previous section. 
This "tetragonal elongation" leads to long 
electron relaxation times and the NMR 
signals are broad66-69. If we consider that 
the protein has a MW of 45,000, it is not 
difficult to figure out that the NMR 
information were scarce. However, when Figure 8. The binding of Mn(II) to 
the protein is treated with aromatic bases Manganese Peroxidase 
like pyridine, imidazole and N-
methylimidazole, 2 molecules of base enter the cavity, one binding the metal and one 
interacting with the hydrophobie pocket70. In this case, the NMR lines can be a little 
sharper and some assignments have been proposed. The two bases exchange slowly on the 



NMR time scale. Figure 10 shows the NMR 
spectra obtained through titration with 
pyridine (A) and imidazole (B) with the 
assignment which has been obtained through 
NOEs and some bidimensional NOESY 
experiments. The information obtained in this 
case is that of revealing two different species. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

The field of NMR of paramagnetic 
metalloproteins has grown to the level which 
allows NOEs detection under many 
circumstances and to obtain local information 
on the surrounding of the paramagnetic 
centers even in proteins with molecular 
weight of about 50,000. Figure 9. The binding site of p-cresol 

The detailed assignment of all the protons in HRP 
~--------------------------~ of histidine bound to both copper and cobalt 
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in CU2C02S0D has provided a precious tool to monitor the reactivity with inhibitors and 
substrate analogs. 

In peroxidases NMR has proven the similarity of the various proteins and has provided 
unique information about the strength of the proximal imidazole-iron bond. Such piece of 
information is relevant with respect to the mechanism of action. 

Even in the case of Cyt P450, which is the most difficult to investigate by means of 

~l~L id t ~J' 
P1 P2 [ P2 P1 \,,1 

\, , • 

LJt 
ppm 20 10 0 -10 ppm 20 10 0 -10 

chemical shift chemical shift 

Figure 10. A) 600 MHz 1 H NMR titration of P450 with pyridine: (a) P450; (b) P450 + 1.3 
eq ofpyridine; (c) P450 + 5 eq ofpyridine; (d) P450 + 18 eq ofpyridine. B) 600 MHz IH 
NMR titration of P450 with imidazole: (a) P450; (b) P450 + 1.0 eq of imidazole; (c) P450 
+ 2.0 eq of imidazole; (d) final adduct (0.15 M imidazole). Signals A and B have been 
assigned as 8-CH::\ and 3-CH::\ protons, respectively. 
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NMR, detailed structural and kinetics parameters are obtained on organic molecules 
interacting with the protein. 

Other systems like Co-substituted Zn-enzymes, iron-sulfur proteins a1?-d cytochromes 
have been under extensive investigation for a long time53 and references thereIll. 

The 2D and 3D spectra, the latter including heteronuclear spectroscopy, have been 
optimized to such an extent that the structure in solution of paramagnetic proteins is 
nowaday affordable 7. 
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE ACTIVE SITES FOR THE (COPPER
ZINC)SOD, ITS COBALT SUBSTITUTED DERIVATIVE AND THE 
IRON(III)SOD FROM E. eOLI 

IRE NE MORGENSTERN-BADARAU 
Laboratoire de Chimie bioorganique et bioinorganique 
Institut de Chimie Moleculaire d'Orsay 
Universite PARIS-SUD-XI, 91405-0rsay, France 

1. Introduction 

There are three types of superoxide dismutases (SOD), based on the metal involved in the 
catalysis {Cu(I1), Fe(III) or Mn(III) in the native enzymes}. The most intensively studied 
protein is the copper-zinc superoxide dismutase (Cu-Zn)SOD and its metal substituted 
derivatives 1 : an imidazolate bridging the two metal ions is the characteristic feature of the 
active site2. Manganese or iron SOD are a different dass of proteins: X-ray crystallogra
phic data indicate that they are structural homologs characterized by a trigonal bipyramidal 
arrangement around the metal ion with four protein ligands and possibly a water molecule3. 

Magnetic susceptibility (or magnetization) and EPR studies are efficient in probing 
electronic structure and especially the ground state structure which is important with 
respect to the possible mechanisms. In order to get a consistent description of the results, 
we have developed a protocol based on the two complementary techniques. We have 
applied this protocol to study various problems. We present here our approach, focussing 
on the following examples: 

(i) the Co subsituted (Cu-Zn)SOD with the cobalt at the tetrahedral zinc site4 in order 
to determine the exchange interaction between cobalt and copper wh ich provides insight 
into the bridging imidazolate ligand 

(ii) the Fe(III)SOD from E. Coli in order to evaluate the ground state zero-field 
splitting which is strongly related to the symmetry of the metal center and its chemical 
environment. 

2. Experimental protocol 

For many years, EPR spectroscopy has been used to study metalloproteins. It is an 
important tool in the case of odd spin systems.Currently, many different problems can be 
considered, as listed below in a non exhaustive way. For example, the EPR utility is found 
to indicate the site symmetries of the paramagnetic centers, to independently identify each 
Kramers doublet, to evaluate their relative energy positions and their associated effective g 
factors, to show the possible hyperfine interactions and to study saturation phenomena. 
Experiments are usually performed on glassy sampies, according to weIl known 
procedures. 

In addition to odd spin systems, magnetic susceptibility measurements can also be used 
for integer systems and therefore is one of the most powerful techniques to study the 
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electronic structure of these systems. Spin states, their relative energy positions, mean g 
values and zero-field splittings are usually obtained. In the case of exchange coupling in 
polynuclear molecules, magnetization and magnetic susceptibility studies as a function of 
the temperature are of prime importance to determine the nature and the magnitude of 
metal ion interaction . 

The use of magnetic techniques for the case of metalloproteins needs the solution of 
several serious problems in order to get reliable results5. Due to their large molecular 
weight and the small amount of paramagnetic centers, the proteins are essentially dia
magnetic. The difficulties are firstly, to extract a very small paramagnetic effect from an 
high diamagnetic signal overall, and secondly, to precisely determine the amount of metal 
ions in order to obtain the molecular magnetic properties. Therefore, to resolve the contri
bution of interest, we have perfected a protocol based on the following points: 
- high degree of purity and homogeneity of the proteins; 
- precise analysis of the metal content; 
- high sensitivity and accuracy of the susceptometers as those built on quantum flux 
detection methods; 
- direct and independent measurement of the diamagnetic susceptibility of the apoproteins 
which is crucial for getting absolute values of susceptibilities. 

In order to get a consistent set of data, all the experiments have to be run on same 
sampies. 

3. The copper-zinc superoxide dismutase and its cobalt substituted derivatives 

In the native enzyme, the active si te contains one copper(II) ion in a square pyramidal 
arrangement, and a zinc(II) ion in a tetrahedral symmetry with an imidazolate group 
bridging the two metal ions. A cobalt(II) ion can replace the zinc in its site. The resulting 
copper(II)-cobalt(II) pair interacting through the imidazolate bridge characterized the 
cobalt substituted protein. Two apo proteins are also available, the apoSOD with no metal, 
and the (apoCo)SOD with only the cobalt present in the zinc site. These four proteins, the 
native (Cu-Zn)SOD, the (Cu-Co)SOD, the apoSOD and the (apoCo)SOD have been stu
died. They have been prepared from the same source, according to established procedures4. 
They provide an unique set for testing the perfected protocol for the study of exchange 
coupling in proteins. 

From the apoprotein, a reasonable value of the diamagnetism of the four studied 
proteins has been obtained, since they differ only in their metal contents. The diamagnetic 
susceptibility was found to be equal to -1.43 x 1O-6 cm3g-1. 

From the (Cu-Zn)SOD and the (apoCo)SOD, the properties of the isolated Cu and Co 
chromophores are deduced from both magnetic and EPR experiments and can be compared 
to the ones in the coupled systems. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the 
effective magnetic moment (in Bohr magnetons IlB)' (Cu-Zn)SOD follows a Curie law as 
expected for a S=l/2 system (lleff=1.73 IlB and g=2.06). From EPR, axial symmetry is 
revealed with the corresponding g.l =2.26 and gu =2. (apoCo)SOD has a magnetic moment 
varying from 4.27 IlB at high temperature to 3.8 IlB at 6 K, in good agreement with a S=3/2 
state (Figure 1). The zero field splitting obtained from the fit of the magnetic data to the 
susceptibility equation was found to be equal to 1O.8cm-1, very close to the value of 11.5 
cm- 1 obtained from the temperature dependence of the EPR spectrum6. 

The copper-cobalt interaction in the cobalt substituted derivative (Cu-Co)SOD has 
been studied by using magnetic susceptiblity measurements which in this case were 
particularly challenging as this derivative is a non Kramers system and does not show any 
EPR signal7. 
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Figure 1. Magnetic moment data for 1 (Cu-Zn)SOD, 2 (apoCo)SOD, 3 (Cu-Co)SOD. 

The comparison of the magnetic behavior of the three paramagnetic pro teins as displayed 
in Figure I, clearly shows an antiferromagnetic interaction between the cobalt and the 
copper ions since, under lOOK, its moment is lower than the moment of the (apoCo)SOD. 
The copper-cobalt antiferromagnetic coupling8 has been made quantitative. The spin 
Hamiltonion parameters describing the energy levels arising from the interaction are 
collected in Figure 2. The energy gap between the two states S=1 and S=2 is found to be 
equal to 33 cm- I . 

Figure 2. Electronic structure of the (Cu-Co)SOD active site. Spin Hamiltonian parameters 
associated with the energy levels. 

These results unambiguously indicate that the imidazolate bridge propagates the 
electronic effects. They can also predict that the efficient pathway is essentially a "0" 
pathway in agreement with the results found for the copper-copper interaction in the copper 
substituted9 (Cu-Cu)SOD. Indeed, only one electron pair, with one unpaired electron on 
each copper center is active in the (Cu-Cu)SOD. It corresponds to the "0" pathway through 
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the imidazolate bridge. In the case of the cobalt derivative, three electron pairs have to be 
considered. From the comparison of the magnitude of the coupling found in both enzymes, 
it can be deduced that only one electron pair is active in the cobalt substituted enzyme, 
which implies that the same pathway is used for propagating the electronic effects. 

In other respects, the effect of this coupling on NMR parameters has been intensively 
investigated 10. 

4. The Fe(III)superoxide dismutase from E. Coli 

The studies have been carried out by using both EPR and magnetic techniques, in solution 
and lyophilized forms, after purification according to published proceduresll . The 
experimental approach is the same as described above. 

The diamagnetic contribution measured on the apoenzyme is equal to -0.5 x 10-6 
cm3g- l . It is in good agreement with the calculated diamagnetic atomic susceptibilities 
obtained from the primary structure of the protein.The effective magnetic moment has a 
constant value of 5.85 IlB over a large temperature range which is an indication of a S=5/2 
ground state with small spin quantum mixing. The fit to the data of the susceptibility 
equation for high spin iron(III) gives the spin hamiltonian parameters g and zero-field 
splitting D: from the high temperature range, the g value is found to be equal to 1.98; from 
the low temperature rang, a reasonable estimation of the Dparameter is obtained D=2.5 
cm- l (the degree ofrhombicity and the sign ofD can't be reached). 

The X-band EPR spectrum for the native enzyme at liquid helium temperature reveals 
three intense signals in the 1500 gauss region with the corresponding effective g values 
equal to 4.7, 4, 3.7, and two weak signals at low field with effective g values equal to 9.8 
and 9.4, which have been assigned to the three different Kramers doublets arising from the 
S=5/2 ground state (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. X-band EPR spectrum of the iron(III)SOD active site recorded at 4.2K. Effective 
g values. 
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The three intense resonances are typical of the transitions within the intermediate 
Kramers doublet of the 5/2 spin system in rhombic symmetry12: a maximum of the 
intensity for the three signals has been observed at 9K. The fit of the corresponding 
effective g values to theoretical equ:ltions13 gives an estimation of the degree of rhombicity 
EID= 0.25. The "9.8" resonance shows an intensity that decreases when the temperature 
increases and therefore has been assigned to the ground Kramers doublet; the experimental 
effective g value is in good agreement with the calculated one (9.83) from the evaluation of 
the rhombicity factor. The intensity of the "9.4" signal reaches a maximum at 18 K and 
then the corresponding transition was assigned to the second excited doublet; the observed 
effective g value agrees with the calculated one (9.39). 

The consistency of the effective g values, associated with the observed temperature 
dependence of the intensities leads to the identification of the ground Kramers doublet as 
I ±5/2> and therefore to a negative zero-field splitting parameter. From the variation of the 
intensities and using the following approximate equation 

F= 1 / {T(1 +exp3D/kT +exp6.6D/kT)} 
the energy gaps 3.6D and 3D within the three doublets have been calculated. They 
correspond to the value of the zero field splitting parameter D= - 2 cm-1 (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Electronic structure of the ground state for the Iron(III) SüD. Energy gaps 
between the Kramers doublets associated with a negative zero-field splitting 
parameter. 

These properties have been interpreted in terms of ligand field theory. We have 
developed a ligand field model for d5 configuration , in the case of five coordinated ions in 
trigonal symmetry14. We have defined the position of the metal ion relative to the 
equatorial plane by the angle <1>, as shown in Figure 5. 

In order to simulate the ground state zero-field s~litting, the calculations have been 
done for the value of<l> equal to the value in the protein <1>=83°. The energy level positions, 
and the quantum admixtures have been calculated as a function of the ratio !!J~, with I:l and 
~ as ligand field and spin-orbit coupling parameters respectively, and taking into account 
the covalency effect. The simulation reproduces a negative zerofield splitting associated 
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Figure 5. Bipyramidal trigonal site. The metal ion M is loeated at a position defined by the 
<I> angle. 

with a IMs=5/2" ground Kramers doublet, with the quartet 4E as the lowest exeited 
intermediate spin state. For the value Mt,=. -20, the total energy gap between the Kramers 
doublets has been evaluated to 10.5 ern-I, which, eompared to the experimental one, is 
reasonable owing to the overparametrization of the model. It eorresponds to aquanturn 
mixing of approximately 2% of the quartet state and 98% of the sextet, for the ground 
doublet. 

2 

° 
6A (±l/2) 

-2 
,,"""" 
E -4 u 
'-' 
;>, 

-6 e!l 
(!) 
I: 
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Figure 6. Ligand field simulation of the zero field splitting as a funetion of the position of 
the metal ion. 
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It is also shown in Figure 6 that varying the relative position of the metal ion with 
respect to the equatorial plane as ß<j> induces sensitive changes in the ground state 
essentially due to a change in the position of the first excited intermediate spin state 4E. In 
other words, moving the metal in the direction of the fifth axial position would drive the 
system towards a larger stabilization of the intermediate state, a point which may be 
relevant to the possible mechanism of the enzyme. 
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MECHANISM OF ACTION OF THIAMIN ENZYMES ROLE OF METAL IONS 

N. HADJILIADIS, K. DODI & M. LOULOUDI 
University of Ioannina, Department of Chemistry, 
Laboratory of Inorganic and General Chemistry, 
Ioannina 45-110, Greece 

ABSTRACT: The mechanism of action of thiamin enzymes involving bivalent metal ions is 
examined in this paper. 

1. Introduction 

LI. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

In 1926 J ansen and Donath I, with aseries of experiments, succeeded in the isolation of 
Vitamin B I (thiamin) in the fonn of crystalline hydro chloride 1, from rice bran. 

NH2 

1 R=H, Thiamin 
.z R=P2063-, Thiamin pyrophosphate 
J. R=HX, Thiaminium salts 

Williams and his collaborators2,3 succeeded in proving its chemical structure. By first 
treating vitamin B I in neutral sulfite solution at room temperature, the moleeule was c1eaved 
into two halves, as follows, 
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Compound C6H4N3S03 (~was proved to be a pyrimidin derivative, while compound 
C6H9NSO (~ was proved to be a thiazole derivative. 

The first structure however published by Williams for thiamin was incorrect lacking the 
methylenic brid~e2. The correct formula 1 was finally proposed again by Williams4 a little 
later. Williams succeeded also to its first laboratory synthesis. 

1.2. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

The structure of thiamin is strongly pH dependent. In acidic aqueous solutions the 
predominant structure is J.. At pH 11 however it is converted to dihydrothiochrome 2, by 
the addition of the 4-amino group to the thiazole ring, followed by the formation of the 
yellow thiol form 1. 

~XI~~ 
N N----1'- s OH 

I H 
H 

This reversible transformation has an apparent pKa of 11.6. From the yellow thiol form, 
thiochrome is formed, .8.. 

The co10rless thiolate 2 is produced with hydrolysis of1 with an apparent pKa of9.3 or by 
hydrolysis of thiamin through the formation of a pseudobase with a pKa of the thiol of 7.9. 

L~t-r 
N 2H'S~OH 

10 
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The thiolate fonn .2 is readily reduced to a disulfide 11 which in turn is easily reduced 
back to the vitamin. It is 

11 2 

for this reason that it was used as a vitamin substitute, because the neutral fonn passes 
through membranes more readily than the ionic material. 

Compound 12 can finally be obtained from Q in basic a1coholic solutions and can be 
converted back to the vitamin by the action of an acid. 

1.3. BIOLOGICAL ACTION 

Vitamin BI deficiency accumulates pyrouvic acid in the blood and pro duces the disease 
beri-beri. In modem societies however, alcoholism produces a dietary deficiency giving rise 
to neurological (Wennicke's disease) and heart disease (Korsakoff disease). 
The biologically active fonn of thiamin is its pyrophosphate ester 2, thiamin pyrophosphate 
or TPP. This was first isolated by Lohmann and Schuster6. 
TPP is the coenzyme of many enzymes like carboxylase, pyrouvic dehydrogenase, 
transketolase, phosphoketalase7 etc. It was first named cocarboxylase, believed to be the 
coenzyme of only carboxylase . For its action bivalent metal ions like Mg2+ are required7. 
Other bivalent metal ions such as Co2+,Zn2+,Cd2+, Mn2+ etc can also catalyze the 
reactions of TPP in vitro. The reactions catalyzed by TPP are the decarboxylation of 11-

ketoacids and the fonnation or degradation of Il-ketols. Both imply the breaking of a C-C 
bond near a )C = 0 group and the creation of an acyl carbanion R-CO . 
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2. Mechanism Of Action Of Thiamin Enzymes 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

Since TPP was first thought as the coenzyme of only carboxylase, the early investigations 
were referring to the mechanism of decarboxylation of pyruvic acid, known to be catalyzed 
by the enzyme. Cocarbox1lase has a molecular weight of about 150,000 (apoenzyme) and 
contains also TPP and Mg + ions in the ratio (1:1:5) respectively7. 
Pyruvic acid oxidation to acetic acid and C02 was believed to be catalysed by TPP. 

TPP on the other hand was catalyzing the anaerobic decarboxylation of pyruvic acid to 
acetaldehyde and C02' according to Lohmann and Schuster6,8 . 

CH3COCOOH ~ CH~CH=O + C02 
Pyruvic acid can also dismutate , 

(5) 

It could also be reduced to lactic acid and carboxylized to oxaloacetic acid7. All these 
reactions were due to an activation of pyruvic acid caused by TPP, according to Barron et 
al9 

, 0+ 

CH3COCOOH TPP > CH3C( 
COOH 

Later it was shown that TPP as an integral part of many other enzymes except carboxylase, 
could take part in various reactiohs. 

2.2. THIAMIN AS A REVERSIBLE REDOX SYSTEM 

After showing that TPP can be hydrogenated I 0 in the ~resence of Pt black or sodium 
dithionate to dihydrothiamin pyrophosphate (8), Lipmann ,10 proposed that cocarboxylase 
must act as a reversible redox system. 

NH2 

;~. ~~~o'~~}n 
Based on the fact that thiamin decomposes to products 1 and .2 which are then converted to 
disulfate ll, that can subsequently be reduced back to thiamin, Zima and Williams ll also 
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suggested that thiamin may act as an oxidation-reduction enzyme, similar to the cysteine
cystine system 1 2. AU these were subsequently proved to be incorrect7. 

2.3. FORMATION OF A SCHIFF-BASE 

A mechanism involving the formation of a Schiff-base intermediate with the amino group of 
the pyrimidin moiety of thiamin was later proposed by Langebeck13 and later by Wisner 
and Valenta14 (Scheme I). It was based on the fact that primary amines were able to 
decarboxylize pyrouvic acid through the formation of such bases. Since thiamin itself was 
not able to form Schiff bases involving the amino group, due to the poor basic properties of 
the latter, the lone pair of electrons of which take part to the pyrimidine ring resonance,this 
model was also abandoned later, as welt 

(10) 

Scheme I 

2.4. CA TAL YSIS BY THIAMIN IN NON ENZYMA TIe MODELS 

Based on the known procedure of formation of condensation products of pyrimidin 
compounds to form adducts to the a-position of the quaternary nitrogen atom (12), U gai et 
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al13,14 found that the similar to pyridinium, thiazolium nitro~en ofthiamin was catalyzing 
acyloin condensation. These findings allowed Mizuhara et al 7,18 to show that thiamin at 
roorn temperature 

o 
, I 

RCHO + R-CH2 

o 
, I 

R-CH 
I 

R-CH-OH 

(12) 

(pH = 8.4), could decarboxylate pyrouric acid, catalyze the formation of acetoine and the 
reactions of diacetyl and acetaldehyde to acetic acid and acetoine. They proposed that these 
could be achieved by the attack of the carbonyl carbon atom of the substrate to the tertiary 
nitrogen atom ofthe pseudo base (13). 

" .. 
RQIO+ H~--:J (13) 

HO 

However, since no appreciable amounts of a pseudobase was present in solution at any 
pH 19, this mechanism was also abandoned. Based on these nonenzyrnatic models, 
Breslow20 modified this mechanism by proposing the combination of pyrouvic acid with the 
methylenic bridging group of thiamin, prior to its loss of C02 and production of 
acetaldehyde and thiamin. Deuteration experiments however21 , showed that the methylenic 
protons are not readily exchanged with deuterium, a requirement for supporting this 
mechanism. Breslow confirmed this lack of exchanges of the protons of the methylenic 
bridging group, but found instead that the C(2) proton of the thiazolium ring exchanged 
readily with deuterium. Following these findings, Breslow proposed the nowadays generally 
accepted mechanism for the catalysis of thiamin, by analogy between cyanide ion il and the 
thiamin C(2) carbanion 11, adopting a similar to the benzoin condensation one, mechanism 

"+ 
:C:=N: +-4 ------t. :C~N: -u 

13 
14 
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A general form for the decarboxylation of pyruvic acid by thiamin is presented in Scheme 11. 

This mechanism was confirmed later by many other works in both enzymatic and non 
enzymatic systems. These inc1uded among others the synthesis of 2-(a
hydroxyethyl)thiamin pp (HET -PP) and the proof for its chemical competence in many 
enzymatic systems23 . The similar to HET=PP compounds were named "active aldehyde" 
derivatives of thiamin 12. 

(h) 

s N3 4 +~ 6~ H 2JlI si 0 0 
;C, S O-~/O"~-OH 

R OH I I 
2a HO HO 

R=alkyl ,phenyl ,etc 
15 

Despite the general acceptance of the Breslow mechanism, there are many unknown details 
on it24, concerning the role that the various parts of TPP may play during the enzymatic 
action, as weIl as the role of the bivalent meta! ions, which are required both in yiyo (Mg2+) 
or in Yitro (Mg2+,C02+,Zn2+,Ni2+,Cd2+ ete.). These will be examined here. 
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2.5. ROLE OF PYRIMIDIN AND THE METHYLENIC BRIDGING GROUP 

Schellenberger25, based on enzymatic and model studies, conc1uded that the N(l') site of the 
pyrimidin moiety of TPP should be the binding site with the substrate, through the 
intervention of bivalent metal ions. He also proposed that the role of the 4'-NH2 group of 
pyrimidin is to act as a proton acceptor, e.g. to act as a Brensted base, accepting the liberated 
protons in the mechanisms ofBreslow (Scheme II), despite its low basicity, which according 
to Schellenberger could be enhanced by its interaction with the substrate. The 4'-NH2 group 
could however act as a proton donor rather than a proton acceptor, according to the 
theoretical ca1culations of Jordan and Mariam26 (Scheme II). 
Later Schellenberger27 proposed that the 4'-NH2 group takes part in both the binding ofthe 
molecule to the substrate and to the liberation of the aldehyde through the formation' of a 
hydrogen bonding (NH·····O). For such roles however, to be played by the 4'-NH2 group, the 
pyrmidin and thiazole orientation relative to each other should bring this group near the C(2) 
ofthiazole. 
The orientation of these two rings depends upon the torsional angles Qlp=N~3J-C(b )-C(5')
C(4') and QlT=C(5')-C(b)-N(3)-C(2), 12, defined by Pletcher and Sax , based on 
crystallographic studies. Both angles have positive values in the c10ckwise direction. 
Thiamin and its derivatives are found in three possible conformations, depending on the 
values of Qlp and <PT. The S conformation with QlT = ±IQO, Qlp = ±150 usually found in the 
C-2 substituted derivatives of thiamin, the more common F conformation, QlT = 0°, Qlp= 
±900 usually found in free thiamin derivatives and the V conformation QlT = ±900, Qlp = 
±900, found only rarely24. The V conformation is the one that allows the 4'-NH2 group to 
play the role of either a proton acceptor or donor during the enzymatic action, bringing it 
near the C(2) site of thiazole. 

This however is very rare11 found24 and it was the reason for the non acceptance of the 
Schellenberger's proposa124, 9. More recently however, Shin et a130 based on results of 
molecular mechanics ca1culations and the known X-ray structures of enzymic systems31 ,34 
containing thiamin in the V conformation, emphasized again the importance of this form in 
the formation of hydrogen bonds between the 4'-NH2 group and pyrouvic acid, during the 
enzymatic action. 
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B=base 

Scheme UI 

Witorf and Gubler35 assigned a stabilization role of the coenzyme-apoenzyme binding 
being played by the 2'-CH3 group of pyrimidin with hydrophobie interaction. Finally, the 
methylenie bridging group -CH2- is important in the enzymatic action ofthiamin, regulating 
the distance between the two nngs. 1ts lengthening resulted to the destruction of the 
enzymatic activity36. 

2.6. ROLE OF THIAZOLE AND THE PYROPHOSPHATE GROUP 

The C(2) position's importance in the mechanism of action of TPP has already been 
emphasized (Schemes II,III). According to Schellenberger27 the _ a-carbanion 11, 
represents better the intermediates of the various enzymatic processes, than enamin ll. or the 
enol forms 12. 

';r=x 'N=X ,+ 

Hol:X HO,,~S HO )'s I HO ~-=x 
'c 'c s 'c s "- "- H2cf CH3 CH3 H36 "o-

II 18 19 20 
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The transition state intermediate 20, producing TI, is stabilized by the use of the 3d 
orbitals of sulfur of TPP, according to Hogg3 7. The crystal structure determination of several 
C(2) substituted derivatives of thiamin on the other hand24, show a strong electrostatic 
interaction between the S atom of thiazole and the carbonyl 0 atom of the substituent at the 
C(2) position. These results together with other data24, led Hogg37 to propose a mechanism 
that emphasizes the electrostatic interaction S+ (I y"O(2af (Scheme IV). 

Supporting evidence for this mechanism was also glven by the crystal structure of Zn(2-a.
(hydroxy-a.-cyclohexyl)thiamin)CI3 and Hg(2-a.-(hydroxybenzyl)thiamin)CI338, but this 
will be discussed in the chapter 3 of this artic1e. 
The 4-CH 3 group of thiamin interacts with the substrate by hydrophobie interactions, as the 
2'-CH 3 group of pyrimidin does. Finally the pyrophosphate ester group of TPP is believed 
to be the binding site of the coenzyme with the apoenzyme through Mg2+ or other metal 
ions24,31-34. 

Scheme IV 

3. Role of the Bivalent Metal Ions in the Enzymatic Action of Thiamin 

3.1. GENERAL CONSIDERATION 

As already mentioned, bivalent metal ions are essential for the enwnatic action of thiamin 
enzymes. Their activity varies and the most active are Mg2+ ions. Thus for the 
decarboxylation of pyruvic acid with carboxylase isolated from wheat germ, the activity 
follows the order7: 
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support Schellenberger's mechanism (Scheme III), except of course the recent crystal 
structure of the enzymatic systems31 -34. Instead and especially in the structures of all the 
C(2) substitut~d derivatives of th~amin, either fr~e. or m~tal comtexed, the ligands a~e 
always found m the S conformatlOn, always stablhzed wlth an S .... 0- type electrostattc 
interaction24,.li. This strong interaction led us to the hypothesis that metal complexes 
would be easier formed than ionic salts, if the "active aldehyde" derivatives of thiamin than 
thiamin itself, since in the fo~~r an in.temal neu~alization of the thiazole char~e occurs 
through the S+ .... O- electrostatlc mteractlOn24. ThlS was rroved to be the case38, 1-44 for 
all the complexes with C0 2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, Cd2+ and Hg2 ,with the ligand always being in 
the S conformation both in solution and the solid state and retainin~ the S+ .... O- interaction. 
These findings are in support of the mechanism proposed by Hogg 7 (Scheme IV). 

More recent results also show that Zn2+ ions bind with both N(1 ') site and the 
monophosphate group ofTMP (thiamin monophosphate), depending on pH. 

3.2. DISCUSSION OF CRYST ALLOGRAPHIC DAT A 

3.2.1. Pyrimidin. The high basicity of the N (1 ') site of pyrimidin seems to play the major 
role for the metal ions binding in thiamin24. On the other hand, the role ofthe 4'-NH2 group 
of thiamin in the enzymatic reactions (e.g. its basicity and ability to take part to hydrogen 
bonds) depend upon the bond length C(4')-N(4'a).This in turn, depends upon the protonation 
and metallation at the N(1 ') site causing shortening or lengthening of its 
correspondingly24,with subsequent reduction to its ability to act as a proton donor in the 
latter case. Also, the size of the C(2')-N(1')-C(6') angle is influenced by protonation or 
complexation at N{l ') increasing with protonation and decreasin~ with complexation. This 
angle increases however systematically in the series ofmetals Zn + < Cu+ < Cd2+ < Hg2+. 
The increase of the C(4')-N(4'a) bond length on the other hand, follows the order Cu+ < 
Zn2+ < Cd2+ < Hg2+ 

3.2.2. ThiazoJe and the Pyrophospate Group. The torsional angles <jl5a=S(1)-C(5)-C(5a)
C(5ß), <jl5ß=C(5)-C(5a)-C(5ß)-0(5y), <jl5y=C(5a)-C(5ß)-0(5y)-P(5ö), <jl5ö=C(5ß)-0(5y)
P(5ö)-0(5e) and <jl5e=0(5y)-P(5ö)-0(5e)-P(5~), 21 determine the relative orientations of the 
hydroxyethyl and pyrophosphate side chain ofthiazole in TPP, 2..L. 

When <jl5ß=± 600 a strong S(1) .... 0~5y ) electrostatic interaction is taking place. This is 
favored by metal complexation at N{l ), which may be transferring some additional small 
positive charge on the S(1) atom24. This interaction may have some importance in the 
enzymatic action. 
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The pyrophosphate side chain is flexible and it may be folded over the thiazole ring 
(structure of TPP.HC1) or extended away (structure of neutral TPP, 21). (See Newman 
projection 22,23 respectively). 

TPP .HCI C TPP 
Sß ,/ 

-18.1' S8' 
0Sf;~~ OSt 

The electrostatic interaction S(lt .... ·O(2af observed in all the C(2) substituted derivatives 
of thiamin 12, strongly influences the slde chain conformation at this site. The values of the 
torsional angle S(l)-C(2)-C(2a)- O(2a) and the corresponding S\I) - O(2af distances of 
the structures of four C(2) substituted derivatives of thiamin, 12 are glven m Table 1. 

The strong sflt .... O(2af interaction lowers the pKa of the O(2atH proton and its 
liberation is faci itated in support of the Hogg's mechanism37, as already mentioned. This 
interacti~n also facilitate~ t~e forma.tion. of metal com,pIexes through N(l ') once the 
C(2)"actlve aldehyde" denvatlves ofthlamm are formed38, 1-44. 

Substituted derivatives of thiamin, 12 are given in Table I. 
Such a S(l) + .... O(2af electrostatic interaction was not observed only in the case of the 

crystal structure of the methyl-acetyl-phosphonic acid derivative at C(2) of thiamin, which 
however is a strong inhibitor ofthe enzyme pyruvic dehydrogenase24. 

Table I 

Angle in 0C 
Compound S(l)-C(2)-C(2a)-O(2a) 

HET.HCl 20.6 
2-(a-hydroxyethyl)thiamin HCl 

HBT.HCl 8.4 
2-( a-hydroxybenzyl)thiamin HCl 

HBOT.HCl 11.7 
2-( a-hydroxybenzyl)oxythiamin HCl 

Hg(HBT)CI3 10.5 

Distance 
SI+ .... 02a-

2.901 

2.764 

2.749 

2.790 

3.2.3~ Stabilization ofthe F, Sand V conformations ofthiamin. As already mentioned, the 
F ,S and V conformations of thiamin are defined by the values of the torsional angles <Pp= 
N(3)-C(6)-C(5')-C(4') and <PT= C(5')-C(b)-N(3)-C(2) of <pp=±900, <PT=Oo for the F, <Pp= 
±1500, <PT=± 1000 for the Sand <Pp= ±900, <PT = ±900 for the V conformation24. 

The two [orms Fand S do not differ significantly energetically. The following factors 
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Mg2+ > C0 2+ > Zn2+ > Fe2+ > Mn2+ > Ni2+ > Cd2+ 

The order for carboxylase taken from yeast, becomes; 

Mg2+ > Mn2+ > C0 2+ > Ca2+ > Fe2+ > Cd2+ > Zn2+ 

and for transketalase from yeast, 

Mn2+ > Mg2+ > Fe2+ > Ni2+ > Zn2+ > C0 2+ > Ca2+ 

Later, Schellenberger25 found with kinetic methods that Mg2+ ions are required for the 
apoenzyme binding with TPP, (14), 

apoenzyme + Mg2+ + TAP <=> holoenzyme (14) 

This is achieved with Mg2+ ions binding to the N(1 ') position of pyrimidin and to the 
pyrophosphate group25. 

Subsequent studies were concentrated in detennining the co ordination sites of thiamin and 
its derivatives with various spectroscopic and other techniques", inc1uding X-ray structure 
detenninations. Early 1 HNMR solution studies showed that M~+ ions bind either through 
the pyrophosphate ester group orf and through the N (1 ') site of pyrimidin, directly or through 
a water molecule 7,24. Studies in the solid state however, were leading for many years to 
the isolation of ionic solid adducts, without any direct metal-ligand bondin~. They 
corresponded to fonnulae [MX4]2-[Th]2+, [MX4]2-[Thh+, [MX3h-[Th]2+, wlth M = 
C0 2+,Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, U4+, Cd2+, Hg2+ and X = Cl, Br. Thus, no conc1usion on the 
metal site bonding with thiamin could be made, during the enzymatic action. This was due 
to the net positive charge on thiazole and the pKa of ab out 5, of the N(1 ') site of pyrimidin, 
making thiamin to exist as a dication at pH <5 and a monoanion at pH = 5.7, at pH > 7 
being unstable. The complexes MLX3, with M = Pd 2+, Pt2+, L = Th(thiamin), TMP and 
TPP monocations and X = Cl, Br were the first solid adducts reported to present a direct M
L bond in the solid state39. Later the proposed structure39 for the Pt(Th)CI3 complex was 
confinned with X-rays40. Today the known structures of thiamin and derivatives that 
contain a direct metal-ligand bonding inc1ude24, Cd(Th)CI3' H20, Cu(Th)CI2' 
Rh2(CH3COO)4(TMPh 1.5H20, Zn(Th)CI3.4H20, Cu(Th)Br2, Hg(HBT)CI3·H20 , 
(HBT=2-(a-hydroxybenzyl)thiamin), Zn(HCMT)CI3 (HCMT=2-(a-hydroxy-a-cyc1ohexyl
methyl)thiamin), Co(Th)CI3.0.4H20, Zn(Th)Br3.0.2H20 and Zn(Th)(SCN)3' In all cases 
the metals are bound to the N(1 ')site of pyrimidin, except the Cu2+ complex with the metal 
bound to the pyrophosphate group of TPP, the complex Cd(Th)(SCNh with Cd2+ bound 
to 0(5y) of the side hydroxy-ethyl group and the complex [Mn(Th)CI2(H20)h 
[ThhCI4.2H20, with Mn2+ binding simultaneously the N(l ') site and the 0(5 ) site. 

Also in all the enzyme structures known today31-34,Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions are bound to 
pyrophosphate group, making the binding of the apoenzyme with the coenzyme. 

Except the detennination of the bonding sites, the confonnation (F ,S, or V), of thiamin or 
its derivatives after metal complexation is also of interest and importance, to conc1ude for 
the enzymatic action of thiamin. In this aspect, it should be noted that in none of the known 
structures of thiamin metal complexes the molecule was found in the V confonnation, to 
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have been proposed to influence the F or S conformation: 
a. In thiamin complexes with polychlorometallic anions the F form is favored by small 
metallic ions and smaller non bonding CI····CI distances of about 3.4 A, while the S form 
requires a 3.9 A distance. This suggestion however was not confirmed since it has many 
exceptions (Table 2). 
b. When thiamin is in the F form, the two rings of thiazole and pyrimidin are connected with 
the so called "one point" anion bridge ofthe type HN(4'ay··X···thiazole, while in the S form 
this connection is achieved with the "two points" anion bridge, HN(4'atH"'XIM
XT·thiazole24. The first bridge obviously brings the two rings c10ser than die latter. It was 
proposed that carboxylic anions like aspartic and glutamic acids etc., should play an 
important role in the recognition and stabilization of one ofthe Fand S forms. 

Table 2 

Complex X "'XinA Conformation 

(ThH)(PtCI4) 3.247 F 
(ThH) (PtCI4)CI2 3.262 F 
Pt(Th)CI3 3.270 F 
(ThH)(CuCI4) 3.420 F 
Zn(Th)CI3 3.700 S 
Cu(Th)CI 2 3.867 F 
(ThH)(CdCI4) 4.000 S 
Cd(Th)(CI3) 4.000 S 
Hg(HBT)CI3 3.857 S 
Cu(Th)Br2 3.995 F 
(ThH)(CoCI4) 3.720 S 
Zn(Th)Br3 3.900 S 
Co(Th)CI3 3.710 S 

c. The F conformation may be stabilized by a C(2)- H···X"'pyrimidin bonding24. The F 
conformation is also protecting the C(2)-H protons through an electrostatic interaction with 
the aromatic electron density of the pyrimidin ring. In the S conformation this position is 
exposed to reaction with the substrate. Therefore ~yruvic acid will rather attack the C(2) 
position, when the molecule is in the S conformation ~. 
d. When a bulky tetrahedral metal complex (X":,X > 3.7 A) is approaching the thiazole ring 
with a trigonal plane, thiamin undertakes the' S conformation to reduce steric hindrance 
between its two rings. Thus when the complex anion is not bulky, the F conformation is 
preferred. 
e. Steric hindrance between the substituents at C(2) and C(4'), and C(4) and C(6') should 
favor an S over an F conformation, since with the former they achieve their maximum 
separation distance. 
f. The only structures of thiamin known in the V conformation were the ones of oxythiamin 
and thiamin thiazolone, prior to the strucures of the e~es, pyruvate decarboxylase, 
apotransketalase, pyruvate oxidase and transketolase31 -3 , all containing TPP in this 
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confonnation. 
It was proposed that this confonnation might be adopted whenever the repulsions and the 

sizes ofthe substituents at C(2) and C(4') are minimized. 

3.2.4. Meta! Comp!exes o[ HBT and HCMT. These were ~repared ve~ easi~ from aqueous 
and/or a\coholic solutions of the ligands with the metals3 ,4 -44, Co +, Ni +, Zn2+, Cd2+ 
and Hg2+. They correspond to the general fonnula MLCI3. Cu2+ on the other hand oxidized 
both ligands to thiochrome fonning complexes with the latter (L'), of the ~e 
CuL'(H20)CI2 containing Cu2+ and CU2(L'H)CI4,MeOH containing both Cu 1+ and Cu . 
Various techni~ues incIuding X-ray structure detennination~ vibrational IR-Raman, I-D, 1 H, 
l3C, 3lp and 99HgNMR,2-D lHNMR and solid state 1 CNMR, electronic UV-Vis and 
mass spectra were used to detennine the structures of the various complexes in solution and 
in the solid state4l -45 . The results that will be presented in detail, showed that the metals 
coordinate preferentially at N(l') of pyrimidin. The pyrophosphate group45 of TMP may 
also be a coordination site at pH ~ 5.5 with Zn2+. The ligand confonnation is always kept S 
both in solution and in the solid state. These studies allowed us to conclude that the S 
confonnation must be important besides the V, in the enzymatic action and possibly the 
metal ions coordinate to N(1'), if such an interaction is finally taking place, after the 
fonnation ofthe "active aldehyde" intennediates at the C(2) position ofthiamin. 

3.2.5. ConcJuding Remarks. From the above discussion it is obvious that all the steps 
followed in the enzyrnatic action of thiamin enzymes using metal complexes are not yet 
known in detail. Two main mechanisms, (i) the one involving the V confonnation of 
thiamin (Scheme III), where the 4'-NH2 group approaches the C(2) site of thiazole and (ii) 
the one involving the S confonnation and emphasizing the importance of the S(1 t··O(2af 
electrostatic interaction (Scheme IV) exist. 

The recent X-ray structures ofthe enzymes3l -34 containing Ca2+ or Mg2+ seem to favor 
the first (i) mechanism. 

According to Shin30 even the t(2) "active aldehyde" derivatives of thiamin assume the V 
confonnation in the enzymatic systems. To our opinion, both the V and the S conformation 
of thiamin may be important during the enzymatic action and may succeed each other in the 
various steps. Thus the V confonnation may facilitate the - ylid fonnation in the first step, 
while the S confonnation may be fonned once the "active aldehyde" intennediate is fonned. 
The metal ions may be bound to N(1') of pyrimidin and the substrate, after the fonnation of 
the C(2) substituted derivatives. There remain a crystal structure of an enzyme containing a 
C(2) substituted derivative ofthiamin to be solved, to substantiate or not this hypothesis. 
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PLA TINUM ANTICANCER DRUGS 
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ABSTRACf. Cisplatin, cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II), is a simple inorganic complex widely 
used in cancer chemotherapy and especially effective against testicular tumors. The trans isomer 
is biologically inactive. A principal target of cisplatin in the cancer cell is DNA. The major 
adducts of cisplatin with DNA, accounting for 90% of platinum on the duplex, are intrastrand 
cross-links in which adjacent guanine or adenine/guanine bases are coordinated in the cis 
positions originally occupied by chloride ions. The resulting platinated DNA unwinds by - 13° 
and is bent by - 34° toward the major groove. Details of this structural distortion were obtained 
by gel electrophoretic and X-ray crystallographic studies of DNA containing intrastrand cis
diammineplatinum(II) d(GpG) or d(ApG) cross-links. Both gel-electrophoretic mobility shift 
assays and expression library screening of human cells with cisplatin-modified DNA revealed the 
existence ofproteins that bind specifically to the major DNA adducts ofthe drug. These proteins, 
designated structure-specific recognition proteins, or SSRPs, have in common a 75 amino acid 
sequence known as the HMG domain which is the source of specificity for platinated DNA. 
Deletion of a non-essential HMG-domain SSRP in yeast desensitized the cells by twofold to 
cisplatin but not to the inactive analogue trans-DDP. When DNA containing the major adducts of 
cisplatin was added to a mammalian cell extract, the damage was excised by the excinuclease 
excision repair system. Specifically, the platinated strand was cleaved - 5 nucleotides to the 3' 
side and -22-24 nucleotides to the 5' side of the damage. This process was selectively inhibited 
by addition of HMG 1. Adding the HMG-domain protein human mitochondrial transcription 
factor mtTFA gave similar results. This shielding phenomenon was selective for the major 
d(GpG) intrastrand cross-link of the drug and not the less abundant long-range cross-links such as 
the l,3-adduct, d(GpTpG). The latter was repaired but not shielded. These results suggest that the 
molecular mechanism of cisplatin might involved shielding of its adducts by HMG-domain 
proteins in the cancer cell, protecting them from repair and thereby preserving their ability to 
block replication of DNA required for tumor cell proliferation. Thus new anticancer platinum 
drugs might be developed based upon the ability of their DNA adducts to be recognized and 
shielded by HMG 1 and related proteins. 

1. Introduction 

Cisplatin, known also as cis-DDP or cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II), is an effective 
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anticancer drug with demonstrated activity against head and neck, ovarian, and especially 
testicular cancer. 1 The trans isomer is inactive. A compound having fewer toxie side 
effects, carboplatin, has also been approved for use. Cisplatin and carboplatin are 
administered by intravenous injection, but recently platinum(IV) complexes having 
activity following oral administration have been introduced.2 Fig. 1 summarizes these 
developments. 

13 

H~-I-Cl 

Cl 

cis-[Pt(NH 3hCl:z] 
active drug 

trans-[pt(NH3hCI2] cis-[Pt(CyNH 2)(NH3)CI 2(OAc):z] 
inactive analogue oral analogue 

Discovery of Anticancer Activity: Rosenberg, 1969 
Approval of Cis-[Pt(NH3hCI2] (cisplatin) by FDA, 1979 

Approval of [Pt(NH3h(l,I-(O~hC.vI6)] (carboplatin) by FDA, 1990 

Figure 1. Platinum antieancer drugs. Summary of developments. 

When cisplatin and related compounds diffuse across the cell membrane, they 
encounter a much diminished chloride ion concentration compared to blood serum. As a 
consequence, the complexes hydrolyze in a stepwise manner forming positively charged, 
aquated species that ultimately migrate to and bind nucleobases on DNA.3 

Table 1. Percentage of Various Adducts for Cisplatin, [Pt(en)CI2], and [Pt(NH3) 
(C6H11NH2)(OH2)2]2+ on DNA. 
Cisplatin 

GpG 

ApG 

GpNpG 

55-65% 

25-35% 

6% 

GpG 

ApG 

GpNpGor 

[Pt(en)CI2] 

57-62% 

5-10% 

13-18% 

G-Pt-G <5% G-Pt-G <5% 
*The two values correspond to orientational isomers (see ref. 10). 

cis-[Pt(NH3)(C6H11 
NH2)(OH2)2]2+ 

40%,20%* 

5-10%,0% * 

The DNA molecule may itself to promote this covalent reaction4 by serving as a one 
dimensional template upon which cationic platinum complexes aggregate before 
migrating to their thermodynamieally preferred binding sites, the purine nucleobases 
guanine and adenine. Table 1 summarizes the binding site preferences for cisplatin and its 
active analogues, from which it can be seen that intrastrand d(GpG) and d(ApG) 
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comprise the major targets. The molecular structure of one such adduct, the intrastrand 
d(GpG) cross-link formed ~ cis-{Pt(NH3)2}2+, as revealed in a single crystal X-ray 
structure determination,5, is depicted in Fig. 2. The structure reveals that the two 
guanine ring planes, which in normal, B-form DNA are parallel to one another, are tilted 
at an angle of - 80° in order to optimize binding of the N(7) atoms with platinum. This 
structural distortion, detected for the binding to a simple dinucleotide, takes on a slightly 
different form in double-stranded DNA platinated with cisplatin. From gel electropho
resis studies of DNA duplex oligonucleotides modified site-specifically with cisplatin it 
was deduced that platinum bends the DNA by -32-34° while unwinding it locally by -
13°.7-9 Similar experiments were performed on a variety of site-specifically modified 
DNAs, the results of which are summarized in Table 2. Also shown in the table is the 
extent to which specific platinum adducts can inhibit the replication of DNA on a 
template containing a single, site-specific adduct. 10 From the data it is apparent that both 
clinically active and inactive platin um complexes damage DNA differently, but all 
bifunctional adducts are capable of blocking replication. 

Figure 2. Molecular structure of the major cisplatin adduct on DNA cis
[Pt(NH3)z {d(pGpG)}]. Reprinted with permission from ref. 5. Copyright 1985, American 
Association for the Advancement of Science. 
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Thus the differential activity of the compounds must arise from some other cellular 
processing event(s). With this information in hand, a search was undertaken to identify 
proteins that might recognize and bind specifically to DNA adducts of active, but not 
inactive, platinum complexes with the goal of determining whether such interactions 
might be important in the molecular mechanism of the drug. Two approaches were taken, 
one biochemical and one genetic, both of which revealed the presence of a class of 
proteins, designated as structure specific recognition proteins or SSRPs, which displayed 
the desired property of binding specifically to platinum complexes exhibiting anticancer 
activity. 

2. Identification and Properties of Structure-Specific Recognition Proteins wh ich 
Bind Selectively to Cisplatin-DNA Major Adducts 

When radiolabeled DNA restriction fragments modified with cisplatin were incubated 
with human or other mammalian cell extracts, their electrophoretic mobility shifted 
dramatically as a result of the binding of specific proteins. 11 Further work revealed that 
this behavior was selective for the major adducts of cisplatin, intrastrand d(GpG) and 
d(ApG) cross-links (Table 1). When proteins from the cell extract were separated by gel 
electrophoresis and identified by staining with radiolabeled, cisplatin-modified DNA in a 
Southwestem blot assay, 12 it was determined that they belonged to two classes according 
to whether they had high (80 < MW < 100 kDa) or low «30 kDa) molecular weights. 

Table 2. Properties of Platinum-DNA Adducts. 

cis-DDP Adduct 

GpG intrastrand 

ApG intrastrand 

GNG intrastrand 

trans-DDP Adduct 

GTG intrastrand 

globally modified 

Unwinding 
Angle 

Bending 
Angle 

hinge joint 

Transiesion 
Synthesis 

3-5% 

6-14% 

25% 

N/A 

good block 

In parallel work, an expression cDNA library was screened with platinated DNA 12 
and a gene fragment was identified ·that encoded a protein with cisplatin-modified DNA 
binding capability. Further human library screening ultimately produced a full length 
gene encoding an 81 kDa protein, designated human SSRPl, which bound specifically to 
the major cisplatin-DNA intrastrand cross-links. 13 Examination of the sequence revealed 
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several domains, one of which bore a remarkable similarity to the high mobility proteins 
HMG 1 and HMG2. This HMG domain is shared by a variety of eukaryotic proteins, 
most of which are transcription factors, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Once it was realized that HMG1-domain proteins bound specifically to DNA modified 
by cisplatin, studies quickly revealed that HMG 1 itse1f was such a cisplatin-damaged 
DNA-binding protein. 14 This conclusion was independently reached when HMGI and 
HMG2 were found to bind to DNA modified with cisplatin. 15 Investigations with site
specifically platinated DNAs further proved that, as with hSSRP1, only the intra strand 
d(ApG) and d(GpG) cross-links were recognized. 14 These conclusions were reached on 
the basis of gel electrophoretic mobility shift assays, in which bands corresponding to 
radiolabeled, platinated DNAs exhibited retarded mobilities in the presence of HMGl. 
Subsequent work revealed that most proteins containing an HMG domain share the 
property of selective binding to the major adducts of cisplatin on DNA. The specificity 
of binding over unmodified, sequence-neutral DNA is on the order of 102.14 

3. Models for How Structure Specific Recognition Proteins Might Promote the 
Anticancer Activity of Cisplatin-Modified DNA 

Fig. 4 summarizes several models to explain how the SSRPs might effect the 
anti tumor activity of cisplatin. 11 One possibility is that DNA repair in eukaryotes 
involves one or more proteins containing an HMG domain. This feature would account 
for the selective binding of HMG-domain proteins for cisplatin-DNA adducts. 
Diminished levels or activity of such a protein would sensitize cells to cisplatin. Since no 
other DNA damaging agent, for example photo-crosslinking, produces alesion that is 
recognized by the SSRPs, however, this possibility seems unlikely. 

Acidic Basic I HMG Basic 11 Mixed Charge 

I--II-~-I--
440·496 512·534 539·614 623·640 661· 709 

Figure 3. Comparison between the HMG box of human SSRPI and various other 
eukaryotic DNA bonding proteins. 
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Isolation and purification of the components of DNA excision repair16 should enable this 
conclusion to be tested. If none of the damage-recognition components contains an HMG 
domain, this model can be eliminated. 

A second possibility is that HMG 1 or a related protein facilitates the binding of 
cisplatin to DNA, perhaps by bending or otherwise distorting the duplex. In addition, the 
temary complex between platinum, DNA, and HMG-domain protein might better disrupt 
gene function. Both events could lead to anticancer activity if the levels of the SSRP were 
elevated in cisplatin-sensitive tumor cells. Although the features of this model have not 
yet been experimentally tested, it seems unlikely that the rate of DNA platination could 
be accelerated by the protein. As indicated previously, the rate-determining step in 
platinum binding to DNA is hydrolytic loss of chloride ion, followed by relatively rapid 
binding to the nucleobases. Such a mechanism would not be significantly affected by 
acceleration of the DNA-binding step. 

Possible Functions of the Cisplatin/DNA Structure Specific 
Recognition Protein: Role in the Antitumor Mechanism 

.. Structure recognition as the first step in 
excision repair of the PtJDNA lesion 

• Titration of a tumor regulatory protein; 
removal from its normal functional role 

.. Protection of the cisplatinlDNA lesion 
from repair, thus assuring its ability to 
block replication and ceIl division 

• Facilitates platination of DNA as weIl as 
disruption of gene function 

Figure 4. Models for how SSRPs might potentiate the action of cisplatin. 

A third model for how SSRPs might potentiate the action of cisplatin is that one or 
more of the proteins controls the transcription of a gene that is critical to the survival of 
the tumor cello Binding of the protein to platinum adducts would divert, or "hijack",17 the 
SSRP from its natural site on the genome, diverting it from its natural role. Such a 
mechanism would sensitize the cell to the drug if the function destroyed in this manner 
were critical to survival. This model has also not been tested in vivo, but recently it was 
determined indirectly that the HMG-domain protein hUBF, a factor which controls the 
transcription of ribosomal RNA, could be competed away from its natural binding 
sequence by a site-specifically platinated IOO-bp duplex DNA containing a single 
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intrastrand cis-[Pt(NH3)2[d(GpG)}) cross-link.1 7 Thus, in principle, this mechanism 
could contribute to the selective cytotoxicity of cisplatin. 

The fourth model depicted in Fig. 4 proposes that binding of the HMG-domain 
proteins to cisplatin 1,2-cross-links on DNA masks their presence and renders them 
unable to be repaired. According to this model, elevation of SSRP levels would sensitize 
cells to the drug by shielding adducts from repair. The irreparable platinum lesions 
would kill cells by blocking gene function and/or by induction of apoptosis. 18 Recently, 
evidence has come from several directions that supports this model, as described in the 
next section. 

4. HMG-Domain Proteins Can Potentiate Cisplatin Cytotoxicity by Shielding the 
Major Intrastrand d(GpG) Cross-links from Excision Repair 

When a yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae expression cDNA library was screened with 
cisplatin-modified DNA, a gene encoding a SSRP was identified and sequenced. 19 Not 
surprisingly, the translated 68 kDa protein sequence had two tandem HMG domains. The 
expressed protein was able to bind specifically to cisplatin-modified DNA in a gel 
mobility shift assay, in much the same manner as HMG 1.20 Interruption of the non
essential gene, designated IXR (for "intrastrand cross-link recognition"), for this yeast 
SSRP afforded the 

100 _~--------. 

Percent 
Survival 

1l 

o 03 Q6 09 12 

[cis-DDP] mM 

100 _=----r-------, 
Percent 
Survival 

30 

1l'--_--' __ ........ __ ....J 

o 12 23 ~ 

[trans-DDP] mM 

Figure S. Survival of wild type (IXRl) and mutant ixrl cells in the presence of cis- or 
trans-DDP 

interesting result shown in Fig. 5. The mutant cells were desensitized to the drug. When 
similar "knockout" experiments were attempted with repair-deficient yeast cells, no 
desensitization was observed.21 The phenomenon thus seems to involve DNA repair 
protection. This conclusion was supported by the finding of substantially lower levels of 
platinum on DNA isolated from the mutant compared to the wild type yeast cells 
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following treatment with cisplatin. Direct evidence that HMG-domain proteins can 
protect the major cisplatin-DNA adducts from repair was provided by in vitro 
experiments in which excision repair was monitored in human cell extracts.22 

59 47 13' 
156 

Figure 6. Partial sequences of site-specifically modified DNAs used to study excision 
repair in human cell extract. The oligonucleotides were prepared by annealing and 
ligating seven fragments, one of which contained a specific cis-diammineplatinum(II) 
intrastrand l,2-d(GpG) or l,3-d(GpTpG) cross-link. 

First (Fig. 6) an oligonucleotide containing a site-specific cisplatin adduct was 
prepared and characterized. This material was then allowed to incubate in a cell extract 
from normal or excision-repair deficient human cells. 

CFE F G F H 
G 

Fig.7. Repair of cis-{Pt(Nlil)i+ intrastrand cross-links by human cell extract excinuclease . 
Cell free extracts (CFE) were prepared from Xerodemra pigmentosum (XP) cells F or G, lanes 
1 and 2, respectively. Lane 3 shows results for a mixture of XPF and XPG lanes and lane 4, 
results for human HeLa cell extracts. 
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Only the former were capable of removing the adducts, which they did as 29-base 
oligonuc1eotides terminating 22-24 bp to the 5' side and 5 nuc1eotides to the 3' side of the 
damage (Fig. 7). Both intrastrand 1,2-d(GpG) and 1,3-d(GpTpG) cisplatin cross-links 
were repaired, the lauer slightly more efficiently. 
When these experiments were repeated in the presence of increasing amounts of HMG 1, 
excision repair in the extract could be blocked. This shielding phenomenon was selective 
for the major 1,2-d(GpG) intrastrand cross-links of the drug and not the less abundant 
long-range 1,3-d(GpTpG) cross-link (Fig. 8).22 Only the former adduct reacts 
specifically with HMG-domain proteins, indicating that it is the specific recognition of 
the major cisplatin adducts that is responsible for the shielding effect. Similar results 
were obtained when the human mitochondrial transcription factor mtTFA, which contains 
an HMG domain, was employed. These results suggest that the molecular mechanism of 
cisplatin might involve recognition of its major adducts by HMG-domain proteins in the 
cancer cell, protecting them from repair and thereby preserving their ability to block 
replication of DNA required for tumor cell proliferation. Thus new anticancer platinum 
drugs might be developed based upon the ability of their DNA adducts to be recognized 
and shielded by HMG 1 and related proteins. 
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Fig.8. Plot of excisiont repair of site-specific cisplatin 1,2-d(GpG) and l,3-d(GpTpG) 
cross-links, assayed as indicated in Fig. 7. The more efficient blocking of the former adducts 
is clearly apparent. 
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NMR SPECTROSCOPIC STRUCTURE DETERMINA TION OF MET AL ION -
OLIGONUCLEOTIDE COMPLEXES - THE RESUL TS OF SEQUENCE
SELECTIVE BINDING STUDIES 

EINAR SLETTEN and NILS .AGE FR0YSTEIN 
Department of Chemistry, University of Bergen, 
N-5007 Bergen, Norway. 

ABSTRACT. This overview will address the current state-of-the-art in characterising metal ion -
oligonucleotide interaction by NMR spectroscopy. First the methodology of structure 
determination of oligonucleotides - metal ion complexes in solution will be discussed. In the 
second part recent results on sequence-selective metal ion binding to DNA oligonucleotides by 
NMR methods will be presented. Metal ion titrations of several dodecamer duplexes have been 
carried out using Mn(II), Zn(II), Hg(II) and Pd(II) salts. The selectivity is shown to be determined 
by the sequential variation in molecular electrostatic potential along the chain and also to a certain 
degree by the preferred coordination geometry of the metal ion. 

1. Introduction 

A large amount of data have been published on structures of metal ion complexes of 
nucleic acid monomers both in solution and in the solid state. Especially, NMR methods 
have been shown to be very effective in elucidating the bonding pattern in solution. 
Application of these methods to structure determination of complexes of oligonucleotides 
has proved to be considerably more difficult than for proteins. This is partly because DNA, 
with only four different bases in a generally linear structure, require a different assignment 
strategy and most importantly, are lacking the long-range structure information found in a 
folded protein. 

A large variety of experimental techniques have been shown to yield valuable, indirect 
information on metal ion - nucleic acid interactions; e.g. gel-electrophoretic mobility 
studies suggest that the anti-tumor agent Pt(NH3hCI2 induces "kinks" and/or bending of 
DNA 1; circular dichroism spectroscopy has been used to monitor metal ion induced B
to Z-DNA transition2. UV spectroscopic studies on the melting and renaturing behaviour 
of native DNA in the presence ofrather high concentrations of various divalent metal ions 
showed an interesting variation through the series of metals3. These observations could be 
explained in terms of a varying degree of affinity towards the phosphate backbone and the 
base nitrogens. 

In order to distinguish between inherent sequence-dependent bending of duplex DNA 
and metal ion induced distortion one needs to know the molecular structure of the 
unperturbed system. The method of choice for determining the structure of biomolecules in 
the solid state is X-ray crystallography and in solution NMR spectroscopy. The latter 
method is often used in combination with Molecular Dynamics ca1culations4. 
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2. The Structure of Oligonucleotide Ligands 

Two-dimensional nuc1ear resonance spectroscopy (2D NMR) In combination with 
distance geometry (DG) ca1culation has the potential for quantitative structure 
determination of intermediate-sized biological polymers in solution. At present, the size 
of palindromic DNA oligomers conveniently handled by this technique is limited by 
spectral resolution to approximately 20 base pairs. For a particular oligomer the amount of 
overlap in 2D maps is also dependent on sequence heterogeneity. 

The method is based on the NOESY experiment measuring through-space dipolar 
coupling (cross-relaxation) between protons. The NOE build-up rate are equal to the rate 
of magnetisation transfer (RiJ) between nuclear spins ( i j) ( initial rate approximation) 
and given by the simplified expression: 

R1(ij) =--- when rotc » 1 

The NOE build-up rates (RI(ij) are seen to be proportional to the correlation time, tc and 
the sixth power of the inter-nuc1ear distance between nuc1ei, ri}. The strong dependence 
upon inter-nuclear distances makes it difficult to observe a direct (two-spin) off-diagonal 
cross-peak in the NOESY map for proton pairs less than 5Ä apart. A typical example of 
the spectral resolution in a NOESY map recorded for a palindromic 12-base pair 
deoxyoligonuc1eotide is shown in Fig.l. 

CGCGAA TTCGCG 

o G4 

A5 

6 12 

• 
8.2 8.0 7.8 

H8 

0 

7.6 7.4 7.2 7.0 
(ppm) 

H6 

co 
10 

Hf 

C1<=?-r6 
o-~1' 

G2~:H8 
d-~1' . 

Figure 1. Contour plots of the H8/H6 vs HI' region in the 500 MHz NOESY spectra 
of the dodecamer d[CGCGAATTCGCGb The sequential connectivities are 
indicated. 
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The sequential cross-peak pattern corresponding to inter nuclear dipolar coupling between 
the base protons (H8/H6) and the anomeric protons Hl' is also shown. Both the intra 
residue and the inter residue base - sugar distances give rise to cross-peaks. The four 
largest peaks in the map correspond to the cytosine H5 - H6 distances of 2.45 Ä. 

If all the inter-nuclear vectors have the same correlation time tc (Le. assuming no 
internal motion) it is possible to relate relaxation rates of unknown distances to that of a 
known fixed reference distance: 

R(ij) ~(kJ) 

R(kJ) ~(ij) 

The use of such scaling to a reference distance is only valid if the unknown proton pair 
has the same correlation time as the reference proton pair. If the molecule under study 
exhibits internal motion in addition to the global motion in solution it is important to 
choose a proper reference. 

The two-spin approximation is only an approximation for areal multispin system in 
which relaxation through multiple pathways occurs simultaneously. To circumvent this 
problem several NOESY spectra are recorded at different mixing times. The spin-diffusion 
effects from intervening spins are progressively reduced at shorter and shorter mixing times 
and the initial rate two-spin approximation approaches that for the true interproton 
distance. In practice, the ability to sampie the true initial cross-relaxation rates is limited by 
the signal-to-noise ratio at very short mixing times. 

In summary the NMR structure analysis is based on the following assumptions: 
1. The molecule tumbles isotropically in solution 
2. All pairs of protons have the same correlation time tc 
3. The two-spin approximation is valid in multi-spin systems 
4. Only one conformation is present in the solution 

The dimensions of a hydrated DNA dodecamer ( diameter = 20.5 Ä, length = 41 Ä) 
implies that this molecule has anisotropie tumbling in solution. However, a distance error 
ofless than 3% is introduced by ignoring the effect of anisotropy5. The second assumption 
is also found to be valid within the level of precision of measuring cross-peak intensities. 

The validity of the two-spin approximation depends on how well the initial rates are 
obtained from aseries of NOESY spectra. Usually, a better approach is to match the 
experimental spectra with simulated (back-ca1culated) spectra where the spin-diffusion 
present in a multi-spin system has been taken into account. An example of visual 
comparison of experimental and simulated spectra is shown in Fig.2. 

A more convenient way of monitoring the fit of the simulated intensity Vij to the 
experimental NOE intensity is to ca1culate a residual R factor analogous to the one used 
for X-ray structures: 

The problem with this type of R-factor is the r-6 dependency. Unlike the X-ray 
crystallographic R-factor the corresponding NMR factor can be quite misleading -
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especially for long global distances in the range 4-5 A. R factors calculated for several 
different bond regions may be used to monitor the refinement procedure. 

Structure 0' d(GAATTTAAATTC)2 

B.O 7.B 

B.O 7.B 

7.6 

7.6 

7.4 
ppm 

7.4 
ppm 

Figure 2. Stacked plots ofthe H6/H8 'H2'/H2" region for the experimental (upper) and 
calculated (lower) NOESY spectra for the structure of d[GAATTTAAATTCh 
obtained after visual refinement (from refA). 

The conc1usion based on several NMR studies of DNA oligomers is as follows: i) It is 
relatively easy to distinguish between A, B, and Z-forms ofDNA, ii) the determination of 
glycosidic angles converge to within 10° variability, iii) the pseudorotation phase angles of 
the individual sugars and the local helical parameters tilt, roll, twist and slide appear to be 
rather well-determined. However, the degree ofhelix bending is difficult to assess4. 

3. Metal Ion - Oligonucleotide Complexes. 

DNA and RNA oligonucleotides offer a wide range of potential binding sites for metal 
ions; the most important are: i) Backbone phosphate, ii) nitrogen atoms of the heterocyc1ic 
rings, and iii) exocyclic amino- and oxogroups of nuc1eobases. When elucidating the 
bonding pattern in these systems by IH NMR spectroscopic methods it is convenient to 
distinguish between two distinct type of complexes: i) diamagnetic and ii) paramagnetic. 
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In the former chemical shifts may be monitored at stoichiometric metal ion - ligand ratios 
while in the latter strong paramagnetic proton broadening and shifts allows only systems 
with large excess of ligands to be studied. 

3.1 DIAMAGNETIC COMPLEXES 

Interactions between diamagnetic metal ions and oligonucleotides may be detected by 
monitoring chemical shifts for constituent nuc1ei eH, 13C, 15N, 31p). The interpretation of 
observed chemical shift changes in terms of binding pattern is not always straightforward. 
Protonation or the establishment of a chemical bond to a metal ion may cause changes in 
the chemical shifts of IH resonances of hydrogens in the proximity of the binding site. 
However, the intrinsic shift changes induced by certain metal ions are found to be rather 
small for nucleobase monomers; e.g. for Hg2+ complexes of DNA or its constituents, 
intrinsic IH shifts due to covalent binding to nucleobases are rather insignificant, as shown 
for thymidine and guanosine6. Metal binding induced changes in nucleobase stacking 
pattern, which in turn alter the ring current shifts, are probably the major source of the 
observed shifts in proton resonances. 

The chemical shifts of nuclei of heavier atoms than hydrogen are increasingly dominated 
by intrinsic electronic effects. The 15N chemical shifts of pyridine-like nitrogens of 
nucleobases change markedly in the up-field direction upon protonation7 , or binding to 
cis-[Pt(NH3hCI21 8, Zn2+, Hg2+ 9. These changes can largely be attributed to reduced 
local paramagnetic deshielding at the ligand nitrogen8• 

In order to determine quantitatively the effect of metal ion complexation a complete 
set of 2D NOESY spectra may be recorded at stoichiometric ratios. A set of integrated 
cross-peak intensities are used as input to distance geometry ca1culations to obtain gross 
structural features. A less elaborate procedure involving the measurement of rotational 
correlation time may be followed in order to distinguish between a "bulged" duplex and a 
single stranded hair-pin structures lO• 

3.2 P ARAMAGNETIC COMPLEXES 

Paramagnetic relaxation phenomena arise in NMR spectroscopy whenever an unpaired 
electron spin interacts with a nuclear spin. A large magnetogyric ratio of the electron 
compared to that of the proton or any other nuc1eus makes dipolar coupling to the electron 
spin a very effective means of relaxation for the nuc1ear spin. Scalar interaction between 
the electron and nuclear spins have similar effects 11. In the simplest possible case, a ligand 
molecule exchanges between a paramagnetic environment ( e.g. bound to Mn2+, S = 5/2) 
and a "free" state. However, due to very effective paramagnetic line-broadening it is 
necessary to use a large excess of ligand (102 - 104) in order to observe the affected 
signals. 

A strong scalar effect requires that a chemical bond is established. In other words, if 
such an effect is observed, there must be a bond between the paramagnetic centre and a site 
in the neighbourhood of the affected resonance. However, even this qualitative 
interpretation may not always be straightforward when for instance a water molecule is 
bridging a metal ion and a nuc1eobase nitrogen atom. 

The fast exchange observed in a paramagnetic system prec1ude quantitative structure 
determination in solution except in special cases where rapid sampling of NOESY data 
may give important information on paramagnetic shifted signals. On the other hand, the 
presence of small amounts of paramagnetic impurities in sampIes of biomolecules may 
have detrimental effect on a NMR structure based on integrated NOESY maps. The 
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published 3D solution structure ofthe duplex, [d(CGCGAATTCGCG)h was determined 
based on NOESY intensities12. However, we now show that critical cross-peak intensities 
in the NOESY map involving G4-H8 was drastically affected by paramagnetic impurities 
in the sampIe. This obviously introduce large errors in the integrated interproton cross-peak 
intensities, and consequently produced serious structural artefacts. 

4. Sequence-Selective Metal Ion - Oligonuc1eotide Interaction 

Metal ions play an important part in regulating enzyme-DNA interaction; e.g. in the 
presence of Mg2+ ions the EcoRV restriction endonuc1ease c1eaves DNA at one particular 
recognition sequence, 5'-G-A-T-A-T-C- 3', at least one million times more readily than 
any other sequence. If Mg2+ is replaced by Mn2+ both activity and specificity are 
drastieally redueed13. How does metal binding influenee the reeognition mechanism ? 

The nuc1eic acid monomers, guanine (G), adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), have 
different metal ion affinities. The order of stability of 3d transition metal ion - nuc1eobase 
eomplexes are: G > A , C > T. 14 For other metal ions e.g. Hg2+ ions the relative affinities 
have been found to deerease in the order: T > G > >A, C 14 . At physiological pH the 
preferred binding sites on the nuc1eobases are: guanine N7, adenine NI and/or N7, 
cytosine N3 ,thymine 04. A typical example of mononueleotide - metal ion binding is 
the polymerie Cu2+ eomplex of guanosinemonophosphate (GMP) where the metal ion is 
bridging the GMP ligands through altemating N7 - Cu - phosphate bonds l5 . 

The nueleobase affinities towards metal ions are modified when incorporated into a 
duplex DNA matrix. It has been shown that several divalent metal ions like Mn2+, Cu2+, 

Pt2+ prefer GC-rieh regions while e.g. Hg2+ prefer AT-rieh regions. However, the most 
important question to ask eoneeming the reeognition meehanism is whether or not metal 
binding to base residues is sequenee-dependent, i.e. will all guanines in a particular 
sequenee show identieal affinity towards a speeifie type of metal ion ? 

Another aspeet of metals in biological systems is the inereased flux of metals in the 
environment through the last deeades. An assessment of the toxie effeet of an unnatural 
metal ion eoneentration must inc1ude information on the proeesses in which the metal ean 
partieipate. The metal ions Cd2+, Ni2+, Zn2+ and C0 2+ are known to be eareinogenie l6, 

however, the meehanisms involved are not understood. 
In this seeond leeture NMR studies of the interaetion between metal ions and short 

oligodeoxyribonuc1eotides are presented. We will foeus our attention on certain transition 
metal ions whieh are expeeted to interaet with DNA in a site-specifie manner and 
eoneentrate on the following problems: 
1. Determination of the preferred binding sites of single metal ions on DNA 
2. How metal binding may affeet the strueture of duplex DNA, possible local 

variation as well as overall ehanges in seeondary strueture. 
3. How the base eomposition ofDNA may affeet the interaetion between a eertain 

metal ion and DNA. 
4. Elucidate differenees in binding mode between various metal ions. 

4.1. MET AL ION TITRATIONS 

The effeet of adding paramagnetie metal ions to an aqueous solution of DNA fragments 
are monitored by observing the differential line-broadening of specifie resonanees in the 
IH NMR speetrum. Often, in ID speetra of oligonueleotide moleeules eontaining 10 base 
pairs or more key IH resonanees may be severely overlapped, preventing an aeeurate 
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assessment of the influence of the added metal ions. In these cases 2D NOESY 
experiments may provide improved resolution and valuable information. 

Table 1. Paramagnetically broadened and/or diamagnetically shifted guanine H8 
resonances (marked in bold) in aseries of duplex deoxyoligonuc1eotide sequencesa . 

1. 5'-CGCGAATTCGCG * 
2. 5' -GCCGAT ATCGGC * 
3. 5'-GCCGTATACGGC * 
4. 5'-GCCAGATCTGGC * 
5.5'-GAATTTAAATTC 

DNA oligomer sequences 
7.5'-GCCGTGCACGGC 
8.5'-GCCGTTAACGGC 
9.5'-GCCTGATCAGGC 

10. 5' -CCAAGCTTGG 
11. 5' -GCCGAA TTCGGC 

6. 5'-CGCGTATACGCG * 12.5' -ATGGGTACCCAT *b 

aThe line broadening is induced by paramagnetic impurities. Sequences marked with an 
asterisk(*) have also been subjected to EDT A treatment , purified and subsequently 
titrated with MnC12 and lor ZnCl2 and lor Hg(CI04h- b Ref. 19. 
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Figure 3. (a). The line widths of the four guanosine H8 resonances vs manganese(II) 
concentration. (b) The chemical shifts of the H8 resonances of the four 
guanosine and the two adenosine residues. vs zinc(II) concentration. 

The sequences studied (Table 1) are divided into two groups according to the type of 
experiments carried out; duplex es subjected to controlled titration by metal salts, and 
duplex es where selective line-broadening was observed both in ID IH NMR spectra 
and/or 2D NOESY spectra, owing to the presence of small amounts of non-specific 
paramagnetic impurities. To confirm that the line-broadening was caused by traces of 
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paramagnetic metal ions EDT A was added to these sampIes in order to chelate the metal 
ions and eliminate the line-broadening of the affected resonances. 
4.1.1. Mn(IIJ-Titration. The first metal ion titration experiment ofthis type was carried out 
on the oligonuc1eotide duplex d[CGCGAATTCGCGh which contains the EcoRl 
recognition sequence -GAATTC- 17. In this sequence, most base proton signals are well 
resolved in the ID spectrum enabling us to observe the effect of added metal salts . 

Substantialline-broadening was observed for the G4-H8 proton when aliquots of MnCI2 

solution were added while much sm aller effects were observed for the other proton 
resonances in the duplex. The observed preference for guanine residues by 3d transition 
metals is not surprising, considering the differences in thermodynamic stability of the 
corresponding nuc1eoside and nuc1eotide monomer complexes l4. However, the sequence
dependent metal binding pattern manifested through the apparent preference for G4-N7 
rather than N7 ofresidues G2, G 10, or G 12, was unexpected (Fig. 3,a) 

GI 

I 
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GII 
GID 

G4 

~J 

7.8 

A5/H2 

7.6 
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C3 

CI2 
C9 (0) 

TB 

OuV T6 

(b) 

7.4 7.2 7.0 

Figure 4. 500 MHz IH NMR spectra, the aromatic region, of the dodecamer duplex 
d[GCCAGATCTGGCb (a) Mn(II) - free solution and (b) with 81 mM MnCI2. 

The H6/H8 proton resonances are labelled according to assignment from ref. 
18. 

In order to elucidate the rules for this apparent sequence-selectivity several different 
oligonuc1eotides were studied (Table 1)18. The duplex helix d[GCCGTATACGGCh 
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contains the recognition site, -GTATAC- for the restriction enzyme Acc!. Titration with 
Mn2+ salt causes G 1O-H8 broadening, leaving H8 of GI, G4, and G 11 unperturbed. A 
common bonding pattern emerges from a comparison of the oligonueleotides 1-3; 
Guanines in the context 5' -py-G-pu- seem to be the preferred binding sites. 

To test this hypothesis the duplex d[GCCAGATCTGGCh, containing BglII restriction 
fragment ,-AGATCT-, was titrated. In this sequence we can compare the affinity of Gin 
the context 5' -pu-G-pu- and 5' -py-G-pu, respectively. We find that both G5-H8 and GI 0-
H8 are selectively broadened by Mn2+, whereas H8 of GI and G 11 are relatively 
unaffected (FigA, a, b). 

Significant line-broadening, although far less severe than that found for G5/G 10, is 
observed for the base protons of the 5'- preceding residues A4-H8 and T9-H6, while 
broadening effects were not detected for the neighbouring residues on the 3' side. The 
5'lead-in residue ( pyrimidine or purine) does not seem to influence the metal ion affinity 
of the subsequent guanine residue. Evidently, the sufficient requirement for G-binding is 
the presence of a purine residue ( G or A) on the 3' side. 

A support for this hypothesis is the observed drastic paramagnetic broadening of the 
GI-H8 signal for the duplex d[GAATTTAAATTCb For the other oligomers with a 
terminal 5' -G-py- step, there is no apparent G I-H8 line-broadening, neither in controlled 
titration experiments nor as a result of paramagnetic impurities in the sampies. This leads 
to the conelusion that 5' -Gs are susceptible to manganese binding whenever the sequence 
contains 5' -GG or 5' -GA steps. 

In Table 1 where all the duplexes studied so far, are listed, one may notice one exception 
to the proposed rule, sequence nr 6, where G4-H8 in a 5' -GT step is broadened by Mn2+ 
ions. However, the discrepancy may be explained by the fact that in this particular duplex 
there is no 5' -G-pu- step present to compete with 5' -GT step for metal ions. 
4.1.2. Zn(II) Titration. The use of diamagnetic metal ions requires the addition of 
equimolecular amounts of salt. The first of these diamagnetic selectivity experiments was 
the titration of the duplex d[CGCGAATTCGCGh by ZnCl2 up to a 4:1 metal ion -
dodecamer ratio l7. The most pronounced changes in the aromatic/anomeric region of the 
IH spectrum induced by Zn(II) are the down-field shift of G4-H8 (0.10 ppm) and the up
field shift ofG4-Hl'(-0.19 ppm) (Fig. 3, a, b). These diamagnetic shift effects are most 
likely due to a combination of the slight Zn(II) induced alterations of the local geometry 
of the DNA helix and intrinsic electroninc perturbation brought about by direct metal 
binding at or elose to G4. Another interesting effect ofthe titration is observed in the base
pairing imino region where the G4 imino signal has disappeared. Thus the Zn(II) binding 
seems to cause an opening ofthe Watson-Crick base-pair G4····C9. 

In one other binding study, involving Zn(II)-ions and the duplex oligonucJeotide 
d[ATGGGTACCCATh, H8 ofG3 and G4 are reported to show the largest chemical shift 
effects while G5 is left almost unaffectedl9. Thus the results of this study and the one 
above corroborate the hypothesis that guanine in the context 5' -G-pu- is the preferred 3d 
metal ion binding site in duplex DNA oligonueleotides. 

4.2. THEORETICAL BASES FOR THE POSTULATED SELECTIVITY RULE 

It has been suggested that the magnitude of the partial negative charge on the potential 
binding sites of the nucleobases themselves is a major factor which determines the 
preferred metal ion binding site l9. Theoretical ca1culations of the molecular electrostatic 
potentials (MEPs) along the double helix show marked sequence-dependent variations20. 

Ca1culations carried out for several combinations of base triplet have shown that the 
magnitude of D(MEP) on N7 of 5' -G residues in 5' -GG and 5' -GA steps are larger than 
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for N7 in 5' -GC and 5' -GT steps indicating that the former is more susceptible to metal 
binding. 

The flanking residues, as expected, modify the MEP to a certain degree. More realistic 
theoretical MEP values may be obtained by using experimentally determined coordinates 
for the oligonucleotides based on X-ray or NMR data rather than regular B-DNA 
geometry. Fluctuation in nucleophilicity of G-N7 sites as a consequence of subtle 
sequence-dependent conformational changes that alter base stacking could account for the 
3d metal ion binding pattern. 

Selective methylation reactions on DNA oligomers have been reported21 , where 
positively charged groups attack specific G-residues at N7 in a manner analogous to the 
sequence-selectivity observed for metal ion interaction. The methylation intensities 
between different guanines in DNA fragments show six-to eight-fold variation suggesting 
the possibility of sequence-dependent G-N7 nucleophilicity. Indeed, for small alkylating 
groups there seem to be a positive correlation between reactivity at certain sites and 
MEp22. 

4.3. Hg(I1) - TITRATIONS 

Hg2+ ions have been found by UV and potentiometric methods to interact most strongly 
with AT-rich DNA23. The exposure ofnative calfthymus DNA to increasing amounts of 
Hg(CI04h pro duces profound changes in its CD spectrum as weIl as decrease in 
endonucleolytic DNA cleavage rate24. The changes (inversions) in the CD spectrum are 
explained by a transition of the secondary structure of DNA from B-form (r<O.Ol) to Z
form (O.l2<r<1.0). These observations are explained by inter-strand cross-linking of DNA 
bases by Hg(I1)-ions, thus assisting the complete renaturation of DNA when Hg is 
removed by N aCN. 

We have carried out Hg(I1)-ion titration oftwo different duplex deoxyoligonucleotides, 
5' -CGCGAA TTCGCG (l) 25 and 5' -GCCGAT ATCGGC (2), monitoring the 
complexation process by IH and 15N NMR. The expected binding sites, the AT-regions, 
appear in distinctly different environment in the two sequences, and the question is: will 
the mercury ion bind in a sequence-selective manner? Also, it is of interest to check if tlJe 
Hg(I1) induced B -> Z transition, proposed based on CD spectra24, takes place in the 
titration of the duplex helix. 

The titrations of (1) were carried out by successive addition of aliquots of Hg(CI04h to 
the oligomer dissolved in phosphate buffer25. The thymine imino hydrogens as weIl as the 
guanine imino protons G4-NHI and GlO-NHI disappear while, simultaneously, new 
strong signals emerge at l3.07 ppm and 12.93 ppm.(Fig. 5,A) In the intermediate titration 
range an equilibrium exists between the native and the mercurated oligomer. 

The conformational transition is most clearly illustrated for the thymine methyl 
resonances which are gradually reduced at the native positions (1.26 ppm and 1.52 ppm) 
and a concomitant build-up at 1.05 ppm and 1.80 ppm (Fig. 5, B). The complete transition 
requires ab out one Hg(II)- ion per thymine in the duplex. The results indicate that the 
normal B-form of the duplex (I) has adopted a new well-defined form interacting 
specifically with mercury at the thymines. The NOESY maps ofthe new form show that 
the molecule has retained its duplex structure (Fig. 6). A complete "walk" of sequential 
NOE connectivities can be completed indicating tlJat the dodecamer remains in a right
handed double-helical conformation after the addition of Hg(II) salt. All characteristic 
inter-strand cross-peaks involving A5/A6 H2 of one strand and the HI' proton on the 
opposite strand are observed as weIl. 
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Figure 5. The effect upon the IH imino resonances (A) and methyl resonances (B) of 
adding successive amounts of Hg(Cl04h to a 4.8 mM solution of the duplex 
form of the dodecamer d[CGCGAATTCGCGh- The Hg(II)- concentrations 
were as follows: (a) 0, (b) 6, (c) 13, (d) 19, (e) 25, and (f) 28 mM. 

The 15N chemical shift data (not shown) suggest that no chemical bond is established 
between Hg(II) and A5/A6 NI in the duplex. We propose the formation of a complex 
where each of four Hg(II) ions are forming a bond to (i) a NH6 (A NH2) through arelease 

of a proton and (ii) to an enolic T 04 on the opposite strand, thus cross-linking all A·T 
base pairs. The way Hg(II) ions are inserted into the AT base pairs mayaIso explain 
why the chemical shifts of, e.g. T7 CH3 and T8 CH3 changes differently upon 
incorporation of Hg(II). During the opening and slight stretching of all A·T base pairs the 
reorientation of the nuc1eobases may cause changes in the ring-current induced chemical 
shifts, and therefore their chemical shifts move differently. 
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The titration of sequence (2), 5'-GCCGATATCGGC, where the two thymines, T6 and 
T8, have different environments, indicate differential binding. In this sequence all the 
imino protons involved in Watson-Crick base pairs remain intact. 
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Figure 6. Contour plots ofthe aromatic/anomeric region from NOESY ofthe dodecamer 
duplex d[CGCGAATTCGCGh The sequential connectivities are indicated 
with continuous lines. (a) without Hg(II) added, (b) with Hg(CI04h I duplex 
ratio of 5.8: 1. 

However, large shifts are observed for the T8 and G4 imino signals, but not for the TI 
imino.signal. Furthermore, the methyl signal of T8 shift to a new position while no effect i 
observed for T6 CH3. Clearly, in this sequence T8 is the preferred binding site rather than TE 
At present, the data is not sufficient to present a consistent model for the binding of Hg(II 
ions to the two sequences studied. A complete 2D NOESY data set will be collected for th 
mercurated species in order to carry out a complete structure determination 

5. Concluding Remarks 

The sequence-selective metal ion binding described above may be rationalised in terms of 
nuc1eophilicity and steric factors. The selectivity for Mn(II)/Zn(II) ions seems to be 
primarily determined by variation in the molecular electrostatic potential along the 
oligonuc1eotide sequence. For Hg(II) ions the preference for linear co ordination geometry 
is obviously an important factor in addition to variation in nuc1eophilicity. 

Several reports on the interaction between different platinum species and 
oligonuc1eotides using NMR spectroscopy have appeared in the literature26-28. The 
platinum studies, so far, have not dealt with the question of sequence-selectivity, but 
mainly trying to elucidate structural alteration as a function of metal binding. We are 
presently carrying out aseries of sequence-selectivity experiments involving different 
Pd(II)- species analogous to the well known anti cancer compounds of platinum29 
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METAL ION-COORDINATING PROPERTIES IN SOLUTION OF 
PURINE-NUCLEOSIDE 5'-MONOPHOSPHATES AND SOME ANALOGUES 

HELMUT SIGEL 
U niversity 0/ Basel 
Institute o/Inorganic Chemistry 
Spitalstrasse 51 
CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland 

ABSTRACT. The stability constants of the 1:1 complexes formed between Mg2+, ci+, Sr2+, Bi+, 
Mn2+, C02+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, or Cd2+ and adenosine 5'-monophosphate (AMp2), inosine 5'-mono

phosphate (IMp2), or guanosine 5'- monophosphate (GMP2) as weil as the AMP analogue 9-[2-(Phos
phonomethoxy)ethyl)]adenine (pMEA 2), which owns anti viral properties, are analyzed with regard to the 
structures of the complexes formed in solution. Based on log K~(R-P03) versus pKN(R-PÜJ) straight-line 
plots, where R-Po;- represents simple phosphate monoester or phosphonate ligands that can only undergo 
a -PO}--M2+ coordination, the stabilities of the M(AMP), M(IMP), M(GMP), and M(PMEA) complexes 
are evaluated. By including tubercidin 5'-monophosphate (= 7-deaza-AMp2-; i.e., N-7 is replaced by a CH 
unit) into the study it is proven that an increased stability of the M(AMP) complexes is due to macroche
late formation of a phosphate-coordinated metal ion with N-7 of the adenine residue. This macrochelate 
formation is quantified for the M(AMP), M(IMP), and M(GMP) complexes. Plots of the log stability in
creases versus the negative log of the micro acidity constants of the H\N-7) site of the monoprotonated 
nucleosides reveal that the extent of macrochelate formation is mainly determined by the basicity of N-7. In 
the case of the M(PMEA) complexes the also observed stability increase has to be attributed to the forma
tion of five-membered chelates involvin§ the ether oxygen present in the -CHrO-CH2-PO~- residue of 
PMEA for the complexes with Mg2+, Ca +, Sr2+, Bi+, Mn2+, C02+, Zn2+, and Cd2+; only in the case of 
Cu2+, and possibly also Ni2+, an interaction with the adenine residue (probably with N-3) occurs in addi
tion. The equilibrium scheme for the three isomers of Cu(PMEA) is elaborated and the formation degree of 
the various isomers is quantified. Finally, the properties of the M(PMEA) and M(AMP) complexes are 
compared and it is emphasized that the ether oxygen, which influences so much the stability and structure 
of the M(PMEA) complexes in solution, is also crucial for the anti viral properties of PMEA. 

1. Introduction 

The biological activity of nucleotides depends in general on the presence of metal ions; 1 this and 
the fact that nucleotides are among the most widely used substrates in cell metabolism2-4 explain 
and also justify why nucleotide metal binding is receiving considerable attention.5-8 Indeed, the 
ambivalent properties ofnucleotides and their derivatives present a true challenge to coordination 
chemists9 and much effort has been devoted to describe the structure of nucleotide-metal ion 
complexes in solution,lO-13 since Szent-Györgyi 14 proposed a structure for the Mg2+ complex of 
adenosine S'-triphosphate (A TP4-) (see also ref 13a). 
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In Section 2 of this presentation the focus is on metal ion complexes of some purine-nuc
leoside S'-monophosphates (NMp2-) occurring in nature, Le., adenosine S'-monophosphate 
(AMp2.), inosine S'-monophosphate PMp2), and guanosine S'-monophosphate (GMp2). 
The structures of these nucleotides lla• 5 are shown in Figure 1 together with that of tuberci
din S'-monophosphate (TuW'). Tubercidin is synthesizcd by molds and fungi;16 this nuc
leoside and its derivatives are antibacterial and antiviral agents, which are also active against 
some forms of cancer.17 TuMP differs from AMP in the replacement of N-7 by a CH unit 
(sec Figure 1) and is thercfore also known as 7-deaza-AMP. A comparison of the coordina
ting propcrties of AMp2. and TuMp2. should thus allow an evaluation of the influence of 
N-7 on the metal ion-binding propcrties of AMp2 .. 

In Seetion 3 the complex-forming properties of an AMP analogue, i.e., 9-[2-(phosphono
methoxy)ethyl]adenine (PMEA), will be considered together with those of some related 
phosphonate derivatives (Figure 6, vide infra). PMEA shows antiviral properties18 against 
DNA viruses, like herpes viruscs, and also against retroviruses inc1uding human immuno de
ficicncyviruses (HIV). The advantage of such phosphonate derivatives is that they are con
verted by cellular nuc1cotide kinases into their di~hosphates, and as such they inhibit viral 
and, to a lesscr extcnt, ccllular DNA synthcsis,18,l whereas base- or sugar-modified nuc1eo
tide analogues with monophosphate-ester residues undergo enzyme-catalyzed dephosphory
lation,20 rcndering therapeutic application of such antimetabolites inefficient. One may add 
that the metal ion-binding properties of PMEA 2· are complicated by the presence of the 
ether oxygen in the -CH2-O-CHrPOS' residue;21 participation of this oxygen in metal ion 

H~~--fN' 
-0 ~)lN~H 

I 5~ 3 -O-P-O-CH 0 
11 4' I' o H H 

H 3' t H AMp2-
o 0 
H H 

J!'igure 1. Chcmical slruclures oe thc nuclcosidc monophosphalCs (NMPl) adenosine S'-monophosphate 
(AMp2), lubcrcidin 5'-monophosphale (TuMpZ' = 7-deaza-AMPl), inosine S'-monophosphate (IMPZ), 
und guanosinc 5'-monophosphate (GMp2") in Iheir dominating anti confonnation. I I.,IS 
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binding gives rise to various isomerie equilibria (sec Section 3). 
It may be emphasized that all the equilibrium constants discussed below were obtained 

under experimental conditions (usually [NMP] ~ 3 x 10-4 M) where self-association is 
negligible.21-23 Indeed, purine derivatives are weil known to und ergo self-association via 
stackinf of their nucleic-base-ring systems;24 a property promoted by metal ion coordin
ation? All the rcsults presented below apply to monomeric species. 

2. Extent of Macrochelate Formation in Complexes of AMpl-, IMpl-, and GMpl-

2.1. ESTABLISHMENT OF RELATIONS BETWEEN COMPLEX STABILITY AND PHOSPHATE 
GROUP BASICITY 

On the one hand it is long known that the number of phostPhate groups determines 10 a lar~e 
part the stability of metal ion com~lexes of nucleotides;2 ,27 this is also true for the NMP"
complcxes formcd with Mg2+, Ca +, S?+, Ba2+, Mn2+, C02+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, or Cd2+ (= 
M2+).28 On the other hand there arc indications, for a similarll< lon~ time, that purine-NMPs 
may undergo macrochelate formation with certain metal ions, 0-12, 8-31 and indeed, recently 
this has been proven by various methods.22,32,33 

Considerations on cquilibria and the way they are connectcd with each other show that any 
stability increase of a complex that goes beyond the stability expected on the basis of the 
basicity of a certain ligating site in a family of structurally related ligands proves that a fur
thcr metal ion interaction must occur.34 Of course, this general conclusion must also apply to 
the stabilities of M(NMP) complexes and their dependency on the basicities of the corres
ponding phosphate groups. With these reasonings in mind the properties of several simple 
phosphate monoesters, like phenyl phosphate or n-butyl phosphate (= R-P05-), were 
studied.35 R-PO~- specics are dibasic and may accept two protons; therefore, the following 
deprotonation cquilibria nccd to be considcred: 

H2(R-P03) ~ H(R-P03f + H+ (1 a) 

KU2CR,P03) = [H(R-P03)"HH+]/[H2(R-P03)] (1 b) 

H(R-P03)" ~ R-P05- + H+ (2a) 

KUCR-P03) = [R-PO~-HH+]/[H(R-P03n (2b) 

The release of the first proton from monoesterified derivatives of phosphoric acid, Le., 
from H2(R-P03) specics, occurs at a very low pH: usually pKa $ 1 (eq 1),35 This means, the 
first proton from the phosphoric acid residue in H2(R-P03) species is completcly released at 
pH ~ 3 and does therefore not affect the equilibrium H(R-P03f/R-P05- (eq 2), the pK a 

values of which are usually35 betwecn 5 and 7, and the complex formation between M2+ and 
R-P~-; the last two rcactions occur only at pH > 3. 

Indeed, under experimental conditions with a large excess of M2+ regarding the concen
tration of R-P05', the experimental data of potentiometrie pH titrations may bc completely 
described35 by considering equilibria 2 and 3: 

M2+ + R-P~- ~ M(R-P03) 

K~CR-P03) = [M(R-P03)]!([M2+HR-PO~-]) 
(3a) 

(3b) 
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As expccted, therc is a correlation bctween comJlex stability and phosphate group basicity, 
Le., there is a linear relationship bctween log K M(~-P03) and PKU(~P03) as is evident from 
Figure 2, wherc the corrcsponding data for the Mg +, Zn2+, and Cu + complexes are plotted 
as an example.35 

It is clear from Figure 2 that for a giv~n metal ion the complexes with 4-nitrophenyl phos
phate (NPhP2-) , phenyl phosphate (phP -), and n-butyl phosphate (B~") fit within experi
mental error on a straight line; furthermore, the value for D-ribose 5-monophosphate also 
fits on this line, indicating that RibMP2- bchaves like a simple phosphate monoester with a 
non-coordinating organic residue?5 Morcover, the equilibrium data available from the 
literature for hydrogen phosphate (HPO~-)28 and methyl phosphate (CH30PO~-),36 the 
simplest phosphate ligands to bc thought of, also fit excellenUy on the base lines. 

Today we know that uridine 5'-monoyhosphate (UMP2-) and thymidine (= 2'-deoxyribo
syl thymine) 5'-monophos~hate (TMP -)35 as weIl as methanephosphonate (MeP2-) and 
ethanephosphonate (EtP2-) 1 also excellently fit on these correlation lines. The correspon
ding straight line equations, each based on eight simple R-po1- ligands, for the above men
tioned ten metal ions are listed in ref 21. 
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Figure 2. Relationship betwccn log K~(R-J.>03) and pK:(R-P03) for the Ml+, Zn2+, and Cu2+ 1: 1 
complcxcs of 4-nitrophenyl phosphate (NPhP"), phenyl phosphate (P~), D-ribosc 5-monophosphate 
(RibMr), and n-butyl phosphate (Bur) (from left 10 right, 0). The least-squares lines are drawn 
through these data (25°C; I = 0.1 M, NaN03)?5 The points due 10 the complexes formcd with methyl 
phosphate (CH30POi")36 and hydrogen phosphate (HPO~-)28 (e) are inscrtcd for comparison. This 
figure is a slightly altcrcd version of Figurc 2 from rcf 35; it is rcdrawn by permission of the American 
Chcmical Society. 
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Reference lines such as those shown in Figure 2 can now bc used to decide whether or not a 
further metal ion interaction occurs in nucleoside monophosphate complexes. It has to be 
emphasized that any stability increase must be duc to a metal ion-nucleic base interaction 
bccause the data for D-ribose 5-monophosphate complexes fit on the reference lines (Scction 
2.1).35 That therc is astability incrcase, at least in some instances, in purine-NW- comple
xes is seen from the three examples for plots of log K~(R-P0:3) versus pKU(R-P03) shown in 
Figure 3.23 The values for Zn(AMP) and eu(AMP) are clearly above the reference lines.22 

This is also true for all the M(IMP) and M(GMP) complexes with M~+, Zn2+, and eu2+, 
nicely proving the enhanced complex stability of these M(NMP) species.23 In each case the 
vertical distance between the point due to a certain M(NMP) complex and the base line is a 
reflection of its increased stability (cf. also eq 4, vide infra). 

Of course, this increased stability can bc clcarly defined by calculating the expected 
stabilit~ of a M(NMP) complex by using the corresponding acidity constant of H(NMPr. 
i.e., pK H(NMP)' and the straight line equations of the various correlations.21 The stability 
increase follows then from the difference between the expcrimentally determined (exper) 
and calculated (calc) stabilities as defined in equation 4. 

log ßM(NMP) = log K~(NMP)exper - log K~(NMp)caIC (4) 

The experimentally determined and calculated stability constants for the M(AMP), M(IMP), 
and M(GMP) complexes with the mentioned melal ions are summarized in Table 1. Compa
rison of these data confirms the observations made in Figure 3 that in many instances the 
stability of the M(NMP) complexes is larger than that expected for a sole M2+-phosphate 
group coordination.23 

That the mentioned stability incrcases must be due to an interaction of the phosphate
coordinated metal ion with N-7 of the purine moiety follows from studies with TuW-. 
TuMp2- differs from AW- only by the absence ofN-7, which is replaced by a CH unit (see 
Figure 1). Indeed, the measured stabilities of all M(TuMP) complexes are identical with the 
calculated values, i.e., they fit on thc referencc lines, proving that TuW- has the coordina
tin~ progerties of a simple phosphate monoester.22 In contrast, the complexes of Mn2+, 
Co +, Ni +, eu2+, Zn2+, and Cd2+ with AW- show increased complex stabilities (see Figurc 
3 and Table 1), which prove that macrochclates involving N-7 are formed;22,23 hence, the 
question about the position of the following intramolecular equilibrium arises: 

phosphate-ribose-base phosphate-r 
~ ~ i 

~2+ ,. ~2+ ~ 
b a=s e - e 

(5) 

As the three purine-NMPs, i.e., AMP2-, IW-, and GW-, are structurally closely related 
(Figure 1), one expects that the increased complex stabilities (Figure 3 and Table 1) and 
consequently also the position of equilibrium 5 depend on the basicity of N-7. In other 
words, one is also expecting a correlatian between log ßM(NMP) (eq 4) and pKa/N_7' 
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Figure 3. Evidence for an enhanccd stability of scveral M(AMP), M(IMP), and M(GMP) eomple~es 
(eJ, bascd on the relationship bctwccn log Kt1{R_PO:!) and pK~(R-P03) for the 1:1 complexes of Ml+, 
Zn +, and ci+ with some simple phosphate monocster or phosphonate ligands (R-PO.h: 4-nitrophenyl 
phosphate (NPhP2), phenyl phosphate (P~), uridine 5'-monophosphate (UW), D-ribose 5-mono
phosphate (RibW), thymidine (= 2'-dcoxyribosylthymine) 5'-monophosphate ~), n-butyl phos
phate (BuP2), methanephosphonate (MeJ>"), and ethanephosphonate (Etr) (from left to right) (0). 
The least-squares lines are drawn through the corresponding eight data sets, whieh are laken for the 
phosphate monocsters from ref 35 and for the phosphonates from ref 21; the equations for these base 
lincs are given in refs 21 and 23. The points duc to the equilibrium constants for the NMP systems (e) 
(AMp2- = A; IMP2- = I; GMP2- = G) are bascd on the data lisled in Table 1. The vertical dotted lines 
emphasize the stability tlifferences to the corresponding reference lines; these tlifferences equallog 
.1.M (NMP) as defincd in Scction 2.2 by eq 4. All points for the eomplexes with TuW- (= T) (®) fall 
within the error limits on the reference lines; the log stability constants of the M(TuMP) complexes are 
ploucd versus thc microconstant pk~~.H = 6.24 and thcsc data are takcn from Table III and Figure 2 of 
ref 22, rcspcctivcly. All the plottcd equilibrium constant values refer 10 aqucous solutions at 25°C and I = 
0.1 M (NaN03). This figure is a slightly altered version of Figure 3 from ref 23; it is rcdrawn by 
pcrmission of the American Chemical Socicty. 

2.3. BASICITY OF THE N-7 SI1E IN THE ADENOSINE, INOSINE, AND GUANOSINE RESIDUES 

Thc difficulty in carrying out thc indicatcd evaluation is that the most basie site of the ade
nine moicty in H(AMPf is N-l and not N-7. This means, thc protonation reaetion of the N-7 
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Table 1. Evidenee for an Increased Stabilw of Various M(NMP) Complexes by Compa
rison of the Measured (exper) Stability, K M(NMP) (Eqs 3,13), with the Calculated (calc) 
Stability for an Isomer with a Sole M2+-Phosphate Group Coordination in Aqueous Solution 
at 25°C and I = 0.1 M (NaNü3)a,b 

M M M 

M2+ 
log KM(AMP) log KM(lMp) log KM(GMP) 

ex~rc calce ex~rd calce eX2erd calce 

Mg2+ 1.60±0.02 1.56±0.03 1.67±0.02 1.57±0.03 1.70±0.02 l.57±0.03 
Ca2+ 1.46±O.01 1.45±O.O5 1.5O±O.OI 1.45±0.O5 1.53±O.OI 1.45±0.O5 
S?+ 1.24±0.OI 1.24±O.O4 1.32±O.O2 1.24±O.O4 1.36±O.O2 1.24±O.O4 
Ba2+ 1.l7±O.O2 1. 16±O.04 1.28±O.O2 1.l6±0.04 1.32±O.O2 1.17±0.04 
Mn2+ 2.23±0.01 2.16±0.05 2.31±0.02 2.16±0.05 2.39±0.02 2.17±0.05 
Co2+ 2.23±0.02 1.94±0.06 2.59±O.OI 1.94±O.O6 2.72±0.O2 1.95±0.O6 
Ni2+ 2.49±0.02 1.94±O.O5 2.91±O.O3 1.95±O.05 3. 13±0.03 1.95±O.O5 
Cu2+ 3.14±0.01 2.87±0.06 3.38±0.02 2.88±0.06 3.61±0.04 2.89±0.06 
Zn2+ 2.38±0.07 2. 13±O.06 2.54±O.02 2.13±0.06 2.69±0.02 2. 14±0.06 
Cd2+ 2.86±O.O2 2.44±O.O5 2.88±O.O2 2.45±O.05 2.98±O.O2 2.46±O.O5 

D Acidity constants of the H2(NMP)± spccies: pK~l2(AMP) = 3.84 ± 0.02, pK~(AMP) = 6.21 ± 0.01,22 
H H 2:fH H 

pKH2(IW.h = l.30 ± 0.10, pKH(lMp) = 6.22 ± 0.01; pKH2(GMP) = 2.48 ± 0.04, pKH(GMP) = 6.25 
± 0.02.' b The range of error given with the constants is three times the standard error of the mean 
value or the sum of the probable systcmatic errors, whichever is larger. C From ref 22. d From ref 
23. Some of these values may actually be slightly larger due to difficulties in the determination of the 
stability of the M(H·IMP) and M(H·GMP) complexes; for details sec Section l.6 (" A Cavcat") in ref 23. 
However, if so, this would only mean that the effccts describcd in Scctions 2.4 and 2.5 are in some 
instances even somewhat more pronounced. e Calculated23 with pKN(NMp) (sceD ) and lhe reference-line 
equations of Table 3 in ref 23 or in Tables 5 and 6 of ref 2l. 

site in the presence of an unprotonated, and hence neutral, N-l site cannot directly be 
measured. However, recently we have succeeded in estimating in an indirect way, via the 
complicatcd procedurc summarizcd bclow, the micro acidity constant for the H+(N-7) site of 
monoprotonated adenosine.3 7 

Tbe overall stability constant measurcd in solution for a complex formed between a metal 
ion and adenosine (Ado) is dcfined by eq 6: 

M2+ + Ado ~ M(Ado)2+ 

Kt:(Ado) = [M(Ado)2+]/([M2+][Ado]) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

Considering that M(Ado)2+ may exist in two isomerie forms,38,39 i.e., one species with N-l 
binding and a second one with N-7 binding, one may rcwritc eq 6b in the form of eq 7: 

M = ([M(N-l/Ado)2+]+[M(N-7/Ado)2~) 
KM(Ado) [M2+][Ado] 

(7a) 
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M 
KM (Ado) (7b) 

• .M M M 
l\.M(Ado) = KM(N-l/Ado) + K M(N-7/Ado) (7c) 

It bccomes thus apparent that the basicity of N-1 and of N-7 governs meta1 ion binding of 
adenosine.37 

From all adenosine-metal ion systems studicd the information regarding Cu2+ is certainly 
most comp1ete.37 For this metal ion the interactions with a purine residue have been detai1ed; 
i.e., the corrc1ation line for an imidazo1e-like or purine N-7 type coordination of Cu2+ has 
bcen given?9 Similarly, a correlation line for a pyridine-like or N-1 type binding has also 
been determined39 and more important, the corrcsponding correlation line for pyridine-like 
or N-1 type ligands with an ortho amino substituent, i.e., for the adenine residue, has also 
been elaborated.40 These results are summarizcd in Figurc 4, where also the steric inhibitory 
effect of the ortho amino group on N-1 binding is nicely seen. Moreover, the stability eon
stant for Cu(Ado)2+ has also bcen independently determined in several laboratories with a 
satisfactory agreement. 26,41 

In using an average value for the stability of Cu(Ado)2+, i.e., log ~~(Ado) = 0.8 (ef.37), the 
overall stability constant of eq 7c is defined. Furthermore, bceause N-1 of adenosine is much 
more basi~ th~n. N-7 ~7 the acidity c?nstantHdetermine~ by potentiometrie pH titratio~15 
equals the mtnnslC pkH(N-l/Ado) value, l.e.,~KH(Ado) = pkH(N-l/Ado) = 3.61 ± 0.03. By usmg 
this acidily constant and the referencc line given in eq 8 

log 4~(N-l/orlho) = (0.456 ± 0.029)·pKa - (1.428 ± 0.175) (8) 

for N-1 coordination in the presence of an ortho amino group, a value for log K~(N-l/Ado) 
may be calculated: log 4~(N-l/Ado) = 0.22 ± 0.07. With this constant, the mentioned overall 
value for log K~~(Ado)' and eq 7e one may ealculate a value for log K~~(N-7/AdO) and one 
obtains: log ~~(N-7/Ado) = 0.67. 

With this log stability constant and the corrclation line for N-7 binding39 given in eq 9, 

log 4~(N-7) = (0.499 ± 0.019)·pKa + (0.766 ± 0.084) (9) 

we have now the possibility to ealculate a value for P~(N-7/AdO) (see also the arrow on the log 
K axis in Figure 4). Application of log 4~(N-7/Ado) = 0.67to eq 9 gives pkU(N-7/Ado) = -0.19. 
The average result given in ref 37, which is based on several experimentally determined 
values for log 4~(Ado)' is 

PkU(N-7/Ado) = -0.2 ± 0.3. 

To obtain the above given miero aeidity constant for the H+(N-7) site of monoprotonated 
adenosine was the difficult part. In inosine and guanosine no competition bctween the proton 
affinity of N-7 and another site exists; Le., the measurcd maeroeonstants23.24c are identieal 
with the eorresponding microconstants: 

PK~(Ino) = P~(N-7/lno) = 1.06 ± 0.06 (ref 24c) 

p~(GUO) = P!M(N-7IGuo) = 2.11 ± 0.04 (ref 23) 
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Figure 4. Rclationship37 belwccn log K~;:"plcx and pK for Lhe 1:1 complexes of Cu2+ wiLh imid
azole-like or purine N·7 lype ligands (0, broken line)?~ pyridine-like or N-I lype ligands (e, full 
line)?9 and pyridine-like or N-Ilype ligands wiLh an ortho amino substitutent «(), dotlCd line).40 The 
least-squares lines are drawn according to Lhe cquations given in refs 39 and 40, respcctively. Tbc inserlCd 
numbers correspond to Lhe following ligands (for details see refs 39 and 40): H(adenosinet (1), I-meLhyl
inosine (2), inosine (3), guanosine (4), imidazole (5), and 1-meLhylimidazole (6); pyridine (7), 4-(2-Lhie
nyl)pyridine (8), 4-meLhylpyridine (9), 7-methylinosine (10), inosine (11; for Cu2+ no vaiue is avail
able), and ammonia (12; sec ref 39 and also Section 2 of ref 37); 2-phenylpyridine (13), tubercidin = 7-
dcaza-adenosine (14; Lhis point is in addition identificd by "Tu"), 2-methylpyridine (15), 2-amino-pyridine 
(16), and 2-amino-3-methylpyridine (17).40 The two arrows placed on the pK. axis correspond to the 
acidity constants of monoprotonatcd adenosine; Le., pkI1(N-7/Ado) = -0.2 ± 0.3 and pk~(N.1/Ado) = 3.61 ± 
0.03 = pK~(Ado) (cf. 15); regarding Lhe arrow on the log K axis sec Icxt in Section 2.3. 

2.4. lNTERRELATION BETWEEN THE OBSERVED STABlLITY INCREASE FOR M(NMP) COM
PLEXES AND THE BASICITY OF N-7 IN THE CORRESPONDING PURINE RESIDUES 

The above given pk~(N-7/Ns) values for the H+(N-7) site in the three nueleosides (Ns), Ado, 
lno, and Guo, reflect in a relative sense also the basicity of the N-7 site in AMP2-, l~
(regarding the rnicroconstants sec Section 2.4 in ref 23), and GMP2- because in all three 
cases the distance between the phosphate group and N-7 is identical (sec Figure 1). As 
pointed out before in Section 2.2, the extent of rnacrochelate formation (eq 5) in the corn
plexcs of the purine-NMPs is expected to depend on thc basicity of N-7 in the correspon
ding purine residues. Therefore, a plot of the stability increase log llM(N~P) (eq 4), which 
reflccts the extenl of rnacrochelation, versus thc pka values of the H (N-7) sitc in the 
nuelcosides should rcsult in a straight line. Frorn the data listed in Table 1 the values for the 
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stability incrcascs log ßM(NMP) can be calculated according to equation 4; these rcsults are 
listed in thc second column of Table 2 (vide infra). For six representative meta! ion systems 
the valucs oflog ßM(NMP) versus the three PtU(N-7/Ns) values are plotted in Figure 5. 

Indeed, for all ten metal ion systems studied in a first approximation within the error limits 
of the data straight lines are observed, unequivocally proving that the formation degrce of 
thc macrochelates (equilibrium 5) as summarized in Table 2 (vide infra) d~ends on thc 
basicity of the N-7 site. This indicatcs furthcr that the (C-6)=0 group of IMP - and GMP2-

(sec Figure 1), if at all, only pla~s a marginal role. 
For some meta! ions, like Co + and Ni2+, the log ßM(NMP)versus pkU(N-7/Ns) plots might 

also bc drawn as indicatcd by the broken lines in Figurc 5 and this could then bc taken as an 
indication23 for an additional (outer-sphere) coordination to 0-6. These fincr details, in 
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Figure S. Relationship bctween log 6M<NMP) for the Ni2\0), C02+ (.), ci+ (0), Zn2+ (.), 

Mn2+ (0), or Ml+ (.) [from top to bottom] 1:1 complexes of AW-, IW", or GW" and 
pk~~(N"7/Ns) of thc corrcsponding nuclcosides (Ns), adenosine (Ado), inosine (Ino), and guanosine (Guo). 
Tbe values for log 6M<NMP) are from Table 2 and those for Pk~(Nq.tN.) are given in the text of Section 
2.3 (25°C; 1= 0.1 M, NaN03). With the data points for the Ni and C02+ systems also error bars 
(dotted lincs) corresponding to the error limits (3cr; Table 2) are insertcd. Tbe straight broken lines for the 
Ni2+ and C02+ systems are bascd in cach case only on the two data points for Ino and Guo; their 
relevance is shortly indicated in the lext of Scction 2.4 (for furthcr details ref 23 should bc consulted). 
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connection with X-ray crystal structure data, have been comprchensively discussed in ref 23, 
which should be consulted regarding these aspects. 

2.5. EXTENT OF MACROCHELATE FORMATION IN THE M(NMP) COMPLEXES 

The important point in the prcsent context is that the increased complcx stabilities prove that 
macrochclates are formed and, as Figure 5 demonstrates, that the extent of their formation 
depends on the basicity ofN-7 in AMp2-, IMP2-, and GMP2-. However, the actual formation 
degree of these macrochclates rcmains to bc dctermincd, in othcr words, thc position of thc 
intramolccular equilibrium 5. If wc designate the macrochelatcd or 'closcd' spccies as 
M(NMP)cl and the 'open' isomer as M(NMP)op the dimension-lcss cquilibrium constant Kr of 
equilibrium 5 can be defined (eq 10): 

(10) 

The rcaction bctween a metal ion and one of the mentioned nucleoside 5' -mono phosphates 
(NMp2") thus produces cquilibrium 11 (which can also be considered as a rewriting of eq 
3):22,34 

(11) 

The equilibrium constant, K~(NMP)o ' for the formation of the open complex is given by eq 
12, p 

K~(NMP)op = [M(NMP)op]/[M2+][NMP2-D (12) 

and the overall cquilibrium constant, K~(NMP)' which is direcUy accessible by experiments 
(see Table 1), covering both, open and closed, species, is defined by eq 13: 

(13) 

The intramolecular and dimension-Iess equilibrium constant KI may now be calculated 
according to eq 14, 

K = KtlCNMP) _ 1 = 1010gß - 1 
r KM 

M(NMP)op 
(14) 

providcd that valucs for K~(NMP) are obtainable. 
From the discussion in Section !.2 it follows that K~(NMP)o is identical with K~(NMp) c; 

Le., these values rellecting solely a phosphate-metal ion bin8ing can be calculated via cme 
straight-line equations21 and the pKU(NMP) values of the H(NMPf species (Table 1). In fact, 
the results are listed in columns 3,5, and 7 of Table 1. Hence, the crucial difference log Il, 
which appears in the second term of eq 14, is identical with the stability enhancement, log 
IlM(NMP)' as defined in equation 4 (Section 2.2). Consequently, this equation 4 can now be 
rewritten as given in eq 15: 

M M log Il = log IlM(NMP) = log K M(NMP) -log KM(NMP>op (15) 
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Obviously the reliability of any calculations for K1 (cq 14) depends on the accuracy of the 
difference given in eq 15, i.e., on the error of the constants, which becomes more important 
the more similar the constants are. Therefore, only weIl defined error limits allow a quantita
tive evaluation of the extent of a possibly formed macrochelate (eqs 10,14). Finally, if K1 is 
known, the percentage of the closed or macrochelated species occurring in equilibrium 5 
follows from eq 16: 

% M(NMP)cl = 100 ·K1 /(l+K1) (16) 

Application of this procedure22,34 yields the results of Table 2. The values in column 2 for 
log AM(NMP) confirm that the stability increase follows the series M(AMP) < M(IMP) < 
M(GMP) for the ten metal ions studied (see also Figure 3) and this is again reflected from 
the formation degrees for M(NMP)cl listed in column 4. Substantial percentages of macro
chelates are formed for all the M(IMP) and M(GMP) species, including the complexes of the 
alkaline earth ions.23 This laUer point is remarkable and the most apparent difference to the 
M(AMP) complexes where if at a11, only traces of macrochelates are formed. It has been 
concluded23 that for the Cu2+, C02+, Ni2+, Zn2+, and Cd2+ systems inner-sphere interactions 
with N-7 are dominating, while for the M(NMP) macrochelates of the alkaline earth ions 
outer-sphere interactions are suggested (for details ref 23 should bc consulted). 

2.6. SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The presented evaluations clearly demonstratc the ambivalent properties of AMP2., lW', 
and GMP2• in interactions with metal ions. It is evident that intramolecular equilibria between 
isomers (cf. also ref 23) are an inherent property of their complexes in solution. These com
plexes should never be viewed as being of a static, rigid sfructure! In many instances the 
energy differences, A GO, between isomers are in the order of about 1 kl/mol or even 
below.7,34 

For AMP, IMP, and GMP the metal ion recognition of the N-7 site depends strongly on its 
basicity (Figure 5). This result is of a general nature and applies also to polynucleotides and 
nucleic acids. The described evaluations suggest further that the wellknown42 preferred 
binding of the Cis-Pt(NH3)~+ drug to the N-7 of guanine over that of adenine in DNA is 
largely a basicity effecL Furthermore, the high affinity of the N-7 of guanine in DNA does 
not only hold for Pt2+, but -- not surprising bccause the basicity is crucial -- is also true for 
other, especially labile metal ions,9 like Mn2+ (ref 43), C02+ (ref 44), Cu2+ (ref 44), or Zn2+ 

(refs 43,45). That Mg2+ interacts with double-stranded poly(dG-dC) electrostatically as a 
mobile outer-sphere cloud whereas Ni2+ coordinates to more than one binding site at the 
polynucleotide, presumably to guanine-(N-7) and a phosphate group,46 is also in line with 
the expcctations based on the presented evaluations. 

3. Isomerie Equilibria of the Metal Ion Complexes of PMEA2-

3.1. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE V ARIOUS POTENTIAL BINDING SITES OF PMEA 2· AND ON 
THE CONNECTED EQUILmRIA 

9-[2-(Phosphonomethoxy)ethyl]adenine (PMEA), an AMP analogue with antiviral properties 
as shortly indicated already in Section'l, is shown in Figure 6 together with related phospho-
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Table 2. Incrcascd Complcx Stability, log ßM(NMP) (Eqs 4,15), and Extcnt of thc Intra-
molccular Macrochclatc Formation (Eq 5) in M(NMP) Complcxcs as Quantified by the 
Dimcnsion-less Equilibrium Constant K1 (Eqs 10,14) and the Perccntage of M(NMP)cl (Eq 
16) in Aqucous Solution at 25°C and 1= 0.1 M (NaN03)a 

M(NMP) log ßM~NMP~ K1 % M(NMP)cl 
Mg(AMP) 0.04 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.09 0(9 ± 8/<19) 
Ca(AMP) 0.01 ± 0.05 0.02 ± 0.12 o (2 ±11/<15) 
Sr(AMP) 0.00 ± 0.04 0.00 ± 0.09 0(0 ± 9/<11) 
Ba(AMP) 0.01 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.11 o (2 ±10/<15) 
Mn(AMP) 0.07 ± 0.05 0.17 ± 0.14 15 ± 10 
Co(AMP) 0.29 ± 0.06 0.95 ± 0.28 49± 7 
Ni(AMP) 0.55 ± 0.05 2.55 ± 0.44 72± 3 
Cu(AMP) 0.27 ± 0.06 0.86 ± 0.26 46± 8 
Zn(AMP) 0.25 ± 0.09 0.78 ± 0.38 44 ± 12 
Cd(AMP) 0.24 ± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.22 42± 7 

Mg(IMP) 0.10 ± 0.04 0.26 ± 0.10 21 ± 7 
Ca(IMP) 0.05 ± 0.05 0.12 ± 0.13 l1±1O 
Sr(IMP) 0.08 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.12 17 ± 9 
Ba(lMP) 0.12 ± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.14 24± 8 
Mn(IMP) 0.15 ± 0.05 0.41 ± 0.18 29± 9 
Co(IMP) 0.65 ± 0.06 3.47 ± 0.63 78 ± 3 
Ni (IMP) 0.96 ± 0.06 8.12 ± 1.22 89± 1 
Cu(IMP) 0.50 ± 0.06 2.16 ± 0.46 68± 5 
Zn(IMP) 0.41 ± 0.06 1.57 ± 0.37 61 ± 6 
Cd(IMP) 0.43 ± 0.05 1.69 ± 0.33 63 ± 5 

Mg(GMP) 0.13 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.11 26± 6 
Ca(GMP) 0.08 ± 0.05 0.20 ± 0.14 17 ± 10 
Sr(GMP) 0.12 ± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.14 24± 8 
Ba(GMP) 0.15 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.15 29± 7 
Mn(GMP) 0.22 ± 0.05 0.66 ± 0.21 40± 7 
Co(GMP) 0.77 ± 0.06 4.89 ± 0.86 83± 2 
Ni(GMP) 1.18 ± 0.06 14.14 ± 2.03 93 ± 1 
Cu(GMP) 0.72 ± 0.07 4.25 ± 0.87 81 ± 3 
Zn(GMP) 0.55 ± 0.06 2.55 ± 0.52 72± 4 
Cd{GMP} 0.52 ± 0.05 2.31 ± 0.41 70± 4 

a The values are from refs 22 and 23. Sec also fooU1Otc b in Table 1. 

natc dcrivatives. Thc dianion of PMEA itself is an interesting ambivalent ligand; its coordina
tion chcmistry was rcvealed to a largc part21 ,47-49 by showing that simple phosphonate li
gands, likc methanephosphonatc or ethanc~hosphonate (Figure 6), form complexes of a sta
bility that is cxactly satisfied by lhc log K M(R-P03) vcrsus PK~(R_PO~) relations already dis
cusscd in Scction 2.1 and by taking also into account thc metal ion-bmding properties of the 
dianion of (phosphonomcthoxy)cthanc (PME2- == ethoxymcthanephosphonate; see Figure 
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6). PME2- is closely rclated to PMEA 2-; it has the same -CHrO-CHrPOj- residue, which 
contains aside from the phosphonate group the ether oxygen as a further potential ligating 
site, but it lacks the adenine moiety. Hence, a comparison of the stabiIities of the M(PME) 
and M(PMEA) complexes should reveal any effect, Le., participation in meta! ion binding, of 
the adenine residue. 

In analogy to nucleotides one' expects that the phosphonate group of PMEA 2- determines 
lo a large part the stability for most metal ion complexes. Should the adenine moiety interact 
wilh a metal ion already coordinaled to lhe phosphonale group this could occur either via 
N-3 or N-7; N-l cannot be reached and can therefore be ignored. However, the following 
two equilibrium schemes have to be considercd; in each case thrce different isomerie species 
occur: 

:;r M(PMEA)cl/O 
KM 

M2+ + PMEA2-
M(PMEA)op (17) 

M(PMEA)op ~ 

~ M(PMEA)cl/N7 

KM KIlO 
M2+ + PMEA2-

M(PMEA)ol' 
M(PMEA)op M(PMEA)cl/O 

KI/O/N3 
(18) 

M(PMEA)cl/O/N3 

Both schemes 17 and 18 have in common the existence of solely phosphonate-eoordinated 
spccies, Le., an 'open' isomer designated as M(pMEA)op which can form a five-membered 
chelate with the ether O-atom of the -CH2-0-CHrPO~- residue. Indecd, the ether O-atom is 

-0 
I 

·O-P-CH -O-CH -CH 
11 2 2 J 

o 

·0 
I 

·O-P-CH -CH 
11 2 J 

o 

-0 
I 

-O-P-CH 
11 3 
o 

Figure 6. Chemical slruclurc of Lhe dianion of 9-[2-(PhosphonomcLhoxy)cthyl]adcninc (pMEA2j in 
comparison wiLh LhC structurcs of Lhe dianion of (PhosphonomcthoxY)cLhane (pME2j, ethancphospho
nate (Etrj, and mcthancphosphonatc (Mcp2j , which arc also cmploycd in Figure 7. 
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known34 to bc able to participate in complex fonnation provided it is located in a suitable 
position within a ligand. This is for PMEA2- clearly the case; the corresponding spccies is 
designated as M(PMEA)cI/O and the connected intramolecular equilibrium with its structural 
details is shown bclow: 

H 0 
R--O--C--PO 

H q,. 
'10,. 

~~ 
M 

.... (19) 

The crucial differenee bctween the two equilibrium sehern es 17 and 18 is that the 
M(PMEA)cI/O isomer mayaiso intcract with N-3 of the adenine residue by fonning a seven
membered chelate without disrupting the ether O_M2+ bond; henee, the fonnation of a 
macroehelate involving only the phosphonate group and N-3 is highly unlikely -- the result 
is thus scheme 18. This contrasts with the fact that N-7 can only be reached from a phos
phonate-eoordinatcd metal ion in a PMEA2- complex if no five-membered ehelate with the 
ether O-atom is fonned. This means, the open isomer, M(PMEA)op. may either transfonn 
into a macrochclate with N-7 or into a five-membered ehelate with the ether O-atom, but 
both interactions can not occur at the same time in the same complex species -- this leads 
then to scheme 17. 

From schemes 17 and 18 the definitions 20 through 23 follow: 

K~PMF.A)op [M(PMEA)op)/([M2+][PMEA 2-D (20) 

K JJO [M(PMEA)cl/o)/[M(PMEA)op) (21) 

K IIN7 

KIJO/N3 

[M(PMEA)cI/N7 )/[M(PMEA)op) 

[M(PMEA)cI/O/N3)/[M(PMEA)cl/o) 

(22) 

(23) 

Based on the cquilibrium scheme 17 and the above definitions equation 24 follows for the 
experimentally accessible stability constant: 

M 
KM(PMF.A) 

[M(PMEA») 
= [M2+)[PMEA 2-) 

= ([M(PMEA)op]+[M(PMEA)cuo]+[M(PMEA)cILN7D 
[M2+) [PMEA 2-] 

M = KM(PMF.A)op (1 + K IJO + K I /N7) 

In analogy to eqs 10 and 14 one arrives easill2•34 at the following eq 25: 

M 
KM(PMF.A) _ 1 = 1010g fl _ 1 

KI = Kl/tot = M 
KM(PMEA>op 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 

(24d) 

(25a) 
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= [M(PMEA)clJtot] _ ([M(PMEA)clJO]+[M(pMEA)clJN7]) 
[M(PMEA)op] - [M(PMEA)op] (25b) 

= KIlO + KI/N7 (25c) 

Based on the equilibrium scheme 18 one may derive the following equations by proceeding 
in the way indicated for scheme 17: 

~(PMFA) [M(PMEA)] 
= [M2+][PMEA 2-] 

= ([M(PMEA)op]+[M(pMEA)clJo]+[M(pMEA)clJO/N3]) 
[M2+][PMEA 2-] 

M M M = KM(PMEA)op + KIlO .KM(PMFA>op + KIlO .KI/O/N3 .KM(PMEA>op 

= ~(PMEA>Op (1 + KIlO + KI/O·KI/O/N3) 

/GM 
MePMEAl _ 1 = 1010g a _ 1 

/GM 
M(PMFA)op 

[M(PMEA)clltot] ([M(PMEA)cllO]+[M(PMEA)clJO/N3]) 
[M(PMEA)op] [M(PMEA)op] 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 

(26d) 

(27a) 

(27b) 

(27c) 

It should bc noted that the differences between equalions 25c and 27c originate in the 
different order of the successive equilibria in schemes 17 and 18. Tbis leads to different 
definitions for some of the intramolecular equilibria (eqs 22 and 23) and hence, to different 
dependencies of KI (= K1/tot; see eqs 2Sc and 27c), which is sometimes also addressed as the 
total stability enhancement E.34 Of course, if the species M(PMEA)cI/N7 and 
M(PMEA)cI/O/N3 of schemes 17 and 18, rcspcctivcly, are not formed, then equations 2Sc and 
27c reduce to KI = KIlO; Le., then only equilibrium 19 is operating. 

3.2. COMP ARISON OF 1HE STABILITIES OF THE M(PME) AND M(PMEA) COMPLEXES 

Based on the expcriencc with the metal ion complexes of AMP2- (Section 2) one may also 
expcct at least for some of the complexes of the AMp2- analogue, PMEA 2-, an increased 
stability. To consider this possibility further, ~lots of log K~(R-PÜJ) versus pKU(R-P03) a~ 
given in Figure 7 for the 1:1 complcxes of Ca + and Cd2+, as examples, with simple R-P03-
ligands (see also Section 2.1), allowing only a -PO~--metal ion binding. Tbe two solid points 
in Figure 7 which refer to Ca(PMEA) and Cd(PMEA) are, especially for the Cd2+ complex, 
considerably above the reference lines, thus proving an increased stability for these com
plexes. 
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Figure 7. Evidence for an enhanccd stability of several M(PME), M(PMEA), and M(AMP) com
plexes (e), bascd on the relationship between log Kk:(R-P03) and pK~(R-P03) for the 1:1 complexes of 
Ca2+ and Cd2+ with some simple phosphate monoester or phosphonate ligands (R-PO~); the abbrevia
tions UScd above for these ligands (0) are defincd in the legend ofFigure 3. The least-squares lines are 
drawn through the data sets of thcsc eighlligands; they are taken for the phosphate monoesters from ref 
35 and for the phosphonates from ref 21; the cquaLions for the base lines are given in ref 21. The data for 
the points duc to the AMP or PMEA and PME systems (e) are laken from refs 22 and 21, respectively 
(see also Tables 1 and 3). The vertical dotted lines emphasize the sLability diffcrcnces to the correspon
ding refcrcncc lines. All the plotted cquilibrium constant values refer to aqueous solutions at 25°C and I = 
0.1 M (NaN03). 

From Figure 7 two conclusions are immediately evident by comparing the data points of 
the corresponding complexes of AMp2-, PMEA2- and PME2-: (i) The M(PME) and 
M(PMEA) complexcs show a very similar stability increase and (ii) such a stability increase is 
sccn only for Cd(AMP), but not for Ca(AMP). These observations are thus a first hint that in 
ccrtain instances PMEA 2- and PME2- behave quite alike in thcir meta! ion-binding proper
ties, while ~- differs. 

A quantitative evaluation of the situation reflected in Figure 7 is possible by calculating 
with the value ofpKU(PMEA) (= 6.90) and the mentioned straight-line equations (Sections 2.1 
and 2.2) the stabilities for M(PMEA) complexcs having solely a phosphonate-metal ion 
coordination (= calc). The corrcsponding rcsults are listcd in column 3 of Tablc 3; thcir 
comparison according to equation 28, 

log ßM(PMEA) = log K~(PMEA)exper -log Ktl(PMEA)calc (28a) 

= log K~(PMEA) -log Ktl(PMEA)op (28b) 
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Table 3. Stability-Constant Comparisons for thc M(PMEA) and M(PME) Complcxes 
bctwcen the Stability Constants (Eqs 3,24,26) Measured (expcr) by Potentiometrie QH 
Titrations and thc Stability Constants Calculated (eale) for a Pure Phosphonate-M2 + 
Coordination (analogous to Eq 12), Togcthcr with the Inercased Stabilities, log L\M(PME%) 
(Eq 28) and log L\M(PME) (Eq 29), for Aqucous Solutions at 2SoC and 1= 0.1 M (NaN03)a. 

M M 
M2+ 

log K M(PMEA) 
10gL\M(PMEA) 

log KM(PME) 
10gL\M(PME) 

cXEc{ ealee cx~~ ealee 

Mg}+ 1. 87±0.04 1.71±0.O3 O.16±O.OS 1.9S±O.01 1.73±0.03 0.22±0.O3 
Ca + 1.6S±O.OS l.S4±0.OS O.I1±0.07 1.70±O.01 l.S6±0.OS 0.14±0.OS 
S?+ 1.37±O.O3 1.30±O.O4 0.07±O.OS 1.38±O.O3 1.31±O.04 O.07±0.OS 
Ba2+ 1.30±O.OS 1.22±O.O4 0.O8±O.O6 1.33±O.O3 1.23±O.04 O.IO±O.OS 
Mn2+ 2.S4±O.06 2.33±O.OS O.21±O.O8 2.62±O.O2 2.3S±O.OS O.27±O.OS 
C02+ 2.37±O.O3 2.09±O.O6 0.28±O.O7 2.41±O.O2 2.12±O.O6 O.29±O.O6 
Ni2+ 2.41±O.OS 2. I1±O.OS O.30±O.O7 2.33±O.O2 2.14±O.OS 0.19±O.OS 
Cu2+ 3.96±O.O4 3. 19±O.06 O.77±O.O7 3.73±O.O3 3.2S±O.06 O.48±O.O7 
Zn2+ f 2.36±O.O6 O.30±O.10g 2.74±O.O2 2.40±0.O6 0.34±O.O6 
Cd2+ 3.00±O.O4 2.67±O.O5 O.33±O.O6 3.01±O.O2 2.71±O.O5 O.30±O.O5 

a Acidity constants21 for H2(PMEA)±, i.c. pKl~2q;MEA) = 4.16 ± 0.02 and pK~(PMEA) = 6.90 ± 0.01, and 
for H(pMEr, i.e. pK}l(PME) = 7.02 ± 0.01. Regarding thc crror limits see footnote b in Table 1. 
C From fcf 21, whcrc also thc stability constants for thc M(H.PMEA)+ complcxes are given. d From rcf 
21. ~ Calculated21 with PK!:(R-P03) (sec a) and the rcfcrcnce-Iine cquations givcn in fcf 21. f Due to 
prccipitation no stability constant could bc dctcrmined?l g Estimatcd value; sec ref 21. 

i.e., analogous to eqs 4 and IS, with the measured (exper) stability constants leads to the 
stability differenccs givcn in the fourth eolumn of Table 3. Evidently all the M(PMEA) 
complcxes are more stable than expected on the basis of the basicity of the PMEA-phos
phonate group, though in some instanees the incrcase is elose to its error limit. 

Witll these results in mind the analogous evaluation, based on cquation 29, 

M M 
log L\M(PME) = log K M(PME)cxper - log K M(PME)caIc (29a) 

M M = log K M(PME) - log KM(PME)op (29b) 

was earried out with the M(PME) eomplexes; the eorresponding data are listed in columns S 
to 7 of Table 3. As PME2- contains, aside from the phosphonate group, only the ether 
O-atom, the observed inereased stabilities must here be due to a metal ion interaetion with 
this site; in other words, equilibrium 19 is dcfinitcly operating in thc ease of the M(PME) 
eomplexes. 

It is evident that the stability difference, log L\M(PMEA), for the M(PMEA) eomplexcs as 
defined in eq 28 eorrcsponds to the definition given in eq 29 for the M(PME) complexes. 
Hcncc, the inereascd stabilities observed for these two kinds of eomplcxes may be eomparcd 
with eaeh other; this is best done by cquation 30: 

L\ log L\M = log L\M(PMEA) - log L\M(PME) (30) 
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Indeed, comparison of the values in columns 4 and 7 of Table 3 shows that the values foe 
tl log tl~ are zero within the error limits for most cases. Tbe only exceptions are the Ni2+ 
and Cu systems for which one calculates the following differences: 

tl log tlNi = 0.11 ± 0.09 

tl log tlcu = 0.29 ± 0.10 

(31) 

(32) 

In other words, for all the other metal ions the stability increases of the M(PME) and 
M(PMEA) complexes are the same and consequently their structures must also be alike. 

3.3. EXTENT OF CHELATE FORMATION IN THE COMPLEXES OF PME2- AND PMEA2-

From the results describcd in the preceding Section 3.2 it follows that for the metal ions 
Mg2+, Ca2+, S?+, Ba2+, Mn2+, C02+, Zn2+, and Cd2+ the measurcd increased stability of their 
M(PMEA) complexes can solely be explained by the formation of the five-membered 
chelate shown in equilibrium 19, there is no remarkable influence of the adenine residue. 
Indeed, the calculations for the corresponding intramolecular equilibrium constants KI and 
for the pcrcentages of M(PME)c1/0 and M(pMEA)cl/o. which are given in Table 4, confirm 
that the formation degrees for M(PMEA)cI/O and M(PME)cI/O are identical within the error 
limits for the menlioned eight metal ion systems and that consequently these chelates own the 
same structure. 

Tbe onlY clear exception (see Section 3.2) with a positive deviation is the Cu(PMEA) 
complex (cq 32). In this case tl log tlcu = 0.29; in other words, the log tlcu(PMEA) value is 
by about 0.3 log unit larger than the corresponding one for the Cu(PME) system. Tbis 
means, the adenine residue in the Cu(PMEA) complex has astability enhancing effect, 
beyond that of the ether group discussed above. In the case of Ni(PMEA) the effect is much 
sm aller, i.e. tl log tlNi = 0.11 ± 0.09 (eq 31), but probably still real. Consequently, for 
Cu(PMEA) and Ni(PMEA) further analysis according to schemes 17 and 18 is necessary by 
considering the additional possible intramolecular equilibria. 

With regard to scheme 18 by taking into account eq 27a it is evident that the values of KI 
(= KI/tot) are already known (Table 4, column 4), and, therefore, also the concentrations of 
the open isomers, M(PMEA)op' With the justified assumption that M(PME)cl/O and 
M(PMEA)cI/O have the same stabilily, and hence identical KilO values (cf. also the otber 
systems in Table 4), one can calculate the foonation degree of the species that forms the five
membered chelate with the ether O-atom, Le., M(PMEA)cI/O (eq 21). With K1 (= KI/mt) and 
KilO one can now calculate KI/O/N3 from equation 27c and thus the formation degree of the 
M(PMEA)cI/O/N3 spccies; of course, the differcnce between 100 and the sum of the percen
tages for M(pMEA)op and M(PMEA)cI/O will also result in % M(PMEA)cI/O/N3 and, hence, 
in KI/O/N3' Tbe results are (for details see ref 21) for 

Cu(PMEA): % CU(PMEA)op = 17± 3 
% Cu(PMEA)cI/O = 34 ± 10; KIlO = 2.02 ± 0.47 (eq 21) 
% Cu(PMEA)cVO/N3 = 49± 10; KI/O/N3 1.42 ± 0.74 (cqs 23,27c) 

Ni(PMEA): % Ni(PMEA)op = 50± 8 
% Ni(pMEA)cVo = 28± 10; KilO = 0.55 ± 0.19 (eq 21) 
% Ni(pMEA)cl/O/N:3 = 22± 13; KI/O/N3 = 0.82 ± 0.86 (eqs 23,27c) 
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Table 4. Extent of Chelate Formation (Eq 19) in M(PME) and M(PMEA) Complexes as 
Quantified by the Dimension-Iess Equilibrium Constant K1 and the Percentage of the 
Chelatcd Specks in Aqueous Solution at 25°C and I = 0.1 M (NaN03)Q 

M(PME) M(PMEA)b 
M2+ K1=KIJO % M(PME)cI/O K1 = KIJtot (= K IJo/ % M(PMEA)cI/O 

M~2+ 
(analo~. egs 10,14) (analo~. eg 16) (egs 25,27) (analo~. eg 16) 

0.66 ± 0.12 40± 4 0.45 ± 0.17 31 ± 8 
Ca + 0.38 ± 0.16 28 ± 9 0.29 ± 0.21 22 ± 13 
S~+ 0.17 ± 0.14 15 ± 10 0.17 ± 0.14 15 ± 10 
Ba2+ 0.26 ± 0.14 21 ± 9 0.20 ± 0.18 17 ± 12 
Mn2+ 0.86 ± 0.23 46± 7 0.62 ± 0.29 38 ± 11 
C02+ 0.95 ± 0.28 49± 7 0.91 ± 0.29 48 ± 8 
Ni2+ 0.55 ± 0.19 35 ± 8 1.00 ± 0.32 50± 8 
Cu2+ 2.02 ± 0.47 67± 5 4.89 ± 0.98 83 ± 3 
Zn2+ 1.19 ± 0.32 54 ± 7 1.00 ± 0.46 50 ± 12 
Cd2+ 1.00 ± 0.25 50± 6 1.14 ± 0.32 53 ± 7 

a Thc valucs arc from rcf 21. Sec also footnote b in Table 1. -- The above results are based on thc values 
givcn for log ßM(PME) and log ßM(PMEA) in Tablc 3. b It should be notcd that the results given for 
Zn(pMEA) arc only cstimates (sec footnotes f and g in Table 3) and those for Ni(PMEA) and Cu(PMEA) 
arc only apparenl rcsults, and these arc, thercCorc, printcd in ilalics as thcy reCcr to variously chcIated 
spccies (sec SccLion 3.3). C K1 = KI/tot = KIlO is valid for all thc systems exccpt those containing Ni2+ 
or Cu2+ (sec text in Scction 3.3). 

Analysis of the equilibrium scheme 17, again under the assumption that the values of KIlO 
for M(PME)cI/O and M(pMEA)cI/O are identical, leads to the same results as above, but 

% Cu(PMEA)cI/N7 = 49 + 10; 
% Ni(PMEA)cI/N7 = 22 ± 13; 

KUN7 = 2.87 ± 1.09 (eqs 22,25c) and 
KIIN7 = 0.45 ± 0.37 (eqs 22,25c). 

The formation degrees of the M(PMEA)cI/OIN3 (eq 18) and M(PMEA)cI/N7 isomers (eq 17) 
are also identical, yet naturally the values of K IJOIN3 and KIIN7 are different, as they refer to 
different intramolccular equilibria. 

At this point the question arises: Which of the adenine-bound isomers, M(pMEA)cI/OIN3 or 
M(PMEA)cI/N7' is actually formed? Or, are even both isomers present at the same time? With 
the information available, these questions cannot unequivocally be answered. However, 
careful considerations, including the use of molecular models, have led to the suggestion that 
the equilibrium scheme 18 is the pertinent one. This suggestion may appear as surprising 
because N-7 is a very well known binding site for metal ions in complexes of purine
nuclcotides (Sections 2.2 and 2.4), in contrast to N-3, yet I feel that for steric reasons N-3 is 
the preferrcd site in the M(PMEA) complexes. Indecd, the interaction of metal ions also with 
N-3 of a purine residue has become apparent in the past few years from various X-ray crystal 
structure studies50 and also from studies in solution.51 Clearly, a final answer is not yet 
possible, but hopcfully studics of thc 3-dcaza and 7-dcaza analogues of PMEA2- will allow to 
rcsolve this ambiguity. However, what is ccrtain in any case, is that at the very least in the case 
of Cu2+ the adenine moiety of PMEA2- is also involvcd in metal ion binding. 
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3.4. CONCLUSION AND OUlLOOK 

The analyses presented in the preeeding sections have shown that the ether linkage has a 
crucial role in the eomplexing properties of PMEA2-. Henee, it is most remarkable that 
exaetly the same ether O-atom is important for the antiviral aetivity of PMEA. Deletion of 
this O-atom or replaeement by other §coups leads to a loss or at least to a eonsiderable 
reduetion of the biological aetivity.18,2 ,52 

Another point that warrants emphasis is the deseribed Cu2+-adenine reeognition; as it turns 
out, this interaction is solvent-dependent:47 It is quite pronouneed in water and in water eon
taining 50% 1,4-dioxane, but not so in water eontaining 30% l,4-dioxane. Furthermore, iso
merie eauilibria, in a way similar to those deseribed herein, also oeeur in mixed ligand com
plexes:4 ,49 e.g., for Cu(I,10-phenanthroline)(pMEA), next to other speeies, also one with an 
intramolceular stack could be quantified.48 Finally, it may be added that (S)-9-p-hydroxy-
2-(phosphonomethoxy)propyl]adenine (HPMPA2-), which differs from PMEA - (Figure 6) 
by the additional presenee of a -CH20H group in its residue, i.e. 
-CH2-CH(CH20H)-O-CH2-P05-, is one of the few eompounds which show comparable 
biological activit/8,53 and indeed, HPMPA2- owns also similar metal ion eoordinating 
properties.54 

4. Some Closing Remarks 

The analysis of the stability data, obtained via potentiometrie pH titrations for the eomplexes 
of purine-nucleoside 5'-monophosphates and of PMEA2- in Seetions 2 and 3, respeetively, 
demonstrates the wealth of information that may in this way be gained about the struetures of 
isomerie eomplexes in solution as well as about their formation degree. Both, AMP and 
PMEA (Figures 1 and 6), are in their own rights fascinating moleeules. In fact, PMEA 2- and 
AMp2- rcsemble eaeh olher in many rcspeets and those propcrties whieh depend only on lhe 
qualities of the adenine moiety. like stacking interaclions, hydrogen bonding, or metal ion 
eoordination are expceted to be very similar or even identical, as long as no sites different 
from those of the adenine residue are involved. 

The lenglh of the D-ribose 5-monophosphate residue and of the (phosphonometh
oxy)ethane residue are also very similar. Thus, a metal ion eoordinated at the phosphate 
group of AMp2- or at the phosphonate group of PMEA 2- is plaeed at about the same 
distance from the adenine moiety, at least as long as no further interaction occurs and the 
complcxes are present in their open form (equilibria 5 and 19). Of course, these equal 
distanees could be of importance in various aspects of the biological action of both 
compounds and not only regarding lhcir metal ion eoordination. 

However, there are crucial diffcrenees between AMP2- and PMEA 2- with rcgard to lhe 
structures of lhe metal ion eomplexes formcd: Wilh AW- alkaline earth ions only bind to 
the phosphate group, while divalcnt 3d ions and Zn2+ or Cd2+ form macroehelates involving 
N-7 of the adenine moiety (Section 2.5). In contrast, with PMEA2- all the metal ions studied 
intcract not only with the phosphonatc group, but to a remarkable extent also with the 
neighboring ether O-atom (Section 3.3.), fonning five-membered chelates (equilibrium 19). 
The adenine residue of PMEA2- is only exeeptionally involved in metal ion binding, as e.g. 
wilh Cu2+, and if so, most probably via N-3 (see Seclion 3.3.). 
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In other words, all enhanced complex stabilities observed so far for M(AMP) complexes could 
always be attributed to an interaction with N-7 (Section 2.2.),22,23 while the enhanced complex 
stability of the M(PMEA) complexes has 10 the largest part to be attributed to the interaction with 
the ether O-atom. This means, the structures of the complexes having only a phosphate or 
phosphonate metal ion interaction are similar, yet those isomers, which contain chelates, are very 
different for ~- and PMEA2-. 

Considering further that the enzymes responsible for DNA synthesis, in fact practically all 
enzymes which involve nucleotides as substrates, are metal ion-dependent, one wonders if the 
biological action of PMEA 2- has its origin in its metal ion-coordinating properties. It seems quite 
possible that the formation of the five-membered chelates involving the ether O-atom is responsible 
for the inhibitory effects of PMEA on the growth of viruses; this chelate formation leads of course 
to a different orientation in space of the adenine residue than would be the case, e.g., with 
Mg(AMP) or Zn(AMP) as substrates. 
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METAL-NUCLEOBASE CHEMISTRY: COORDINATION, REACTIVITY, AND 
BASE P AIRING 
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Germany 

ABSTRACT. The lecture is intended to provide a basis for the understanding of principles of 
metal-nucleic acid interactions. It will focus on topics such as the relevance of metal-nucleic acid 
interactions in biology, molecular biology and medicine, coordination patterns of metal species 
with nucleobases, effects of metal binding on isolated nucleobases as weil as oligonucleotides, 
with particular attention to base pairing. 

1. Significance of Metal-Nucleic Acid Interactions 

Nuc1eic acids are biopolymers built up of a ribose (RNA) or 2'-deoxyribose (DNA) 
phosphate backbone, to which heterocyclic purine or pyrimidine bases are added via the 1'
position of the sugar (Figure 1). The common bases are guanine, adenine, cytosine, and 
thymine (uracil in RNA). In general, DNA is present in a double-helical arrangement with 
more or less strict R bonding between complementary bases guanine,cytosine and 
adenine,thymine whereas RNAs form rather complex structures, with single stranded, 
double stranded and looped segments possible and coexisting l . 

The chemistry of nuc1eic acids- their formation, function and degradation - is interrelated 
with metal ion chemistry at many stages. Examples refer to the biosynthesis of the 
heterocyclic bases (role of Zn-dependent aspartate carbamylase), the formation of activated 
nuc1eoside triphosphates (Mg2+ as catalyst), the reduction of the ribonucleotides to the 
deoxyribonuc1eotides (various ribonucleotide reductases, dependent on either Fe, Mn, or 
Co), the oligomerization to RNA and DNA (Zn containing polymerases), the replication 
and transcription (Mg2+), RNA processing (metal-dependent "ribozymes"), and nuc1eic 
acid degradation via metal assisted hydro lysis. 

Moreover, at various stages of these processes, regulatory metaIloproteins (e.g. 
"zincfinger proteins") come into play to interact with nucleic acids. 

In the foIlowing, some of these as weIl as other aspects will be dealt with in somewhat 
more detail. 

1.1. STRUCTURAL ROLE OF METAL SPECIES 

Nuc1eic acids are polyanions at physiological pR and require for this reason cations for 
charge neutralization. Apart from protonated oligoamines (e.g. spermidine3+, spermine4+) 
and protonated amino acid side chains (lysine, arginine) of histone proteins, metal cations 
playamajor role in this respect. IntraceIlularly, it is in particular K+ and Mg2+ that are 
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associated with nuc1eic acids. These interactions range from mainly electrostatic attraction 
(K+) to marked covalency (Mg2+). 

Figure 1. Section of a single strand ofDNA with the fOUT common nuc1eobases guanine 
(G), adenine (A), cytosine (C), and thymine (T). In RNA, the ribose carries an OH group 
at the 2'-position instead ofH, and the methyl group ofT is replaced by a H to give uracil. 

DNA condensation and aggregation, respectively, as occurring in the chromosomes or in 
virus particles, is likewise associated with charge neutralization, e.g. by Mg2+. Exogenous 
cations, e.g. Cr(II1), also show this effect, a phenomenon possibly related with chromium 
carcinogenicity. 

DNA is polymorphic l with many unusual structures possible. Apart from the "c1assical" 
right-handed A and B double-helical forms, and the left-handed Z-DNA, quite a number of 
structural variations have been recognized in recent years. Examples are triplex and 
quadruplex structures, hairpins, cruciforms, and supercoils. In some of these cases, the 
involvement of metal ions in stabilizing such structures has been c1early established, and it 
is likely that more examples will be discovered in the future. E.g., ~otassium ions are 
integral components of guanine quartets in telomeric DNA2 and Mg2 ions of four-way 
DNA junctions ("Holliday junctions"), which are considered central intermediates of 
genetic recombination3. The B ~ Z transition of duplex DNA is accomplished by a 
variety of cationic metal species; including4 [Co(NH3)6]3+ and various Zn complexes5. 
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Under physiological conditions, it is probably [Mg(H20)6]2+ which contributes to the 
stabilization of the Z fonn6• Recently it has been shown that a number of bivalent cations 
and in particular Zn(II) stabilize pyrimidine,purine,purine tripIes in DNA triplexes7. In 
tRNAs, X-ray crystal structure analysis, in combination with other physico-chemical 
measurements, has established a number ofstrong Mg2+ binding sites (K up to 105 M-I) 
which appear to be essential for the proper and characteristic folding of these nuc1eic acids 
and hence for biological function8. Very little is presently known about the role of metal 
ions with regard to RNA structures. However, considering the heterogeneous folding 
patterns of RNAs, it is to be predicted that metal ion binding is an essential feature for 
these nuc1eic acids as welI. 

The effect of a metal ion on nuc1eic acid structure and/or stability strongly varies with 
the nature of the metal and additionalligands bound to it (see also 2.3.). Thus DNA 
melting depends on whether the metal entity favors phosphate binding (usualIy thennal 
stabilization) or coordination to the heterocyc1e of a nuc1eobase (usualIy thermal 
destabilization). Very often a single metal, e.g. Cu(II) or Cd(II), can achieve both effects, 
depending on concentration9. Although .frobably not relevant to biology, kineticalIy inert 
complex cations such as [Co(NH3)6]3 , [Co(enh]3+ or [Pt(NH3)4]2=t- very effectively 
stabilize RNA and DNA duplexes against thermal denaturation by electrostatic attraction 
and H bonding interactions10• 

1.2. NUCLEIC ACID PROCESSING AND REGULATION 

The fundamental processes involving nuc1eic acids - DNA synthesis during replication, 
DNA transcription to RNA, RNA translation to protein with the help of tRNAs, nuc1eic 
acid degradation - require proteins (polymerases, cofactors, nuc1eases), which in many 
cases contain metal ions 11 . The function of metal ions in these proteins is either a catalytic 
one (e.g. polymerases) or a structural one (e.g. zincfinger proteins) or even both. In 
addition, metal ions have been demonstrated in a number of cases of exercising a 
regulatory function in gene expressionl2. It appears that in alI cases studied thus far, a 
metal-responsive gene activation or inactivation involves a primary interaction between the 
metal ion and a regulatory protein, which in turn interacts with the nuc1eic acid (DNA). An 
alternative way - regulation via a direct metal-DNA contact - seems not to have been 
verified (as yet?). This probably has something to do with the potential threat that a redox 
or hydrolytically active metal species or a metal that fonns kinetically inert adduct with 
DNA, poses. 

With RNA and RNA nuc1eotides, e.g. ATP, metal complexation to either phosphate 
oxygens and/or ring atoms, is more common or even desirable: ATP c1eavage requires 
metal ions (Mg2+)13 and the ribozymes, a recently discovered c1ass of metalIoenzymes on 
RNA basis, also need metal ions for catalytic activity (in addition to metals required for 
structural stabilization) 14. 

1.3. BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS: MUTAGENICITY, CARCINOGENICITY, AND 
ANTITUMOR ACTIVITY 

As known from epidemiological and animal studies, metal species can be mutagenic, 
carcinogenic and cytotoxic. OccasionalIy, cytotoxicity can be exploited for antitumor 
activityl5. It is widely accepted that a direct interaction of a metal with DNA or the 
production of highly reactive oxygen species via metal redox chemistry can lead to DNA 
errors which, if not repaired, may turn out to be mutagenic or eventually even 
carcinogenic. The carcinogenicity of Cr(VI) compounds is an example for the first case 
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and is generally attributed to cross-linking reactions of Cr(III) (formed upon intracellu1ar 
reduction ofCr(VI)) with DNA or between DNA and proteins16. 

Even though metal binding to DNA always takes place with the risk of introducing 
errors into DNA, considerab1e efforts have been put into research aimed at the 
developments of antitumor metal drugs that directly bind to DNA, following the enormous 
success of Cisplatin in cancer chemotherapy17. Much is known now on the effects of Pt 
coordination on DNA structure and function18, even though a comprehensive picture ofthe 
mode of action of this drug has not emerged as yet. 

Of all the metal compounds that have been demonstrated to be active against various 
forms of tumors19, DNA binding as the cause of activity seems to be like1y also for a 
number ofthese, e.g. Ti(IV) or [Rh(II)h. Meta1 binding antibiotics such as the b1eomycins 
represent another c1ass of DNA binders which damage DNA oxidatively via oxygen 
radical formation cata1yzed by redox active meta1 ions bound in the periphery of the drug20 

1.4. APPLICATION IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND RELATED AREAS 

Meta1 co ordination compounds have become major too1s for mo1ecu1ar biologists in recent 
years. Applications refer in particular to the probing of nuc1eic acid structures and to the 
use ofmeta1 compounds as artificia1 chemica1 nuc1eases ll ,21. 

1.4.1. Co valent Attachment. The use of Os04 modification of exposed thymines in DNA 
via addition to the 5,6 double bond has a relatively long history22. Both directly by electron 
microscopy and, following sequencing methods after piperidine treatment (leading to 
strand c1eavage) or SI nuc1ease treatment (c1eavage of opposite strand), allow location of 
such sites. (For potential thymine prob es on the basis ofN3 co ordination, see 2.3 .. ) 

More recently, there have been attempts to cova1ently bind coordinatively unsaturated 
comp1exes of types [Rh(phenh(H20h]3+ or [Ru(phenh(Py)(H20)]2+ to DNA as a 
means to discriminate either DNAs (right handed B form vs 1eft handed Z form) and/or 
the enantiomers ( A vs A) of these complexes. Indeed, a pronounced stereoselectivity in 
DNA binding is observed23,24 (c.f. also 1.4.5.). 

Covalent attachment (to guanine-N7) probably is also invo1ved in c1eavage reactions that 
occur (upon piperidine treatment) at exposed guanines with tetraazamacrocyc1ic Ni 
comp1exes in the presence of the oxidant KHS03, as demonstrated by Burrows and 
coworkers25. 

1.4.2. Base Oxidation. Un1ike Os04, in the presence of pyridine, the anionic Mn04- does 
not form a stab1e meta1 adduct with thymine but rather produces thymine glyco1 and 
barbituric acid derivatives26. Since piperidine treatment causes strand breaks at the site of 
oxidation, Mn04- can be app1ied as a chemical probe for thymine. Originally interpreted 
on the basis of steric effects only (unpaired and solvent accessible thymines), recent 
experiments indicate that primari1y e1ectrostatic effects determine Mn04- reactivity27. For 
additional oxidation reactions, see also 3.3.1.. 

1.4.3. Cleavage on Basis of Sugar Oxidation. Oxidative c1eavage of nuc1eic acids is 
brought about by a variety of agents such as hydroxyl radicals28, singlet oxygen29, or~anic 
radicals (produced from a metal complex in the presence of 02, H202, or light) 0 or 
direct1y from a metal (oxo) complex with the metal in a high oxidation state31 . Depending 
on the binding properties of the metal species, selective or indiscriminant c1eavage takes 
place. The latter agents are useful for footprinting. [Fe(EDTA)]2-, an anion that does not 
attach to nuc1eic acids but rather produces OH' radicals in the presence of H202, is an 
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example. The radicals react with any sugar proton that is accessible28. Likewise, uranyl 
cations (U022+) produce singlet oxygen upon irridation with little or no discrimination of 
sequence29, and methyl radicals generated by photolysis from [Co(cyc1am)(H20)(CH3)]2+ 
seem to behave like OH" 30. On the other hand, [Cu(phenh]+ with 02 or H202, does not 
c1eave DNA randomly but with some selectivity32, and photoc1eavage of tRNAPhe by 
means of [Rh(phenh(phi)]3+ occurs at few selected site33. 

To improve sequence or site specificity in nuc1eic acid cleavage reactions is a major 
goal, pursued by conjugating metal entities with nuc1eic acid binding entities (groove 
binders such as netropsin34, DNA binding proteins35, or oligonuc1eotides in antigene or 
antisense approaches36,37. Specificity reached at present on the basis of DNA triplex 
formation is enormous36. 

1.4.4. Hydrolytic Cleavage. A convenient route to RNA mono and oligonuc1eotides is 
still the hydrolysis of natural RNA by metal hydroxides38. The mechanism of 
phosphodiester hydrolysis is reasonably weIl understood, last but not least as a result of X
ray work on Pb(II) modified39 tRNAPhe. There have been a number of strategies to 
develop site-specific artificial nucleases ll for nuc1eic acids. A major advantage of 
hydrolytic c1eavage over redox c1eavage of nucleic acids is the generation of fragment 
viable to subsequent routine enzymatic reactions. While considerable progress has been 
made with RNA cleavage, DNA phosphodiester backbone c1eavage still represents a great 
challenge. Lanthanide ions, together with 02 or H202, seem to have the potential to 
hydro1ytically c1eave DNA as they c1eave DNA dinuc1eotides40. 

1.4.5. Spectroscopy. Chiral discrimination of coordinatively saturated octahedral metal 
complexes containing polypyridyl ligands has been widely studied employing a variety of 
spectroscopic techniques (UV-vis, fluorescence, NMR, linear and circular dichroism), in 
particular by the groups of Barton21a and others41 . Binding of the metal compound occurs 
in these cases through e1ectrostatic, hydrophobic, and possibly H bonding forces, but the 
exact binding patterns are still controversial42. 

1.4.6. Miscellaneous. The method of multiple isomorphous replacements, that is 
formation of several different heavy-atom isomorphous derivatives is instrumental in 
solving X-ray structures oflarge biomolecules, including tRNAs or nuc1eosomes43. Heavy 
metal compounds have also been employed as stains in electron microscopy of DNA and 
DNA/protein complexes and in studies on ultrastructural effects of drugs (Cisplatin) on 
whole cells and specifically cell nuc1ei44. Finally, the fractionation of DNAs of different 
base composition via preferential heavy metal derivatization has been pursued. 

2. Meta} Binding Patterns 

2.1. OVERVIEW 

Metal species bind to nuc1eic acids in a variety of ways (Figure 2). Non-covalent binding 
modes are those that are (i) purely electrostatic, (ii) involve 1t-1t-interactions between 
aromatic ligands of the metal and nuc1eobases (intercalation45, shape-selective groove
binding21a,23) and (iii) hydrogens bonding (e.g. [Co(NH3)6]3+, C.f. 1.1.) 
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Figure 2. Schematic representation ofpossible metal binding models to DNA 

Covalent metal binding to an isolated nuc1eobase or a nuc1eotide incorporated into an 
oligonuc1eotide can, in principle, occur (iv) at the phosphate oxygens, (v) at the sugar, (vi) 
at the heterocyc1ic purine or pyrimidine ring, or (vii) in a combined fashion. 

In general, the various components, e.g. electrostatic attraction, hydrogen bonding, and 
direct coordination contribute to the overall metal binding energy. Depending upon the 
metal species, one or more components dominate46. 

Among the various possibilities of direct co ordination to a nuc1eobase (v - vii), binding to 
sugar oxygens is least likely and restricted to very few established cases with Os and Cd47. 

Phosphate binding is the usual way how hard metal ions bind to nuc1eobases47,48. Binding 
patterns are particularly versatile for soft metals in that they usually prefer the heterocyc1ic 
bases. Although in duplex DNA the number of possible metal binding sites is reduced due 
to partial involvement in H bonding, in single stranded DNA and RNA many of these 
possibilities are real. Moreover, metal species may accomplish strand separation (c.f. 4.3.). 
It is probably not overexaggerated to state that there is hardly any site in a nuc1eobase that 
is not capable of binding a metal. For example, with NI substituted uracil, X-ray 
structurally characterized metal binding sites are 02, N3, 04, and C549. A 112 binding 
fashion to C5,C6 has been proven spectroscopicallyso. Frequently combinations of 
phopshate and base binding are seen, for example in the solid state of metal nuc1eotide 
complexes (intermolecularly), but also occasionally in solution ("macrochelate"Sl). 
Depending on additionalligands the metal ion is carrying, binding sites can be influenced 
considerably for steric reasons or favorable ligand-nuc1eobase interactionsS2. 
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Favorable chelate fonnation, as seen with oxygens in nucleoside di- and triphosphates, 
may even lead to a switch in binding preference. The soft Pt in cis-(NH3hPt(II), for 
example, fonns pure phosphato chelates with CTP and CDp53 rather than binding to the 
heterocyclic N3 position, as usually seen in CMP, model cytosine bases or cytosine in 
DNA. 

2.2. EXAMPLE: METAL BINDING TO GUANINE 

It is beyond the scope of the lecture to review all established metal binding patterns to the 
common nucleobases or closely related ligands. These have been reviewed47,49,54. Only 
binding patterns to 6-oxopurine ligands will be considered in the following, with particular 
emphasis on verification by X-ray crystal structure analysis. 

2.2.1. N7 Binding. The N7 position probably is the most common metal binding site in 
DNA for simple metal aqua ions. However, it is important to recognize that with 
kinetically inert species, additional ligands carried by the metal may change the picture 
dramatically (c.f. 2.3.) and that molecular electrostatic potentials of guanine N7 sites in 
DNA are not unifonn but displaya marked sequence-dependence55. A recurring feature of 
metal comp1exes of guanine nuc1eotides is H bonding between a meta1ligand (e.g. H20 or 
NH3) and/or 06 andlor a phosphate oxygen of the same molecule56. In the case of the 
antitumor agent Cisplatin, a similar H bonding interaction is discussed in terms of 
stabiIizing the DNA distortion57. 

2.2.2. N7,NI Bridging. Established in a number of Pt(II) compounds58, this pattern 
appears to be quite common in Pt(II) chemistry. Although deprotonation at the NI site is 
required, neither high pH nor a large excess of metal is necessary to accomplish this 
pattern. Even the 1:1 complexes ofboth cis- and trans-[(NH3hPt(guanine-N7)(H20)]2+ 
spontaneously associate to N1,N7 bridged aggregates at neutral pH59. The possibility of 
Cisplatin interacting with DNA in this fashion, following initial N7 binding and strand 
dissociation, has been proposed60. 

2.2.3. N7,NI,N3 Binding. Binding of three metal entities to these sites is a consequence 
ofNI deprotonation and has been observed with the model nuc1eobase 9-ethylguanine and 
(NH3hPt(II)61. 

2.2.4. NI Binding. Unlike N7 binding, which takes place in acidic medium, NI binding 
requires neutral or alkaline conditions, depending on the pKa of the M(OH2) unit. For 
preparative purposes, a feasible way of isolating NI bound guaninato complexes is via a 
transient blocking of the kinetically preferred N7 position58b. Thennodynamically, the NI 
linkage isomer is c1early favored over N7 coordination62. 

2.2.5. N7,06 Binding. There has been much discussion on the involvement ofthis site in 
the co ordination of the antitumor agent Cisplatin ("N7,06 chelate hypothesis"). Although 
never proven by X-ray analysis for cis-(NH3hPt(II), in related systems 
(Pt(IV)/theophylline63; (CphTi(IV)/xanthine64) N7,06 chelates have been verified. N7,06 
bridging with a 6-oxopurine ligand (IMP) has first been observed by Bau and coworkers in 
a tetranuc1ear Cu(II) complex65 and recently also in dirhodium(II) complexes containing 
anionic and neutral 9-ethylguanine ligands66. 
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2.2.6. NI, 06 Binding. A heterotrinuclear complex containing the cis-(NH3hPt(II) entity 
bound to the deprotonated NI position of a guanine model nucleobase and a Cu(II) at the 
06 position has been isolated and X-ray structurally characterized67. Again, binding of a 
metal to 06 is a consequence of deprotonation at NI. 

2.2.7. NI,N7,06,Phosphate-O Binding. The tetranuclear complex [Cu4<5'-IMPHh 
(phen)4(H20)4]2+ already mentioned65 is a demonstration that even four sites of a 6-
oxopurine ligand may be involved in metal binding. 

2.2.8. e8 Binding. Finally, with 6-oxopurine ligands containing N-blocked positions (e.g. 
xanthine) formation of organometallic complexes having metal-carbon bonds to C8 have 
been reported68. 

2.2.9. Meta] Migration. For kinetically labile metal compounds, a complication arises 
from the fact that metal migration, e.g. from the kinetically favored N7 position to the 
thermodynamically favored NI position, is ~ossible. Such processes have been verified for 
Pd(II) and pt(II)69,70. It has been proposed 0 that intramolecular migration of (dien)Pt(II) 
involves temporary 06 binding. 

In summary, it appears that with the exception of the amino group at the 2-position, 
metal binding has now been verified for all the other positions. Considering long-standing 
statements that N7 is the only likely metal binding site at 6-oxopurine nucleobases, these 
findings convincingly demonstrate the importance of model studies. 

2.3. ROLE OF SPECTATOR LIGANDS 

When talking about metal binding selectively to a certain nucleobase, one has to have in 
mind that generalizations in many cases are inadequate and may lead to wrong 
conclusions. It is necessary to also consider additionalligands bound to the metal. Zn(II) is 
a good example in this respect: When [Zn(H20)x]2+ reacts with duplex DNA in weakly 
acidic medium, it binds to guanine-N7 positions (even though not uniformly to all of them, 
c.f. 2.2.1.)71,72. From work with isolated nucleosides it is evident, that binding to this 
position, is rather weak, 10gK being ca. 0.8 - 0.9 for the 1:1 complex73,74. For NI binding 
(deprotonation required, only at alkaline pH relevant), a 10gK of 2.6 has been calculated73. 
Binding to deprotonated thymine (N3 position) is expected to be considerably stronger (c.f. 
10gK = 4.75 for 1:1 complex with uridine-N3 75), but at acidic pH not yet sufficiently high 
to compete with guanine-N7 binding which does not require deprotonation. When 
introduced into a macrocyclic ring such as 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane, [12]aneN4, 
Zn(II) binds even more strongly to uracil and thymine, with 10gK values now around 5.2 -
5.676. Binding constants for the other nucleobases are considerably lower «3). The 
thermodynamic preference of [Zn(H20)([12]aneN4)]2~as been attributed to favorable H 
bonding interactions between the two exocyclic oxygens of the pyrimidine-2,4-dione 
nucleobases and the amine protons of the [12]aneN4 ring. This "threepoint recognition" 
model has meanwhile been extended to a "fourpoint recognition" model by introducing an 
additional pendant aromatic ring (acridine) which, by costacking with the nucleobase, 
enhances complex stability further (logK for dT, 7.2)77. It is now high enough to 
successfully compete with other binding sites even at physiological pH. 

A similar preference for uracil and thymine N3 sites has previously been reported by 
ourselves for (dien)Au(I1I)18, 10gK being around 8 for the complex with I-methyluracil. 
The high selectivity for these positions has been attributed to H bonding between 04 and 
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02 oxygens and dien amine protons, as seen in the crystal structure analyses of two 
complexes of I-methyluracil, and to the facts that Au(III) carries its own base OH- to 
deprotonate the neutral uracil(thymine) bases. Our findings have meanwhile been extended 
to a variety of oligonucleotides78b, and inc1ude also mixed metal (Pt(II), Au(III» 
sequences such as d(TGT). 

The effects of additionalligands at the metaIon complex stability with a particular 
nuc1eobase has been studied by us in more detail in the case of Pd(II). From this work it is 
evident that H bonding by itself appears not to be sufficient to aecount for differences in 
complex stability which, in the case of I-methyluracil (or uridine), differ by as much as 3 
log units79. 

2.4. MUL TINUCLEAR, OLIGO- AND POL YMERIC COMPLEXES 

It is generally considered likely that under physiological eonditions metal binding to 
nuc1eobases in nuc1eic acids take place with the latter being present in a large excess. 
Consequently, stoichiometries of MLn (n ~ 1) are more likely than MnL (n > 1). 
Formation of the bis (guanine) adduct of cis-(NH3hPt(II) is an example. On the other 
hand, from model studies it is quite c1ear, that formation of MnL compounds is not 
uncommon at all. In fact, with single stranded nuc1eic acids (denaturated DNA; RNA) this 
situation may be quite relevant. Multiple metal binding to a single nuc1eobase is facilitated 
if the complex formation is associated with nuc1eobase deprotonation49,80. This 
phenomenon has most convincingly been demonstrated for guanine (N7,Nl; N7,Nl,N3; 
Nl,06; c.f. 2.2.) and uracil (thymine) (N3,04; N3,04,0249), but is also seen in cytosine 
complexes (N3,N4)81,82 and includes both homo- and heteronuc1ear metal systems. With 
adenine, deprotonation is not aprerequisite in that this nuc1eobase has two unprotonated 
binding sites, NI and N7, at physiological pH. However, if the exocyc1ic amino group is 
involved as a binding site together with NI, it is deprotonated as we1183. 

Polynuc1ear arrangements form when metal ions are shared between nuc1eobases. 
Polymerie Ag(9-MeA)(N03)·H20 is an example84. From the stoiehiometry it is frequently 
not poss!ble to predict the solid state structure. Thus trans-~(NH3hPt(1-.MeuhA~2]2+ is 
polymenc85 whereas a trans-[(NH3hPt(1-MeC-h Ag2] + forms dlscrete tnnuc1ear 
cations86. This difference probably arises from the more pronounced differences in basicity 
ofthe secondary binding sites between I-MeC- (N4,02) as compared to I-MeU (04,02). 
Oligo or polymerie complexes mayaIso arise when small entities, e.g. dinuelear 
complexes are used as building blocks. Both metal cation complexation87, anion 
bridging88, H bonding89, metal-metal bond formation (reinforced by H bonding)90, as well 
as bridging by small entities such as H20 and N03- in combinations with cations91 has 
been observed. A special case of oligo- or polymerie metal nuc1eobase complexes is 
realized if the metal centers are bridged by anions such as Cl- or OH- to form a 
"backbone", to which nuc1eobases are added in a regular manner. Two types of complexes 
of this kind are presently known: Polymerie Hg(II) compounds with a (HgCI)oc backbone 
and guanine ligands92, and a trinuc1ear Zn complex having a linear Zn(OH)Zn(OH)Zn 
backbone with eight l-methylcytosine bases bound to the three metals93 (see also 4.3.3.~. 

Finally, cyc1ic nuc1eobase complexes have been prepared in a number of cases4563,83 ,94. 
Even though these compounds are not necessarily biologically relevant, they are a new 
facette within the field of supramolecular ehemistry and definitely of interest with respect 
to their receptor properties. 
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2.5. TERNARY COMPLEXES 

Temary complex fonnation between metal ions, nucleic acids (or nucleobases), and 
proteins (or peptides and amino acids) in biology can, in principle, take place in three 
different ways: (i) Direct cross-linking between a nucleobase and an amino acid of the 
protein via the metal, (ii) metal ion binding to protein, which triggers binding of the 
protein to the nucleic acid, and (iii) metal binding to the nucleic acid, which causes a 
protein to associate with the nucleic acids. An example for (ii) are regulatory 
metalloproteins12, one for (iii) is the "damage recognition protein" that binds to DNA 
when it is kinked and partially unwound as a consequence of Cisplatin coordination to two 
adjacent purines95. The biological significance of type (i) is not fully understood, but are 
there examples of this kind (c.f. literature cited in ref. 96). One refers to suggestions that 
Cisplatin toxicity97 and likewise its inactivation98 is related to cross-link fonnation of this 
type. Recently, there have been attempts to exploit such a possibility with regard to cancer 
chemotherapy applying dinuclear metal complexes99. It seems possible to develop highly 
selective probes for either nucleic acids or proteins on the basis of temary complex 
fonnation, provided binding principles are weIl understood. 

3. Effects of Metal Binding to Nucleobases 

3.1. ELECTRONIC EFFECTS 

The major electronic effect of metal binding to a nucleobase (heterocyclic part) is on the 
acidity/basicity of groups. With the exception of metal species capable to act as strong 1t

back donors (e.g. (NH3)5Ru(I1», the nonnal way ofmetal cations is to acidify NH protons 
and to reduce the basicity of endocyc1ic N and exocyclic 0 sites. Usually aromatic C-H 
protons are also effected, as demonstrated by a facilitated isotopic exchange. The 
magnitudes of these effects depend both on the charge of the metal and the distance 
between the metal and the respective proton. TypicaIly, N7 guanine binding of a dipositive 
metal increases the N(I)H acidity by 1 - 2 log units lOO. In the case ofN3 cytosine binding, 
an increase by 3 - 4 log units is observed for the exocyclic amino protons by the same 
metal. Conversely, metal binding to an anionic nucleobase, viz. proton displaced by metal, 
usually increases the basicity of other sites in the heterocycle as compared to the neutral 
ligand101. As a consequence, primary metal binding to a deprotonated nucleobase leads to 
an increased affinity for additional metal ions (multinuclear complexes, c.f. 2.4.). In the 
absence of additional ligands, these effects have consequences for H bonding patterns and 
stability of base pairs as weIl as base stacking. 

3.2. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS 

As demonstrated in many examples of X-ray structurally characterized metal nucleobase 
complexes, the effect of metal complexation on the ring geometry of the base is marginally 
only. Despite this fact, the metalated base(s) in a nuc1eic acid fragment respond(s) 
markedly to metal binding. The changes associated with metal binding have been, for 
obvious reasons, most intensively studied for the major adduct of Cisplatin with DNA, the 
intrastrand GG cross-link. The principal methods applied were high resolution NMR 
spectroscopylO2, molecular mechanics ca1culations103 as weIl as sophisticated biochemical 
techniques which allow the kinking and unwinding of DNA to be measuredlO4. While 
drastic effects on DNA structure can be expected from bifunctional metal binding (such as 
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Cisplatin), it is important to realize that even monofunctional binding at the DNA 
periphery, e.g. the N7 position of a purine in the major groove has remarkable effects on 
stability and geometry of DNA. This conc1usion has been reached not only on the basis of 
solution studies, as in the case of (dien)Pt(I1)105, but also by soaking ex&eriments carried 
out with crystals of a double stranded DNA dodecamer and Cisplatin1 6. This aspect is 
also relevant to the question of ligand rotation processes, e.g. of a monofunctionally bound 
cis-(NH3hPtX entity ab out a Pt-N(nuc1eobase) bond in DNA prior to completion of the 
final bis(nuc1eobase) adduct. Model studies on isolated bis(nuc1eobase) complexes107 as 
well as a molecular mechanics analysis108 point toward interactions between Pt amine 
ligands and the substituent at the purine position 6 as a major determining factor for the 
ease of rotation. 

3.3. IRREVERSIBLE BASE MODIFICATIONS 

Covalent metal binding to a nuc1eobase in most cases is reversed by the action of a 
stronger nuc1eophile which displaces the metal. Occasionally, however, metal nuc1eobase 
bonds can displaya remarkable inertness toward substitution, which is ofkinetic origin109. 
Irreversible alternations of nuc1eobases as a consequence of the presence of a metal species 
have occasionally been observed, as outlined below. 

3.3.1. Nucleobase Oxidation. Examples of oxidative sugar damage brought ab out by 
metal ions have already been referred to in the context of artificial nuc1eases (c.f. 1.4.). As 
far as oxidative reactions at the heterocyc1ic part of the bases are concemed, a number of 
these have been observed, e.g. oxidative halogenation at the CS positions of uracil and 
cytosine bases, inc1uding subsequent H20 addition to the CS,C6 double bond, brought 
about by [AuX4r (X = Cl, Br)llO, or oxidative dimerization ofuracilligands to bis (uracil
CS,CS), likewise accomplished11l by [AuC14r. Hydroxymethylation of 1.3-dimethyluracil 
in the presence of EuCl3 and upon irradiation is another examplel12, and Tl(Nü3)3 
oxidizes S-aminouracil to an imidazolone l13 . Finally, C8 oxygenation of 6-oxopurines 
(inosine; I-methylinosine) by (NH3)SRu(III) has been observed with the metal entity 
coordinated to the 7-positionl14. 

3.3.2. Nucleotide Hydrolysis. Hydrolysis of the glycosidic bond is an important reaction 
in particular in purine nuc1eobase chemistry. Depurination is usually accomplished by 
purine protonation. Binding of kinetically inert species, e.g. of Pt(I1), thus can have a 
protective effect in that protonation is delayed. On the other hand, (dien)M(II) (M = Pt, 
Pd) has clearly been shown to exhibit significant spontaneous hydrolysis 115 and [PdC14]2-
selectively depurinates adenine residues l16. Studies with cyc10metallated Pd(lI) 
compounds have shown similar results and led to the isolation of a dinuc1ear Pd complex 
with co ordination to both N3 and N9 ofthe adenine 1 17. 

3.3.3. Synthetic Aspects. Pyrimidine nuc1eosides and nucleotides with substituents at the 
CS position are of substantial interest due to their applications as antiviral agents and 
probes in nuc1eic acid chemistry. Synthesis of these compounds in many cases is via 
organomercury and metastable organopalladium complexes with CS-metal bonds to the 
pyrimidine bases 118 . 
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4. Metals and Base Pairing 

4.1. H BONDING PATTERNS 

Hydrogen bond fonnation between the complementary nucleobases guanine and cytosine 
as weIl as adenine and thymine (uracil), according to the Watson-Crick scheme (or 
occasionally according to Hoogsteen) is of key importance to all processes involving base 
pairing steps, namely DNA replication and transcription, RNA translation, and reverse 
transcription. In tRNAs there is no need to confonn to these strict pairing patterns and 
consequently many variations are possible. Likewise the wobble pair between guanine and 
uracil, which can occur during protein synthesis in the ribosomal mashinery, does not 
affect conservation of genetic infonnation. It is weIl established now that a number of 
additional H bonding motifs involving protonated bases (cytosine119, adenine120), triple
stranded structures (pyrimidine,purine,pyrimidine121 or purine,purine,pyrimidine7), as weIl 
as tetraplex structures2,119,122 are possible in DNA structures. 

Mismatches between bases as a consequence of the existence of rare tautomeric 
structures of nucleobases and/or an anti ~ syn switch of a nucleobase123 are generally 
considered causes of spontaneous mutations. From model studies it is evident, that 
inc1usion of solvent molecules, e.g. H20, in a base pair can also prevent correct pairing124. 
Mismatches, introduced on purpose in dUflex oligonuc1eotides in a number of cases, have 
been studied by IH NMR spectroscopy12 or X-ray crystal structure analysis 126. 

4.2. METAL BINDING TO SITES NOT INVOLVED IN H-BONDING 

As pointed out in section 1.1., metal ions in many cases are essential for stabilization of 
nonnal or odd base pairing schemes by neutralizing the repulsion between negatively 
charged polynuc1eotide strands. However, pushing it to the extreme, metal phosphate 
binding during a base pairing step (e.g. protein synthesis) can lead to indiscriminate pairing 
and consequently to errors. 

As far as metal co ordination to the heterocyclic part of a nuc1eobase or a base pair is 
concerned, theoretical calculations strongly suggest that electronic complementary between 
nucleobases is disturbed127. However, no unifonn picture has emerged from this work as 
yet as a consequence of different approaches and in part due to different views on the 
relative contributions of the various effects to be considered (potential role of water 
molecules, importance ofpolarization effects etc.)128. 

Experimental work on the effects ofmetal co ordination to sites not involved in Watson
Crick pairing schemes (e.g. N7 or N3 of purine; C5 and C6 of pyrimidines; 02 of 
thymine) has provided some insight. For N7 platinated guanine model nucleobases, a pKa 
shift (acidification ofNl proton nonnally involved in H bonding)129, a loss in base pairing 
specificity130 and, as a consequence, the fonnation of a base pair between a neutral and an 
anionic guanine l3l have c1early been demonstrated. An effect on the tautomer equilibrium 
of N7 platinated adenine model bases (increase of imino fonn) has not explicitly been 
proven, even though it is likely to take place132. In principle, this way the mutagenic 
potency of the ApG cross-link of Cisplatin, which leads mainly to A ~ T transversions, 
could be explained. The principal possibility of stabilizing a rare nuc1eobase tautomer 
through metal binding (albeit at sites nonnally involved in H bonding, e.g. cytosine-N4, 
thymine-N3, uracil-N3 has been shown101,133,134. These model studies point out feasible 
ways of nuc1eobase tautomerization which appear to be relevant in particular for kinetically 
labile systems. 
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Apart from electronic effects that influence proper H bonding, severe steric constraints 
can likewise lead to changes in H bonding patterns and, in the extreme, to mispairing. 
Detailed work on the GG cross-link of Cisplatin with DNA has established that H bonding 
to cytosines in the opposite strand is, at least for one of the two guanines, altered102b. 

Similarly, the mutagenic potential of the ApG cross-link of Cisplatin mentioned above 
might simply be a consequence of steric distortion only, with an adenine inserted across 
the lesion which does not hydrogen bond at all to the platinated A 135. To complicate things 
even further, solvent (H20) accessibility in a severely distorted DNA sequence may alter 
the dielectric constant of the medium sufficiently to influence the tautomers equilibrium 
(for a discussion on adenine see ref. 136) and/or j'articipate in the H bonding scheme, 
thereby permitting non-complementary pairingI24,13 . 

4.3. METAL BlNDlNG TO HYDROGEN BONDlNG SITES 

At first glance it might seem unlikely that metal ions are capable of binding to sites 
normally in the interior of double stranded DNA and involved in H bonding (e.g. NI of 
purines; N3 of pyrimidines; exocyclic groups). However, with DNA being a dynamic 
molecule capable of "breathing", insertion of metal species into a duplex structure is 
possible. Ways for getting a metal inside the duplex could be (i) insertion from either the 
major or the minor groove, or (ii) initial binding to a purine N7 position followed by 
rotation of the metalated base about the glycosidic bond from anti to syn. Metal binding 
can (iii), of course, also take place when the nucleic acid is temporarily in a single stranded 
form. Interstrand cross-linking of a GC base pair by trans-(NH3hPtCI2138,139 most likely 
occurs via pathway (ii), whereas insertion of Hg(II) into a AT pair140 could conceivably 
take place via the major groove. In the first case, no nucleobase deprotonation is required, 
whereas deprotonation of a base is necessary in the case of Hg(II) binding. 

For obvious reasons, metal cross-linking within an essentially planar base pair restricts 
the metal co ordination geometries to a few possibilities (linear; trigonal-planar; in certain 
cases (c.f. 4.3.3.) tetrahedral). The metal complex formed can be considered a "metal
modified base pair" 141 since the feature of (near-) coplanarity of the bases is maintained. 
The principle of a suitable metal entity substituting a proton in a H bonded nucleobase 
associate can be extended from complementary bases to identical or non-complementary 
ones and can be varied to include also tripies and quartets. 

As briefly pointed out in ref. 141, the binding patterns seen in "metal-modified base 
pairs" might be of use in antisense and antigene approaches when applied to 
oligonucleotides. 

4.3.1. Linear Meta! Geometry. Bis(nucleobase) complexes of Hg(II), Ag(I) or trans
X2M(II) (X = amine or halogen, M = Pt or Pd) typically represent metal-modified base 
pairs with the two bases in respective trans-positions and essentially coplanar. Coplanarity 
of bases is frequently supported by H bonding between the two bases, or by insertion of a 
solvent molecule (Figure 3). Moreover, in the case of trans-X2M(II), the X ligands, which 
are more or less perpendicular to the nucleobases, prevent any large propeller twist of the 
bases anyway. Formally, bis(nucleobases) complexes of octahedral metal complexes with 
the twO bases in trans-position, also can be considered this way. The steric restraints 
imposed by the four other ligands forces the twO heterocyclic bases even more into a 
coplanar orientation133a,142. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. Coplanarity of two nucleobases in metalated base pairs (a) in the absence of 
intramolecular H bonding, (b) with intramolecular H bonding, (c) with H20 mediating H 
bonding between bases. All three patterns have been established by X-ray analysis (c.f. 
text). (e denote N atoms) 

Depending on the choice and combination of nucleobases, the following situation can be 
differentiated: (i) Two identical bases. The bis(nucleobase) complexes can then be 
considered metal analogues of hemiprotonated cytosine, hemiprotonated guanine, 
protonated guanine(s), or ofthe (hypothetical) hemideprotonated thymine. As in the (hemi) 
protonated forms, the two nucleobases are oriented head-tail in the solid state of the metal 
analogues59b,143. In solution, the head-head orientation coexists. In favorable cases it is 
possible to crystallize also the head-head rotational isomer. (ii) Complementary base. 
Crystallographically characterized examples are the AT complexes of trans-a2Pt(II) in 
both Hoogsteen and Watson-Crick arrangement and the corresponding GC compound with 
Hoogsteen-oriented bases141,144. H bonding schemes are schematically depicted in Figure 
3 band c. (iii) Non-complementary base. Any combination of linkage isomers of nOll
complementary bases is possible. Characterized by X-ray crystallography are two 
examples, again of trans-a2Pt(II), with A-N7, C-N3 [145] and A-N7, G-N7 143c. (iv) 
TripIes. Metalated nucleobase tripIes, containing a metalated base pair and a H bonded 
third base146 or three nucleobases connected by two metal entities147 have been prepared 
and studied. W ork on compounds containing a central purine, metalated at both the NI and 
the N7 position has revealed a unique structural feature, namely orthogonality of M-N7 
and M-NI vectors 147• This fact permits favorable H bondin~ interactions in tris(purine)M2 
tripIes of type (pu 1)M(pu2)M(pu J), as demonstrated by H NMR spectroscopy. It also 
suggests that it should be possible to synthesize cyclic purine quartets with all four bases 
coplanar and connected via NI ,N7 bridges. 

4.3.2. Trigonal-planar Metal Geometry. The mixed nucleobase complex [Af(1-MeC
N3)(9-MeA-N7) (H20)]N03 is the only example ofthis kind presently known14 . It has a 
(albeit strongly distorted) trigonal-planar co ordination geometry ab out the metal. The most 
interesting feature of this compound is the H20 ligand which is clearly involved in the H 
bonding pattern between the two nucleobases (Figure 4a). 

4.3.3. Tetrahedral Metal Geometry. As long as binding oftwo nucleobases to a metal of 
tetrahedral coordination geometry occurs through endocyclic sites of nucleobases, a 
coplanar arrangement is excluded for steric reasons. With either both bases bound via 
exocyclic donor atoms or alternatively via one endo- and one exocyclic donor atom it is, 
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however, possible to accommodate two nuc1eobases in a coplanar fashion about the metal 
(even with one or more H bonds maintained). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Planar nuc1eobases in (a) mixed CA complex of Ag+ with H20 involved in H 
bonding, (b) ZnC2 entity with N3 and 02 bound nuc1eobase. (e denote N atoms) 

This latter possibility is realized in a trinuc1ear Zn(lI) complex containing N3 and 02 bond 
I-methy1cytosines (Figure 4b)9. Nucleobase deprotonation is not required. It is also 
possible to construct Zn-modified pairs containing the complementary bases applying the 
same principles. It is tempting to speculate, in this context, on the unique role of Zn ions in 
the reversible unwinding ofDNA9. 

5. Abbreviations 

A 
C 
G 
T 
U 
I-MeC 
I-MeC
I-MeU 
9-MeA 
CMP 
CDP 
CTP 
5'-IMPH 
pu 
phen 
phi 
dien 

adenine, unspecified 
cytosine, unspecified 
guanine, unspecified 
thymine, unspecified 
uracil, unspecified 
I-methy1cytosine, neutral form 
I-methy1cytosine, deprotonated at N4 
I-methyluracil, monoanion 
9-methyladenine 
cytidine monophosphate 
cytidine diphosphate 
cytidine triphosphate 
5'-inosine monophosphate 
purine 
o-phenanthroline 
phenanthrenequinonediimine 
diethylenetriamine 
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1. Introduction 

Within the two last decades, much data has been published on chemical and biochemical 
aspects of structural damages generated by oxidative stress on cellular constituents (DNA, 
proteins, lipids and carbohydrates).1 Oxidative damage to DNA can be initiated by several 
methods: ionizing radiation,2 photooxidation (UV or visible light with or without photo
sentitizers),3 hydroperoxides activated by traces of adventitious transition metals salts,4 
hydroxyl radicals5 or various other oxidizing agents (for arecent review article on the 
oxidative degradation of DNA, see ref. 6). In this latter category, we find cytotoxic drugs 
like bleomycin or agents having an enediyne motif, and chemical nucleases mainly based 
on redox-active transition metal complexes (for recent review articles, see ref. 7,8). DNA 
damages can be produced by oxidation of nucleobases or sugar units. Damages on deoxy
ribose lead to the loss of one base information and/or a break on a DNA strand which might 
correspond to a lethal lesion, especially when an oxidation process produces a double
strand break (DSB), via a true DSB or via two near single-strand breaks (SSBs) on oppo
site strands. 

The present review is focused on DNA cleavage by cationic metalloporphyrins, but it 
should be noted that many other transition metal complexes can also cleave DNA: iron
bleomycin is able to cleave DNA via H-abstraction at the 4' position of deoxyriboses8 (this 
reaction might be mediated by an iron-oxo species9), Fe-EDTA alonelOa.b or linked to a 
variety of vectorslOc,d,e, copper complexesll and several cobalt and ruthenium complexes 
can be used as DNA probes.12 Porphyrin derivatives have been used in the diagnosis and 
treatment of malignant diseases. A hemin derivative such as HPD (hematoporphyrin deriva
tive) tends to accumulate specifically in neoplastic tissues and produces irreversible dama
ges via singlet oxygen when the dye is photoactivated by visible light. 13 Efforts have been 
made to prepare new porphyrin derivatives in cancer phototherapy. [4 

Cationic porphyrin molecules are able to bind to DNA 15 and RNA.16 Most of the stu
dies have been focused on free meso-tetrakis(4-N-methylpyridiniumyl)porphyrin (TMPyP) 
or on its metallated derivatives (iron, manganese, nickel, palladium, zinc; see Figure 1 for 
the structure of M-TMPyP). Several exhaustive review articles in this field are available.15 
The free porphyrin TMPyP intercalates between DNA base pairs, binds to chromatin in 
vitro and tends to localize in the cell nucleus,17 For the metallated TMPyP derivatives three 
modes of binding have been recognized: 
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Figure 1. Structure of M-TMPyP pentaacetate (M stands for Mn or Fe). 

(i) intercalation when metalloporphyrins do not have axialligands,15 (ii) outside DNA 
binding for complexes with axial ligand, and (iii) minor groove binding in the case of 
MnTMPyP (see below for arguments provided by studies on the molecular aspects of DNA 
cleavage by activated Mn-TMPyP). Spectroscopic studies of N-methylpyridiniumyl 
metalloporphyrin binding modes to DNA are not facilitated by the porphyrin-porphyrin 
stacking interactions.18 Electrochemical or chemical activation of metalloporphyrins is an 
alternative approach to determine DNA binding constants.19 

Cationic metalloporphyrins are able to generate DNA breaks by oxidation of sugars on 
both strands of B-DNA (for DNA structures, see ref. 20). More precisely, all these sugar 
degradation processes are initiated by H-abstractions, since the aliphatic nature of deoxy
ribose does not favor oxidation by electron abstraction. Hydrogen bonds of deoxyriboses 
have a well-defined stereochemistry and their orientations with respect to drugs or chemical 
nuclease are also controlled by DNA itself, via DNA-drug interactions. So, the homolysis 
of a C-H bond depends not only on the carbon substituents (removing a H-atom from a 
tertiary carbon is easier than from a secondary carbon, from a thermodynamic point of 
view), but also on the relative orientation of the druglsugar C-H bonds. For drugs interact
ing within the minor groove of B-DNA, two tertiary C-H bonds are easily accessible: C4'
Hand Cl '-H. The third tertiary C-H bond (C3'-H) is only accessible from the major 
groove. Carbons C2' and CS' have two secondary C-H bonds. In both cases, only one C
H bond is accessible from the minor groove (the pro-R H-atom at C2' and the pro-S H
atom at CS'; for assignments of prochiral hydrogen atoms at C2' and CS' see ref. 21). 

2. Cationic metalloporphyrins: mechanisms of potentiation and DNA 
cleavage 

Synthetic metalloporphyrins are able to mimic heme-enzymes-mediated oxygenation and 
oxidation reactions.22 Beside their use in P-4S0 or peroxidase modeling, iran or man ga
ne se porphyrins with peripheral positive charges, e.g. Fe- or Mn-meso-tetra(4-N-methyl
pyridiniumyl)porphyrins (Fe- or Mn-TMPyP, for crystallographic data see ref. 23), exhibit 
a strong interaction with DNA that brings into the vicinity of the target a powerful oxidizing 
species. The active oxidative species in the case of DNA cleavage is probably the same as 
that involved in catalytic oxygenation and oxidation reactions described for metallopor-
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phyrins in general, namely a high-valent metal-oxo porphyrin complex able to hydroxylate 
a C-H bond or to epoxidize an 0lefin.22 This active species is generated in the presence of 
oxygen atom donor compounds like iodosylbenzene,24 hidrogen peroxide,25a potassium 
monopersulfate25a-b,d or magnesium monoperphthalate. 5c Another way to generate an 
oxo-metalloporphyrin species is to use molecular oxygen associated with an electron source 
(a reducing agent or an electrode), as does cytochrome P-450.19a, 24, 26-27 Among all these 
different methods, the most efficient for performin~ oxidative cleavage of DNA is the 
activation of cationic Mn-porphyrins by KHS05.25, 8 Data on DNA cleavage by MnIIL 
TMPyP/KHS05 suggest that diffusible radical species are not involved in the reaction 
(breaks are well-defined and H202 is at least three orders of magnitude less efficient in 
generating the active species25a). The high-valent TMPyP-Mn v=O is a single-strand DNA 
cleaver. Catalytic activity can be observed only at low metalloporphyrin concentration to 
avoid self-oxidation, leading to the chromophore bleaching, ~ to 5 SSBs per Mn-TMPyP 
moleeule were observed25a). The high-valent TMPyP-Mn =0 species responsible for 
DNA cleavage is too reactive to be directly characterized. An activation process for the 
generation and the reactivity of this manganese-oxo entities is proposed in Figure 2. 

(a) oxygen transfer 

H· abstraction ROH ~Mm 
~~ 

RO + 
'--.l JR OH 

~~ 

co 
+ 

"0" atom donor 

° RH RO OH 

~ "'2. cb 

(b) e- abstraction 

Figure 2. Two possible oxidative pathways for activated Mn-TMPyP: (a) P-450 route; 
(b) diverted P-450 route. 

Mn-TMPyP belongs to a class of cationic metalloporphyrins that do not intercalate 
between DNA base-pairs but instead bind in the minor groove of AT-rich regions of 
DNA.19a, 28, 29 Thus the ability of Mn-TMPyP to select AT-rich regions of DNA is appa
rently electrostatic/steric in origin. It has been proposed that this cationic metalloporphyrin 
is attracted by the high negative potential at the surface of the minor groove 31 of A'T-rich 
sequences. A close contact with the minor groove is necessary to enhance the cleaving 
efficiency of the metalloporphyrin, as deduced from studies on variations in total charge 
and in charge distribution at the macrocycle peri~her~.18a, 29a-c, 31 At high ionic strength, 
the reagent is unable to bind and/or cleave DNA. 5a,3 The preferred cleaving site of Mn
TMPyP on B-DNA consists of three consecutive A·T base-pairs creating a suitable "box" 
for highly selective DNA cleavage.24, 25d-e, 29a,d At this site Mn-TMPyP is stricdy 
mediating hydroxylation at C5' on the nucleosides located on both 3'-sides of the "AT 
box"33: one single-strand break on each strand leads to double-strand cleavage with a 4 
base-pair shift to the 3'-end of the opposite DNA strand. So far, there is no definite proof 
that such a cleavage pattern is the result of two SSBs by the same metalloporphyrin 
activated twice inside the minor groove, or whether it is effected by two different activated 
metalloporphyrins. On large DNA substrates, SSBs prevail 25a and on oligonucleotides 
substrates (with one or two "AT boxes") DSBs are easily obtained.33 

Mn-TMPyP is also able to degrade G·C-rich sequences with a reactivity reduced by two 
orders of magnitude relative to degradation of (A·Th sites. The mechanism of DNA lesions 
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at these regions of DNA is not fully understood and may involve sugar oxidation (C5' or 
Cl ') and/or base oxidations. Affinity constants of up to 107 M-l have been published for 
Mn-TMPyP at the (A·Th binding site.25e Other values, loS M-l for A·T sequences and 
1()3 M-l for G·C sequences, have also been reponed. 19b 

From different studies on DNA and oligonucleotides cleavage reactions with Mn
TMPyP/KHSOs, different stable reaction products were identified: 5'- and 3'-phospho
rylated termini, free bases and 5-methylene-2-furanone.34 This furanone derivative results 
from the initial hydroxylation of the Cl' carbon as indicated in the top of Figure 3. With 
Mn-TMPyP/KHSOs as cleaving reagent, Cl' represents the main oxidation target for 
single-stranded or GC-rich double-stranded DNA, but only a minor tar~et for AT-rich 
sequences containing DNA for which C5' then becomes the main target. 4b In this case, 
HPLC analysis of the products released in solution after a heating step has allowed the 
observation and characterization of free bases, oxidized nucleosides 35 and furfural (Figure 
3).34 Using HPLC separation techniques or PAGE analyses, cleavage fragments from 
small oligonucleotides were analyzed 24, 25e, 32, 33, 36 and their transformation following 
chemical and/or enzymatic treatment allowed their identification (bottom of Figure 3): 3'
phosphate-ending fragments were subjected to alkaline phosphatase in order to obtain the 
corresponding oligonucleotides with 3' -OH ending; 5' -CHO ending fragments were heated 
(two consecutive ß-eliminations give furfural as sugar residue, free base and 5' -phosphate 
ending fragment), or oxidized by 12 in an alkaline medium (5' -COOH end) or reduced by 
N aBH4 (5' -CH20H end).36, 37 

Figure 3. Proposed reaction mechanism when initial site of attack by Mn-TMPyP/KHSOs 
system is Cl' (top) or CS' (bottom) of the deoxyribose. 

The activated cationic metalloporphyrin initiates the oxidation of the deoxyribose by 
H5' -abstraction, giving a C5' centered radical which can reacts with the MnIV-OH complex 
(an alternative mechanism is the one-electron oxidation of this radical by MnIV-OH to 
generate a carbocation wh ich is attacked by a water molecule to produce the 5' -OH deriva
tive (see Figure 2 for the so-called P-450 diverted route). Spontaneous cleavage follows, 
with formation of a 3' -phosphate end and a 5' -aldehyde ending derivative (direct break of 
the DNA backbone). A first 12-elimination produces a second break on the DNA backbone 
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with release of a 5' -phosphate end and a Q. (2-unsaturated aldehyde compound. Finally a 
second (2-elimination gives rise to free base and furfural as sugar degradation product. The 
5'-COOH ending fragments, sometimes observed,36. 37 are probably due to a second oxi
dative reaction of the recycled activated Mn-TMPyP on the same site. Complete characteri
zation of the Q. (2-unsaturated aldehyde intennediate was obtained by chemical methods.3s 

No efficient chemical model of restriction enzyme, able to hydrolyze a selected phospho
diester bond, is presently available. However, in an alternative pathway, hydroxylation of 
carbon 5' of deoxyribose immediately followed by reduction of the formed 5' -aldehyde 
may allow to mimic this hydrolysis step (oxidation step + reduction step = "pseudo
hydrolysis"). This was recently demonstrated using the Mn-TMPyP/KHSOs system and its 
specific hydroxylating activity at the C5' position of deoxyribose. The resulting fragments 
may be religated by chemical methods, so this system is able to mimick the well-know 
restriction endonuclease/ligase association.37 

Hybrid molecules based on a metallotris(methylpyridiniumyl)porphyrin moiety attached 
to various vectors have been prepared allowing targeting of the nuclease activity. The 
vector can be an intercalating agent like 9-methoxyellipticine.38 Such derivatives exhibit the 
essential properties of bleomycin. They are cytotoxic against leukemia cells in vitra and 
their nuclease activity, as well as their cytotoxicity, is metal-dependent.38c.d Mn-tris-pyridi
niumylporphyrin39 is also a suitable motif to be linked to various vectors like oligonucleo
tides:w The attachment of an efficient DNA cleaver to oligonucleotides might be useful in 
the development of new antitumoral or antiviral drugs. Recently, we have shown that the 
motif tris-methylpyridiniumylporphyrinatomanganese covalently linked to a 19-mer com
plementary to the initiation codon region of the tat gene of HlV -1 is able to cleave a 35-mer 
containing this intitiation codon zone, in the presence of a large excess of random double
stranded DNA, at very low concentrations (5 to 100 nM). Such a specificity cannot be 
observed with the free Mn-porphyrin because its reactivity is mainly directed to the large 
excess ofrandom DNA.41 

3. Conclusions 

The DNA-cleavage route selected by Nature for cytotoxic drugs (bleomycin, enediyne) is a 
sugar oxidation and not a hydrolysis of phosphodiesters. So it is not surprising that 
synthetic transition meta I complexes exhibiting redox properties and DNA affinity have 
been developed as "chemical nucleases". Development of these artificial and selective DNA 
cleavers, because of the need for highly efficient (quantitative cleavage of the target must be 
reached) and highly specific (sequence specificity on large DNA fragments) reagents, is a 
challenging area in the rational design of future antitumoral or antiviral agents as weH as in 
the field of molecular biology. 
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ABSTRACT: Metals play crucial roles in life processes. It is increasingly recognized that metals 
are involved in cellular and subcellular functions. With the application of new and sophisticated 
machines to study biologie al and biochemical systems the true role of inorganic salts in living 
systems can be revealed. Inorganic chemistry is not the "Dead Chemistry" that some people may 
think. Today, it is known that metals are important ingredients in life, just as the organic 
molecules. For instance, the divalent magnesium and calcium ions play important regulatory 
roles in cells. Metallothionins are ~roteins rich in metal ions found in living systems. The 
divalent cations Zn2+, Ca2+ and Mg + prevent cytotoxicity and in vivo antagonize Cd-induced 
carcinogenesis. Lack of body iron is common in cancer patients and it is associated with 
complications in surgery and in animal experiments. The transport of iron and other metal ions 
by the blood plasma is achieved through the formation of protein complexes. Copper is 
recognized as an essential metalloelement and is primarily associated with copper-dependent 
cellular enzymes. Metals are also used as inorganic drugs for many diseases. 
The cisplatin (cis-Pt(NH3hCI2) is the first member of a new c1ass of potent antitumor drugs 
belonging to metal coordination complexes which are being introduced in Medicine. The 
emphasis in this chapter, however will mainly be on the metal-molecule interactions and the 
chemistry and structure of metal-complexes. 

1. Introduction 

There are a variety of naturally occurring metal complexes which are involved in some 
manner in life pro ces ses 1. We all know that calcium builds strong bones and teeth. But 
calcium also helps to quell muscle cramps and trigger a number of reactions in the human 
body. Our cells in their activities depend on magnesium. In fact next to potassium, 
magnesium is the most abundant mineral inside each cello Ca2+ and Mg2+, as well as 
Zn2+, Cu2+, Fe2+ and Mn2+ are involved in biological processes in the nuc1eus and are 
present in detectable amounts (10-2 to 10-4 mol) and bound to DNA and RNA in the 
cells2. The active configuration of RNA is dependent on Mg2+ or Mn2+ concentration. 
Enzymes in both plants and animals depend on the energy to do their work delivered by 
magnesium. It is known that magnesium delivers the energy by activating the production 
of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) which provides energy to those billions of cells in our 
body. Magnesium is a catalyst or activator for this reaction and countless other physical 
activities. 
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The enzymatic activity, for instance in DNA-polymerase together with the effects of 
divalent ions, such as Mg2+, Mn2+, and Zn2+ on the rate of polymer synthesis has been 
reported3. 

Finally we will report on the developments of models for the metal ion sites found in 
metal complexes of single metal ions with organic ligands having as donor atoms, 
oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur or phosphorous donor atoms. Molecular models were originally 
developed for the conformational analysis of organic compounds. However, co ordination 
compounds are less studied due to the presence of the metal ion which brings in a variety 
of geometries that the metals show in their compounds, and the lack of parameters for 
interactions with the metal ion. Most molecular mechanics programs treat metal-ligand 
interactions by defining a covalent bond between the metal ion and the ligand atom 
"bonded approach" or by using electrostatic and Van der Waals forces ''non-bonded 
approach"4. This review will not analyze the methods, but it will report on the nature of 
the problems and the use of the methods that have been worked out to try to solve them. 

2. Biological Effects 

Metals are known since ancient times. The Egyptians is said to have used copper to 
sterilize water in 3000 BC, the Chinese used gold in medicine in 2500 BC and 
Hippocrates was using many metals, such as, Cu, Fe, Zn, Na, K to cure diseases5. 

The great majority ofthe elements ofthe Periodic Table are metals (ab out 80) and most 
of them are involved in life processes or have been used as drugs. The coordination 
chemistry of alkali, alkaline-earth and toxic cations and their complexation aspects for 
which stability constants and selectivities have been determined with some macrocyc1ic 
cryptates are illustrated on Figure I. 

The applications of the above cryptates for the elimination of the radioactive cations 
have been shown for cryptate 3, 85Sr2+, 224Ra2+, 140Ba2+. The complexation selectivities 
were: Sr2+/Ca2+ = 4.103, Ra2+/Ca2+ = l.6.102, Ba2+/Ca2+ = l.3.105 and Sr2+/K+ = 4.102, 
Ra2+/K+= 16, Ba2+/K+= l.3.104. All in favor ofthe radionuc1ide. The experiments were 
performed in vivo (on rats) and the excretion of radioactive cations in faeces and urine 
were greatly enhanced in the presence ofthe cryptates6. 

As detoxification agents of heavy metals were also used several cryptates which formed 
strong binding with the toxic heavy metals (Cd2+, H~2+, Pb2+) and weak binding with 
biologically essential cations (Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Zn +). For Ca2+ the cryptates 1-3,6-8 
were used successfully (selectivities Hg2+/Ca2+ from 1013 to 1025, Hg2+/Zn2+ from 1011 

to 1019 and for Pb2+ the cryptates 2,3,6-10 were found to be the best (selectivities 
Pb2+/Ca2+ from 106 to 1014, Pb2+/Zn2+ from 105 to 1010). Extraction and transport of 
cations were also possible with these cryptates 7 and they have found a large variety of 
applications in analytical chemistry. 

The biological effects of occupational and environmental exposure to chromium have 
been reported recently8. In areport the occupational exposure to Cr compounds in 
industry of production of the metal and applications of the metals, such as chrome plating 
chromium chemicals and pigments and in various other industries, such as in leather 
tanning, production of Cr catalysts, paints textiles, corrosion inhibitors and others has 
been studied. In all these cases Cr exists in the bivalent and hexavalent state. Chromium is 
a human carcinogen. Lung cancers have been reported in chromate-exposed workers in 
the production of alizarin dyes in 1911 and 19359. The latency period for Cr-associated 
lung cancers ranges between 10-15 years after the initial exposure. The main routes of 
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exposure to Cr are the skin, gastrointestinal tract and respiratOl'Y tract. The metabolism of 
Cr is greatly influenced by the routes of intake. 
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The clinical aspects of aluminum metabolism and aluminum containing drugs, and links 
between aluminum neurotoxicity and cerebral atrophy in regular hemodialysis treatment 
patients are described in areportIO. The main sings of beginning systematic aluminum 
intoxication are neurological symptoms accompanied by aggravation of an already 
existing renal anemia and/or osteopathy. Aluminum concentrations in blood plasma and 
different tissues are often found increased in patients with chronic intermittent 
hemodialysis treatment. 

Copper (11) is recognized to be an essential trace elementlI. Its biological activity has 
been shown in electron transport processes as an integral enzyme co-factor, in antioxidant 
protection, pigment formation and hormone productionl2. 

It has also been shown that the perspective capacity of physiologically essential metals 
to antagonize DNA binding (Zn2+ > Mg2+ > Ca2+) paralleIs their in vivo capacity to 
antagonize Cd-induced carcinogenesis l3 . This study conc1udes that magnesium is 
important in the maintenance of the general integrity of the biological system and that the 
prominent effect of magnesium in cancer systems may be its role in the control of 
immunity growth, or stabilization ofthe DNA structurel4. 
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3.Inorganic Drugs 

The inorganic drug discoveries are many. Technetium, 99mTc(Y) is used for radio 
imaging and other medical uses. Fe-complexes are present in metabolic processes in 
virtually all organisms and have been reported in the excellent work on siderophores 
(from the Greek: o(ÖllpOt;=iron , qlOp&!lt;=camer) by Kenneth Reymond et aP5. There are 
many MRI contrast agents today, such as Gd(III) complexes, Mn(II) and Fe(III) as weIl. 
Gold(I) in colloid form or as a complex (Auranofin), Au(I)(PEt3)acetylthioglucose is 
antiarthritic. Some gold complexes have been tested as anti-cancer agents. The anti
arthritis drugs based on gold complexes usually are compounds linked to thiosulfate 
(Sanochrysin) and sugar ligands such as auromycin. The mechanism of action of gold 
drugs is not known. There are of course the weIl known Pt anticancer drugs (see later). 
Polyoxymetallates have also been studied for anti-HIy16. Metals or metal co ordination 
compounds may be used as macrocyc1ic antibiotics, radioisotopes with targeting agents 
such as antibodies ACE inhibitors. The current drug of choiee for the treatment of iron 
overload is a siderophore17. 

Chelating agents are already in c1inical use to remove toxic metals. Wilsons's disease is 
a genetic disorder due to Cu metabolism. Silver nitrate is still used today in some 
nurseries to treat/or prevent ophthalmie gonorrhea in the newborn, or as Ag(l) 
sulfadiazine as antibacterial but now in most pI aces use modern penicillin derivatives. 
Trace element supplements are used in hospitals as hyperalimentation compounds taken 
intravenously. The most expensive clinical application of metals or organometallic 
complexes takes place in radiology. MRI has resurrected organometallics for radiologists. 
The Gadolinium complexes have already been mentioned above, but many other 
compounds are being attempted. Mn(II), and Fe(III) chelates are used for liver and tumor 
imaging17. Porphyrin derivatives are used to identify tumors, particularly radiologically 
undetectable lung tumors. They are also used as radiosensitizers of tumor cells prior to 
radiation therapy. The radiology literature is full of new metal compounds used in 
radiology. 

The design of new drugs that contain metals is a new area of investigation and one can 
use computational chemistry to understand metalloproteins, metalloenzymes and haem 
proteins 18. It is known that there are not many reported successes of drug design and even 
fewer with metal containing compounds and metalloenzymes. Pharmaceuticals and 
inorganic chemistry have been recently described in the review by Sadler19. The most 
important application of inorganic chemistry in pharmaceuticals is in antineoplastics, and 
nuclear medicine related to diagnostie radiology. Heavy metal chelates are used for 
imaging in nuc1ear medicine, for instance liver imaging was developed or modeled after 
similar agents in hepatobiliary imaging. There is a substitution of a radioactive metal with 
the paramagnetic metal ion. The role ofthallium-201 chloride in brain tumor imaging has 
been used, since thallium-20 1 is a potassium substituted and it is widely used for 
myocardial imaging since 19712°. 

4. Screening ofNew Inorganic Antitumor Agents 

Selecting and identifying novel agents for the treatment of neoplastic disease is a difficult 
job and it changes and evolves considering the empirical data available. Initially the 
strategy was predominantly based on in vivo rodent tumor models. The earliest rodent 
models used were the transplantable tumors, e.g. Y oshida ascites sarcoma, Sarcoma 180, 
and Erlich ascites carcinoma. These tumor models had limited successes and were 
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replaced in the 1950's by synergy transplantable murine tumors, e.g. L121O, P388, B16. 
These are then the backbone of the majority of screening programmes today. The 
prominent models have been the P388 and L1210 murine leukemias which have been 
extensively used by laboratories for the pre-clinical selection of new antitumor agents. 
One of the weIl prepared screening programmes is that of the NCI21. The screening 
between 1955-1982 indicated that from 600,000 compounds screened, only 50 drugs were 
in the elinic. A general conelusion that can be drawn from this reports is that very few 
solid tumors show successful response to chemotherapeutic agents in the elinic. The 
selection therefore based on cytostatic/cytotoxic agents must be changed to a new 
approach for screening for new anti-tumor agents. Single cell culture screening systems 
have been of little value and thus the development of new systems utilizing a range of cell 
lines was established from human solid tumors22. 

5. Platinum Anticancer Drugs 

In 1969, Bamett Rosenberg and co-workers discovered accidentaly23 that cis-diammine 
dichloroplatinum (Il) (cisplatin) had antitumor activity. Today almost 25 years later this 
compound is one of the most widely used oncolytic drugs against a variety of cancers24. 
To date, weIl over 1000 analogues of cisplatin have been synthesized and examined for 
antitumor activity particularly against cancers of testieles, ovaries, head and neck, bladder 
and other carcinomas. However, the drug has a few side effects, such as, nephrotoxicity, 
cytotoxicity, vomiting, lost of hair, cross-resistance and lack of solubility and of course it 
kills the healthy cells as weIl. 

The design and synthesis of the aldiol derived platinum complexes are analogues of 
cisplatin. The synthesis from D-manitol was performed by stereocontrolled manipulation 
of the hydroxyl groups. Unlike the hydroxyl substituted platinum complexes, the methoxy 
analogues appeared to lack cross-resistance in tissue culture trials using the P338 lines 
showing IC50 kg/mL resist/sens ratios elose to unity, compared to cisplatin, which shows 
significant cross-resistance25. This chemotherapeutic agent has the DNA as a target for 
anti cancer drug action. Platinum complexes, like nitrogen mustards and most other 
alkylating agents, react with the DNA primarily at the guanine-N7 position. Bifunctional 
compounds can react with two guanines on the same or on the opposite DNA strands to 
generate intrastrand or interstrand crosslinks26 (Fig. 2). These drugs, produce DNA
protein crosslinks. However, it has often been difficult to determine, if either, of these 
lesions is the main cause of cell killing. 

Cell killing could not be due simply to the presence of DNA lesions, but must involve 
an interaction with replication or mitosis. The number and persistence time of cross links 
in the genome could produce alethal event. The molecular mechanism of action of 
cisplatin has been a fascinating subject of research27 and still iso The binding at the N7 
position of two adjacent guanines in DNA sequence results in a weakening of hydrogen 
bonding ofthe base pairs and the inevitable unwinding ofthe double helix28,29. 

The kinetics of crosslinks formation and repair30 have been studied in some detail in 
Ll210 cells treated with cisplatin by quenching DNA-cisplatin in L1210 cells and 
introducing mainly cisplatin monoadducts and selectively study the second coordinating 
position of the monoproduct to form crosslinks. It was coneluded, however, by this study 
that sensitivity to alkylating agents and platinum complexes is not always fully explained 
by crosslink formation. 
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Figure 2. Intra- and interstrand crosslinks 

Wehave recently reported25 the synthesis and antitumor activity of a series of novel 
platinum complex analogues of cisplatin with the general formulae shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Novel platinum cisplatin analogues, R = H, alkyl 
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The antitumor activity of the hydroxy analogues showed significant in vitro activity 
against sensitive strains of Ll210 leukemia and P388 with D50 values comparable to 
cisplatin. In vivo tests (subcutaneous and in- travenous) against PU-239 showed levels of 
activity approaching that of cisplatin and in vivo test results with M5076 sarcoma were 
inferior to cisplatin. The O-methyl analogs also showed significant in vitro and in vivo 
antitumor activity against several tumor lines. The same trends were observed in vivo 
with good resistant/sensitive ratios comparable or better from cisplatin. In an, promising 
antitumor activity is exhibited by these analogues. 

6. Structure of Platinum-DNA Adducts and Spectroscopic Studies 

The interactions of the above platinum aldiol complexes with nucleic acid compounds, 
such as guanosine, 5'-GMP, 3'-GMP, GpC, CpG have been studied by spectroscopic 
techniques like FT-IR, Raman and IH NMR as wen as with Mass spectrometry3I,32. 
These structural and spectroscopic studies with various nucleotides and DNA have shown 
that in an the above reactions the stable unit of cis-Pt(NH2R)2+ is chelated as intrastrand 
cross-linking moiety at two adjacent guanines, coordinated with the N7 nitrogen sites33. 
The reaction of cis-Pt(NH3)CI2 or cis-Pt(NH2RhCI2 analogues with a guanosine takes 
place through the N7 of guanine as fonows33 : 

(diaminehPtCl2 + 2G-residue ~ (diaminehPtG2-residue++ + 2Cl-

The 2G-residues, may be two free guanines, guanosines, guanosine monophosphates or 
two guanines linked through sugar-phosphates as in DNA. 
The above reaction is general and the assumption is made that it takes place also in vivo. 
The generality of this reaction is also deduced from the greater basicity of the N7 site of 
guanine. It has been observed in the solid FT -IR spectra of the complexes formed that a 
change from C2' -endo to C3' -endo conformation of the sugar, is accompanied by a shift 
of the sugar-phosphate characteristic band34 from 825 -cm-I to 800 cm-I. This 
conformational change has also been confirmed from IH NMR spectTa ofthe complexes 
in aqueous solutions35. 

The secondary structure of DNA depends on the sugar-phosphate backbone vibrations. 
these "marker bands" of the furanose-phosphate backbone vibrations for the 
conformations C2'-endo/anti (B-DNA) C3'-endo/anti (A-DNA) and C3'-endo/syn (Z
DNA) have been observed in FT-IR of metal ion-nucleotide adducts and also in Raman 
spectra36. These vibrations reveal the conformational changes which take place in the 
secondary structure of double DNA helix upon metal fixation at the N7 site of guanine37. 

The primary structure of covalent bonds in DNA also changes upon metal complexation 
ofthe N7 site ofguanine and this introduces changes in the "marker band" near 690 cm-I 
due to the "breathing mode" of the purine ring, which shows considerable change upon 
co ordination of a metal ion at the N7 site of guanine. These changes, however are general 
for an the metals that are bonded to N7 of guanine. An attempt to differentiate between 
the cis- and trans-Pt(NH3hCI2 interactions with DNA the FT -IR spectra of the cis
Pt(DNA) and trans-Pt(DNA) adducts have been recorded and compared. The spectra are 
shown in Fig. 4. the FT -IR spectrum of cis-Pt(DNA) is different from that of the trans
Pt(DNA) adduct with respect to the marker bands38. These deferences are with respect to 
Pt-N7 mono adduct (trans-Pt) and Pt-(N7) bi-adduct (cis-Pt). 
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Figure 4. FT-IR spectra ofDNA-metal complexes 

1. Molecular Modeling of Coordination Compounds 

Inorganic pharmaceuticals are a new challenge in modem pharmacology. This is helped 
by drug design based on molecular modeling of coordination compounds, and in 
particular modeling metal ion sites, in all the cases where metals play a role in living 
processes. The binding mode of metal ions in proteins, nucleic acids, membranes, etc. is 
complex. Metals do control the activity of enzymes and some of the most genetic 
processes in the replication of DNA and RNA. A great deal of effort is given in designing 
organic drugs, but very little in inorganic chemistry. This trend must change by showing 
how inorganic compounds are important for life. We think that this can be accomplished 
by exploring methods for molecular mechanics modeling of coordination compounds and 
inorganics in generaJ39. We must develop molecular models for the metal complexes of 
single metal ions with organic ligands in order to find new approaches for the force fields 
of co ordination compounds. A new force field for modeling metalloproteins has been 
developed by Vedani and Huhta4. This new force field for modeling metal-ligand 
separation, the symmetry and the energy expression has a function which includes as 
variables the metal-ligand separation, the symmetry at the metal center (metal site), the 
directionality of the metal-ligand bonds, the ligand-metal charge transfer and the ligand 
field stabilization (for transition metal ions). The program "YETI" incorporates the crystal 
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structure data, H-bonds, etc. in order to be used for modeling details of metal
co ordination. It has been found that there is a clear preference for metal-bound ligand 
atoms to orient their lone pair towards the metal center just like a H-bond acceptor atom 
prefers to orient its lone pair towards the donor-H atom. 

Results were described in a new analysis4 of the center atom environments of Zn(II) 
and Co(II) in small-molecule crystal structures with data retrieved from Cambridge 
Structural Database (CSD). These results were used as a basis for an extended potential 
function to model metal centers in proteins. The new model has again been incorporated 
into the molecular mechanics program "YETI" (Version 4.5) and used to model 
biological complexes and Co(II)-substituted human carbonic anhydrase I. We think that 
this is an interesting new approach to study metal co ordination complexes in bioinorganic 
chemistry. 
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THE INTERACTION OF HEAVYMETAL IONS WITH DNA 
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1. Introduction 

The effect of metal ions upon conformation of DNA was realized early, when it became 
apparent that metal ions are involved in the stabilization of the Watson-Crick double 
helix1,2. Metal ions react with a variety of electron-donor sites on polynucleotides3. There 
are two main sites of interaction, the phosphate moieties of the ribose-phosphate 
backbone and the electron donor groups of the bases. The two types of interaction carry 
with them quite different effects upon the structure of polynucleotides. Reactions with the 
phosphate means stabilization of ordered structures but cleavage of phosphodiester bonds 
at high temperature. Whether the binding is non-specific, Le., totally predictable on the 
basis of electrolyte theory, or whether specific bonds to the phosphate are produced, the 
result is to neutralize the array of negative charges on the double helix and thus to 
stabilize it. Such stabilization is accompanied by an increase in the "melting temperature" 
ofDNA4. 

Reaction with the bases means destabilization of ordered structures, since metal ions 
can bind to the base stacking interactions that hold together the two strands of DNA. 
Destabilization is accompanied by a decrease in the melting temperature, Tm of DNA. 
The differences in behaviour of various metal ions with polynucleotides have made it 
apparent that some metal ions prefer the phosphate sites and other metal ions prefer the 
base sites. The difference was strikingly illustrated by the effect of magnesium(I1) and 
cadmium(I1) ions on the melting behaviour of DNA. However, metal ions cannot be 
placed into two categories of those that bind to phosphate and those that bind to the bases. 
Thus, copper(I1) ions that are so effective in base binding, also bind to phosphate and are 
therefore capable of cleaving phosphodiester links in polyribonucleotides. On the other 
hand, zinc(II) ions which are so effective in degrading phosphodiester links due to 
phosphate binding have been demonstrated to bring about a temperature-reversible 
unwinding of DNA through binding to the bases. Also, DNA can be unwound at low 
ionic strength with copper(I1) ions and subsequently rewound by cooling and then adding 
solid electrolyte. Evidence indicates that copper(I1) forges' intramolecular as weIl as 
intermolecular cross-links. Mercury(I1) and silver(I) ions bind to the nucleoside bases in 
such a manner that the two chains become cross-linked, native double-stranded DNA can 
be regenerated from this structure by removal ofthese ions by complexing anions5,6 

The antitumour drug cis-Pt(NH3hCI2 shows a wide variety of biological activity and 
seems to act by causing a primary lesion on cellular DNA by binding to the bases. The 
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drug thus bound to native DNA causes both interstrand cross-linking and a partial 
destabilization of the DNA secondary structure. 

Figure 1. Variations of Tm of solutions of DNA as a function of divalent metal ion 
concentration. 

The preference for phosphate over base assoclatlOn decreases in the order 
Mg(I1»Co(I1»Ni(I1»Mn(I1»Zn(I1»Cu(I1) (Fig. 1). Also trivalent rare earth ions and 
hard metals in general stabilize ordered structures by binding to phosphates. The above 
series could be extended to include softer heavy metal ions. In the presence of Pb(I1), 
Au(III), Pt(I1), Pt(IV) or Rh(III), the me1ting temperature of DNA is substantially 
lowered. Heavy metal ions may therefore be placed to the right ofthe above series7,8. 

Several ruthenium complexes have been shown to inhibit cellular DNA synthesis in 
vitro at a level similar to that of cis-Pt(NH3hCI2 and have shown antitumour activity in 
animal studies. Compounds containing pentammine-ruthenium(I1) and (III) have been 
shown to inhibit DNA synthesis functioning, probably by binding to DNA. It has been 
observed that large complex cations that are strongly bound to phosphates stabilize the 
double helix very effectively7. The [Co(NH3)6]3+ cation has been found to increase the 
Tm of poly(I -C) by about 50°C for high metal ion concentrations. However, a biphasic 
melting appears for low metal ion concentrations, attributed to cations moving from 
melted polynuc1eotide regions to double helix regions so that the uncomplexed helix 
melts at a lower temperature than the complexed7,9 

A biphasic melting has also been observed in the case of [AI(H20)6]3+ interaction with 
DNA8 and in the case of cis,trans-[Pt(NH3hCI2] 10, II interaction with poly(dA-dT). This 
has been explained by the subsequent melting of uncomplexed and complexed regions. 

Of the various rhodium complexes studied for mutagenic activity, cis-[Rh(enhCI2]CI 
with acharge of + land two leaving groups of suitable lability has given positive results, 
while [Rh(NH3)SCI]Clt with one leaving group and acharge of +2 has given negative 
results!2. Erck et al.! have studied the interaction of Rh2(acetate)4 with various 
polynuc1eotides for relatively short interaction times and have found that binding occurs 
with denatured DNA and poly-A, while there is no extensive binding with poly-G, poly-C 
and double helical DNA (A=adenine, G=Guanine, C=cytosine). The observed cytostatic 
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effect of this complex has been attributed to inhibition of DNA and RNA polymerases 
due to reaction with the -SH groups ofthe enzymes14• 

The interaction and conformational changes of various heavy metal ions among them 
Ru(II), Ru(III), Rh(II), Rh(III) systems with DNA is presented15-19. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1 THE INTERACTION OF RUTHENIUM(III)-CHLORlDE SYSTEM WITH DNA 

Figure 2. Density gradient from ultracentrifugation experiments .• DNA solution,o DNA 
-RuCI3 solution. 

2.1.1 Sedimentation experiments. In Figure 2 are presented the results of the 
sedimentation experiments. We observe for DNA solutions that DNA molecules with 
high molecular weight appear in the upper fractions of density gradients. On the contrary, 
DNA-RuCI3 solutions indicate that the molecules with the higher molecular weight 
correspond to middle and lower fractions of the density gradients. Also, the ratio of the 
average molecular weight of DNA in RuCl3 solution to the average molecular weight of 
DNA alone in solution is 2.2. 

Thus from the distribution of molecular fractions in the sedimentation experiments and 
the increase ofthe average molecular weight ofDNA in RuCl3 solution, we conc1ude that 
the DNA is interacting with the Ru(lII) ions. 

2.1.2. EJectronic spectra. RuCl3 in the presence of chloride ions (1xlO-2 M NaCI) 
exhibits an absorption spectrum in the region 350 to 560 nm with maxima at 379, 460 
and 552 nm characteristic of Ru(III) ions in water solution at concentrations between 5 x 
10-4 and lxlO-3 M in the pH region 6.5 to 6.7. Several chlorohydroxy derivatives must 
exist in equilibrium in this pH region20. Spectra ofunbuffered solutions or buffered citrate 
solutions exhibit no significant differences at these concentrations. The respective spectra 
in the presence of DNA at 25°C showed a decrease in absorption maxima and a shift of 
the bands in the visible spectrum. The observed changes are not very significant and 
indicate that Ru(III) does not interact with the bases at room temperature. The decrease in 
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absorbance observed could be interpreted as a decrease in effective metal ion 
concentration due to interaction with phosphates. 

The conc1usion that Ru(III) interacts with the phosphates at room temperature is further 
supported from the ultraviolet spectra of Ru(III)-DNA solutions. Ultraviolet spectra of 
Ru(III)-DNA solutions that were taken using in the reference cell concentration of the 
metal ion in the same as in the sampIe cell do not show any change in the 258 nm DNA 
band. The absorbance of these solutionsis greater than in the respective DNA-NaCI 
solutions and is increasing with the r value. 

The ultraviolet spectrum of DNA, as is weIl known, shows a maximum at 258 nm. The 
position of this maximum remains unchanged by the addition of Cu(II) ions at 25°C, but 
on increasing the temperature there was a small shift in the maximum towards longer 
wavelengths and an increase in the absorption due to decrease in hypochromicity. 
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Fi8!lre 3. Melting behaviour of Ru(III)-DNA solutions. [DNA] = 5 x 10-5 M(P) in I x 
10-2 M NaCI, r = Ru(I1I)/ [DNA], A. = 260 nm . • , Closed and 0, open symbols are 
found on heating and cooling curves respectively. 

It was concluded that Cu(II) ions at room temperature bind to phosphate sites only, but at 
higher temperatures when some relative motion of the two strands, in the DNA helix is 
possible, such as occurs at the nannealing temperaturen, penetration of the helix by the 
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Cu(H) ions can occur, which results in binding of the Cu(H) ions to nitrogen atoms of the 
bases20. 

This was further evidenced by the increased absorption and the blue shifting of the 
bands in the visible region of the spectrum caused by stronger ligand field of the nitrogen 
derivatives on coordination to Cu(II)22,23 . Similar effects were observed in the ultraviolet 
and visible part of the spectrum with Au(III)24 and cis-Pt(NH3hCI225,26 and these 
changes were interpreted as being due to reduction of stacking interactions of the bases, 
disruption of hydrogen bonds between base pairs and interaction of the metal ions with 
the nitrogen of the bases. 

The ultraviolet spectra ofRu(III)-DNA solutions that were heated up to 37°C remained 
unaltered, indicating that no observable reaction with the bases takes place up to this 
temperature. However, the ultraviolet spectra of dilute Ru(III)-DNA solutions that had 
been previously heated to 75°C and then cooled to room temperature exhibit an increased 
absorption and a shifting to longer wavelengths. Thus during thermal denaturation dose 
to or at the "annealing temperature", some interaction takes place at an earlier stage ofthe 
denaturation process. This type of interaction, however, seems to be quite strong since it 
remains even after the solution is cooled. Ru(III) ions most probably form interstrand 
cross-links with the DNA at room temperature in a manner similar to that observed for 
cis-Pt(II) 25,26. 
2.1.3. Heating and cooling curves. Figure 3a represents the well-known heating and 
cooling curves of DNA at low ionic strength (0.01 M NaCI). The melting temperature, 
Tm, is 67°C and the transition is relatively noncooperative. Cooling of the denatured 
DNA produces a slight decrease in absorbance due to randomized restacking. Figures 3b-
3f represent the heating, cooling and reheating curves of DNA at different metal ion 
concentrations and in Table I are summarized the melting temperatures at various r 
values. We observe that the melting temperatures, Tm, of Ru(III)-DNA solutions are 
increased during the first heating with increasing concentration of the metal ion and in all 
cases are higher than the Tm of DNA alone. Thus, Ru(HI) ions behave in the manner to 
be expected for metal ions that bind exclusively to phosphate27. The negative charges on 
the phosphate groups of native DNA repel each other and tend to unwind the molecule 
unless counterions are present. The more such counterions there are, the lower the 
tendency to unwind. Thus, the higher the Ru(III) concentration, the higher the melting 
temperature of DNA. 

Figure 4 shows the change in Tm with increasing concentration of Ru(IH) during the 
first heating at various times. We observed that in all cases equilibrium is attained rather 
quickly. This conc1usion is also supported from the electronic spectra ofthese solutions at 
room temperature. 

From the cooling curves of 3b-3f we observe a decrease in absorbance depending on 
the r value. The decrease in absorbance is greater for small values of r. At high r values 
the decrease in absorbance of the cooling curves is small and for r = 2 the decrease 
becomes minimal. 

Eichhorn et al.4 observed that Co(H) and Ni(II) increase the Tm with increasing metal 
ion concentration and the absorbance decreases for high values of r on cooling. It was 
suggested that Co(Il) and Ni(H) interact with the phosphates for small values of r; 
however, at high r values Co(II) and Ni(II) also interact with the bases. Thus the addition 
of sufficient Co(II) or Ni(II) allows some of the metal to hold complementary bases in 
reverse during heating, so that rewinding can occur on cooling. The melting behaviour of 
Zn(II) and Mn(II) suggested that. these ions bind to DNA both from the phosphate and 
from the bases. 
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Figure 4. Tm dependenee as a funetion of metal ion coneentration at various times, 
during the first heating. 0 t = 1 h, 0 t = 24 h, t. t = 72 h. 

Thus, Zn(II) and Mn(II) are capable ofbase interaction to such an extent that a large 
proportion of double-stranded DNA appears to be regenerated on cooling. 

T bl I MI· a e e tmg temperatures 0 fDNA R Cl I . - u 11 so utions 
t(h) r 

0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
1 1st 68.0 1st 70.3 1st 71.4 1st 72.0 

2nd 68.0 2nd 70.3 2nd 67.7 2nd 64.6 
24 1st 69.6 1st 72.2 1st 73.l 1st 73.0 

2nd 69.2 2nd 68.8 2nd 65.8 
48 1st 70.2 1st 70.7 1st 72.4 1st 73.7 

2nd 69.8 2nd 67.6 2nd 65.0 
72 1st 69.6 1st 71.9 1st 73.5 1st 73.9 

2nd 69.8 2nd 69.0 2nd 65.2 

From the melting curves (Figs. 3b-3f), we conclude that Ru(II) is interaeting with the 
phosphate at room temperatures; however, at elevated temperatures it is also interacting 
with the bases of DNA. The phosphate interaction is dominant in all cases since the Tm is 
increasing for all values of r. However, for small values of r a portion of the metal ion 
during denaturation holds the two chains in elose proximity so that the double helix is 
regenerated on cooling. This phenomenon is similar to that observed for high r values as 
opposed to our case in which this was observed for small values of r. Also, for Cu(II) and 
cis-Pt(II) the interaction of these metals with the bases of DNA starts ab out 37°C; for 
Ru(III), however, this interaction becomes apparent at mueh higher temperatures. most 
probably when most of the DNA is elose to melting. These conelusions were also 
supported from the electronic spectra of Ru(III)-DNA solutions, whieh do not show any 
drastic changes when they were heated up to 40°C. Thus, it seems to be preferential 
binding of Ru(III) to the bases of single-stranded DNA versus double-stranded DNA; 
sterie reasons most probably indice this preferential binding. For small values of r the 
metal ion concentration is enough to hold the two strands in elose proximity and leave 
enough positions of the bases free to cause rewinding on cooling. Ru(HI) ions interact 
strongly with the bases so that the bonds remain intact on cooling. These conelusions are 
strongly supported from the electronic spectra of Ru(III)-DNA solutions that had been 
previously melted and then cooled to room temperature. Thus, in these cases interstrand 
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cross-linking is proposed to be primarily responsible for the renaturation procedure. Also, 
an amount of the metal ion that is bound to phosphate is acting cooperatively on cooling 
in a manner similar to the addition of solid electrolyte observed for the rewinding of DNA 
in the presence ofCu(I1) and Cd(I1)3. 

In Table II is presented the percentage of renaturation of DNA as was calculated from 
the relative hypochromicity of the solutions on cooling25,26. We observe that the 
percentage of renaturation is increasing with time for a certain r value. This is may be due 
to increased interaction of the metal ion with the phosphate groups, thus leaving a greater 
number of free bases for renaturation. This is in accordance with our previous statement 
that Ru(III) ions are preferentially bound to phosphates. 

T bl 11 P a e ercentaß e renaturatIOn 0 fDNA R Cl - u I . so uttons 
t(h) r 

0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5 
1 78 73 60 33 

24 76 63 34 
48 85 65 35 
72 86 70 37 

From Figures 3b-3f we observe that at high metal ion concentrations (r = 1, 1.5, 2) 
renaturation is reduced for steric reasons since quite a few positions of the bases are now 
blocked from Ru(III) ions, forming intrastrand crosslinks. 

T", "CI 690 

66-0 

63~~0~--~~~~~r-RU-3'~)'-~--M~~ 

Figure 5. Tm dependence as a function of metal ion concentration at various times, 
during the second heating. 0 t = 1 h, 0 t = 24 h, 11 t = 72 h. 

Pascoe and Roberts28 demonstrated that only I out every 400 reactions of cis-Pt(I1) to 
HeIa cell DNA was a cross-link and only 1 out of every 4000 reactions with trans Pt(I1) 
was a cross-link. Thus, it is reasonable to assurne that the single-stranded reactions of 
Ru(III) with the DNA bases dominate over cross-linking reactions. Renaturation at high r 
values is now inhibited because of the increased probability that the reaction with the 
opposite strand would be blocked due to the presence of another monofunctionally bound 
Ru(III) molecule at that site. In Table I and in Figures 3b-3f we observe that the Tm 
values during the second heating coincide with those of the first heating only for small 
values of r. In Figure 5 is presented the change in Tm with increasing metal ion 
concentration during the second heating. 
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The Tm is decreasing with increasing r value. This can be explained by the fact that 
during the second heating the cross-linked Ru(I1I)-DNA facilitates the interaction of 
Ru(I1I) ions with the bases of the DNA, thus decreasing the Tm with increasing r values. 

In conc1usion, Ru(I1I) is interacting with the phosphate moieties of DNA and only at 
denaturation temperatures starts to interact with the nitrogen of the bases fonning 
interstrand cross-links responsible for the renaturation process. However, this occurs only 
for small values of r. Steric hindrance probably inhibits the renaturation procedure for 
high r values. The interstrand cross-links persist even at room temperature and are 
primarily responsible for the decrease in melting temperatures during the second heating. 

2.2 THE INTERACTION OF Rh(II) AND Rh(III) WITH DNA 

Electronic spectra of the complex ions [Rh(enhCI2]CI (en=ethylenediamine) and 
[Rh(NH3)sCI]CI2 remain practically unchanged upon interaction with DNA. The initial 
bands of [Rh(enhCI2]Cl at 353 and 293 nm and of [Rh(NH3)5CI]CI2 at 345 and 270 nm 
change only slightly in intensity in the presence of DNA, while there is no shifting of the 
wavelength. The above observations are true for the r = 5.0, r = 10.0 values and for 1-24 
hinteraction times. 

However in the case of Rh2(acetate)4 the initial bands of the complex at 585 and 445 
nm are almost doubled in intensity in the presence of DNA after 24 h or longer 
interaction time. A similar observation has been made with Cu(lI) which is known to 
interact with DNA through phosphate as well as base binding29. 

The absorption band of DNA at 285 nm which was attributed to electronic transitions 
on the nuc1eic acid bases3 is not shifted in the presence of the two complex ions studied 
for the r values 0.2-2.0 and the r values 0.4-4.0 for Rh2(acetate)4 and for interaction times 
up to 24h. This implies that a possible interaction of the complexes with DNA does not 
inc1ude the bases of the double helix, at least under the above mentioned conditions. 

Heating of the complexes solutions up to 90°C does not affect the 260 nm absorbance 
value ofthe solutions, thus showing stability ofthe complexes during the heating process 
of the Tm experiments (Fig. 6). 

Characteristic heating and cooling curves of DNA in the presence of the complex ions 
studied are shown in Figures 6a-6d. The Tm values of [Rh(enhCI2]+1, 
[Rh(NH3)4CI~2_DNA solutions are h~gher than .the Tm ~alue of DNA. in pre~ence ~f 
Na+ 1.0 x 10- M (Tm = 68.2°C) and mcrease wlth metall0n concentratton. ThlS fact IS 
also c1early shown in Figures 7a and 7b which represent the Tm values as a function of 
metal ion concentration. This behaviour is consistent with metal ion interaction with the 
phosphate moieties of the double helix leading to stabilization of it,27,30,31, which is 
greater as the number of metal ions increase in solution. 

The higher Tm values for longer interaction times, t = 24 or 48 h, (Fig. 6) are 
attributed to increased stability of the double helix due to rather slow equilibrium as well 
as to a possible confonnational change of the helix after the binding of some metal ions 
on it, making the binding of additional ions easier. Several metal ions interacting rather 
slowly with DNA have already been mentioned as Au(III)24, Rh(III)32 while others 
interact faster as Hg(II)33 and Ru(III) 15. Cooling curves (Fig. 7) show no significant 
decrease in absorbance values, as expected by DNA in the presence of metal ions such as 
Mg+2 which interact only with the phosphate moieties4, so that DNA is rewound upon 
cooling. 

The Tm values for [Rh(NH 3)5CI]+ 2 ion are higher than [Rh( enhCI2]+ 1 for the same r 
value due to higher stabilization of the double helix in the presence of divalent as 
compared with monovalent cations. 
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Tm values of DNA do not differ in absence or in presence of Rh2(acetate)4 for the 
various concentration values and interaction times with the exception ofr = 4.0 at t = 48 h 
where there is a Tm value decrease. The above data imply that Rh2(acetate)4 does not 
change the Tm ofDNA under the conditions studied. For relatively high r values and long 
interaction time the complex destabilizes the double helix, as concluded by the Tm value 
decrease, characterizing metal ion binding to nucleic acid bases which disrupts hydrogen 
bonding and stacking interactions27,34. It may be assumed that, as the temperature 
increases, even the small number of unpaired DNA bases present, makes possible the 
metal ion-nucleic acid base interaction which disrupts further hydrogen bonds 
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destabilizing the DNA structure and lowering the Tm value. A similar case has been 
observed with Cu(II) 29. 

In order to elucidate the interaction of DNA with Rh2(acetate)4 sedimentation through 
an alkaline sucrose gradient was employed. The results showed that in presence of 
Rh2(acetate)4 the distribution is shifted to lower fractions of density gradient while the 
distribution for DNA lies on middle to upper fractions. This is attributed to an increase of 
the DNA average molecular weight due to interaction with the complex. 

In conc1usion, the complex ions cis-[Rh(enhCI2]+ land [Rh(NH3)5Cl]+2, which have 
already been studied for mutagenicity12, cause stabilization of the double helix after 
interaction with the phosphate groups. The complex Rh2(acetate)4 interacts with DNA 
bases for relatively high metal ion concentration and long interaction time, while under 
different conditions no interaction with DNA is observed. This conc1usion is consistent 
with previous studies13 explaining the cytostatic action of the complex by inhibition of 
DNA and RNA polymerases. 

2.3 THE INTERACTION OF [Ru(NH3)5Cl]+2 AND [Ru(NH3)6]+3 IONS WITH DNA 

2.3.1. Electronic spectra. Electronic spectra of the complex ions in solution change upon 
heating in the absence as well the presence of DNA, but the two modes of change differ. 
The absorption peak of [Ru(NH3)5Cl]+2 ion at 328 nm moves to 297 nm after heating 
the solution to 85°C in I hand there appears a significant absorption at 258 nm. 
However, when DNA is present (r = 1.0), the initial absorption peaks at 328 and 258 nm 
(that are a "sum" of the peaks of metal ion and DNA) appear at 430, 350 and 258 nm 
after the heating process. A similar situation exists for [Ru(NH3)6]+3 ion, which has an 
absorption peak at 267 nm before heating and at 538 and 297 nm after heating, also 
having a significant absorption at 258 nm, while in the presence of DNA (r = 1.0) the 
initial absorption peaks at 267 and 258 nm appear at 430, 350 and 258 nm after heating. 

A solution obtained by mixing a metal ion solution heated to 85°C and cooled with a 
double-stranded DNA solution exhibits three absorption peaks after heating, namely at 
430, 350 and 258 nm. However, when the preheated metal ion solution is mixed with a 
single-stranded DNA solution, the resulting solution (r = 1.0) has absorption peaks at 297 
and 258 nm. 

The spectral changes of complex ion solutions upon heating indicated a change of the 
absorbing complex ion. The absorption at 297 nm, which ap-tlears after heating the 
solutions up to 85°C, coincides with that of the [Ru(NH3)50H] 2 ion35. The formation 
of the above hydroxy complex is further supported by the pH value decrease for both 
complexes and by the conductivity values. Thus, the formation of the hydroxy complex 
from [Ru(NH3)5Cl]+2 according to the reaction: 

causes a pH decrease due to HCl formation, which is also responsible for the conductivity 
value increase, although the complex ion remains a 1:2 electrolyte. Also the formation of 
the hydroxy complex from [Ru(NH3)6]+3 according to the reaction: 

produces NH4Cl, causing a pH decrease and practically no change in the conductivity 
value, although the initial 1:3 electrolyte gives a 1:2 electrolyte upon heating. The 
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formation of [Ru(NH3)50H]+2 ion, which absorbs at 297 um, also explains the 
absorbance increase at 260 um upon heating. 
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Figure 8. Melting behaviour of complex ion-DNA solutions. (a-t) [DNA] = 5xlO-~ M, 
[NaCl] = 0.01 M; A = 260 um (b-t) Ru(III) in mole ratios to DNA shown. (d) Ru(III) 
complex preheated before addition. 
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Figure 8. Continued. Closed symbols are found on heating curves; open symbols are 
found on cooling curves. 
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The above mentioned data indicate that the initial complex ions [Ru(NH3)5CI]+2 and 
[Ru(NH3)6]+3 are transformed to the Ru(NH3)50H]+2 ion upon heating to 85°C. This 
hydroxy complex reacts preferentially with double-stranded DNA, resulting in 
absorptions at 430, 350 and 258 nm, as the interaction of the hydroxy complex with 
single-stranded DNA results in absorptions at 297 and 258 nm that correspond to the 
hydroxy complex and DNA, respectively and remain unchanged after reaction. 

2.3.2. Heating and cooling curves. Figure 8a shows the heating and cooling curve of 
DNA at low ionic strength (0.01 M NaCI), with a Tm value of 68.2°C. Cooling causes 
only a slight decrease of absorbance, due to random stacking3• Figures 2b through 3g 
represent some of the heating and cooling curves of metal complex-DNA solutions at 
various r values and interaction times. The above data show a Tm value increase caused 
by [Ru(NH3)5CI]+2 in the r range 0.1-0.3 and by [Ru(NH3)6]+3 in the r range 0.1-0.5 
and the increase is greater as the concentration of metal ion increases. Also, cooling of the 
solutions does not cause any important absorbance decrease. The above are indicative of 
double-stranded DNA stabilization2,30,31 due to metal ion-phosphate interaction. 

A different situation exists at higher r values, namely r = 0.5 for [Ru(NH3)SCI]+2 and r 
= 1.0 for [Ru(NH3)6]+3. where melting is biphasic. The first melting curve ends at 8SoC 
and then the second melting curve begins; the second curve ends upon cooling the 
solutions. It should be noted that in Figure 8, the absorbance change due to hydroxylation 
reaction has been substracted by ca1culation at each temperature value. Figures 8c and 8f 
depict the biphasic melting for r = 1.0 and r = 2.0 in the presence of [Ru(NH3)SCI]+2 and 
[Ru(NH3)6]'+-3, respectively, where biphasicity is more pronounced than for r = 0.5 and r 
= 1.0, where it first appears. 

Because the solutions of the complex ions remain unchanged at temperature values 
lower than 8SoC, it is conc1uded that the first melting curve in the Tm experiments may 
be considered to be caused by the initial complex ions [Ru(NH3)SCI]+2 and 
[Ru(NH3)6]+3. The Tm values and the Tm representation as a function of metal ion 
concentration (Fig. 9) are explained by metal ion interaction with the phosphate roups of 
DNA. The higher Tm values for [Ru(NH3)6]+3 ion than for [Ru(NH3)SClt ion are 
attributed to the first ion's higher charge3• Also, longer interaction tim es between metal 
ions and DNA do not greatly change the Tm values, so that a rather fast equilibrium may 
be suggested. 

Regarding the second melting curve, the electronic data, pH values and conductivity 
measurements should be taken into consideration. 

A few cases of biphasic melting have already been reported. In the case of cis, trans 
[Pt(NH3hCI2] interaction with poly(dA-Dt) 10, 1 1, the first melting occurs at a low 
temperature identical to that of the free macromolecule, while the second melting occurs 
at a higher temperature. It is suggested that the macromolecule free-metal regions melt at 
a low temperature and that platinum-bound regions melt at a higher temperature, due to 
stabilization ofthe double helix. This explanation is not true for the [Ru(NH3)5CI]+2 and 
[Ru(NH3)6]+3 complex ions, as there are two high-tem~erature melting cUrves in their 
case compared to the Tm ofDNA in presence ofNa+ 10- M. 

The [Co(NH3)6]CI3-DNA interaction7 is another example of biphasic melting that has 
been attributed to metal ion binding preferentially to double- over single-stranded DNA, 
thus resulting in metal ion migration from single- to double-helix sites with subsequent 
increase of the "effective" r value and presentation of a biphasic melting curve. The 
appearance of the second melting curve for r = 0.5 and r = 1.0 for the complex ions 
[Ru(NH3)SCI]+2 and [Ru(NH3)6]+3, respectively, is attributed to the formation of 
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[Ru(NH3)SOH]+2 ion, as indicated by electronic spectra, pH values and conductivity 
measurements . 
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Figure 9. Tm dependence as a function ofmetal ion concentration at t = 1 h. 

The complex ion formed binds preferentially to as-yet-unmelted double-stranded regions 
ofthe DNA, so that the respective sites ofthe macromolecule are stabilized and melt at a 
higher temperature, giving the second melting curve. The hydroxy complex that is formed 
at high temperatures attains an appreciable concentration at these temperatures and only 
then interacts with DNA, thus causing the biphasic melting. 

The monophasic melting for low r values (r = 0.1-0.3 for [Ru(NH3)SCl]+2 and r = 0.1-
O.S for [Ru(NH3)6]+3 at 24 and 48 hinteraction time indicates that bound initial Ru 
complexes do not become hydroxylated. 
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The [Ru(NH3)50H]+2 preferential binding to double- rather than single-stranded DNA 
is confirmed by comparing the spectrum of the ion with single-stranded DNA with the 
spectrum of the ion with double-stranded DNA The absorptions of the complex ion at 
297 um and of DNA at 258 um remain unchanged after reaction in the first case, while in 
the second case they appear at 430, 350 and 258 um. 

The stabilization of DNA double helix upon interaction with [Ru(NH3)50H]+2 is 
shown by the heating and cooling curves (Fig. 8d) obtained when a solution of DNA is 
mixed with [Ru(NH3)50H]+2 solution that has been formed by heating solutions of the 
initial complexes to 85°C. The melting is monophasic. The increase in the Tm value of 
DNA is attributed ti the hydroxy complex-phosphate moieties interaction. 

For low r values the melting is monophasic because the initial complex ion present 
interact almost completely with DNA and there is no hydroxy complex formed. 

In conclusion [Ru(NH3)5Cl]+2 and [Ru(NH3)6]+3 interact at low r values with the 
phosphate groups of the DNA helix, causing stabilization of the helix. For relatively high 
values of r, biphasic melting occurs, the first phase of which is attributed to the initial 
complexes, while the second phase is attributed to the [Ru(NH3)50H]+2 ion, which is 
formed at high temperature from the amount of the initial complexes stilI not having 
interacted with DNA and interacts with DNA at this high temperature. Both phases of 
melting correspond to stabilization of the DNA helix, due to metal ions' interaction with 
the phosphate groups. 
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ABSTRACT. An understanding of the competition between competing redox processes that lead to 
the reduction of oxidants bound to DNA presents a new framework upon which to design selective 
cleavage agents and to interpret the results of structural studies based upon cleaving nucleic acids 
with small, transition-metal complexes. 

1. Background 

The oxidative damage of DNA by metal complexes is of interest in pharmaceutical 
applications and in developing probes for nucleic acid structure in solution.1-3 Because of 
recent advances in experimental methodology, it has become possible to begin 
understanding the mechanisms ofDNA cleavage on a fundamentalleve1.4•5 For example, 
cleavage of DNA by bleomycin (BLM) has been shown to occur via activation of oxygen 
by Fe(II)BLM to form a high-valent species (activated BLM) that is capable of abstracting 
the 4'-hydrogen atom from DNA sugars. Activated BLM is also capable of self
inactivation, as indicated by the fact that repeated electrochemical activation in the absence 
of DNA leads to a dramatic loss in the ability of BLM to degrade DNA.6 The presence of 
DNA protects BLM from self-inactivation, leading to catalytic DNA damage; however, 
electrochemical experiments show a decrease in catalytic current during electrochemically 
activated DNA degradation,6 indicating that self-inactivation does compete with DNA 
cleavage to some extent. 

Recent studies have shown that sequence-specific isotope effects are observed for 
cleavage by FeBLM.7.8 The isotope effects are observed by selective incorporation of 4'
deuterated nucleotides in restriction fragments and comparison of the extent of cleavage for 
the deuterated versus unlabeled sites. The observation of such a net isotope effect is 
revealing with regard to the cleavage mechanism. The first step in cleavage of DNA by 
activated FeBLM involves binding of the activated complex to DNA. As shown in Scheme 
1, the bound complex can then either cleave DNA (l<c1eavage), dissociate (korr), or undergo 
other non-productive processes such as self-inactivation (kx). The observation of a 
significant isotope effect on cleavage demonstrates that cleavage must be much slower than 
the other processes (kx + korr).8 If this was not the case, then cleavage would be observed 
regardless of whether a hydrogen or deuterium was abstracted. 

An important point brought out by Worth et al. is that the observed isotope effect 
D(V/K) is a net effect determined by the relative yields on a sequencing gel of cleavage of 
the protio and deuterio DNA.8 This result must be considered in light of selection against 
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other processes, so the apparent isotope effect is equal to the true kinetic isotope effect 
scaled by the rates of competing processes: 

O(V!K) = (kHlko)[(kl) + kx + koff)/(kH + kx + koff)] (1) 

The observed isotope effects are sequence-specific, wbich could result either from different 
transition-state geometries for hydrogen abstraction at different sites (Le. different kHfko) 
or from a dependence of kx on the DNA sequence. We report here on a system that 
exhibits such a sequence-specific kx. 

kon[DNA] 
MOn+ + ONA.. .. MOn+ -ONA 

kx 
_.:..:........ .... MOHn+ - ONA 

koff 

Schemel 

2. Oxometal Oxidants 

In order to answer the questions enumerated above, a system is required where the extent 
and time-dependence of the reduction of the cleavage agent can be determined and 
correlated with an understanding ofthe extent and time-dependence ofDNA oxidation. We 
have therefore chosen to study complexes based on Ru(tpy)(bpy)02+,9 because this 
complex can be isolated in the active form and used as a stoichiometric cleavage agent (tpy 
= 2,2' ,2"-terpyridine, bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine).10 In addition, the time-dependence of the 
reduction of the complex can be followed in a straightforward manner using optical 
spectroscopy.l1 We can therefore use existing methods to quantitate the extent of DNA 
oxidation by HPLC and gel electrophoresis, which we will describe below. These results 
can then be correlated with the known amount of oxidant that is consumed during the 
reaction, and in terms of Scheme 1, we can ascertain the quantity of cleavage agent that 
reacts via each of the kcleavage and kx pathways. In tbis way, the efficiency with which the 
oxidizing equivalents are directed toward detectable DNA oxidation can be assessed. These 
experiments are difficult with existing catalytic cleavage agents, because the efficiency with 
which the catalyst is turned over by the sacrificial oxidant or activated by photolysis is 
difficult to quantitate. Finally, the kinetics of the metal reduction can be used to study the 
dynamics of the processes shown in Scheme 1 in real time. 

Oxidation of Ru(tpy)(bpy)OH22+ occurs in two one-electron/one-proton steps to 
generate ultimately the oxoruthenium(IV) species:12 

Ru(II)OH22+ -7 Ru(III)OH2+ + H+ + e
Ru(III)OH2+ -7 Ru(IV)02+ + H+ + e-

(2) 
(3) 

The potentials for eq 2 and 3 are El/2(III/lI) = 0.49 and El/2(IV/III) = 0.62 V vs SCE at 
pH 7. The cleavage reactions can therefore be performed stoichiometrically by isolation of 
Ru( tpy )(bpy )02+ or electrocatalytically by application of a potential of 0.8 V to a solution 
of Ru(tpy)(bpy)OH22+.9 Because of the proximity of the (IV /In) and (III/lI) couples, the 
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Ru(IV)02+ complex is nearly as good a two-electron oxidant as a one-electron oxidant.13 

Therefore, C-H bond activation usually proceeds via hydride transfer,14 and the complex 
is also reactive toward electron transfer and oxo transfer.15 In addition, the Ru(Ill)OH2+ 
state, which is present at long times during oxidation, reacts via hydrogen-atom transfer, 
although at a rate that is three orders of magnitude slower than hydride transfer by 
Ru(IV)02+.14 Finally, the complex undergoes self-reduction analogous to that seen for 
FeBLM, where 10% of the ruthenium complexes are sacrificed to regenerate 90% of the 
original Ru(II)OH22+.16 Since all of the reversible redox potentials and pKa's of the 
Ru(IV), Ru(III), and Ru(II) states are known, the thermodynamics of each redox pathway 
can be precisely determined. This is in contrast to many oxidants where, because of a 
catalytic mechanism involving an intermediate that cannot be isolated, the relevant 
thermodynamic parameters are not available. 

3. DNA Cleavage Pathways 

Analysis of HPLC and sequencing gels allows for the determination of the yields of the 
different redox pathways available to the Ru(IV)Q2+ oxidant during DNA cleavage. These 
reactions are best described using the model shown in Scheme 2. The sugar oxidation 
pathway, which probably proceeds via hydride abstraction,5 liberates free base. 
Quantitation of the free base liberated shows that 10% of the total Ru(IV)02+ reacts via the 
ksugar pathway.1O However, 10% of the total Ru(IV)02+ represents a 20% yield based on 
a two-electron oxidation, because half of the Ru(IV)02+ is consumed via 
comproportionation to form Ru(III)OH2+, which reacts on a much Ion ger time scale than 
Ru(IV)02+.14 On sequencing gels, the sugar oxidation pathway leads to about one-third 
frank scissions and two-thirds piperidine-labile scissions. Some frank scission products 
exhibit a metastable modified terminus. The sugar oxidation products and termini apparent 
on sequencing gels are consistent with oxidation at the l' position, as seen for Cu
phenanthroline.1 

Using the 20% yield of ksugar as a basis, it is possible to calculate the yield of guanine 
oxidation, which occurs via an mner-sphere oxo transfer pathway. Guanine oxidation leads 
to piperidine-labile cleavage specifcally at guanine. 18 From the relative yields of guanine 
oxidation and oxidation at the other nucleotides, it can be shown that about 30% of the total 
Ru(IV)02+ is reduced via the kG pathway. The remainder of the Ru(IV)02+ does not lead 
to detectable DNA oxidation products, implying that this fraction undergoes the 
characterized self-reduction pathway (kx). 

The relative yields of self-reduction, guanine oxidation, and sugar oxidation imply that 
kx > kG > kc!f.avage. Two results support this ordering. First, sugar oxidation by 
Ru(tpy)(bpy)O + yields an equal amount of all four nucleic acid bases, implying that there 
is no selectivity for a particular base. However, oxidants that are weaker by -100 mV only 
release thymine from analogous oxidations. 1O This implies that there is a thermodynarnic 
preference for oxidation of thymidine sugars, which also supports a l' oxidation 
mechanism. 

In addition, this result suggests that the ksugar pathway is sufficiently demanding 
thermodynarnically that tuning the potential leads to increased selectivity. Second, using an 
even weaker oxidant, Ru(tpy)(bpy)OH2+, leads to guanine oxidation (only about 10% of 
that seen with Ru(IV)02+) and no sugar oxidation. Both the Ru(IV)02+ and Ru(III)OH2+ 
are completely isostructural, so this effect must arise from a change in thermodynarnics. 
This strongly supports the notion that ksugar > kG and that these rates are 
thermodynarnically controlled. 
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scission at G 

Finally, an even weaker oxidant, Os(tpy)(bpy)02+, can be prepared, and its crystal 
structure shows that it is isostructural with the ruthenium analogue. This complex is rapidly 
reduced in DNA but no DNA oxidation is apparent in sequencing gels or by HPLC. This 
implies that the complex reacts only via the kx pathway. The kinetics of Os reduction 
therefore reflect direcdy the dynamics of kx. The reduction dynamics are single 
exponential, first-order in DNA, and zero-order in osmium. These observations are 
consistent with the rate-limiting step being binding of osmium to the nucleic acid, which 
goes as kon[DNA]. (The kinetics of Ru(IV)02+ reduction are much more complex, which 
is consistent with multiple reduction pathways.ll) Furthermore, it can be shown using the 
kinetics that the rate of self-reduction of Os(tpy)(bpy)02+ is accelerated by a factor of five 
by the addition of DNA compared to that observed in homogeneous solution. Thus, DNA 
catalyzes the self-reduction 0/ the bound oxidant. This result is consistent with the fact that 
polypyridyl oxidants undergo bimolecular self-reduction at neutral pH,19 and binding of 
the oxidant to DNA leads to an increased local concentration of the bound oxidant. In 
addition, the catalysis is sequence-specific, with self-reduction in AT polymers proceeding 
twice as fast as that in GC polymers or calf thymus DNA. Thus, kx can be catalyzed by 
DNA and can be sequence-specific, which has profound implications in terms of eq 1. 

4. Oxidations of Model Nucleotides 

A puzzling generality in nucleic acid oxidation by sm all molecules is the repeated 
observation that DNA oxidation generally gives more cleavages than RNA oxidation, even 
in structurally related analogues.20 We have been interested in determining whether this 
observation might have an origin in the sugar reactivity rather than in structure. In addition, 
we reasoned that if our Ru(tpy)(bpy)02+ oxidations were under thermodynamic control, 
we would obtain the same products and relative reactivities in model nucleotides as in 
DNA. Indeed, oxidation of T, C, and A nucleotides gives the free base as the sole product, 
and in many cases where the rate is fast enough to permit a complete reaction, the yield of 
free base is nearly quantitative based both on Ru(IV)02+ and on the disappearance of the 
parent nucleotide, which stands in stark contrast to the studies of DNA polymers. We have 
not yet been able to determine the fate of the ribose carbon atoms; however, the kinetics of 
the reactions are of great interest. 

Oxidation of mononucleotides under pseudo-frrst-order conditions occurs via saturation 
kinetics according to: 
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Ru(IV)Q2+ + NMPZ- -;---- Ru(IV)OZ+.NMPZ- -7 Ru(II)OHZ2+·NMP (4) 

Analysis by double-reciprocal plots therefore provides an equilbrium constant for the 
formation of the ion-pair (KB) and the rate of oxidation (V max) within the complex (Figure 
1). As shown, the determined KB values for AMP and dAMP are the nearly the same, as 
would be expected for a primarily electrostatic interaction. In addition, increasing the ionic 
strength lowers KB and using ADp3- in place of AMPZ- increases KB. However, note that 
the rate of oxidation within the ion-pair is a factor of five faster for dAMP compared to 
AMP. We have made this same observation for oxidation of CMP and dCMP and for 
ribose and deoxyribose. 

250 
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Figure 1. Kinetics of oxidation of AMP and dAMP by Ru(tpy)(bpy)OZ+. 

Thus, even though ribonucleotides contain an extra hydroxyl group, oxidation of 
deoxynucleotides is always 5-8 times faster. We suspected that this result was consistent 
with oxidation at the I' or 3' position to create a carbocation, which would be destabilized 
by the polar effect of the hydroxyl group on the adjacent carbon. To test this hypothesis, 
we determined the rate constant for the oxidation of 2-propanol and 1,2-dihydroxypropane 
and again observed a 5-fold faster rate with 2-propanol. Thus, our observation of a slower 
rate of oxidation of ribo- compared to deoxy-nucleotides is also consistent with I' 
oxidation, as is the observation that nucleotide oxidations are considerably faster than 
oxidation of the sugars, even when corrections for ion-pair formation are made. The 
presence of the base instead of a hydroxyl group in the nucleotides would be expected to 
stabilize the I' oxidation product. We have made some parallel observations for nucIeotide 
oxidation by PtZ(POP)44- (pop = PzOsH2Z-).21 These results imply that the increased 
reactivity of DNA to oxidation compared to RNA could have its origin in reactivity, 
although we certainly have not ruIed out a structural effect in actual biopolymers. 

5. Summary 

In conlusion, we have developed a system for nucIeic acid oxidation that allows two new 
aspects of these reactions to be determined. The first is the precise yield of DNA products 
based on the number of oxidizing equivaIents delivered by the cleavage agent. The second 
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is the time dependence of the reduction of the cleavage agent. This new information can be 
used to understand how bound oxidants are directed toward different redox pathways. In 
particular, we have shown that nucleic acids are protected from oxidation by catalysis of 
self-reduction of bound oxidants. Furthermore, this catalysis is sequence-specific. These 
observations have profound implications in terms of understanding sequence-specific 
phenomena, such as kinetic isotope effects (eq 1). Thus, the extent of nucleic acid cleavage 
is related to the degree to which other redox pathways, such as sugar (ksugar) and base 
oxidation (kO), can compete with the catalyzed self-reduction (kx). 

By tuning the redox potential of the oxidant without changing the structure, the effect of 
changes in the rates of the competing processes shown in Scheme 2 can be assessed. The 
combined results support the general trend that kx > kO > ksugar and that the 
thermodynamic requirements for these steps fall in the same order. This notion is 
underlined by the observation that all three processes are observed with Ru(IV)02+, only 
guanine oxidation and self-reduction are observed with Ru(III)OH2+, and only self
reduction is observed with Os(IV)02+. Thus, as oxidants become weaker, the two cleavage 
pathways are successively less able to compete with self-reduction. 

We can now begin to use the information obtained to develop novel cleavage agents and 
to better understand nucleic acid oxidation in structurally complex biopolymers. For 
example, by lowerin~ the driving force of the oxidant to between that of Ru(tpy)(bpy)02+ 
and Ru(tpy)(bpy)OH +, we have been able to develop areagent where ksugar is competent 
only for thymidine residues. This implies that the l'-position in thymidine is easier to 
activate than in the other nucleotides. In addition, we have shown that I' oxidation in 
deoxynucleotides is faster than in ribonucleotides, which is consistent with destabilization 
of the 1'-oxidized product by the polar effect of the 2'-hydroxyl. This information will be 
invaluable in understanding the cleavage of complex RNA's and in developing new 
reagents that are specific for RNA over DNA and vice versa. 
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MolS CHEMISTRY AND ITS IMPORTANCE IN ENZYMATIC 
CATALYSIS 
PART I. FUNCTIONAL GROUP CHEMISTRY OF THE MolS AND 
Mo/S/O COMPLEXES OF POSSIBLE RELEV ANCE TO THE Mo
OXIDOREDUCT ASES 

DIMITRI COUCOUV ANIS 
Department 0/ Chemistry 
The University 0/ Michigan, 
Ann Arbor Michigan, 48109-1055 USA 

1. Molybdenum in Biology 

Molybdenum is an important trace element in biology and is found in a multitude of redox 
active enzymes as weIl as in the N2 reducing nitrogenases. In nature molybdenum occurs 
mainly as molybdenite, MoS2 , wulfenite, PbMo04 and as soluble salts of Mo042- in the 
sea. The adaptation of Mo by bacteria, plants and animals as a metal of choice at ftrst 
appears paradoxical given the perceived rarity of the element. The paradox is not there 
however if one realizes that in fact Mo is one of the more abundant elements on the planet 
and constitutes the most abundant redox active transition element in the oceans 1. 

2. The Mo-Oxidoreductase Enzymes 

A broad class of Mo containing enzymes are the oxidoreductases (oxotranferases) that 
catalyze the reaction 

x + H20 ~ XO + 2H+ + 2e- eq.l 

This reaction is of general importance in the biological pr~essing of: 
a) nitrogen comtlounds, as in xanthine oxidase function (xanthine ~ uric acid), nitrite 

oxidase function3 (NÜ2-~ N03-) or nitrate reductase function4 (N03-~ N02-). 
b) sulfur compounds, as in sulftte oxidase function5 (S032-~ S042-) or sulfoxide 
reductase function6 (R2S0 ~ R2S). 
c) carbon compounds, as in aldehyde oxidase2 (RCHO ~ RCOOH) or formate 
dehydrogenase4 (HCOO-~ C02). 

In addition to their common content of Mo the oxidoreductase enzymes also are 
characterized by the following unique features: 
a) Water is used as the source ofthe oxygen atom incorporated into the substrate. 
b) Reducing equivalents are generated rather than consumed. 
c) In all cases the substrate reaction occurs at the Mo-cofactor (Mo-co) site whether it is 
oxidation (as in xanthine oxidase) or reduction (as in nitrate reductase). 
d) The enzymatic systems can be described 1 as an enzymic electrical cell where the Mo-co 
serves as one electrode (anode in xanthine oxidase) and other prosthetic groups serve as the 
other electrode (flavin serves as the cathode in xanthine oxidase). The enzyme supplies the 
electrical connection. The xanthine oxidase system is shown schematically in Fig.1. 
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Figure 1. The Xanthine Oxidase System. 

A number of Mo-X-ray absorption studies in these enzymes7 have reached consensus 
in a general structural image of the Mo-co where the oxidized form contains a minimal 
(L)xMo VI(0)2(S-S) unit and in the reduced form contains a minimal (L)xMoIV (O)(S-S) 
unit. The S-S ligand in the Mo-co is now recognized8 to be the dithiolene functionalized 
pterin, molybdopterin, (Fig.2). 

Fig.2. The Molybdopterin Ligand in the Mo-co of the Oxidoreductases (ref. 8). 

The xanthine oxidase site is unique in that it contains both a Mo=S and Mo=O groups 
instead of two Mo=O groups. A quest for a s9nthetic analog for the Mo-co has been the 
subject of numerous studies by various groups ,10. On the basis of results that have been 
made available from elegant studies on either the enzymes I 1 or model Mo complexes9,10 
the oxo-transfer hypothesis has been advanced by R.H.Holm9a (Fig.3) for the enzymic 
action of the oxidoreductases. 

3. The Importance of Molybdenum Coordination Chemistry in Industrial 
Catalysis 

3.1. HYDRODESULFURlZA TION 

The removal of sulfur from organosulfur compounds, present in crude petroleum, is 
carried out catalytically by the hydrodesulfurization (HDS) reaction 12 (eq.2). 

RSH + H2 -7 H2S + RH eq.2 
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Figure 3. The Oxo-Transfer Rypothesis (Ref.9a) 
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The catalyst used industrially consists of "sulfided" molybdates supported on g-AI203, 
although many second and third row transition metal sulfides are active catalysts for the 
HDS reaction, with Ru, Os, Rh and Ir sulfides showing the highest activity 13. Among the 
first row transition metal ions, Ni2+ and C02+ ions serve as promoters in the MoS2 
HDS catalysis l2. At present the sites that appear to be involved in the catalytic process 
are the edges of the MoS2 microcrystals l4. These edges very likely contain a multitude of 
Mo/S and Mo/S/O groups with various structural and reactivity characteristics. Some of 
the groups that may reside on the edges are outlined in Fig.4 . 

3.2. THE OLEFIN META THESIS REACTION. 

The Industrially important olefin metathesis reaction is areaction that involves the 
simultaneous cleavage of two olefin double bonds followed by the formation of the 
alternate double bonds. It is presently accepted that the catalyst is a metal alkylidene 

C = C + c* = * c ~ 2 * C = C eq. 3 

complex that reacts with an olefin to form a metallacyclobutane intermediate (Fig.5) that 
decomposes to give the product 0lefin l6. In this reaction the Mo = CR2 is activated by the 
Mo = 0 "spectator" group and readily adds an olefin. This addition results in a change in 
the coordination geometry of the Mo atom from four coordinate, tetrahedral, to five 
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coordinate square-pyramidal. Associated with this change is a large negative free energy 
change that is attributed mainly to the transformation of the bond order of the Mo=O 
spectator group from double to triplel6. 
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Figure 4. Possible Functional groups on the edges of MoS2 
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Figure 5. A Minimal Mechanism for the Olefin Metathesis Reaction, (ref. 16). 
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For nearly two decades we have been developing the concept of inorganic functional 
group chemistry in the MolS and Mo/SIO complexes and have focused 1 7 on the 
understanding of the rich chemistry of the Mo(S)(Sx) and Mo(O)(Sx) "functional groups" 
(x = 1,2 and 4). This chemistry is dominated by the nucleophilic character of the Sx 
ligands and their reactions toward alkynes, heteroallenes and S02. 

The simplest among the Sx2- ligands found in the thio- and oxothio-molybdate 
comp'l~xes is the S2- ligand that exists mainly as: a) a terminal ligand in thiomol9bdenyl 
units HS, (Mo+n=s, n=4,5,6), b) a Jl2öbridging unit in cores such as (M02S2)+6 1 ~nd c) 
a Jl3-bridging unit in rM03S 13]2- and in the M04S4 cores of the [(L3Mo)4S4] 1 and 
[M07SS(H20)IS]S+ 22 complexes. Ofparticular interest from a reactivity point ofview 
are the S2- terminal ligands in oxo- and oxothiomolybdate complexes that contain the 
Mo(St)(Ot) and Mo(Ot)2 subunits. This interest sterns from the presence of such units in 
the Mo 10factor of the oxidoreductase enzymes and (of the Mo(St)(Ot> subunit) in xanthine 
oxidase (vide infra). 

4. Reactivity studies of synthetic MolS and Mo/S/O complexes 

The reactivity of the Mon+=s group is evident in: a) sulfur addition reactions ISb b) 
reactions with various transition metal ions 23 c) dimerization reactionslSa d) reactions 
with unsaturated electrophilic organic molecules lSa,24,25 and reactions with S02. The 
implications of these studies in the enzymatic action or even in the inhibition of the 
oxidoreductase enzymes remains to be explored. 

4.1. THE MO=S GROUP. 

4.1.1. Sulfur Addition to the Mo=S Group in the Thiomolybdate Complexes. The addition 
of sulfur to terminal sulfido ligands, very likely is the end result of electrophilic attack on 
the Mon+=S, (n=4,5,6), sulfur, by the +S(S)xS- products of h~terolytically cleaved Ss 
molecules, and accounts for the synthesis of the [(S4)2MoIV =E] - anions26 ~E=S,O ~ ~nd 
various members of the [Mo V 2(S)n(S2)6-n]2-, and [Mo V 2(O)(S)n(S2)5-n] - series ' 7. 
With transition metal ions, the thiomolybdenyl groups can serve as either electron pair 
donors, or as a source of sulfide ions for the eventual formation of highly insoluble, 
thermodynamically stable, transition metal sulfides. The former cours~ of reactivity is 
represented in the multitude of h~terometallic complexes where the MoS4 - anion serves as 
a ligand for transition metal ions 3. 

4.1.2. Reactions 01 the Mo=S Group with Thiophilic Transition Metallons. The 
irreversible removal of sulfide ions from Mo=S units by the formation of insoluble 
transition metal sulfides allows for the introduction of non-sulfur terminalligands in the 
thiomolybdate ions by metathetical reacti~ns. An example of this reaction is available in the 
synthesis of the [M0202S~X]- anions S from the reaction of NiX2 (X=CI, I) with an 
isomeric form of the [Mo-vr2Ü2S9]2- anion29. 

4.1.3. The Dimerization 01 Mo(V),4d1 Complexes. The dimerization of Mo(V),4d1 
complexes to diamagnetic dimeric complexes with a formal Mo-Mo single bond is weIl 
documented 17b and one electron oxidations of (L)nMo1V =S complexes invariably lead to 
dimerization with formation of the very stable di-m-sulfid~, [(L)nMo V-S]2 products30. 
Examples inclyde the formation of [(S4)SMo V =E]2 - from the air-oxidation of 
[(S4)2MoIV =Efl- and the formation of the [(L)2Mo V =S]22- dimer apparently from the 
oxidation of an unstable [(L)2MoIV =S]2- intermediate (L= 1,2-dicarboethoxy-ethylene-
1 ,2-dithiolate). 
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4.1.4. Reactions 0/ the Mo=S Group with ElectrophiIic Molecules. Electrophilic attaik on 
the Mon+=S sulfur occurs in reactions of various thiomolybdates with CS2 4 or 
activated alkynes, RC CR 25. These reactions lead to the formation of perthiocarbonate 
or 1,2-dithiolene complexes as final products. Thus far, expected intermediates that 
contain vinyl sulfide or trithiocarbonate chelating ligands have not been detected in 
reactions with complexes that contain exdu~ively sulfur ligands. Apparently, the dose 
proximity of Mo=S, Mo-S22- or Mo-S4 - groups to the reactive vinyl sulfide or 
trithiocarbonate ligands in these intermediates allows for rapid intra- molecular sulfur 
transfer and rapid conversion to dithiolenes or perthiocarbonates. Replacement of 
neighboring Mo=S groups by the apparently less reactive Mo=O groups, in otherwise 
isostructural complexes, simplifies the reactivity patterns and eliminates some of the 
ambiguities inherent in the reactions of totally "sulfided" 2hiomolybdates. 

The [(MoS;9MO(E)(L162- and [(MoS30)Mo(E)(L)] -complexes (E=S; L=S42-, S22-
2; E=O; L=S4 -, S22- 1 ), (Fig.6), are structurally unique among the known plethora of 
dinuclear thio- and oxo-thio- molybdates. The asymmetric structures of the Mo-(m-S)2-
Mo rhombic cores suggest that the mixed-valence, MoIV-Mo VI, state is important for the 
description of the electronic structure of these anions. 

A B 
Figure 6. The [(MoS3E)Mo(E)(L)]2- Complexes, (E = S, 0; ref. 17b) 

These complexes undergo dimerization equilibria (Fig. 7) and are reactive toward 

Figure 7. Reversible Dimerization of the [(MoS30)Mo(0)(S4)]2- Complex, (ref. 17b). 
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Figure 8. The Reactions of the [(Cp)Mo(O)(Il-S)2Mo(O)(L)]- Complexes with S02. 
(ref.31b) 
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electrophilic reagents. I H-NMR studies of the reactions of the structurally similar 
[(MoS30)Mo(O)(Cp)]- complex, with such molecules as ROOC-C=C-COOR or CS2 
have made it possible to understand the reactivity patterns and propose reaction pathways 
that involve electrophilic attack at the Mo=S group and the initial formation of vinyl
sulfide or trithiocarbonate ligands respectively. 

A significant outcome of these studies is the observation that: the Mo=O bond is 
relatively inactive in these reactions and there exists no evidence to indicate that the Mo=O 
chromophore is directly involved in reactions with electrophilic reagents, it is quite c1ear 
however that this group as a neighboring spectator group enhances greatly the reactivity 0/ 
the Mo=S group 

4.1.5 Reactions 0/ the Mo=O activated Mo=S group with S02 Tbe Mo=S bond of the 
Mo(O)(S) group in various Mo/S/O complexes readily inserts S02 31 Depending on 
temperature these reactions afford a multitude of products. These products contain (as 
bidentate chelating ligands terminally bound to the Mo atom) a) thiosulfite or sulfite 
(reaction at 00 C), b) thiosulfate (reaction at 250 C), and c) sulfate (reaction at >I()()O C). 
Tbe crYstal struclures of the [(Cp)Mo(O)(Jl-S)2Mo(O)(L)]- complexes (L=S032-, 
S2032- and S042-) have been determined. Tbe reaction of [(MoS30)Mo(O)(Cp)]- with 
S02 as monitored by 1 H NMR spectroscopy (Cp-protons) in an S02-saturated DMF 
solution, in a sealed NMR tube over two days at probe temperature (370 C) shows 
complicated chemistry31 b. A plausible scheme that may account for the formation and 
reactions of the [(Cp)Mo(O)(Jl-S)2Mo(O)(L)]- complexes is shown in Fig. 8. The IH
NMR spectra of "authentic", structurally characterized, [(Cp)Mo(O)(Jl-S)2Mo(O)(L)]
complexes has made it possible to unequivocally assign most of the NMR resonances 
shown in Fig. 8. 

Tbe reaction of [O)(S)Mo(Jl2-S)?Mo(O) (S4)]2- with HSOr to give the [O)(S203)Mo 
(Jl2-S)2Mo(O)(S2)]2- complex31c (Fig. 9) with a coordinated thiosulfate ligand is 
relevant to the chemistry of xanthine oxidase. It supports an earlier suggestion that the 
reaction of xanthine oxidase with bi sulfite involves the Mo=S unit in the Mo(S)(O) 
chromophore and affords Mo-bound thiosulfate32. 

4.2. THE REACTIVITY OF THE MO=O GROUP PROXIMAL TO ANOTHER MO=O 
GROUP. 

The oxidative decoupling of the [(CI4-cat)MoFe3S4CI2] subunits in the {[(CI4-
cat)MoFe3S4 CI2)2]2(S)(L») n- doubly-bridged double-cubanes33 gives the dimeric 
[(CI2Fe)(Jl2-S)2Mo(O)(CI4-cat)]2- complexJ.ZJ, (Fig. 10). 

Figure 9. The molecular structure of the [(S203)Mo(O)(Jl2-S)2Mo(O)(S2)]2- complex 
(ref. 31c). 

Tbis dimeric complex is readily obtained by a general reaction that appears "driven" by the 
Mo=O "spectator" effectl6 . This reaction employs thiomolybdate heterometallic 
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complexes and depends on the protonation (to H20) of one Mo=O group in the 
(O)(O)Mo(Jl.2-S)2FeCI2 complex by the acid form of bidentate ligands such as catechol, 
citric acid, oxalic acid etc35. The (Sn)(O)Mo(Jl.2-S)2FeCI2 complexes (n=l, 2) also 
undergo reactions at the Mo=S site driven by the Mo=O group. The addition of an 
activated alkyne to (S2)(O)Mo(Jl.2-S)2FeCI2 leads to the [(COOR)2C=CS2) (O)Mo (Jl.2-
S)2FeCI2]2- vinyl-disulfide complex (Fig. 11). 

Figure 10. Molecular structure of the [(CI2Fe)(Jl.2-S)2Mo(O)(CI4-cat)]2- complex 
(ref. 34). 

Figure 11. [(COOR)2C=CS2)(O)Mo(Jl.2-S)2FeCI2]2- (ref. 35). 

The latter is quite stable, unlike the [(COOR)2C=CS2)(O)Mo(Jl.2-S)12 vinyl disulfide 
complex36 that undergoes isomerization to the corresponding dithiolene37. 

s. The possible significance of basic functional group Mo/S/O chemistry 
in enzymatic catalysis by the Mo-Oxidoreductases 

Our studies of the chemical properties of the (O)Mo V~S) groups17b clearly show the 
superior reactivity of the Mo VI=S group relative to the Mo 1=0 group and demonstrate the 
propensity of the Mo=S bond to undergo insertion reactions. These observations, if 
applicable to the (O)MoV/(S) chromophore in the active site o~xanthine dehydrogenase .. 
suggest a possible modification of the first step in the proposed a minimal mechanism for 
the oxidation of xanthine to uric acid. In this mechanism the C-8 position of xanthine 
appears to undergo nucleophilic attack by the Mo=O group to form Mo-O-C, with the 
Mo=S group serving as a proton acceptor, (Fig. 12A). As pointed out previously 
however 38, such a mechanism raises an interesting question: ".why replacing the Mo=S 
with a second Mo=O to give desulfo enzyme should necessarily lead to inactivation of the 
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enzyme, ... tI. This question may be answered if the Mo=O group is not involved in the 
initial step of the reaction. It is conceivable that xanthine (RH) initially inserts into the 
Mo VI=S bond by an initial electrophilic attack by the Mo VI at the C-8 position of xanthine. 
Subsequently the S atom accepts the C-8 proton to form R-Mo VI(O)SH, (Fig. 12B). 
Subsequent events that may follow include: a) internal 2e- reduction of the Mo and 
electrophilic attack by R + on the Mo=O group and b) hydroxylation ofthe Mo(IV) center 
to eventually form RO-MoIV(O)SH. The remaining steps (Fig.12) toward the formation of 
uric acid are the same as those proposed earlier9a. 
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Figure 12. Possible Mechanisms for the Action of Xanthine Oxidase, (A, ref.9a, B ref. 
17b) 
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Figure 13. Proposed Mechanism of Xanthine Oxidase Inhibition by HS032- (ref. 32) 
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The reactivity of the Mo=S chromophore in the Mo cen.t~r of xanthine oxidase also has 
been revealed in the reaction of this enzyme with bisulfite3 (Fig.13). The HS03- has been 
found to be a competitive inhibitor of xanthine oxidase and is a protector of the enzyme 
against cyanolysis. Al: 1 complex of the inhibitor and the enzyme has been isolated and the 
proposed mode of interaction has been suggested to involve the Mo=S group directly 
(Fig.13). The isolation of the [O)(S203)Mo (m2-S)2Mo(O)(S2)]2- c~mplex in our 
laboratory31c (Fig. 9) from the reaction of [O)(S)Mo(m2-S)2Mo(O) (S4)] - with HSOr 
supports the direct involvement of the Mo=S group in the inhibition of xanthine oxidase 
with bi sulfite (Fig.13). 

Among the complexes isolated from the reacti~ns of activated alkynes with the Mo=S 
group is included the [(O)MoIV(L)2]2- complex 5a (Fig.14; L= 1,2 dicarboethoxy 1,2-
ethylene dithiolate). A similar complex as weH as the cis-dioxo [(O)2Mo VI(L')2]2-
complex also have been reported with L' = 1,2 toluene dithiolate39. Until recently these 
complexes were considered interesting curiosities but of marginal biological importance due 
to the presence of two rather than one dithiolene ligands. This attitude may change however 
if recent preliminary X-ray crystallographic results40 for a tungsten oxidoreductase also 
forecast the structure of the Mo-co'c in other oxidoreductases. The structure of the W -co of 
aldehyde ferredoxin oxidoreductase, a tungsten containing oxotransferase, from 
Pyrococcus Furiosus shows the presence of two rather than one pt~rin molecules 
coordinated to the W atom. A reconstruction of the oxo-transfer hypothesis a (Fig. 3) with 
Mo-cofactor containing two molybdopterins (Fig.15) includes a convenient intramolecular 
pathway for the release of H20 and the regeneration of the catalyst. 

o 

k.S , lI,v~o 
" .. Mo .. 

SH" I "SH 

S~ 

Figure 15. A modified oxo-transfer mechanism with a Mo-co that contains two 
molybdopterin units 

In chemie al catalysis the Mo=S bonds may play an important role as dipolar templates 
for the activation of substrate molecules. Of particular interest will be reactions with H2 
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that may may under certain conditions result in heterolytic cleavage of the H2 bond and 
formation of the Mo(H)(O)(SH) hydride-hydrosulfide units (Fig.16). In general 

o 
11 
Mo,... 
~S 

+ RH + 

o 
11 

M~S 

Figure 16. Possible role of the Mo(O)(S) unit in hydrotreating reactions. 

M(H)(SR) units are rather rare. Notable exceptions inclu<;le the one present in the 
[Mo(H)(tipt)3(PMe2Ph)2] complex41 (tipt = 2,4,6-SC6H2(lPr)3 ) and the Rh(H)(SR) 
units obtained by the reversible addition ofH2 into the Rh-S bonds of the [(triphos)Rh(Jl
S)2Rh(triphos)]Z+ complex42. If the Mo(H)(O)(SH) units can be generated, they should 
be quite reactive and some of their reactions with disulfides, thiophenes .. and thiols may 
result in S-S or C-S bond cleavage with direct relevance to HDS catalysis12. 
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PART 11. FUNCTIONAL CHEMISTRY OF SYNTHETIC FE/MO/S 
CLUSTERS OF POSSIBLE RELEVANCE TO NITROGENASE 
FUNCTION 

1. The Fe/Mo/S Center in Nitrogenase 

The F~!Mo/S ~e.nter in the nitrog~nase enzymes is an.extraordinary site where bioI2f.i.l~ 
reductlOn of dlmtrogen to ammoma occurs under amblent temperature and pressure - . 
Recent single crystal X-ray structure determinations of the Fe-Mo protein of nitrogenase 
from A. vineiandU47 and C. pasteurianum47,48 have revealed the structure of the Fe!Mo/S 
aggregate to near atomic resolution. The Fe!Mo/S cluster (Fig.17) consists of two cuboidal 

L = S or O(N?) 

Figure 17. The Structure of the Fe!Mo/S Cofactor in the Fe!MoProtein of Nitrogenase 
(refs. 47,48) 

subunits, Fe4S3 and MoFe3S3, bridged by tw047 or three48 S2- ions and anchored on the 
protein matrix by a Fe-coordinated cysteinyl residue and by a Mo-coordinated imidazole 
group from a histidine residue. The Mo atom also is coordinated by a homocitrate molecule 
that serves as a bidentate chelate. Unusual structural features include the unprecedented 
trigonal planar coordination geometry for the six Il-S-bridged iron atoms, and the unusually 
short Fe-Fe distances across the two subunits (2.5-2.6A). The immense importance of this 
structure notwithstanding, a unique site for the activation and reduction of dinitrogen or 
other substrates still cannot be unequivocally identified and the location of the 
coordinatively saturated molybdenum atom in the periphery of the molecule has raised 
doubts conceming its direct involvement in catalysis. 

2. Synthetic (Partial) Analogs for the Nitrogenase Fe/MolS Center 

Prior to the Fe-Mo protein structure determinations, an abundance of speculative 
structural models49 for the Fe!Mo/S center of nitrogen ase had been proposed. Some of 
these models or their variants have been structurally and spectroscopically characterized in 
detail. To our knowledge none 0/ them has been directly identified as catalytically 
competent in the activation and reduction 0/ nitrogenase substrates. Indirectly, certain 
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synthetic Fe/Mo/S49 and Fe/S clusters 50 (particularly [M02Fe6S8(SPh)9]3- and 
[Fe4S4(SPh)4]2- in electrochemically reduced forms) have been associated with the 
reduction of nitrogen ase substrates in the presence of proton sources51 . These systems are 
mostly non-catalytic, heterogeneous and not weIl defmed in terms of the actual nature of the 
reactant clusters. Whereas the Fe!Mo/S synthetic analog clusters until now have suffered 
from the drawback that they do not mediate chemistry related to dinitrogen reduction52, 
various other complexes of molybdenum and tungsten undergo reactions that are of limited 
direc(biological significance but are important from a fundamental chemical point ofview. 
Among these reactions are included: a) the protonation-assisted reduction of dinitrogen 
complexes of low-valent molybdenum and tungsten to the hydrazido(-2) state53, b) the 
catalytic reduction of N2 to NH3 with molybdocyanide catalysts54, c) the proposed 
bimetallic activation of N-N bonds in protic environments and the reduction of N2 to the 
hydrazine level55, d) the catalytic reduction of hydrazine to ammonia on pentamethyl
cyclopentadienyl-trimethyl tungsten hydrazine complexes56 and e) the catalytic reduction 
and disproportionation of hydrazine on certain Mo(IV) sulfur-ligated complexes.57 

For these reactions, single metal atom site mechanisms have been proposed that outline: 
a) the stoichiometric reduction of N 2 to arnmonia with M=NNH2 as intermediates53, b) the 
side-on (h2) metal binding ofN2 followed by protonation and disproportionation54 and c) 
reduction of N2 by one electron one proton steps where an intermediate with coordinated 
hydrazine is proposed to lie on the pathway to ammonia56. Binuclear activation 
mechanisms also have been proposed for some of the model reactions55,57 but are not as 
firmly supported as the single metal atom mechanisms. The possibility of binuclear 
activation of N2 (and of other nitrogenase substrates) by the Fe!Mo/S center in nitrogenase 
has been considered previously58. 

3. The reduction of Nitrogenase Substrates with 
Fe/M/S Clusters (M = Mo, V) 

3.1. THE CATAL YTIC REDUCTION OF HYDRAZINE. 

3.1.1. The M{JFe3S4 Clusters. The syntheses in our laboratory of singly59 (Fig.18-II) 
and doubly3j (Fig.18-III) bridged "double-cubanes" have made available clusters that 
contain cuboidal subunits with MoFe3S4 cores and a N 2H4 moleeule in a bridging mode. 
The extent to which the hydrazine bridging units in the bridged clusters (Fig.18-II,III) 
are activated toward N-N bond cleavage was explored 20 allowing these "double cubanes" 
to react with reducing agents in the presence of protons . 

Three different processes were investigated. a) stoichiometric reactions with cobaltocene 
as a reducing agent and 2,6-lutidine hydrochloride, Lut·HCI, as a source of protons, or 
catalytic reductions with various N2H4/MoFe3S4 cubane ratios in the presence of 
cobaltocene and Lut·HCI, (eq.4). 

(eq.4) 

and b) catalytic disproportionation_ reactions where N2H4 serves as both a reducing agent 
and a proton source (eq.5). 

(eq.5) 

It was established that ammonia did not form in appreciable amounts from N2H4 in the 
presence of Co(Cp)2 and Lut·HCI alone; it was also demonstrated that the CH3CN (a poor 
substrate of nitrogenase61 ) that was used as a solvent did not undergo reduction under the 
reaction conditions. Of the Fe!Mo/S clusters studied the doubly-bridged double-cu bane 
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(Fig.18, 111) and the [(C14-cat)Mo(O)(j.1-S)2FeC12]2- dimer34 (one possible oxidative 
degradation product of the [(C14-cat)MoFe3S4(Cl)3·CH3CN]2- cubane (Fig.18, I) did not 
promote the reduction or disproportionation of hydrazine to ammonia. 

I 11 

111 

Figure 18. The Clusters tested as catalysts for the Reduction of Hydrazine to Ammonia 
(ref.60) 

Somewhat slow activity was detected when the singly-bridged double-cubane (Fig.18, 11) 
was used as a catalyst. By far the most active catalysts in these reactions were the 
[(L)MoFe3S4(C1)3'L']n- single cubanes (L = Cl4-cat L' = CH3CN, n = 262, Ia; L = 
citrate, n = 363, Ib; Fig. 18-1). The use of the lauer in all of the reactions outlined above at 
ambient temperature resulted in the catalytic disproportionation and the stoichiometric or 
catalytic reduction, of N2H4 to NH3 (Table I). The superior catalytic properties of Ib may 
be of relevance to the function of the homocitrate molecule in the nitrogenase cofactor 
(vide-infra). In all catalytic disproportionation reactions (in the absence of Co(Cp)2 or 
Lut·HCI ) the concentrations of either Ia or Ib after 12h of reaction time were found nearly 
the same as they were in the beginning of the reaction, the production of ammonia was 
reproducible and the yields of repetitive experiments fell within a relatively narrow range. 
In contrast the catalytic reduction of N2H4 with Co(Cp)2 as a source of electrons and 
Lut·HCI as a source of protons stops before all of the hydrazine is reduced to ammonia. 
This may be attributed to the precipitation of the la or Ib anions by nascent counterions 
that include LutH+, [Co(Cp)2]+ ,NH4+ and N2H5+. The on set of precipitation within 
_0.5h is not exacdy predictable and as a result the yields of ammonia between successive 
runs show considerable variation (Table I). In DMF solution the onset of precipitation is 
longer (_12h) however the substitution of the DMF ligand by hydrazine in the coordination 
sphere of the molybdenum atom is not as facile as the substitution of CH3CN and 
consequently the catalytic reduction is slower. 
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Qualitative comparative studies show that the rates of ammonia formation with 11 as a 
catalyst were considerably slower than those observed with I while III was totally 
ineffective as a catalyst (Table I). These results indicate that the hydrazine moleeule is 
activated by coordination to only one MoFe3S4 cubane and the addition oi an additional 
equivalent oi cubane (that is known to give II) inhibits the reduction. In addition the results 
suggest that the availability of an uncoordinated NH2 group (and the lone pair of electrons 
needed for protonation) is essential for the reduction of N2H4 to ammonia. The lack of 
reactivity of 111 almost certainly derives from the robust nature of the double cubane33b 
that precludes rupture of the N2H4 bridge and consequently prevents the generation of an 
available lone pair. The reactivity of II (Fig.18) may weIl be attributed to I that very likely 
exists in small amounts in equilibrium with 11. Indeed addition of NiH4 to a solution of II 
leads to the formation of the [(CI4-cat)MoFe3S4(CI)3(N2H4)] - cubane. Additional 
evidence that the interaction of hydrazine with only one single cubane is necessary and 
sufficient for catalytic reduction is available in studies with phenyl hydrazine, PhHNNH2. 
The rep~cement of the CH3CN molecule in I by PhHNNH2, by a known substitution 
reaction 2, occurs readily. The product (Fig.19) which for steric reasons does not interact 
further with another cubane molecule to form a bridged double cubane similar to 11, has 
been structurally characterized60 (Fig.19). The stoichiometric or catalytic reductions of the 
terminally coordinated PhHNNH2 in this complex proceed with the formation of NH3 and 
aniline (Table I) 

3.1.2.lmportance oi the Mo atom. With the effectiveness of I in the catalytic reduction of 
hydrazine to NH3 weIl established, the question regarding the identity of the metal site 
involved in catalysis remained to be answered. Toward this goal the red~ction gf N2H4 
was attempted with the r(CI4-cat)MoFe3S4 (C1)3(PEt3)] -, V 4, and 
[(Citr)MoFe3S4(Cl)3]3-, Ib6J, clusters as potential catalysts. The PEt3 ligand in V is 
known66 to be substitutionally inert and so is the tridentate citrate ligand in Ib. The results 

Figure 19. The Structure of the[(CI4-cat)MoFe3S4(CI)3(N2H3Ph)]2- Cubane, (ref. 60). 
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show that under identical conditions the hydrazine disproportionation reactions (reactions 
not complicated by catalyst precipitation) catalyzed with either V or Ib are slower than the 
same reactions catalyzed with Ia. The impoTtance of the Mo atom, rather than the Fe atoms, 
in catalysis is supported further by the observation that the [Fe4S4CI4]2- cluster is not 
active as a N2H4 reduction or disproportionation catalyst over aperiod of 12h. The 
structural similarity of the MoFe3S4 clusters to the Fe!Mo/S center in nitrogenase (Fig.l) 
and the competence of the former in the catalytic reduction of N2H4, a nitrogenase 
substrate6S, raise the question whether the activation and reduction of dinitrogen (or the 
derivative substrates, diazene and hydrazine) by the Fe!Mo/S center in nitrogenase could 
possibly take place ton the Mo atom by a single metal site mechanism. 

3.1.3.Possible Mechanism. A simple proposed mechanism (Fig.20) 

[~r 

Figure 20. Proposed Mechanism for Hydrazine Reduction by the MoFe3S4 Cubanes (ref. 
60) 

for the catalytic reduction of N2H4 to ammonia by the Fe3MoS4 cluster is similar to a 
portion of the mechanism nroposed previously for the reduction of NH2NH2 on the 
(MesCp)W(CH3)3 fragmentS6. At present there is no evidence to support the sequence of 
events prior to N-N bond cleavage. An initial protonation step prior to reduction of the 
coordinated hydrazine molecule (Fig.20) is arbitrary and reflects our preference. For the 
action of nitrogen ase a mathematical model has been derived by Thomeley and Lowe66 
and is based on detailed analyses of pre-steady state kinetics of hydrazine and ammonia 
formation and of hydrogen evolution as a function of various reagent concentrations and 
component ratios. The model is based on eight individual electron transfers on a 
mononuclear molybdenum species as required for the reduction of one N2 molecule and 
two H+ ions to H2. Similar but less complete mechanisms also have been suggested by 
Cleland67 and by Guth and Burris68. 
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The apparent superior catalytic properties of the citrate derivative of the single cubane 
(18- I, Table I) is intriguing. A possibility for the role of carboxylate groups, in the 
reduction of substrates that also involves proton transfer is suggested (Fig. 21). 

-I 

3-

+2e-

-I 

-I 

Figure 21. Possible Role of the Citrate Ligand as a proton "shuttle" in the Reduction 
of Hydrazine 

3.1.4. Catalysis with a V/FelS cluster. Nitrogenase systems that contain V in place of Mo 
have been isolated from A. vinelandii69a and A. chroococcum69b and function under 
conditions of molybdenum deficiency. The structural similarity of the FeN /S center in the 
V-Fe protein from A. chroococcum to the Fe!Mo/S centers in the "conventional" Mo
nitrogenases has been established by a V-EXAFS analysis70 and indicates that the 
vanadium is present as a removable FeV-cofactor70 analogous to the FeMo-cofactor, with 
vanadium substituting for the molybdenum. The V -nitrogenase has been found to catalyze 
the reduction of N2 and other nitrogenase substrates. 

Catalytic reductions of N?H4 to NH3 can be carrled out using the (Me4N)[(DMF)3 
VFe3S4Cl3l2DMF cluster7r (Fig.22) as a catalyst in various hydrazine to cubane ratios 
(10:1,20:1, and 40:1) in CH3CN solutions at ambient temperature and pressure72. As 
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previously described, cobaltocene, CoCP2, and lutidine hydrochloride, Lut·HCI, were 
used as the reducing agent and the proton source, respectively. 

Figure 22. The Structure of the (Me4N)[(DMF)3VFe3S4CI3]·2DMF cluster (ref. 71) 

While preliminary results suggest that a structural intermediate containing N2R4 bound to 
the cubane is likely, coordination of hydrazine to the V atom prior to reduction can only be 
implied on the basis of the approximate relative rates for V -cubanes with different terminal 
ligands on the V atom. It is known71a that the reaction with [(DMF)3VFe3S4CI3]- (IV) 
and between one and 30 equivalents of triethylphosphine (PEt3) results in the formation of 
only the mono-substituted [(DMFh(PEt3)VFe3S4CI~]- cluster (V). Typical catalytic 
reactions were carried out using 10 equivalents of hydrazme in the presence of V. The latter 
was formed in situ by stirring IV with a slight excess (1.1 equivalent) of PEt3 for 15 
minutes before the addition of additional reagents. The approximate rate of reduction of 
N2R4 by V, (Table II) was two-fold slower than the rate with IV. Additional experiments 
using [(DMF)(bpy)VFe3S4CI3]- 71a (VI) as catalyst show that the rate of hydrazine 
reduction also decreased significantly (Table II). This difference in reactivity ,at least 
between IV and VI, is not due to a difference in redox potentials. The first reduction 
waves of IV and VI are detected by cyclic voltametric measurements in CH3CN solution 
at -1.20V and -1.22V, respectively, (vs. Ag/AgCl). These results are consistent with those 
reported earlier71a for the same complexes in DMF solution vs. SCE. The profound effects 
of V -bound terminalligands on the relative rates of hydrazine reduction are in agreement 
with those reported previously for the Mo system and suggest that the activation and 
reduction of the N2H4 molecule may occur on the V atom. 

3.2 CA TAL YTIC REDUCTION OF ACETYLENE 

The [(C4-cat)(CH3CN)MoFe3S4]2- single cubane (Fig. 18-1) has been found effective 
in the slow catalytic reduction of acetylene to ethylene and a small amount of ethane.73 As 
is the case for the reduction of acetylene by nitrogenase, the acetylene reduction by the 
model cubane gives cis ethylene as verified by isotopic substitution experiments. 
Preliminary results indicate that this reaction follows MichaelisIMenten kinetics with 
Km = 6.2 mmol and a tumover of 0.11 mol of C2H4 (mol catalystt l (mint l . In 
nitrogenase, Km - 0.44 mol and the tumover is 150-200 C2H4 (mol catalystt l (mint1. 

3.3. THE STOICHIOMETRIC REDUCTION OF CN-

The bridging CN- ligand in the doubly-bridged double cubanes (Fi,g. 18 III) is reduced 
by cobaltocene in the presence ofLut·HCI to methane and ammonia/4. The reduction of 
the CN- ligand is not observed to any significant extent in the [(CI4-
cat)MoFe3S4(Cl)3(CN)]3- single cubane or the J.l-CN singly-bridged double-cubane 
(Fig.18-II). A proposed pathway for the stoichiometrlc reduction ofthe CN-ligand in the 
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DBDC (Fig. 18 III) is shown below (Fig. 23). The reductive cleavage of the proposed Jl2-
H2C-NH2- bridge has a precedent in the reductive cleavage of the bridging 
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hydroxylamine·in the DBDC analogous to that shown in Fig. 18 III. Further, the possible 
formation of the [(CI4-cat)MoFe3S4(Cl)3(CH3)]3- cluster prior to release of CH4 is 
supported by the recent isolation of what appears to be this cluster. This black crystalline 
compound releases methane when treated with Et20·HCI in CH3CN solution 

4. Summary and conclusions 

The results of the present study demonstrate that the molybdenum and vanadium atoms 
in the MFe3S4 clusters in environments very similar to those in the Fe/M/S centers of the 
nitrogenases, are catalytically active in the reduction of N2H4 to ammonia. It remains to be 
established whether the molybdenum atom in a specific MoFe3S4 cluster also is involved 
in the activation and reduction ofN2 to the hydrazine level. At present we have been unable 
to show any reactivity with N2 and as reported earlier the CH3CN ligand in [(CI4-
cat)MoFe3S4(Cl)3(CH3CN)]2- is not replaced by N2 although the possibility still exists 
that a similar cluster may bind to N2 through the Mo atom at a different (lower) oxidation 
level. It should be emphasized nevertheless that, as suggested recently47a, the direct 
involvement of the unique coordinatively unsaturated Fe atoms cannot be ruled out. Indeed 
the early stages of N2 reduction on the Fe/Mo/S center of nitrogenase may involve 
binuclear (Fe-Mo) activation prior to reduction to the hydrazine level. The binuclear 
activation of N2 by initial binding to Fe and participation of the Mo atom in a Fe-Il-S-Mo 
bridging unit has been proposed previously· Earlier studies in our laboratory have shown 
that cuboidal subunits with the Fe3S4 core can serve as ligands for Mo(O) when the latter is 
stabilized by p acceptor ligltnds such as CO. At present we are exploring the possibility that 
the [(CO)3MoFe3S4(L)3]J-·clusters75 and derivatives will bind and activate N2 and/or 
other nitrogenase substrates. 
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USE OF DE NOVO DESIGNED PEPTIDES FOR THE STUDY OF 
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ABSTRACT: De nova design of protein structure(s) is a useful technique for understanding the 
factors that influence metalloprotein structure and stability. We have designed aseries of (1-

helical coiled coil proteins for the modelling of the trigonal Hg(II) site of the metalloregulatory 
protein mer R. The peptides Ac-G-(LKALEEKkGCONH2' and Ac-G-(LKALEEK)
(LKACEEK)-(LKALEEKh-GCONH2 were designed to self-aggregate as three-helix bundles. 
These peptides have been shown to have pH dependent aggregation and stability characteristics. 
The cysteine substituted peptide converts to an exceptionally stable two-helix bundle when 
Hg(II) is bound. This example illustrates how metal ions may dictate peptide aggregation. 

1. Introduction 

De novo literally means anew or over again. De novo design refers to the process by 
which a protein sequence ean be determined which will yield a desired secondary 
strueture of a protein/(peptide) through observations of primary/seeondary structural 
relationships in naturally oeeurring proteins. The ability to readily obtain a desired 
protein strueture makes de novo design a teehnique whieh is amenable for use in the 
study of metalloproteins and enzymes. This is beeause the addition of a metal binding 
site, with a desired geometry and ligand donor set, can then be easily achieved. Use of 
de novo designed peptides for metalloprotein study offers several advantages over other 
teehniques traditionally used to study such proteins such as site-direeted mutagenesis and 
small moleeule model ehemistry. Some of these advantages include: I) a smaller 
structure which is less eomplex than the naturally occurring protein of interest, 2) the 
ability to provide insight into the nature of the metal site (similar to small model 
chemistry), but with the addition of being able to study how the metal affeets protein 
strueture (or the protein the eoordination chemistry of the metai), 3) use of truly 
biologicalligand donor sets - amino acids, 4) ease in synthesis and variation of residues 
in the strueture, and 5) ability to work in water at biologieal pH values beeause of the 
hydrophobie nature of the interior of proteins. 

2. Protein Structure & a-Helical Coiled Coil Proteins 

Despite the vast number of eonformations available to the amino acids in proteins, many 
structural motifs occur over and over again I. One such reeurring structural motif is that 
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of an lI-helix. II-helical structures are characterized by hydrogen bonding from the 
carboxyl group of an amino acid to the amide proton four amino acid residues away in 
the sequence. 

An lI-helix is amphiphatic if one side of the helix structure contains predominately 
amino acid residues with hydrophobie side chains and the other side of the helix 
contains mainly residues with side chains which are neutral or charged. One type of 
protein characterized as amphiphatic is the II-helical coiled coil. The lI-helices in these 
proteins come together, by means of hydrophobie interactions between helices, and coil 
ab out each other in a left-handed supercoil, hence the name coiled coil2. II-helical 
coiled coil proteins occur naturally in such proteins as tropomyosin and fibrinogen2,3. 
Coiled coil proteins have in common a heptad repeat substructure of residues within their 
sequence(2). These residues are generally given lower case letters a through g. As 
shown in Figure 1, positions a and d are occupied by hydrophobie residues, which serve 
to form 

a 

d 

a' 

Figure 1. Views of an amphiphatic lI-helix along the helieal axis (left) and from the side 
(right). a=leucine in a position; d=leucine in d position; a'=leucine in a position of next 
heptad. 

an interface of hydrophobie packing between aggregating helices. These hydrophobie 
packing layers are separated by a turn ofthe helix, which is equal to 5.4 A. Residues in 
positions e and gare charged and have the ability to form stabilizing interhelieal salt 
bridges. The remaining residues, b, c, and f are solvent exposed and can be substituted 
with a variety of residues. 

3. Construction of a Three-Helix Coiled Coil 

Coiled coil proteins are well described structures2,4 that can be modified to a number of 
helieal aggregation states including two, three or fOUf helix bundles5. Dur group set out 
to obtain a three-helix bundle for future use in modelling the metalloregulatory protein 
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mer R, using the sequence Ac-G-(LAKLEEK)4-GCONH2' This peptide is called Tri, for 
its ability to from a three-helix bundle, and was modelled after the x-ray crystal structure 
of CoilSer, a known three-helix bundle6. See Figure 2. 

Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) is a convenient method for assessing the u
helical nature of proteins. The CD spectrum of an u-helix is characterized by two 
negative peaks centered at A,=220 nm and 208 nm, coming from the ~~p * and p~p * 
amide transitions, respectively. 

Figure 2. Model of the peptide Tri as a three-helix bundle at pH 5.5 showing important 
bundle stabilizing interactions. a= intrahelical salt bridging; b=hydrophobic packing layer 
in interior ofbundle; c=interhelical salt bridging. 
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By monitoring the signal at 1..=222 nm, the helicity of an a-helix can be assessed. This is 
achieved by converting the signal in mdegrees to a mean residue ellipticity, which is 
calculated using the following formula : 

signal (degrees) * 100 
[81222 = ----------------------

pathlength( cm)*number of residues*conc. of peptide(M) 

A fully he1ical peptide (100% he1icity) is given a value of -34,000 deg cm dmol-1for 
[81222 7. 

As shown in Figure 3, the peptide Tri has significant a-helical content. The 
aggregation of Tri has been shown to be consistent with formation of a trimer at pH 5.5 
by sedimentaion equilibrium, gel permeation chromatography and ESI-ms. 

4. Affects of pH on Stability and Aggregation 

Guanidine Hel can be used as a chemical denaturant of proteins. The stability of a 
helical structure can be determined by the amount of helical structure which retnains in 
the presence of denaturants such as guanidine Hel. We undertook a study of observing 
the denaturation of the Tri family of peptides at varied pH's using circular dichroism 
spectroscopy, to determine if pH had any observable effect on the helical nature of these 
peptides. These titrations were carried out at pH values of 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5. The 
midpoint of a denaturation curve provides the concentration of denaturant at which fifty 
percent ofthe helical structure remains. In Figure 3, it was found that the midpoint ofthe 
guanidine Hel denaturation curve ofthese peptides is shifted to higher values at pH 3.5 
and 4.5 and to lower values at pH's 5.5 and 6.5. 

- • - pH 3.5 
100 Ao...o_~": 

~~~~~~~i-' 
-I:r-pH 4.5 

,e. 80 .. 
. ~ 60 
'il 
== 'I- 40 

-x- pH 5.5 
-o-pH 6.5 

20 

O+-~-+--~~~~~+-~_+--~~~~~~~~ 

o 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 

[Gdn HCI] 

Figure 3. Guanidine Hel denaturation titration of Tri at various pH values. 
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Using sedimentation equilibrium studies, at varying proton concentrations, we have 
correlated a change in the aggregation state of these peptides with the stability changes 
seen at low pH values. At higher pH's the dominate species is that of the trimer, while 
at pH values lower than 5.0 the dimer predominates. This suggests that the salt bridging 
effects are of much greater importance to the aggregation state of these peptides than had 
previously been thought. Furthermore, the pH at which experiments are done is an 
important consideration for the overall structure present in solution. 

5. Modelling of Peptide Structure 

As discussed previously, it is important to know the likely structure of the designed 
protein before appropriate residues can be chosen to incorporate a specific metal binding 
site into the protein structure. This is achieved by building computer models of the 
peptide systems. All modelling work was performed on a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 XZ 
with the Insight II and Discover programs (Biosym Technologies, Inc., San Diego, CA). 

The secondary structure of a peptide is defined by the <b and 'P angles which represent 
the dihedral angles of the peptide backbone. Peptides with the <b's and 'P's appropriate 
for a-helices are built using hydrophobic residues (e.g. leucine, isoleucine, valine) in 
positions a and d and alanine in all other heptad positions. In this way hydrophobic 
packing is used initially to generate an aggregate model. Looking down the helical axis, 
it can be seen that consecutive a (and d) positions are rotated 20 degrees from one 
another (see Figure 1). In order to pack a-helices together, each helix is wound so that 
all heptad positions align along the length of the peptide. The helices are packed 
together using inter helical distances and side chain rotamers obtained from published 
protein crystal structures (Brookhaven Protein Data Base). The helix bundle is than 
twisted to give a super-helical twist. Energy minimization are performed using a 
combination of steepest des cent and conjugate gradient algorithms. The alanine residues 
are then replaced with appropriate hydrophilic residues ( e.g. glutamate and lysine). One 
more round of energy minimizations is then requires to arrive at the final structure. 
Addition of a metal binding site involves replacement of specific positions in the bundle 
(typically a or d positions) to generate a desired ligand geometry and donor set for a 
metal. 

6. Use of a Three-Helix Bundle to Study Metalloproteins 

When designing a peptide for use in modelling a metal center, several aspects must be 
considered including: 1) the size and aggregation of the a-helices, 2) whether the overall 
structure will be covalently bound together or self aggregation will be important to the 
structure, 3) what coordination geometries can be achieved within the designed structure, 
and 4) ifthe metal is to be attached to the outside ofthe helices, placed at the bottom of 
a bundle ofhelices or located within the middle ofthe helices. 

We are generally interested in the stability and structure of metallopeptides that may 
serve as models for complexation or catalysis in biological systems. A three-helix bundle 
is very desirable because of the number of metal coordination geometries which can be 
obtained using this aggregate. These geometries include linear, trigonal planar, 
tetrahedral, trigonal bipyramidal and octahedral, as shown in Figure 4 . 

Mer R is the metalloregulatory protein responsible for regulating mercury resistance in 
bacteria 8. Hg(II) is believed to be coordinated trigonally by three cysteine thiolates in 
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a 

b 

c 

d 

Figure 4. One turn of Tri showing the possible metal co ordination geometries available 
in a three-helix bundle. The spheres are CPK surfaces on the b-methylene carbons of the 
leueine residues. a = trigonal; b=tetrahedral; c=trigonal bipyramidal; and d=octahedral. 
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Mer R 9, a geometry that is rather unusual for Hg(II). One approach for enforcing this 
uncommon Hg(II) co ordination mode would be to take advantage of a peptide that 
aggregates into a three-helix bundle. Thus, the enthalpy inherent in the peptide 
assembly would outweigh the thermodynarnie preference for a linear Hg(II) and force a 
trigonal co ordination geometry. For this reason, Tri, was substituted at position twelve 
by a cysteine residue to form Tri(L12C). This removes a single hydrophobie packing 
layer of the resultant three-helix bundle and provides three thiolate donors to create a 
trigonal binding site for Hg(II). 

This substitution places the metal binding center directly within the protein bundle as 
shown in Figure 5. 

a b c 

Figure 5. One layer of a three-helix bundle showing packing of the interior. a = three 
leucine residues, as in Tri; b = substitution of cysteine for leucine (Tri(L12C)); c = 
Tri(L12C) plus Hg(II). 

Just as Tri was shown to exhibit a pH dependent aggregation state, Tri(L12C) has also 
shown similar behavior. Sedimentation equilibrium studies at pH 5.5 for Tri(L12C) 
exhibit characteristics of an equilibrium between a two and three-helix aggregation. At 
pH values lower than 5.5, sedimentation and gel permeation chromatography studies 
show increasing amounts ofthe dimer of Tri(L12C) dominate, while at pH values higher 
than 5.5 the trimer of Tri(L12C) increasingly becomes the major species. 

To assess whether binding of Hg(II) is occurring at thiolate residues, all studies 
compared the interaction of Hg(II) with control peptide Tri and the metal binding 
peptide Tri(L12C). Guanidine HCI denaturation titrations were used to determine if the 
helical nature of each of these peptides was changed upon the addition of Hg(II), and the 
helicity was monitored using CD. It was expected that no change in structure would be 
observed for Tri in the presence of Hg(II), unless Hg(II) is binding to the glutamate or 
lysine residues that form salt bridging interactions between the peptides. In contrast, the 
guanidine denaturation titration of Tri(L12C) would be significantly perturbed in the 
presence of Hg(II) since the stability of the three-helix bundle might be enhanced by 
metal complexation that would link the peptides together through mercury-sulfur bonds. 
Conversely, the stability of the structure might decrease because the addition of the 
metal within the bundle might serve to disrupt hydrophobic packing layers above and 
below the metal binding site. As predicted titrations of Tri in the presence of 0.33 
equivalents of Hg(II) had no effect on the helical nature of the peptide, whereas the 
same ratio of Hg(II) profoundly affected the stability of Tri(L12C). Titrations of 
Tri(L12C) in the presence of 0.33 equivalents Hg(II) were biphasic. As shown in Figure 
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6, the titration curve for Hg(II)/ Tri(L12C) initially resembles that of Tri(L12C) in the 
absence of Hg(II). However, the denaturation curve leveled off at approximately sixty
six percent helicity (66% ofthe peptide remains helical, while 33% is denatured). 
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Figure 6. Guanidine HCI denaturation titrations ofTri and Tri(Ll2C) +/- Hg(II) 

These results were interpreted according to a model where the binding of Hg(II) to 
Tri(L12C) occurred with a stiochiometry one Hg(II) to two Tri(L12C). To test this 
hypothesis guanidine HCI denaturation titrations were performed using a variety of 
concentrations of Hg(II). The results shown in Figure 8 reflect a 2: 1 peptide to Hg(II) 
stiochiometry. A 3:1 peptide to Hg(lI) titration yielded a denaturation curve which levels 
of at 66% helicity, at 6: 1 peptide to Hg(II) titration yielded a denaturation curve which 
leveled off at 33% helicity and at 2: 1 peptide to Hg(II) titration showed no change in the 
helical nature of the peptide. See figure 7. The guanidine HCI titration of the Hg(II) to 
peptide species has greatly enhanced stability compared to a similar titration with the 
peptide alone. The Hg(II)[Tri(L12C)h complex has been characterized by a number of 
methods in addition to CD (see Table I for summary). UV/vis titrations ofTri(L12C) to 
a solution containing Hg(II) show bands characteristic of a cysteine sulfur to Hg(II) 
LMCT. These absorbance bands continue to grow in with increasing equivalents of 
Tri(L12C) titrated until two equivalents are added, at which time the absorbance levels 
off. This results confirms ligation of Hg(II) to the cysteine thiolates and a stiochiometry 
of one equivalent Hg(II) to two equivalents of Tri(L12C). 
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Figure 7. Detennining Tri(L12C) to Hg(II) stiochiometry using Gdn HCI 
denaturation titrations 

Gel penneation chromatography and ESI-ms of the Hg(II)[Tri(L12C)h complex 
provides a molecular weight consistent with the fonnation of a one to two complex. 
EXAFS was used to detennine the Hg(II)-S bond length of 2.32E (10), which is 
consistent with the fonnation of a linear two coordinate Hg(II) complex similar to that 
represented in Figure 8. 

These results provide very interesting implications for metal constraints on protein 
structure. Clearly the energetic preference that defines helical aggregation when Hg(II) 
is coordinated to Tri(L12C) lies in favor of metal thiolate bonding. Thus, while a 
trigonal Hg(II) complex has not been fonned we understand better the relative energies 
of metal binding versus hydrophobie association in these metallopeptide aggregates. 
Ag(I) shows similar behavior as Hg(II), however less thiolphilic metals do not perturb 
the native three-helix bundle stiochiometry. Tri(L12C), similar to Trihas been shown to 
have a pH dependent aggregation state, existing as a dimer at low pH values and as a 
trimer at higher pH. 

Future work in our group will focus on modifying the structure of Tri to achieve a 
trigonal site, by lengthening the peptide or moving the placement of the cysteine residue. 
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Figure 8. Model ofHg(II)[Tri(L12C)h complex. Only one heptad ofeach helix is 
shown. 

Table 1. Summary ofData Supporting Formation of a Hg(II)[Tri(L12C)]2 Complex. 

Experiment! Tri Tri(L12C) 
Technique 
GdnHCI no change in midpoint of midpoint shifts from 3M Gdn 
denaturations titration upon addition of Hg(II) to 7.5 M Gdn with Hg(1I) 
IHnmr no change with Hg(II) selective shifting or 

broadening ofb-methylene 
protons upon Hg(II) addition 

Gel Permeation 3-helix bundle mixture of 2 & 3-helix 
chromatography bundles; 2-helix bundle with 

Hg(II) 
UV Ivis titrations N/A titration levels at 2 eq. 

Tri(L12C) per Hg(II) 
UV Ivis spectra noLMCT S-Hg(II) LMCT bands, 

e=7500 cm-1M-l 
EXAFS N/A 2 sulfurs coordinated; Hg-S 

bond=2.32A 
Sedimentation 3-helix bundle mixture of 2 & 3-helix 

bundles; 2-helix bundle with 
Hg(IIl 
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7. Conclusion 

De novo design of protein structures provides a technique for the study of metalloprotein 
structure and stability. a-helical coiled coil proteins, are weil characterized and provide 
for a number of helical aggregation states which makes this structure weil suited for use 
in the study of metalloproteins. 

Our studies have shown that these peptides must be weIl characterized before binding 
of metals, because of possible variations in stability and aggregation state which can 
occur with changes in pH. Using the peptide Ac-G-(LKALEEK)-(LKACEEK)
(LKALEEKh-GCONH2, we have successfully bound Hg(II). It was desired that Hg(II) 
would be coordinated in a trigonal manner, however it seems that the thermodynamic 
preference of Hg(II) to be linearly coordinated is greater than the preference of this 
peptide to aggregate as a trimer. The linearly coordinated Hg(II)[Tri(L12C)]2 complex 
is extremely stable to guanidine HCl denaturation, compared to the peptide alone. This 
provides an insight to the stability a coordinated metal can provide to a protein structure. 
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ABSTRACT. Dinuc1ear manganese complexes have been prepared using two similar ligands 2-
OHsalpn and salpn. These complexes span the Mn-oxidation states from IIIII to IV/IV. The 
[Mn(2-0Hsalpn)]2 complexes have been demonstrated to be efficient functional models for the 
manganese catalases, and suggest a mechanism for inactivation of the enzymes. The high valent 
system [MnIV(salpn)(Il-O]2 can be successively protonated on the oxo bridges, which leads to 
changes in Mn-Mn distance, magnetic exchange and re action chemistry. The second protonation 
leads to reductive decomposition of the dimer to MnIII monomers, likely accompanied by 
oxidation of water. 

1. Manganese Redox Enzymes 

Manganese plays a versatile and often essential role in the biochemistry of many 
microorganisms, plants and animals, with numerous enzymes that exploit the redox 
capabilities of this element. Included in this group are the manganese catalases, 
superoxide dismutase, ribonucleotide reductase and the oxygen evolving complex (OEC). 
In this report we will describe how modeling chemistry provides insight into the structure, 
chemical properties and reactivity of the manganese catalases and the OEC. 

1.1. MANGANE SE CATALASES 

Catalases catalyze the disproportionation of hydrogen peroxide into water and dioxygen. 
While the majority of the known catalases contain the heme prosthetic group, a class of 
non-heme catalases was isolated more than ten years ago. I,2 These manganese enzymes 
contain a dinuclear center and are believed to cycle between the MnlI/MnlI and 
MnIII/MnIII oxidation level during catalysis.3-6 The manganese centers are predominantly 
at the MnIII oxidation state when isolated. Based on comparison to the visible spectra of 
model compounds an oxo (or hydroxo) bis-carboxylato bridged center has been proposed. 
To date three different manganese catalases have been identified. I ,7,8 A low resolution 
crystal structure of the Thermus thermophilus enzyme has indicated that two manganese 
ions are separated by 3.6Ä in a reduced state of the enzyme.9,10 Extended x-ray absorption 
fine structure (EXAFS) analysis on the superoxidized form of the enzyme from 
LactobaciIIus plantarum has conclusively shown that the non-active MnIII/Mn1V state of 
the enzyme contains two manganese ions only 2.7Ä apart. 1 1 
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At least three epr active oxidation levels can be obtained for the manganese centers of 
the T. thermophilus enzymes. 12,13 Low temperature epr spectra indicate that in both the 
MnlI/MnlI and MnlI/MnIII states the manganese ions are weakly coupled while the 
superoxidized MnIII/MnIV enzyme exhibits an epr spectrum consistent with manganese 
atoms that are very strongly coupled. This result coupled with the Mn-Mn distance from 
EXAFS has implicated a Mn202 core for this inactive species. In addition a third bridge 
between the MnIII and MnIV has been suggested based on magnetic circular dichromism 
spectra. 14 

The inactive MnIII/IV enzyme is prepared by the addition of hydrogen peroxide to the 
reduced enzyme in the presence of hydroxylamine. The MnIII/IV is a dead species that 
forms rapidly, but activity can be recovered by anaerobic reduction with excess 
hydroxylamine. 

While the mechanism of peroxide disproportionation is not known to the extent that it is 
for the heme catalases, kinetic studies on the L. plantarum enzyme have allowed Penner
Hahn to propose ascheme that accounts for the known steps of the reaction.3 The MnIIIII 

enzyme first releases water as it binds hydrogen peroxide. The substrate is coordinated 
directly to one of the manganese ions as the hydroperoxide anion with the released proton 
being absorbed by an active site acid/base catalyst. The cluster is next oxidized by two 
electrons to generate a bis-,u-carboxylato, ,u-oxo-bridged MnIII/III structure. Upon 
oxidation the enzyme releases the first equivalent of hydrogen peroxide derived water. A 
second equivalent of hydrogen peroxide is then bound (after deprotonation as 
hydroperoxide anion) and subsequently oxidized to dioxygen. The dioxygen that is 
released during catalysis has been shown from isotope experiments to come from only one 
molecule of hydrogen peroxide. In the last step of the reaction cycle dioxygen and the 
second equivalent of water are released, to give the MnIIlII enzyme ready for another 
cycle. 

1.2. OXYGEN EVOL VING COMPLEX 

Planetary dioxygen is almost exclusively derived from water oxidation that is coupled to 
non-cyclic photosynthesis in higher plants and algae. The oxygen evolving complex 
(OEC) that is responsible for this reaction is a multisubunit enzyme that contains a 
tetranuclear manganese site of undetermined structure. The OEC provides one reducing 
equivalent at a time to the reaction center chlorophyll through the redox active tyrosine, 
Y z, upon the photon driven charge separation of photosystem 11. After the fourth 
oxidation of the OEC, the manganese site is reduced by the four-electron oxidation of two 
waters to molecular oxygen and four protons. The resultant protons provide a gradient for 
the production of ATP. The different oxidation states involved in the reaction cycle ofthe 
OEC are referred to as the S-states, So through S4 being the relevant states for the normal 
reactivity of the OEC, with the subscript referring to the number of stored oxidation 
equivalents. The SI state is the resting state of the dark-adapted site and is believed to 
have a Mn(IIIhMn(lVh oxidation state. Flashes of light advance the OEC through the S
states from So through S3, and a fourth flash brings the OEC to the transient S4 which 
spontaneously oxidizes water by four electrons to return to So. The ability of the OEC to 
undergo four one-electron oxidations followed by a four-electron reduction, coupled to 
water oxidation, is remarkable but poorly understood. 

Changes in the X-ray absorption edge energy indicate that each oxidation from So 
through S2 results in an increase in manganese oxidation state. 15-18 It is a matter of some 
controversy as to whether a manganese oxidation state change occurs with the higher S
state transitions since there is dis agreement over the presence a significant shift in the X-
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ray absorption edge upon advancement from S2 to S3. 18,19 Some workers have suggested 
that this oxidation occurs near but not on a manganese, perhaps on a nearby oxidizable 
protein residue.2° Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) studies have shown 
that at least the SI and S2 states of the OEC contain more than one Mn-Mn vector of 2. 7Ä 
and one Mn-Mn vector of 3.3Ä.17,21-25 The 2.7 E distances are generally agreed to 
correspond to high-valent Mn2(u-Oh units, which have been shown to have similar Mn
Mn distances. The possible configurations of the manganese ions in the tetranuclear site 
are limited but not defined by the EXAFS data. The manganese connectivity has also been 
probed by studies of the changes in magnetic susceptibility in different S-states. An 
interesting result of the magnetic studies is the increase in magnetic moment upon 
advancing from SI to S2,26 which might be expected to correspond to a loss of one 
unpaired electron and a resulting decrease in magnetic moment. This is complicated 
somewhat, however, by the apparent existence of two different configurations of the 
manganese site in both SI and S2. The SI state has different Eroperties depending on 
whether it is in the "active" or dark-adapted "resting" state, with the active state 
appearing to be paramagnetic while the resting state has been shown to be 
diamagnetic.28,29 Two different configurations of the S2 state are distinguished by 
different EPR features, either a multiline signal at g = 2 30-33 or a broad derivative signal at 
g = 4.1,21,34-36 that can be preferentially isolated by illumination of SI centers at different 
temperatures or by chemical manipulations of the reaction centers. 

Although the overall reaction at the OEC requires the generation of four protons, the 
proton stoichiometry of each S-state is likely to be important in the reaction cycle. A 
number of attempts have been made to measure the ~roton uptake/release stoichiometry 
with S-state advancement using various methods.37-3 Obtaining and interpreting these 
data are very difficult, and a variety of results have been reported depending on a number 
offactors. For some time, a 1:0:1:2 pattern for proton release upon the SO~SI : SI~S2 : 
S2~S3 : S3~S4~SO advancement had been accepted.37 However, this stoichiometry has 
generally been rejected in favor of non-integer or 1: 1: 1: 1 patterns3 depending on the 
method ofpreparation and isolation ofthe OEC sampies and on pH.38, 9 

Our recent activities in attempting to understand the issues discussed above better have 
centered around studying the protonation of the high-valent Mn202 core of 
[MnIV(salpn)(u-O)]z. These studies, which we discuss in this chapter, explore the 
structural, magnetic, spectroscopic and chemical effects of successive protonations of one 
or both oxo bridges in this complex. 

2. Mechanistic Model Studies 

2.1. MANGANESE 2-0HSALPN CHEMISTRY 

Wehave prepared dinuclear manganese complexes, spanning the oxidation state ranges 
from MnI/MnII to MnIII/MnIV, utilizing the ligand 2-0Hsalpn. These complexes all 
contain bis alkoxide bridges from the propane backbone of the ligand. This is the first 
manganese dimer series that has been isolated in four distinct oxidation states. The overall 
geometry of the compounds are very similar across the series, with bond Iength and angles 
consistent with the changes in manganese oxidation state. While a great many manganese 
model compounds have been prepared that have various oxidation levels, systems 
containing invariant ligands that span more than two isolatable oxidation states are rare. 
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The [MnlI(2-0Hsalpn)h2- dimer is prepared by adding 1 eq. of MnlI(Cl04h to a 
degassed methanol solution eontaining 1 eq. ofthe ligand and three eq. ofbase. The dimer 
is insoluble in methanol and precipitates out of the reaetion mixture. If the a nitro group is 
substituted at the 5-position on the salieylaldehyde rings and tetramethylammonium 
hydroxide is used as the base a similar eomplex ean be isolated and erystallized from 
dmf/ether to give erystals suitable for X-ray diffraetion. Struetural analysis of this dimer 
shows two MnII ions eaeh eoordinated by two phenolate oxygens, two imine nitrogens 
and two alkoxide oxygen atoms. An ORTEP representation of the anion of 
TMA2[MnlI(2-0H(5-N02sal)pn)h is shown in figure 1.43 

Figure l. ORTEP drawing for anion ofTMA2[MnlI(2-0H(5-N02sal)pn)h 

If a solution of the sodium salt of the [MnlI(2-0H(5-N02sal)pn)h2- dimer in 
aeetonitrile is allowed to air oxidize the [MnIlI(2-0H(5-N02sal)pn)h eomplex ean be 
isolated. This eomplex has also been erystallographieally eharaeterized, eontaining a 
similar ligand environment to the MnII dimer. Previously we had reported a dramatieally 
different struetural geometry for a MnIlI dimer using 2-0Hsalpn, having one baekbone 
alkoxide atom bridging the two Mn ions, while the alkoxide from the other ligand 
baekbone aets as a terminal ligand to one of the ions. The eoordination sphere of the other 
Mn ion is eompleted by a donor solvent moleeule. This asymmetrie eomplex is formed in 
donor solvents. If the manganese dimer is prepared in a non-donating solvent sueh as 
diehloromethane or aeetonitrile the symmetrie speeies is isolated. These two types of 
dimers ean be interehanged by solvation in donor vs. non-donor solvents. 

The new geometry observed for this MnIlI dimer is important beeause it influenees the 
reaetion ehemistry of the system. The symmetrie MnII and MnIlI dimers disproportionate 
hydrogen peroxide in aeetonitrile at similar rates to give dioxygen and water.40 The 
asymmetrie MnIlI dimer is not eompetent for this funetion. The symmetrie systems are 
the first funetional models for the manganese eatalases that have been isolated and 
erystallographieally eharaeterized in both its oxidized and redueed forms. Studies 
eomparing the rates of disproportionation for both dimers have indieated that the reaetion 
is independent of the initial oxidation state of the eomplex. We have used the dimer 
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[MnIII(2-0H(5-CIsal)pn)]z for most of our kinetic studies due to solubility of the different 
derivatives. 

The addition of 1 equiv. of H202 to [MnIII(2-0H(5-CIsal)pn)]z shows isosbestic 
conversion to [MnII(2-0H(5-CIsal)pn)]z by visible spectroscopy. Oxygen evolution 
experiments indicate that these complexes can complete the catalase reaction for at least 
1000 turnovers without significant decomposition of the catazst. Isolation of dioxygen 
after the addition of H21802 yields exc1usivel~ 1802. If H21 02 and H21602 are added 
simultaneously to either manganese complex, 802 and 1602 are recovered but no 16,1802 
is detected. This isotope labeling pattern follows the isotopic 02 composition shown for 
the L. plantarum catalase. [ vide supra] 

When the disproportionation reaction is monitored under pseudo first-order conditions 
(i.e. [H202] » [catalyst)) the complex exhibits saturation kinetics.40 A plot of rate vs. 
[H202] is shown in figure 2. The data is fit to the Michaelis-Menton equation for 
conditions of saturating levels of substrate. Based on this fit the kcat for this reaction was 
determined to be 21.9 s-1 and the Michaelis constant KM was found to be 72 mM. By 
comparison, the Mn catalase from L. plantarum 3has a KM= 200 mM and kcat= 2 x 105 s-1 
while MnII(H20)6 has a kcat= 6.3 x 10-3 s-I. The catalytic efficiency of the enzyme and 
the model complex compare favorably with kcat/KM equal to 1.0 x 106 s-1 M for the L. 
plantarum enzyme,3 and [MnIII(2-0H(5-CIsal)pn)]z having a kcat/KM value of 3.0 x 102, 
indicating that the enzyme is only 3000 times more efficient than the synthetic [MnIII(2-
OH(5-CIsal)pn)]z dimer. This complex has proven to be the most efficient functional 
model for the manganese catalases. 

If [MnIII(2-0H(5-CIsal)pn)]z is added to solutions of deuterium peroxide in acetonitrile 
similar saturation kinetics are observed. The kcat for this reaction drops by nearly one-half 
to 11.6 s-I, however the KM increases to 91 mM. The kcat/KM value is decreased to 130 
s-I M. Based on this experiment it is apparent that proton dissociation /association is an 
import-ant part of the rate-limit-ing step for the dispro-portionation reaction.41 Penner
Hahn has proposed that an acid/base catalyst is necessary for enzymatic catalysis. It is 
possible that the alkoxide bridges could serve this function in this model system. 
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When wann aeetonitrile solutions of tEA2[MnlI(2-0H(5-Clsal)pn)h and [MnIII(2-
OH(5-CIsal)pn)]z are mixed in equilmolar ratios a new mixed valent species 
TEA[MnIIlIß(2-0H(5-CIsal)pnh] fonns upon eooling. This eomplex ean also be prepared 
from the eontrolled air oxidation of the MnlI dimer at low temperatures or by one-eleetron 
ehemieal reduetion. This bis alkoxide bridged mixed-valent eompound has interesting 
speetroseopic properties that allow the reaetion ehemistry in solution to be probed. Epr 
studies at 77 K of TEA[MnIIlIII(2-0H(5-CIsal)pnh] in ethanol or dmf give speetra that 
have an absorptive feature in range of g = 5 -7 whieh is different from either the MnlIlII or 
the MnIII/III dimers. The MnIII/III is an inte~er spin system whieh is epr silent at 
eonventional X-band speetroseopy, and the MnlI 1I eomplex gives a classie speetrum for 
weakly eoupled MnlI dimerie eomplexes and enzymes. 

If one equivalent of hydrogen peroxide is added to an ethanol solution of the ring 
substituted derivative TEA[MnIIlIII(2-0H(3,5-CIsal)pnh] a new epr speetrum with sixteen 
lines eentered at g = 2 appears. This speetrum is eharaeteristie of MnIII/IV dioxo bridged 
dinuelear eomplexes. A related eomplex ean be fonned by the reaetion of 2-3 equivalents 
of t-butylhydroperoxide with TEA[MnIIlIII(2-0H(3,5-CIsal)pnh] which has a epr 
speetrum at 6 K eontaining both the g = 2 multiline and a broad derivative feature at g = 4-
5. These complexes are different from the MnIII/IV dimer produced from the 
electrochemical oxidation ofthe symmetrie [MnIII(2-0H(3,5-CIsal)pn)]z. 

Bulk electrolysis of an aeetonitrile solution of [MnIII(2-0H(3,5-CIsal)pn)]z in the 
presenee ofNaCI04 yields the erystalline preeipitate [MnIII/IV(2-0H(3,5-CIsal)pnh]CI04. 
This compound ean be reerystallized from aeetonitrile/toluene to give block erystals 
suitable for X-ray diffraetion. This new eomplex eontains the bis alkoxide bridges 
observed for the rest of the series, and has a very different geometry than its asymmetrie 
derivative whieh can be isolated from THF.42 The asymmetrie dimer has a similar 
eoordination environment to that observed for the asymmetrie [MnIII2(2-
OHsalpnh(CH30H)] dimer.[vide supra] 

The epr speetra of both the symmetrie and asymmetrie MnIII/ IV dimers are similar. The 
temperature dependent speetra have a g = 4.3 feature at 77 K whieh eonverts to a 12 line g 
= 2 "multiline" on lowering the temperature to 5 K. This behavior is indicative of a 
weakly coupled dinuclear system, with a 12 line ground state spectrum and the g = 4.3 
signal due to higher energy spin states. The weak eoupling implied from the epr studies is 
confinned by solid state variable-temperature magnetie susceptibility measurements. Both 
the symmetrie and asymmetrie [MnIII/IV (2-0H(3 ,5-CIsal)pnh]+ dimers are weakly 
antiferromagnetieally coupled in the solid state, with the asymmetrie dimer having a 
coupling eonstant J= -10 em-I and the symmetrie dimer having a J= -2 cm-I.42,43 These 
low J values are unprecedented for MnIII/IV eomplexes which typieally have eoupling 
constants in the range of -100 to -150 ern-I. 

Variable temperature magnetie measurements on the MnIIllI and MnIIlIII dimers 
indicated that the manganese ions are ferromagnetieally coupled. This magnetic behavior 
is rare for manganese dinuclear eomplexes. [MnlI(2-0H(5-N02sal)pn)]z2- is the first 
example of a strueturally characterized MnlI dinuclear eomplex that is ferromagnetieally 
coupled v= 0.6 ern-I), and TEA[MnIIlIII(2-0H(5-CIsal)pnh] is only the seeond example 
for MnlI III systems. The epr speetrum at 4.2 K of TEA[MnII/III(2-0H(5-CIsal)pnh] in 
ethanol exhibits a feature at g = 5.8, eonsistent with an S = 9/2 ground state arising from a 
ferromagnetically coupled dimer.44 

Taken together the ehemistry of the Mn2(2-0Hsalpnh system gives some insight into 
the meehanism of the manganese eatalases. If we eombine some of the chemistry 
observed for the MnIIlIII dimer and reexamine the Penner-Hahn meehanism, we can 
proposed a meehanism for inaetivation of the enzyme. Wehave shown that a MnIIlIII 
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dimer can be oxidized by one equivalent ofhydrogen peroxide to give a new species that is 
not the simple two-electron oxidation product but a compound that must have a new 
coordination environment.[vide supra] It is c1ear that a MnIIlIII species can be prepared 
from either a one-electron oxidation of a MnII2 dimer or a one-electron reduction of MnIII2 
system, the latter being facilitated by hydroxylamine (a good one-electron reducing agent). 
If during the course of the catalytic cyc1e the enzyme in the MnIII oxidation level is 
reduced by one electron by hydroxylamine, then there would be some transient level of 
MnII/III species present. If the enzyme next reacts with another molecule of 
hydroxylamine the manganese center would be reduced to the MnII2 level and the catalytic 
cyc1e would continue. If however the next substrate for the MnII/III species is hydrogen 
peroxide the manganese core would be oxidized and then rearrange to give a MnIII/IV 
dioxo core that would inactivate the enzyme. 

Although the Mn202 core of the manganese catalases is an inactive enzyme fonn, an 
understanding of such dimanganese units is required to explain the reactivity of the oxygen 
evolving complex. In previous contributions we have described the reactions of 
MnIII(salpn) with H202 to fonn [MnIV(salpn)(,u-O»)z and the subsequent catalase reaction 
catalyzed by this dimer. An interesting aspect of this disproportionation chemistry is that 
one equivalent of H+ completely shuts off the reaction. To explain this observation we 
investigated the reactions of [MnIV(salpn)(u-O)z] in acidic solutions. 

2.2. MANGANESE SALPN CHEMISTRY 

The single protonation of [MnIV (salpn)(J.t-O»)z is facilitated by addition of a stoichiometric 
amount (or small excess) of a weak acid such as pyridinium tritlate. This protonation 
significantly effects the dimer by: inhibiting the catalase-like activity, increasing the Mn
Mn distance, lowering the energy of the lowest energy charge transfer band (from 490 nm 
to 550 nm' with a change in color from red-brown to deep purple), and making the 
reduction potential more positive by > 600 mV.45 Protonation occurs on one of the oxo 
bridges, as shown by the shift of the sharp O-H stretch in the IR spectrum upon labeling 
the oxo bridges with 180. 
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In order to understand the relationship between the protonation of the Mn202 core and 
its reduction potential, we prepared the series of complexes [MnIV(X-salpn)(j.1-0)]z, where 
the substituents X are electron donating or withdrawing groups on the phenolate rings of 
the salpn ligand (X = 5-0CH3, H, 5-Cl, 3,5-diCl, or 5-N02). We obtained the reduction 
potentials of each of these complexes by cyclic voltammetry. We then obtained the pKa 
values for the singly protonated derivatives by spectrophotometric titrations by acids of 
known pKas in acetonitrile. When plotted as in figure 3 with the E1I2 in mV vs. SCE for 
the unprotonated dimers on one axis and the pKa for the corresponding singly protonated 
derivative on the other, a linear correlation is seen over a potential range of over 600 mV 
and a pKa range of over 7 pKa units. This correlation has a slope of 84 mV/pKa unit. 
This indicates that the Mn202 core acts as one unit, such that the factors such as 
differences in ligation that affect the redox chemistry (by modifying the electron density on 
the manganese) affect the protonation chemistry in a related manner (by modifying the 
electron density on the oxo bridges).46 

Addition of a second equivalent of pyridinium does not cause further protonation of the 
Mn202 unit. However addition of 2 equivalents of a strong acid, such as triflic acid, does 
cause further reaction. At room temperature, this reaction is marked by a loss of the deep 
red-brown color of [MnIV(salpn)(j.t-O)]z, resulting in a light yellow-brown MnIlI product 
[vide infra]. At -50_oC, this decomposition reaction does not occur, and the doubly 
protonated complex [MnIV(salpn)(j.1-0H)]z(CF3S03h is formed. Both the first and 
second protonation are reversible, and [MnIV(salpn)(j.t-O)]z is regenerated with 
stoichiometric addition of base. This protonation process is shown in the scheme below: 

er(;:1 ~ Ir er~N ~ H+ 0>-Cl H ~ 
-- dX~"Ö~~~N.o~- H+ - dx~"Ö~~nN'O~ ""0 H: ~drX"Ö~~~O-

Q' Q~ pKa= 13.4 \\) H \J~ pKa= 10 \\} H N()~ 
The complex [MnIV(salpn)(j.t-OH)]z(CF3S03h can be isolated as asolid, and redissolved 
in cold acetonitrile to form a solution with an identical absorption spectrum (A, = 630 nm) 
to that produced in situ. The shift upon successive protonations of the Mn202 unit from 
490 to 550 to 630 nm (each shift corresponding to about 2200 cm- I ) is consistent with a 
phenolate-to-manganese charge transfer from the salpn ligand being lowered in energy by 
a reduction in electron density on the Mn. The manganese edge energy in X-ray 
absorption experiments does not change upon these protonations (although the edge of 
MnIIf(salpn) complexes are observed at significantly lower energy) indicating that the 
oxidation state of the manganese ions remains at MnIV through the series of protonation 
states. The pKa for each doubly protonated derivative, [MnIV(X-salpn)(j.t-OH)]z, was 
estimated by determining the strength of acid required to cause decomposition of the dimer 
in acetonitrile at room temperature, and while this provides only a rough estimate of the 
pKa, it showed that the acidity of each doubly protonated derivative is 3-5 pKa units 
greater than that of the corresponding singly protonated derivative. 

The solid sampIes obtained for the series of complexes [MnIV (salpn)(j.t-O)]z, 
[MnIV 2(salpnh(Il-0)(j.t-OH)](CF3S03), and [MnIV (salpn)(j.t-OH)]z(CF3S03h were used 
to probe the structural and magnetic effects of the successive protonations of the Mn202 
unit. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) experiments show that the Mn
Mn distances for these complexes increases from 2.73Ä for the unprotonated dimer (as 
shown by both EXAFS and X-ray crystallography)45,47,48 to 2.83 Ä and 2.94 Ä for the 
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singly45,49 and doubll9 protonated dimers, respectively. This indicates that changes in 
protonation state of the Mn202 units of the OBC should be detectable by observing 
changes in the Mn-Mn vectors found in the BXAFS experiments, although this may be 
complicated by changes in the oxidation states of the particular manganese ions involved. 

Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility measurements were made on this series 
of complexes using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). The 
temperature dependence of the effective magnetic moment (J.teff in Bohr magnetons) of 
each protonation state is shown in figure 4. Qualitatively, it can be seen that all of the 
complexes are antiferromagnetically coupled, although the coupling is decreased 
dramatically with each successive protonation. By fitting these data to an expression 
derived from the van Vleck equation, which incorporates a term to account for small 
amounts of a MnIII impurity and fixes the g value at 2.00, we obtain coupling parameters, 
1 [with H= -21(SI·S2)], of -92 cm-1 (in agreement with the value reported by Gohdes and 
Armstrong),47 -48 ern-I, and -6 cm-1 for the unprotonated, singly protonated, and doubly 
protonated dimers, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Temperature dependent magnetic moments of A) [Mn(salpn)(J.t-O)h, 
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These large ehanges in the magnitude of anti-ferromagnetic coupling upon protonation of 
the oxo bridges should be considered in attempts to explain the complicated changes in 
magnetic properties of the OBC upon changes in S state or between different 
configurations which may be observed for the SI (resting and active) and S2 (multiline and 
g=4.l) states.28,29,33,50-53 

As mentioned above, addition of two equivalents of triflic acid to a solution of 
[MnIV (salpn)(J.t-O)h at room temperature results in a bleaching of the solution due to loss 
of the low energy charge transfer band. The resulting solution has an absorption spectrum 
which is identical to that of the structurally characterized MnIII(salpn)(CH30H)+. The 
same absorption spectrum is obtained by dissolving the isolated solid [MnIV (salpn)(J.t
OH)h(CF3S03h in acetonitrile at room temperature. The product of this decomposition 
reaction has been obtained from the solution as a microcrystalline solid and has been 
shown to be MnllI(salpn)(H20)+. This reaction of the doubly protonated complex in 
solution occurs within seconds at room temperature, but is easily monitored 
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spectrophotometrically at -20_C, at which temperature the reaction nears completion in 
one to two hours. Subtraction ofthe spectrum of[MnIV(salpn){J.t-OH)h(CF3S03h (scaled 
to the intensity of the 630 nm band) from the spectra collected at different times 
throughout the reaction indicate that the only observed product throughout the course of 
the reaction is MnIII(salpn)(H20)+. 

This reactivity may be considered to be a proton-triggered redox reaction of the Mn202 
center. While the identity of the reductant has not been deduced, one possibility is water, 
either from the oxo bridges or from trace amounts of water in the solvent. The overall 
change in Mn oxidation state is two electrons per dimer, which would produce either two 
hydroxyl radicals or H202 by bond formation between the hydroxide bridges of the dimer. 
This two-electron reaction, combined with the first half of the hydrogen peroxide 
disproportionation reaction which is catalyzed by the unprotonated dimer, [MnIV (salpn){J.t
O)h, provides one possible scenario for the four-electron oxidation ofwater to dioxygen in 
the SO~S4 transition of the OEC. One MnIV 202 unit would be protonated on both oxo 
bridges, perhaps by a nearby amino acid residue which is oxidized and thus made a strong 
acid (such as tyrosyl or histidyl), resulting in the proton triggered reduction of the 
manganese to MnIII with production of hydrogen peroxide, followed by oxidation of the 
hydrogen peroxide by a second MnIV202 unit to 02 with reduction ofthe MnIV to MnIII. 
Reoxidation of one manganese ion by the oxidized amino acid would return the cluster to 
the So state (MnIII2MnIV). While the details of this scenario are for the moment 
speculatory as applied to the OEC, it is clear that the structural, magnetic, and stability 
changes triggered by protonation of the Mn202 units are critical to understanding the 
chemistry of these high valent cores that are responsible for photosynthetic water 
oxidation. 

3. Conclusions 

Wehave demonstrated very different reaction chemistry for dinuclear manganese 
complexes using two similar ligands. The Mn(2-0Hsalpn) models have allowed us to 
study the reaction of low valent dimers with oxygen and hydrogen peroxide. We have 
prepared the oxidation state series (II1II to III/IV) with invariant ligand coordination that 
is unprecedented in manganese chemistry. Two of these complexes are the most efficient 
functional models for the manganese catalases. In addition, this is the first system that the 
species at each end of the reaction have been isolated and crystallographically 
characterized. Oxidation from the MnIIlIII species causes arearrangement in geometry to 
presumably a MnIII/IV dioxo dimer which is in active toward hydrogen peroxide. These 
complexes suggest one pathway for the inactivation of the manganese catalases by 
hydroxylamine. 

While the dioxo species for the Mn(2-0Hsalpn) series is an inactive species toward 
hydrogen peroxide disproportionation chemistry, the [MnIV(salpn)().l-O)h dimer is an 
efficient catalyst for the reaction, utilizing a high-valent cycle. This reaction can be turned 
offby a single protonation ofthe dioxo core. We have studied the [MnIV(salpn)().l-O)h 
system in acidic environments to examine the effect of successive protonation chemistry 
on the structure, magnetic exchange and reaction chemistry of the dioxo dimers. This 
work will allow us to evaluate the small chan~es in tetramer conformation that have been 
proposed to cause spectroscopic perturbations. 4 In particular, arecent work has suggested 
that a slight elongation of the Mn - Mn distance in the OEC is responsible for the change 
from the g = 2 to the g = 4.1 epr signals,55 this system can be used to ex amine this 
proposition. 
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MANGANESE-PROTEINS AND -ENZYMES AND RELEVANT TRINUCLEAR 
SYNTHETIC COMPLEXES 
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ABSTRACT. Manganese is an essential element in many biological processes. Two functional 
values can be distinguished; the Mn2+ as a Lewis acid, like divalent ions, Magnesium, Calcium, 
Zinc and in higher oxidation states(Mn3+, Mn4+) as an oxidation catalyst, like Copper, Iron, 
Cobalt. The most weil known Mn(II) proteins are: Arginase, containing 4 Mn(II) ions per enzyme; 
Concanavalin A, a manganese-calcium metalloprotein; Glutamine-Synthatase, requiring two Mn(II) 
ions; Phosphoenolpyruvate Carboxykinase, converting irreversible cytoplasmic oxaloacetate to 
phosphoenolpyruvate; a manganese ribonucleotide reductase isolated from B. ammoniagemes; Mn 
Thiosulfate Oxidase containing a binuc1ear Mn(II) site; Isopropylmalate Synthase, with the 
Mn(H) bound to the S-H group near site; Pyruvate carboxylase, the fIrst metalloenzyme shown to 
contain manganese. Manganese redox enzymes with manganese in oxidation states 3+ and 4+ are: 
Manganese SOD catalysing the dismutasion of superoxide radicals to oxygen and hydrogen 
peroxide with a single Mn(III) center; The Manganese Peroxidase(MnP) is one of the two known 
enzymes capable for the oxidative degradation of lignin containing protoporphyrin IX heme 
prosthetic group; non heme manganese cataJase containing two manganese per subunit and the 
Oxygen Evolving Complex, catalysing one of the most important reactions occurring in the plants, 
the light driven oxidation of water to oxygen and protons, containing fOUT manganese atoms while 
the presence of calcium and chloride ions is required for proper functioning. Open structure mixed 
valence trinuclear complexes with the formula Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Schiff-baseh(OOCR)4(Lh were 
prepared and structurally characterised in an attempt to mimic the active site of OEC. 

l. Introduction 

" Are there similarities between Manganese and Magnesium ?" of course not; you may say. 
Magnesium is a main element in the periodic table, Manganese is a transition metal, and 
only this difference is enough to imagine that there are many differences. But if we try to dig 
up the root of the name of Manganese we will find out that the name manganese is an 
anagram of magnesium(gn <=> ng) and that is because this metal is so similar with 
magnesium that at the beginning it was thought that manganese and magnesium are the 
same element. Many years later when the role of Manganese in biological systems was 
established Prof. Cotzias* trying to explain the polyfunctional role of Manganese in 
biological systems c1aimed: "Mangania is the Greek word for magic or, in modem parlance, 
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for voodoism. If this is the root of the metal's name, it reflects some reality in the biology of 
manganese, which is rich in phenomena and lacking in adequate guiding principles" 

Today we know that Manganese is an essential element in many biological processes e.g. 
Oxygen Evolving Complex ofPhotosystem 11, Superoxide Dismutase etc. For human beings 
manganese is an essential trace element existing in quantities about 230 times lower than 
that of iron in the body. Plants and many microorganisms also require manganese and most 
of the proteins containing manganese studied to date are from these sourees. We can 
distinguish two functional values, first the Mn2+ as a Lewis acid, like divalent ions, 
Magnesium, Calcium, Zinc and second in higher oxidation states(Mn3+, Mn4+) as an 
oxidation catalyst, like Copper, Iron, Cobalt. 

2. Manganese(II)-proteins and -enzymes 

The most obvious feature of the chemistry of Mn(lI) in aqueous solution, which is the 
solution environment of manganese(II)-proteins and -enzymes , is the stability of Mn(II) in 
acid solution. Other characteristic features; the ionic radius of Mn2+, 0.75 A, lies between 
that ofMg(II)(0.65 A) and Ca(II)(1.00 A) and the 3d5 electronic configuration ofthe Mn(II) 
makes it behave as a spherically polarizable ionf with no crystal-field stabilisation energy. 
Table I shows a list of enzymes and proteins containing Mn(II) iones). The Mn(II) is 
pumped into vesicles where its competitive strength is enhanced. Mn(II) does not form 
metalleproteins but exchangeable metal complexes with proteins. Mn(II) concentration is 
close to or less than 10-8 Malmost everywhere inside or outside cells. 

Table I. Manganese(II) enzymes and proteins 
Arginase(Mitochondria) 
Concanavalin A( extracellular) 
Galactosyl transferase(Golgi) 
Glycosylaminase(mitochondria) 
Glutamate synthetase (mitochondria) 
Isopropylmalate synthase (mitochondria) 
Isocitrate dehydrogenase (mitochondria) 
Mn-ribonucJeotide reductase (prokaryote) 
Manganese-dioxygenase (prokaryote) 
Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (mitochondria) 
Proline dipeptidase(ubiquitous) 
Pyruvate carboxylase (mitochondria) 

2.1. ARGINASE 

Arginase is the last enzyme in the urea cycle(Figure 1) and catalyses the hydrolytic cleavage 
of arginine to urea and ornithine according to the reaction shown below. Arginase contains 4 
Mn(II) ions per enzyme moleeule and is found in the mitochondria. 
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Figure 1. The Urea Cyc1e 
2.2_ CONCANA V ALlN A 
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Concanavalin A is a manganese-ca1cium metalloprotein which has been structurally 
characterised2,3. Concanavalin A exists as a dimmer at pH=6 and a tetramer at pH>7. 
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Protomer has two binding sites a) a site SI for transition metal ions b) a site S2 specific for 
calcium ions. Mn(II) is bound to the protein through Glu, H20, H20, His, Asp and Asp 
(Figure 2). The binding of the metal ions converts the apoprotein into a form that exhibits 
specific binding sites for small carbohydrates(a-d-glucopyranose, a-d-mannopyranose). 
Calcium can be replaced with another Mn(II) ion and subsequent EPR spectroscopy 
demonstrates weak antiferromagnetic coupling between the two manganese facilitated by a 
bridging carboxylate. The biological functi('n associated with this activity remains uncertain. 

C 

Tyr12 C-N N~ \ 

C .~.~'0.. ,,/" C ~lr C-C 
"'0 0 C/ Asp19 

'" I ~ 0 ~ ....... \ 
Ca+2 ~J'O 

0/ \"'/O/HH' 2~4 N, I +2 
.H- 'H /H. ~Mn -OH 

Asp228 O ..... C O~.: ... / 0 \ "--....... - 2 
o ~ ..... :;;- NI " / C ~ ~ 

C f.,,-./ / AsplD O~"""HO-C 
\ 0:-:" ". 0 0\. H '\. 

C - C Arg208 ./' C Glu8 2:'::'=0 / Ser 34 C 
C / 0,\\ 

/C Va132C'=0 
C N-C/ 

C-

Figure 2. Structure of Concanavalin A 

2.3. GLUTAMATE SYNTHETASE 

Glutamine Synthetase and Glutamate Synthetase act together. The first one catalyses the 
synthesis of Glutamine in virtually all organisms 
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while glutamate synthatase which is not present in humans but is found in bacteria catalyses 
the formation of glutamate. 
This coupled enzyme system is used by the blue-green algae and is found in the 

mitochondria. Glutamine-Synthatase requires two Mn(II) ions associated with the active site 
of the enzyme. The distance between the Mn(II) sites is between 8-10 A and Mn(II) is 
bound to N or( and) 0 donor sites. 
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2.4. MANGANESE RIBONUCLEOTIDE REDUCT ASE 
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The synthesis of DNA is dependent on a ready supply of deoxyribonucleotides. The 
substrates for these are ribonucleoside diphosphates ADP, GDP, CDP and UDP. The 
enzyme responsible for the reduction to their corresponding deoxy derivatives is the 
ribonuc1eotide diphosphate reductase which uses thioredoxin as a cosubstrate. Recently a 
manganese-containing ribonuc1eotide reductastfl was isolated from B. ammoniagemes 
consisting of a dimmer ofMW=100,OOO and a monomer ofMW=80,OOO. 

The presence of Mn(I1) is suggested . 
Antibodies that inhibit the iron enzymes were observed to be inactivated toward the Mn 

enzyme. 
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2.4. PHOSPHOENOLPYRUV ATE CARBOXYKINASE 

This enzyme converts irreversible cytoplasmic oxaloacetate to phosphoenolpyruvate only 
when the ATP concentration is high. The reaction type characterised as decarboxylation and 
phosphorylation 

CH2-COO
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C=O 

I 
COO-

Oxaloacetate 

+ GTP 

Guanosine 
triphosphate 

CH2 
I 

C - 0 - P - 0-

I 11 
COO- 0-

Phosphoenolpyruvate 

GDP 

Guanosine 
diphosphate 

This reaction is a step in glucolysis(figure 4). In this enzyme manganese(II) may directly 
involved in interaction with substrate in the catalytic cycle and is bound to the protein 
through O. 

Gluconeogenesis 

~ Glucose 
t ~ Hexokinase/Glucokinase 
+- Glucose 6-phosphate 

~ 
~ Fructose 6-phosphate 
t ~ Phosphofructokinase 
+- Fructose 1,6-diphosphate 

~ 
~ Phosphoenolpyruvate 
t ~ Pyruvate Kinase 
+- Pyruvate 

Glucolysis 

Figure 4. The gluconeogenesis and glucolysis 

2.5. MANGANE SE THIOSULFATE OXIDASE 

It has been recently determined that Thiobacillus versutus specifically requires manganese 
for the oxidation of thiosulfate to sulfate9 

The enzyme appears to be part of a multienzyme system to utilise thiosulfate. EPR 
evidence seem to indicate a binuc1ear Mn(II) site. 



2.6. ISOPROPYLMALATE SYNTHASE 

The reaction catalysed by this enzyme is 
coo-
I 

CH-OH 
+ CH3COSCoA ~ I 

Glyoxylate Acetyl-CoA 

CH2 
I 

COO-

Malate 

Mn(lI) bound to the S-H group near site is involved in the reaction. 

2.7. ISOCITRATE DEHYDROGENASE 
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+ CoASH 

Coenzyme A 

This enzyme takes part at the 3rd step of the citric acid cyele and converts iso citrate to 2-
oxoglutarate by an oxidative decarboxylation reaction 

COO- COo- COO-
I I I 

CH2 CH2 CH2 
I I I 

NAD+ + CH-COO- ~ CH - COo- ~ CH2 +NADH+H+ +C02 

I I I 
CH-OH c=o c=o 
I I I 

COo- COo- COO-

Isocitrate Oxalosuccinate 2-0xogJutarate 

In this enzyme Mn(II) or Mg(II) is bound. ADP and NAD+ activate and ATP or NADH 
inhibit the reaction. 

2.8. PYRUVATE CARBOXYLASE 

Pyruvate carboxylase, the first metalloenzyme shown to contain manganese5, is a 
mitochondrial enzyme catalysing the conversion of pyruvate to oxaloacetate6 and is in elose 
association with citric acid cyele. The overall catalytic process is the sum of two reactions, 

a) E-biotin + MgATP2- + HC03- ~> E-biotin-C02 + MgADP- + Pi2-
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b) 

CH3 
I 
C=O 

I 
COO-

Pyruvate 

+ E-biotin-C02 

CH2COO
I 
C=O 

I 
COO-

Oxaloacetate 

+ E-biotin 

This biotin carboxylase binds 4 Mn(H) very tightly without the Mn(I~ to be involved 
direetly in the eatalytie eycle. The interatomie distanees are too great to allow direet 
eoordination of pyruvate to metal ion. Is proposed that a moleeule of water-buried in the 
protein-is tightly bound to Mn(H) and this eoordinated water aets as an eleetrophile to 
aetivate pyruvate. Mn(H) is believed to have a role in maintaining the integrity of the aetive 
site and ean be replaeed with divalent magnesium with only a small decrease in aetivity. 
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Figure 3. The eitrie acid eycle 
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3. Manganese Redox Enzymes 

There are numerous enzymes that not only have a specific requirement for manganese but 
also utilise the redox capabilities of this element8. Table II shows a list of Manganese 
Redox Enzymes. 

Table 11. Manganese Redox Enzymes 
Mn-ribonucJeotide reductase (prokaryote) 
Manganese Superoxide Dismutase(Mn SOD) 
Manganese Peroxidase 
Manganese Catalase 
Mn Thiosulphate Oxidase 
Oxygen Evolving Complex 

3.1. MANGANESE SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE(Mn SOD) 

Manganese SOD catalyses the dismutasion of superoxide radicals to oxygen and hydrogen 
peroxide and presumably functions as a detoxification enzyme. 

The enzyme is found in the mitochondria, Chloroplasts and prokaryotes. The Mn-SOD 
from Thermus Thermophilus has been crystallised and the X-ray structure lO shows that it is 
a tetramer. The ligands bound to the single Mn(I1I) ion are three Histidines, one Aspartate 
and one Water/Hydroxide in a trigonal bipyramidal geometry(Figure 4). 

The manganese is believed to cycle between 3+ and 2+ oxidation states in a ping-pong type 
mechanism fact supported by the observation that the metal active center does not alter when 
the enzyme is reduced to the Mn(II) ion. 

C Asp16S 

\ 0 
C // 

"'-c(" yN> 
\" ~N 

O. I ~ ............. ,. /H 

{/ ~ ______ Mn --0 .. 

';;;{.N \ 'iH) 

His83 

J::> His169 

Figure 4. Structure ofmetal-active center ofMn-SOD 
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3.2. MANGANESE PEROXIDASE 

The Manganese Peroxidase(MnP) is one of the two known enzymes capable of the oxidative 
degradation of lignin 11. 

lignin(Phenolic polymer) ~ monomers 
cinnamyl a1cohol: C6H5CH = CHCH20H 

Lignin is an amorphous, random, aromatic polymer synthesised from p-hydroxycinnamyl 
a1cohol, 4-hydroxy-3-methoxycinnamyl a1cohol and 3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamyl 
a1cohol precursors by woody plants. The MnP is said to be associated with the strengthening 
of cross-linking in lignins - a function which can also be served by the haem peroxidases 
and Cu oxidases released from vesic1es. Ligninase and MnP contain protoporphyrin IX 
heme prosthetic group, similar to the heme peroxidases with an L5-histidine. Also, they both 
utilise hydrogen peroxide to oxidatively decompose lig!}in. The MnP is unique in that it 
absolutely requires Mn(II) to complete its catalytic cyc1e12. The enzyme can be oxidised to 
an Fe(IV) porphyrin radical by H202. This radical is than reduced twice by Mn(II) giving 
two free Mn(III) species. Certain a-hydroxy acids promote this reaction through the 
chelation of Mn(III). In the absence of these acids manganese dioxide is formed. The 
resulting Mn(III) species are then proposed to be responsible for diffusion into the lignin 
matrix and initiation ofphenolic radical decomposition ofthe polymer. 

The following regulatory system has been found controlling the production of manganese 
peroxidases(1igninase) in Phanerochaete Chrysosporium. 

Mn(II) -Enzyme(E) Metabolism 

~ uptake 
Free Mn(II) 

Mn(II) - Protein(P) 
/ ~MnP 
---------. DNA ~ (E) 

3.3. MANGANESE CATALASE 

While the majority of known catalases utilise iron in the form of a heme prosthetic group to 
perform the disproportonation of hydrogen peroxide, non heme manganese catalases were 
isolated from Lactobacillus plantarum, Thermoleophilum album and thermus 
thermophilus13 . These enzymes appear to exist as homoexamers or homotetramers 
containing two manganese per subunit. 

Manganese catalase catalyses the reaction 
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A bis-J.l-oxO bridged core has been proposed for the manganese dimmer in valent form, 
III/III, II/III or lI/lI. It is presently uncertain which oxidation states actually participate in 
the catalytic cycle. Penner-Hahn has proposed8 a mechanism 

B 
OH 

/ o 

I 
~(1]) ~(]1) 

/\--.J\ 
o c 0 

~c------
}--BP 

based on the presence of a bis-).l-carboxylato-J.t-oxo bridged structure. 
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3.4. OXYGEN EVOLVING COMPLEX 

One of the most important reactions occurring in the plants is the light driven oxidation of 
water to oxygen and protons. 

Oxygen Evolving Complex is the name of the water oxidation center in Photo system II and 
can be found in the thylakoid membranes of chloroplasts in plants. This manganese center14 
appears to contain four manganese atoms while the presence of calcium and chloride ions is 
required for proper functioning. 

The OEC exhibits a periodicity in oxygen evolution corresponding to one molecule of 
molecular oxygen released every four quanta of light absorbed by the complex. Five states 
of the complex which have been called S states SO-S4 can be identified. The S2 state is e.s.r. 
active showing a multiline signal at g=2 indicative of at least two coupled manganese 
atoms15 and a broad signal at g=4.1. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure(EXAFS) 
studies 16 agree that at least two Mn-Mn vectors at 2.7 A and one 3.3 A vector are present. 
Every Mn atom is bound to either oxygen or nitrogen donors with distances 1.8 and 1.9 A. 
X-ray absorption near edge structure(XANES) measurements suggest 3.0 and 3.25 average 
oxidation state per manganese in the lower S states. Based on these data a number of 
structural proposals were addressed( dimmer of dimmers, trimmer/monomer, distorted 
cubane, butterfly, dimmer/monomer) 

4. Relevant Trinuclear Synthetic Complexes 

While the chemistry of mononucIear17 and binuclear manganese18, 19 complexes has been 
weH established, trinucIear manganese complexes have been only reported in the last 7-8 
years. The trinuclear models could be distinguished into two structural features a)cIosed 
structure b)open structure, and two valence features a)homo valence b)mixed valence. In the 
following chapter there will be presented in more details the open structure and especially 
the mixed valence trinucIear complexes which are in the interest of authors research. 

4.1. OPEN STRUCTURE HOMO VALENCE TRINUCLEAR COMPLEXES 

The first example of the synthesis and characterisation of divalent linear, trinucIear 
complexes with the formula Mn(II)3(OAc)6(biphmeh {bipfine=methoxy-bis(l
methylimidazol-2-yl)phenylmetha-ne} appeared20 in 1990. These complexes are comprised 
of a linear array of three Mn(II) ions in which a central hexacoordinate Mn(II) ion that 
resides on a crystallographic inversion center in the anti isomers is flanked by two metal 
ions that are essentially pentacoordinate. The metals are bridged by four bidentate and two 
monodentate Il-acetato ligands. The reaction used to prepare these trinucIear complexes is 
not restricted to biphme. Other bidentate, nitrogen-donating ligands may be employed, as 
evidenced by the synthesis of Mn(II)3(OAc)6(Phenh, Mn(IIh(02CPh)6(bpyh, 
Mn(IIh(OAc)6(bpyh. These complexes may used as models for the metaHoproteins 
concanavalin A and the reduced form of RibonucIeotide reductase. 
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4.2. OPEN STRUCTURE MIXED V ALENCE TRINUCLEAR COMPLEXES 

The first open structure trinuc1ear complex was the mixed valence compound21 0.

Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(saladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh as illustrated in figure 5, 

Figure 5. An ORTEP diagram of the mixed valence compound 0.

Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh 

This linear compound inc1udes a central, octahedral Mn(II) ion that is located on a 
crystallographic inversion center. It is flanked by two tetragonally distorted Mn(III) ions. 
The Mn(II) coordination sphere is composed of four syn bridging carboxylates and two )l

alkoxo oxygen atoms of the Schiff-base ligand. Each Mn(III) is six coordinate using two syn 
bridging acetates, a tridentate Schiff-base ligand and a neutral methanol molecule. 

The Jahn-Teller distorted axes contain one carboxylate oxygen atom and the neutral 
monodentate ligand. In this complex the saladhp ligand is tridentate resulting in a meridional 
co ordination geometry using an imine nitrogen and phenolate and alkoxide oxygen atoms to 
bind to the terminal Mn(III) ion. The Mn(III)-alkoxide oxygen distance is equivalent to the 
Mn(III)-phenolate oxygen distance. As expected there is a significant increase in the metal
alkoxide distance for Mn(II). The Mn(II) octahedron is regular in both distances and angles. 
The Mn(III)-Mn(II) atoms are separated by a distance of 3.511 A. Water can be substituted 
for methanol to give the isostructural a.-Mn(II)/MngIIh(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(H20h. While 
the Mn(III)-Mn(II)-Mn(III) angle remains linear2 , this simple modifications leads to a 
decrease in Mn(III)-Mn(II) separation(3.42 A). This illustrates how the simple expedient of 
water for an a1cohol can cause a change in metal separation of greater than 0.1 A. 
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Figure 6. An ORTEP diagram of the mixed valence compound a-
Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhp h(OAc )4(H20h 

The neutral axial ligand can be substituted for 2-hydroxypyridine or dmf to generate the 
linear a-Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(HpyrOh (figure 7) and 

Figure 7. An ORTEP diagram of the mixed valence compound a
Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhp h(OAc )4(HpyrOh 

a-Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(5-CI-Hsaladhph (OAch(5-CI-salach(dmt)2 (figure 8) respectively23 
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Figure 8. An ORTEP diagram of the mixed valence compound a-Mn(II)/Mn(I1Ih(5-CI
Hsaladhph (OAch(5-CI-salach(dmt)2 

The b-Mn(II)/Mn(I1Ih(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh which is also shown as figure 9, is a 
structural isomer of this trinuclear series24. Two-fold symmetry is restricted on this 
molecule leading to a bent form with an Mn(III) - Mn(II) - Mn(I1I) angle of 1380 . Quite 
interesting is the reorientation of solvent molecules so that they are situated on the syn face 
of the cluster. This isomer provided the first example of the orientation of solvent molecules 
onto the same face of a trinuclear cluster. 

Figure 9. An ORTEP diagram of the mixed valence compound ß-
Mn(II)/Mn(I1Ih(Hsaladhp h(OAc )4(CH 3 OHh 
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Recently, we have characterised a polymer containing a trimmeric mixed valence repeat 
unit with the formula [Mn(III)(Hsaladhp )( acetato )( 5-CI-salicylato )Mn(II)( acetato )( 5 -Cl
salicylato)(Hsaladhp)Mn(III)]n' The X-ray structure(figure 10) of this polymerie 
compound 19 illustrates that the asymmetric unit comprises 2 Manganese atoms, Mn(III) in 
general position and Mn(II) which lies on a two fold axis. The alkoxide group acts as a 
bridge between the central Mn(II) and the terminal Mn(III) ions which are separated by 
3.482(1) A. The trimmeric units are connected to each other by the phenolate bridging 
oxygen of the saladhp ligand creating a cation(2+) binuclear Mn(III)Mn(III) unit with an 
inversion center. The Mn(I1I) - Mn(I1I) separation ofthe terminal metal atoms is 6.491(1) A 
and the angle Mn(III)-Mn(II)-Mn(I1I) 137.5(4)0. This angle is very similar with that 
observed in the ß-Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh 

Figure 10. An ORTEP diagram of the mixed valence compound 
[Mn(III)(Hsaladhp)( acetato )(5-CI-salicylato )Mn(II)( acetato )(5-CI-salicylato )(Hsaladhp) 
Mn(III)]n 

The susceptibility data for a-Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhp)z(OAc)4CH30Hh can be fitted 
to a model with a terminal Mn(III) ion antiferromagnetically coupled to an Mn(II1III) spin 
system(Figure 11). 

This model which predicted that the cluster had a quartet ground state was subsequently 
verified by magnetisation at 4.2 K(Figure 12). The J coupling constant is -7.1 cm-l 
indicating that the manganese atoms are weakly antiferromagnetically coupled in this 
complex. The water exchanged complex shows an identical room temperature solid state 
moment, Ileff = 8.1 MB, and variable temperature susceptibility curve. Therefor, even 
though there are significant changes in the Mn-Mn distance, the magnitude of the exchange 
coupling and the electronic ground state are unaltered. As a result of the obvious angular 
change, a and ß forms of Mn(II)/Mn(III)z(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh exhibit different 
terminal manganese separations, 6.5 and 7.1 A respectively but it appears to have little 
consequence for the magnetic properties( a-isomer: J=-7.1; ß-isomer: J=-6.7 cm- I). 
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Figure 11. Variable temperature magnetic susceptibility data for a-Mn(II)/Mn(I1Ih 
(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh 
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Figure 12. Magnetisation study for a-Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh at 4.2 
K over the field range 0-15000 G. 

The insensitivity of the magnetochemistry to solvent exchange and isomer reorientation 
might be expected for two reasons. First, the Mn(I1I)-O(2)-Mn(II) distances and angles in 
the two a and ß forms are very similar and second an analysis of the ß form shows that the 
data can be fit quite wen to a model assuming no exchange interaction between the terminal 
Mn(III) sites. Room temperature magnetic studies, 300 K, of the polymer cluster shows a 
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weak: antifferomagnetic coupling with a magnetic moment J.Lefr=8.06 MB, similar with that 
of the others trinuc1ear compounds. 

The EPR spectra of the trinuclear complexes with only acetates bridges, in CH2CI2, show 
a broad, low field component which arises from the ground state spin quartet. A c1assic six
line spectrum from uncomplexed Mn(II) is seen in MeOH due to dissociation to form 
monomeric units of Mn(II) and [Mn(III)Hsaladhp]+. In dmf, a broad, low field component 
for the trinuc1ear complex, the sharp six-line of the uncomplexed Mn(II) and a multiline 
component centered at g=2 with approximately 19 lines spread over 1900 G appears(figure 
13). 

CDCI3 

•• 

OEC 

Figure 13. EPR spectra oftrinuc1ear complexes in CH2CI2, methanol and dmf 
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This trinuclear complex is more stable to dissociation in dmf than in methanol so that 
only a small portion of the complex dissociates completely. Some of the clusters remain 
intact giving the low field signal. The remaining material converts to a new species with 
changes in the distances/angles of the bridging atoms. This solvent dependent EPR 
spectroscopy illustrates how bond rupture or formation in a cluster can interchange two very 
different types of EPR spectral features. 

The EPR powder spectra of the trinuclear complexes with two acetato and two salicylato 
bridging molecules, [Mn(III)(Hsaladhp)( acetato)( 5-CI-salicylato )Mn(II)( acetato )(5-Cl-sali
cylato )(Hsaladhp )Mn(III)]n or [Mn(III)(Hsaladhp )( acetato )( 5 -CI-salicylato )Mn(II)( acetato ) 
(5-CI-salicylato)(Hsaladhp)Mn(III)](DMFh show a broad low field signal at g=4.3 while 
as a dmf glass a six-line component arising from a dissociated Mn(II) at g=2.005(A=103 G; 
G=1O-4 T) and a broad low field signal at g=4.3 but less intense appear. No any multiline 
signal centered at g=2, similar to that observed for the acetato-trinuclear cluster in dmf, has 
been detected(Figure 14). 

a 

b 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
(GI 

Figure 14. EPR spectra ofpolymer complex a) as powder and b) as dmf glass 

The IH NMR spectrum obtained for Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh in 
DCC13 contains five resonances that lie outside the diamagnetic region. Two relatively sharp 
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The IH NMR spectrum obtained for Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh in 
DCCl3 contains five resonances that lie outside the diamagnetic region. Two relatively sharp 
peaks are observed upfield(-20.7 and -24.0 ppm) and three peaks are observed downfield 
(+50.5, 38.5, and 25.6 ppm). It is possible to assign the upfield proton resonances at +50.5 
and +38.5 ppm arise from the bridging acetate groups. This was confirmed by examining the 
spectrum of Mn(II)/Mn(IIIh(Hsaladhph(cP-OAc)4(CH30Hh. The resonance at 25.6 ppm 
is associated with the alkyl protons of the saladhp ligand. The trinuclear complex is a non 
electrolyte in HCCl3 and has a room temperature solution llefl8.l IlB' This is identical to 
the value for the complex in the solid state. 

In CD30D, the two peaks assigned to acetato protons are missing while the peaks 
assigned to saladhp ligand are present su~gesting a dissociation of the trinuclear complexes 
to monomeric units of [Mn(III)Hsaladhp] and Mn(II) in donor solvents. 

The lH NMR spectrum obtained for Mn(II)/Mn(lIIh(Hsaladhph(OAc)4(CH30Hh in 
d6-DMF is very complicated with peaks associated with the trinuclear complex and the 
dissociated [Mn(III)Hsaladhp t species while there are also more intense features that are 
indicative of a third species. 

The polymerie form of [Mn(III)(Hsaladhp)( acetato)( 5-CI-salicylato )Mn(II)( acetato)( 5-CI
salicylato)(Hsaladhp)Mn(III)]n cluster in dmf has a room temperature solution lleft=8.07 
IlB which is identical with that in solid state. The 1 H NMR spectrum shows a simple pattern 
with three resonances in the upfield region(+70, +50 and +34) and two in the downfield 
region(-24, -27) (figure 15). 

90 -80 70 60 sdJ..-.:'-;-3;7;0'---;-2~0;----_-;;'10.--------k-0-----t;10'----'20~----'3U:0' 

Figure 15. 1 H NMR spectrum of the polymer compound in d6-dmf solution. 

This polymerie form is not electrolyte in dmf consistent with the EPR results. 
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CAT ALYTIC OXIDATION OF POLLUT ANTS BY LIGNINASE MODELS 
BASED ON MET ALLOPORPHYRINS AND MET ALLOPHTHALOCYAN
INES 

B. MEUNIER AND A. SOROKIN 
Laboratoire de Chimie de Coordination du CNRS, 
205 route de Narbonne, 31077 Toulouse cedex, France. 

1. Introduction 

A major problem in the cellulose industry is the expensive and polluting pretreatment of 
. wood pulp to produce cellulose materials free of lignin. The currently used chlorine 
oxidation of lignin in white-paper manufacturing produces 4-5 kg of chlorinated and poorly 
biodegradable phenol residues per metric ton of treated wood pulp.l.2 In the middle of the 
1970s, several groups decided to investigate the possible industrial development of 
enzymatic degradation of lignin in order to avoid the release of large amounts of chlorinated 
organic molecules in the environment. Until now, no efficient enzymatic treatment was 
possible but the recent purification and characterization of two-heme containing peroxidases 
produced by a ligninolytic filamentous fungus, Phanerochaete chrysosporium, have 
stimulated modeling studies in the field. One of these peroxidases is lignin ase or LiP 5 and 
the second one is manganese peroxidase or MnP. 6 The present review is organized as 
follows: after a short section on the biosynthesis of lignin and on the properties of the two 
peroxidases of Phanerochaete chrysosporium, LiP and MnP, recent advances on the 
modeling of these two heme-enzymes by synthetic metalloporphyrins are reported. The 
final section is focused on the use of these ligninase models in the catalytic oxidation of 
pollutants. 

2. Lignin and peroxidases 

Lignin is an essential component of the woody sterns of arborescent plants where it is 
present in amounts ranging from 15 to 36%. Besides its structural role in plants (resistance 
towards impact, compression and bending), lignin has other functions essential for the life 
of plants: (i) to decrease of the water permeation across the cell walls, (ii) to dis tribute 
water, nutrients and metabolites, and (iii) to help in the plant defence against insects and 
microorganisms.3,4 

Various microorganisms are able to degrade lignin by oxidation, the ultimate products 
being COj and HzO. Bacteria 7 playa rninor role in delignification compared to that played 
by fungi. One main c1ass of fungi exhibits a high ligninolytic activity: "white rot fungi" 
(basidiomycetes) which are able to oxidize lignin with COZ and HZO as ultimate 
degradation products. Among white rot fungi Phanerochaete chrysosporium 9-11 has the 
highest ligninolytic activity. Three main reactions mediated by the fungus are observed: (i) 
the c1eavage of Ca-Cß bonds of phenylpropanoid units, (ii) the cleavage of C-O bonds in 
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the arylglycerol-b-arylether moieties and (iii) the demethoxylation of aromatic ringS. This 
latter reaction was not well-documented for peroxidases prior to a study on the metabolism 
of 9-methoxyellipticine by horseradish peroxidase. I:! Two extra-cellular enzymes of 
Phanerochaete chrysosporium have been purified and identified as H202-dependent 
peroxidases: ligninase (LiP) and manganese peroxidase (MnP) ([5] and [6], respectively). 

2. 1. LIGNINASE (or LiP) 

The purification of ligninase by the groups of Kirk 5a and Gold 5b largely contributed to the 
understanding of the relationships between lignin degradation and reactions catalyzed by 
this enzyme. 

Six isozymes of lignin ase have been purified from the extracellular fluid of ligninolytic 
cultures of Phanerochaete chrysosporium. The main one (H8) has been used for physico
chemical analyses. This peroxidase, which has a molecular weight of 42, 000 Daltons, is 
composed of 15 % by weight of carbohydrates and contains one iron-protoporphyrin IX 
entity as the prosthetic group.5 Hydrogen peroxide is the co-factor. Studies with H2180 
indicated the formation of labeled products were formed confirming the peroxidase nature 
ofLiP, the crucial step catalyzed by lignin ase being the formation of an initial radical-cation 
on methoxylated aromatic rings. f4.15" The resting state of the enzyme is a high-spin iron 
(III)-porphyrin with a histidine as woximal residue. 16.17 Single crystals of the enzyme 
have been obtained by T. L. Poulos 8 and co-workers and preliminarv data confmned the 
presence of a proximal histidine and a large pocket on the heme edgef9 cDNA of ligninase 
is now available.20 

As for other peroxidases, a high-valent iron-oxo entity, compound I, is generated by 
the addition of hydrogen peroxide. This green compound (Soret band at 408 nm) has the 
same UV -visible characteristics as HRP-Compound I that contains an iron(IV)oxo species 
associated with a porphyrin 1t-radical-cation.5c. 21 The addition of 0.5 equivalent of a 2 
electron reducing agent like veratryl alcohol generates LiP-Compound 11 (Soret band at 420 
nm) which corresponds to the iron(lV)oxo without an oxidized porphyrin ligand.5c. 21 
Unexpectedly, LiP is a fragile enzyme when exposed to more than 20 equivalents of 
hydrogen peroxide: 13 besides the two catalytically active forms (compounds land 11), two 
inactive forms LiP III* and LiP III have been obtained in the presence of an excess of 
hydrogen peroxide or by addition of molecular oxygen to the reduced form of LiP (ferrous 
state).22 The fragility of LiP in the presence of an excess of hydrogen peroxide is the 
limiting factor for the industrial development of ligninase use in delignification or pollutant 
oxidation. 

Veratryl alcohol is a secondary metabolite in delignification mediated by Phanerochaete 
Chrysosporium and is also a good substrate for ligninase and enhances the rate of 
oxidations catalyzed by Lip.23.24 Many oxidation products generated from veratryl alcohol 
by LiP/H202 have been identified: veratraldehyde, two quinones (2-hydromethyl-5-
methoxy-l,4-benzoquinone and 2-methoxy-l,4-benzoquinone) and three lactones have 
been isolated.5d Complete identification of the oxidation products of lignin model dimers 
with an arylglycerol-3-arylether moiety has also been performed.25.2 The Ca-Cß bond 
cleavage is mediated by the initial formation of a radical-cation on one of the two aromatic 
rings. In the case of 1-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-(2-methoxyphenoxy)propane-l,3-diol, the 
main oxidation products generated by LiP/H202 are veratraldehyde, guaiacol and 
gl ycolaldeh yde. 21.28 

2. 2. MANGANESE PEROXIDASE (MnP) 

The culture medium of Phanerochaete chrysosporium contains another extracellular 
peroxidase. This enzyme is manganese-dependent and is unable to catalyze the oxidation of 
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veratryl alcohol in the presence of H202' 
Manganese peroxidase is a heme-glycoprotein of 46,000 Daltons and requires 

manganese(II) for its activity. 6 The primary amino acid sequence of MnP has been deduced 
from its cDNA.29,30 This peroxidase exhibits a proximal histidine as weIl as distal histidine 
and arginine that assist the heterolytic cleavage of the peroxide 0-0 bond. The presence of 
the proximal histidine was confmned by Raman resonance and EPR studies.6a 

The native manganese peroxidase is oxidized by hydrogen peroxide to a compound I 
species similar to HRP-Compound I. MnII ion, which binds to the enzyme and reduces 
MnP-Compound I to MnP-Compound 11. This latter oxidized form of MnP is only reduced 
to native MnP by manganese(II) but not by phenols. The oxidation of MnII to MnIII by 
MnP is dependent on the presence of chelating agents in the reaction mixture. These 
chelating agents (a-hydroxyacids like lactate, succinate, malonate) have two different roles: 
they stimulate the catalytic activity by facilitating the dissociation of the enzyme-manganese 
complex by chelating MnIII and they stabilize manganese at the oxidation state III. MnIII 
salts can easily dismute to MnlI and MnIV. Manganese ions cannot be replaced by iron(III), 
copper(II) or cobalt(lI) salts. 

Since Mn(III) chelates are only able to oxidize phenol derivatives, the main targets of 
MnP on lignin are the phenolic residues. 15% of the phenylpropane units in lignin have a 
hydroxyl group at the para position.31 
A detailed study on a lignin model dimer with a phenol function, such as 1-(3,5-
dimethoxy-4-hydroxyphenol)-2-(4-methoxy)propane-l,3-di 01, indicated that such a dimer 
was cleaved by MnP/H20z/MnlI to the following monomers: 2,6-dimethoxybenzoquinone, 
2-hydroxy-4' -methoxyacetophenone and 1-( 4-methoxyphenyl)ethane-l,2-diol. Labeling 
experiments with 180~ and H2180 confirmed that the key reaction was the initial formation 
of a phenoxy radical. 2 Partial depolymerization of lignin by MnP has been observed in 
vitro .33 

2. 3. OXIDATION OF POlLUTANTS MEDIA TED BY LIGNINASE 

One of the most promising properties of ligninase is its capacity to oxidize various 
recalcitrant organic molecules. Microorganisms in soils and water convert many man-made 
chernicals into inorganic products,34 However, some molecules are recalcitrant to biotrans
formation and are subject to accumulation in plants or animal tissues. 
Among the compounds resisting microbial degradation, DDT and lindane are two classical 
examples.35 Both are slowly transformed by microbial reduction and few extracellular 
enzymes are able to catalyze their oxidation. In order to be effective, these enzymes must 
have higher redox capabilities than horseradish peroxidase. Ligninase catalyzes the oxida
tion of chlorinated phenols. For example, 2,4,6-trichlorophenol, a m~or pollutant in paper 
mill effluents37 is converted into 2,6-dichlorobenzoquinone.36, 7 2,3,7,8-tetrachlo
rodibenzo-p-dioxine is also degraded by LiP.38 

3. Model systems of ligninase 

Early models of ligninase have been developed with iron protoporphyrin IX in combination 
with tert-butylhydroperoxide39,40 or Fe(TPP)CI in combination with 02 and an electron 
source.41 However, these metalloporphyrins are not water-soluble and are easily bleached 
in the reaction conditions. 
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3. 1. WATER-SOLUBLE METALLOPORPHYRIN COMPLEXES 

Water-soluble sulfonated metalloporphyrins were found to be suitable catalysts in ligninase 
model studies.42-45 In one case, sodium hypochlorite was used as oxygen donor.42 
However this oxidant only exists at elevated pH values and is an efficient oxygen atom 
donor in hydrophobie medium.46 Aromatic chlorinations are the main reactions with 
hypochlorite solution below pH 8-9. Potassium monopersulfate seems to be a more suit
able oxidant in ligninase modeling.43 -45 The best oxidant, i.e. the "clean oxidant", is of 
course hydrogen peroxide. However, the activation of H202 by synthetic metallopor
phyrins in the absence of co-factors (irnidazole derivatives) usually leads to the homolytic 
cleavage of the peroxide 0-0 bond46a (produced hydroxy radicals are strong inhibitors 
and/or bleaching agents of metalloporphyrin catalysts). The activity of the "KHSOsisul
fonated metalloporphyrin" lignin ase model has been checked with the usuallignin model 
molecules: veratryl alcohol and 1-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-(2-methoxyphenoxy)propane-
1,3-diol. We found that iron(III) tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin (FeTPPS) in 
combination with potassium monopersulfate is an efficient catalyst for veratryl alcohol 
oxidation to veratraldehyde and 2-hydrox~methyl-5-methoxy-l ,4-benzoquinone, the same 
oxidation products generated by ligninase 5 (see Figure 1). 

CHzOH CHO CHzOH 

Metalloporphyrin 
• + 

catalyst 
0 OCH3 OCH3 

OCH3 OCH3 OCH3 

HO 

o~1 CHO 

OCH3 Metalloporphyrin 
.- + 

catalyst 

OCH3 
OCH3 OCH3 

OCH3 0 
OCH3 

Figure 1. Product distribution in the catalytic oxidation of two lignin model moleeules by the 
"KHS0slmetalloporphyrin" system. 

The dimer with one arylglycerol-b-arylether linkage was also cleaved at the Ca-Cß bond 
to generate veratraldehyde and 3-methoxy-l,4-benzoquinone. Catalytic activities ranged 
from 1 to 5 cycles per second.44,45 The corresponding manganese complex, MnTPPS is 
slightly less active.45 

Robust sulfonated iron and manganese porphyrins have also been used in ligninase 
modeling e.g., M-TMPS,47 M-TDCPPS48 and M-BrsTMPS.47 These sterically hindered 
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water-soluble complexes are the most promising catalysts. The degradation products of 
lignin models are similar to those obtained in ligninase-mediated oxidations. These iron 
catalysts are able to decolorize Poly B-411, a blue dye used to monitor the activity of 
ligninase.48,49 

3. 2. SUPPORTED METALLOPORPHYRINS 

These sulfonated metalloporphyrins are also efficient catalysts in lignin ase modeling when 
supported on ion-exchange resins.44,45 FeTPPS or MnTPPS strongly interact with the 
ammonium residues of Amberlite IRA 900, an ion-exchange resin derived from 
poly(vinylbenzene)44,45 (see Figure 2). These supponed catalysts can be recycled. The 
catalytic activity of MnTPPS-Amberlite used in a second ron was still 95 % of that 
measured in the first ron.44 

Na03S ... 1 __ ..... 

(M-Porph-S)-PVP 

-03S- [I ==:::11- M- [I ==:::11- s~-

(M-Porph-S)-Amberlite-IRA-900 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of supponed sulfonated metalloporphyrins on cationic 
ion-exchange resins. 

The main problem with the supported sulfonated manganese porphyrins is the 
necessary presence of pyridine in the reaction mixture in order to increase the catalyst 
activity (for the role of pyridine and imidazole derivatives to enhanced the catalytic activity 
of metalloporphyrins by proximal effect, see reference 46a. With a poly(vinylpyridine) 
(PVP) suppon, in contrast, it is possible to take advantage of the proximal effect of a 
pyridine ligand arising from the polymer itself. Such supponed mangane se catalysts are 
easily prepared from poly(4-vinylpyridinium) cross-linked with divinylbenzene50 (see 
Figure 2 for a schematic representation of supported manganese porphyrin on PVP). The 
sulfonated manganese porphyrin is adsorbed on PVP via the coordination of pyridine as 
axial ligand. 51 The only axial interaction is not sufficient to avoid leaching of the MnTMPS 
from the PVP during catalytic oxidations. But an additional treatment of MnTMPS-PVP by 
an acid or a methylating agent regenerates the pyridinium units and reinforces the catalyst
polymer interactions by additional strong electrostatic interactions between peripheral 
sulfonato groups of the porphyrin ligand and pyridinium units of the cationized PVP. 90 % 
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of the initial run activity was found when MnTMPS-protonated PVP was recycled for the 
third time in the KHSOs oxidation of 1-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-(2-methoxyphenoxyl)
propane-l,3-dioPo Such supported metalloporphyrins on poly(4-vinylpyridinium) 
polymers can also be used as catalysts in olefin epoxidation or alkane hydroxylation.51 In 
addition, MnTMPS-protonated PVP was found to be a good biomimetic model of 
chloroperoxidase. 52 

3. 3. MANGANESE PEROXIDASE MODELS 

The modeling of a non-specific peroxidase like ligninase is simple compared to the design 
of metalloporphyrin catalysts able to selectively oxidize manganese(II) salts, in the presence 
of chelating agents and of easily oxidized phenolic substrates. MnP has a manganese 
binding site, on the he me edge, able to control the selective oxidation of manganese(II) 
salts in the presence of phenols. How to reproduce the same selective oxidation with a 
synthetic metalloporphyrin without without having a selective binding to accomodate 
Mn(II) in the dose vicinity of the catalytic site ? Modeling of MnP is more challenging than 
LiP modeling. 

Dolphin reported in 1990 the role of manganese sulfate in the decolorization of a dye 
catalyzed by a sterical~ hindered sulfonated iron porphyrin in the presence of m
chloroperbenzoic acid. 5 The catalytic oxidation of Mn(II) chelates i.e. the key st~ 
performed by MnP, has been recently mimicked, using synthetic metalloporphyrins. 6 
Oxidation of Mn(II)pyrophosphate to the corresfonding Mn(III) chelate was performed 
with catalytic amounts (1-2 % based on Mn I) of iron- or manganese sulfonated 
porphyrins. Sterically hindered iron complexes were the most active catalysts. We 
observed catalytic activities of 8 and 3 cycles/min for FeTDCPPS and FeTMPS, res
pectively. 

A striking feature of these metalloporphyrin-catalyzed oxidations of manganese
pyrophosphate is the improvement of the catalytic activity by the presence of limited 
amounts of methoxylated benzene derivatives acting as co-substrates: 1,2-dimethoxy
benzene, 3,4-dimethoxybenzyl alcohol (veratryl alcohol) or 1,2,4-trimethoxybenzene. The 
catalytic activity of FeTMPS is substantially increased by 2-5 % of one of these 
methoxylated benzenes. 

Two possible explanations can be proposed for the improvement in the oxidations of 
Mn(II)pyrophosphate by these methoxylated aromatics: (i) an inhibition of the 
metalloporphyrin bleaching due to the presence of an easily oxidized substrate in the 
reaction mixture (80-90 % of the catalyst is still present after 10 min with 3 % of one of 
these di- or trimethoxylated benzene derivatives instead of 20 % of remaining catalyst in 
their absence) and, more important, (ii) a role of redox mediator for these methoxylated 
benze ne derivatives, as reported in the oxidation of manganese salts by lignin peroxidase. 
The generation of the radical-cation form of veratrole, veratryl alcohol or 1,2,4-trimethoxy
benzene by the high-valent oxo-metalloporphyrin complex might behave as a strong 
oxidant with respect to Mn(II)-pyrophosphate and contributing then to its oxidation. These 
results with a biomimetic model of manganese peroxidase is also an illustration of the key 
role of low molecular weight organic mediators in the oxidative degradation of lignin by 
fungus peroxidases. 

3. 4. OXIDA nON OF POLLUTANTS BY LIGNINASE MODELS 

Sulfonated iron or mangane se porphyrin catalysts in combination with KHSOS or H202, 
are highly efficient reagents for the oxidative dechlorination of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol to 
2,6-dichlorobenzoquinone. Catalytic activities up to 20 cycles/sec have been observed.53 

In addition it should be noted that changing potassium monopersulfate for hydrogen 
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peroxide leads only to a smaH decrease in the catalytic activity. These biomimetic catalysts 
are also able to oxidize DDT. A classical peroxidase such as horseradish peroxidase is 
unable to catalyze the oxidation of such pollutant. By using various methoxylated aromatics 
it has been possible to establish a comparative scale for catalytic oxidations with HRP, LiP 
and FeTPPS.53. 54 While HRP is unable to catalyze the oxidation of organic substrates 
having a E1J2 potential value above 1.2 V (Ag/AgCI), LiP is active up to 1.4 V and the 
"FeTPPS/KHS05" system can oxidized recalcitrant molecules up to 1.7 V. These peroxi
dase models based on sulfonated metalloporphyrins are also efficient catalysts in poHutant 
oxidations when immobilized onto ion-exchange resins. 

However, the main limitations of this catalytic system are the rather low activity when 
using hydrogen peroxide (a "clean oxidant", water being the only released by-product after 
oxidation) and the current absence of manufacturing of these biomimetic catalysts at the 
multi-hundred kilogramme scale. Since metal derivatives of phthalocyanines (Pc) are 
important industrial dye products, metaHophthalocyanines are an attractive alternative as 
cheap and readily available oxidation catalysts. 

The oxidative degradation of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (TCP) is efficiently catalyzed by 
supported iron and manganese complexes of 2,9,16,23-tetrasulfophthalocyanine57 (for 
structure of FePcS and MnPcS, see below). 

We assayed the catalytic activities of the soluble complexes FePcS and MnPcS in the 
oxidation ofTCP by potassium monopersulfate or hydrogen peroxide (See Table 1). 

In the KHS05 oxidation of TCP, at pH 7, both FePcS and MnPcS are highly efficient 
catalysts: fuH substrate conversion is observed within few minutes even with 0.1 % of 
catalyst / TCP (runs 1 and 2 of Table 1). It should be noted that high turnover rates were 
obtained with KHS05, but it is also possible to use an environment-compatible oxidant 
such as H20 2 (runs 3 to 5). The initial oxidation product of TCP is the 2,6-dichloro-l,4-
benzoquinone. But this quinone is only detected in the first 3 min of the catalytic reaction, 
as it then undergoes further catalytic transformations to more dechlorinated molecules. 
During the oxidative conversion of the polychlorinated phenol, the concomittant production 
of chloride anions was observed. 
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Highly attractive, in tenns of possible industrial application, are the performances of 
these catalysts FePcS and MnPcS when they are fixed onto amberlite (FePcS-Amb and 
MnPcS-Amb, see Table 2 for data). 

Table 1. Oxidation of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol by KHSOs and H202 mediated by iron and 
manganese phthalocyanine complexes, FePcS and MnPcS. 

Run Catalyst % cat.!sub. pH Oxidant Conversion (%) 
1 min. 5 min. 

1 FePcS 0.1 7 KHSOS 97 98 
2 MnPcS 0.1 7 KHSOS 100 
3 FePcS 1 7 H202 6 38 
4 FePcS 3.7 7 H2Üz 68 100 
5 MnPcS 1 8.5 H202 8 25 

Table 2. Oxidation of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol by supported iron or mangane se phthalo-
cyanine catalysts onto amberlite. 

Run Catalyst % cat.!sub. pH Oxidant Conversion (in %) 
5 min 60min 

1 FePcS-Amb 1 2 KHSOS 71 98 
2 FePcS-Amb 1 7 KHSOs 80 90 
3 FePcS-Amb 1 7 H202 80 93 
4 FePcS-Amb 3.7 7 H202 93 100 
5 MnPcS-Amb 1 7 H202 45 63 

As expected, supported metallophthalocyanine catalysts are slightly less efficient than 
the corresponding soluble catalysts in KHSOS oxidations. Full conversion of TCP 
mediated by FePcS-Amb is observed within 1 hour (runs 1, 2 of Table 2) as compared to 1 
min for soluble FePcS. High catalytic activities are observed in H202 oxidations when 
these metallophthalocyanines are fixed onto amberlite. With the "clean oxidant" and 1 % of 
FePcS-Amb catalyst, nearly full conversion of TCP is obtained in 1 h at pH 7 (run 3, Table 
2). 

Furthennore, the FePcS-Amb catalyst can be easily recycled by filtration and re
engaged in new H202 oxidations ofTCP. The same conversion ofTCP (95%) is observed 
in three successive TCP oxidations with FePcS-Amb as catalyst, confirming that this 
supported iron phthalocyanine complex is not degraded during the catalytic oxidation of the 
pollutant molecule. We are currently investigating the detailed mechanism of these catalytic 
oxidations by the FePcS-Amb-H202 system. 

4. Conclusions 

Iron and manganese complexes having a water-soluble sterically hindered porphyrin ligand 
in combination with potassium monopersulfate are efficient peroxidase models. Metallo
porphyrin and metallophthalocyanine catalysts can be supported on regular ion-exchange 
resins. These catalysts are highly efficient catalysts for the oxidation of pollutants and 
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rnight have a future in the oxidation of rnicropollutants in water treatment. 
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ABSTRACf. The coordination chemistry of several new nickel complexes with multidentate 
oxolthiolate ligands, in relation with the active site problem of hydrogenase enzymes, is described. 
Structural, spectroscopic and electrochemical data are reported and discussed. 

1. Introduction 

The importance of nickel in biology has been increasingly realized in recent years because 
of the identification of nickel-sulfur active sites in numerous hydrogenase1 enzymes and 
other metalloenzymes2• The detailed structures of the Ni centers in the hydrogenases are 
not weH defined at the present time and may differ from enzyme to enzyme. Ni EXAFS 
studies on several hydrogenases3-7 indicate the predominance of sulfur ligands (probably 
cysteinyl) in the first coordination sphere of nickel. The presence of additional nitrogen 
andlor oxygen donor ligands have also been detected4. The geometry of the Ni centers is 
believed be distorted octahedral, however five-coordinate sites or four-coordinate square 
planar structures could not be ruled out. Although the Ni coordination environment is not 
identiCal in all hydrogenases, in all cases, it is mononuclear and redox active. 

An important property of the Ni centers in these enzymes is the stability of Ni3+ and the 
ability to shuttle between the 2+ and 3+ oxidation state. The redox potentials for the 
Ni3+/Ni2+ couple of hydrogenases range from -0.390 to -0.640 V vs. SCE which is much 
lower compared to the more positive redox potentials for the redox couples of synthetic 
complexes8 which are in the range of 0.5 to 0.150 V vs. SCE. The resting state of the 
enzyme appears to contain Ni3+. 

In order to understand the function and structure of Ni active sites in these enzymes, 
vigorous research activity is directed at the synthesis of appropriate model nickel-sulfur 
compounds. IdeaHy one desires pairs of model complexes that differ in nickel oxidation 
state while preserving the coordination sphere at the nickel site. However, nickel-thiolate 
complexes have the tendency to oligomerize9, many of the nickel-thiolate exist as 
dimers lO, trimers11 and higher polymers. 12 In the past two years many structurally related 
nickel complexes have been synthesized, but few possess redox potentials in the 
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biologically relevant region. The lowest potential, thus far, observed is that of 
[bis(norbornane-l ,2-thiolate )Ni]2- 13 in which the Ni is coordinated with four sulfur 
atoms in a square planar geometry and El/2 = -0.76 V(in DMF) vs. SCE. Another series 
of nickel complexes with El/2 in the enzyme region, include [Ni(dapoh]2-
[dapo=pyridine-2,6-bis(acetyloximate(2-)] and [Ni( emih]2- [emi=N, N -ethylenebis(2-
mercaptoisobutyramido)(2-)] 14. Several structurally interesting pentacoordinated nickel
thiolate complexes with nickel coordinated to three nitrogen and two sulfur atoms in 
trigonal bipyramidal geometry are also noteworthy.15a Recently, a number of interesting 
six-coordinate mononuclear complexes were reported. 16 The Ni(L-L)X where L
L=(H2NC2H4SC2H4hS, (H2N-o-C6H4SC2H4hS and (-S-0-C2H4SC2H4hS and 
X=CH3CN, CI-. These complexes possess either a "vacant" or labile coordination site, 
but they do not display reversible redox processes in solution. From these and other 
examples in the literature, it appears that one way to lower the Ni(III)/Ni(II) potentials is 
the incorporation of negative, and highly polarizable ligands such as thiolates in the 
coordination sphere of Ni. 

Since the coordination of the Ni in the enzymes is not exclusively sulfidic, we are 
exploring mixed-donor oxothiolate ligands as coordination reagents to nickel. We decided 
to re-examine an old ligand, 2-mercaptophenol, and explore its coordination chemistry 
with nickel. This ligand is related to the weH known class of 1,2-dithiolene ligands. 
Therefore, there are two important resonance fonns that dominate the complexation 
chemistry and complicates the interpretation of the properties of the corresponding 
complexes. Particularly, the unequivocal assignment of metal oxidation states becomes 
ambiguous as two separate but equal possibilities exist, see Scheme I. Nevertheless, we 
reasoned that the presence of an oxygen donor and of an aromatic benzene ring may shift 
the balance toward one form, namely to the more desired (from the point of view of this 
work) species (iii) in Scheme I. This is based on the expectation that the more 
electronegative oxygen coupled with the need of the benzene ring to achieve aromaticity 
might stabilize species (iii) instead of (iv). 

The synthesis, molecular structure, spectroscopic and electrochemical characterization 
of two nickel complexes with this ligand and the characterization of the Ni3+ state in this 
ligand environment. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy in combination with 
isotopic labeling, 61Ni, was used to characterize the metal oxidation state. 
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From a biological perspective one can argue that the 2-mercaptophenol as a ligand may 
not be entirely appropriate since sulfur ligands in proteins are either cysteines or 
methionines which contain -CH2SH and -CH2SCH3 functionalities respectively. 
Therefore, we also choose a related but more biologically relevant oxothiolate, the ortho
hydroxy-benzyIthiol (i.e. HO-O-C6H4-CH2SH) as a ligand for investigation in Ni 
binding. This ligand is "innocent" since it has no resonance structures that could give rise 
to oxidation state ambiguities. We feit the similarity of this ligand to the all sulfur 
norbornane-l,2-thiolate13 may give mononuclear nickel complexes with reversible redox 
processes. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1 REACTIONS WITH THE 2-MERCAPTOPHENOLA TE LIGAND 

We began this work with the 2-mercaptophenolate ligand even though we were aware 
that it is not entirely biologically relevant. Our intention was to synthesize the monomeric 
complex shown in Scheme I, because it represents an example of a redox-active Ni center 
amidst anionic 0- and S- environment. 

HSO NiCI2 + 2 I 
HO 

• {<JO}, 
red ppt 

2· 

~air ~. [CXoS/'N(oS~1 J . oxidation "' ~ 

Scheme 11 
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The complex was ftrst reported by A. L. Balch 15b et al as the Bll4N+ salt, without an 
X-ray structure determination, and was believed to be mononuc1ear, [Ni-02S2]2-, 
possessing a center of symmetry so that the sulfur atoms are disposed trans- to one 
another. Our interest centers in the exploration of the Ni2+/3+ couple. However, the 
reaction of NiCl2 with the mixture of 2-mercaptophenol and Ph4PCI in CH3CN with 
excess of Et3N does not produce the desired complex. Instead, the lauer turns out to be a 
very strong base, abstracting a proton back from Et3NH+ to form the dimeric diamagnetic 
compound [Ni(C6H4S0)(C6H4S0H)]22-. (see Scheme 11). During the preparation of 
this report, the E14N+ salt of this complex was reported by a group from China,l7 The 
successful preparation of the target complex requires the complete absence of proton 
sources and absolute exclusion of air and water. 

The [Ni(C6H4S0)(C6H4S0H)]22- is soluble in DMF but only slightly soluble in 
CH3CN and MeOH. When exposed to air, the color of the solution changes within 
minutes from dark brown to dark green as monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy, see Figure 
1. The presence of isosbestic points in the spectra suggests a clean conversion of the 
dimeric complex to the oxidized monomeric complex with no intermediates. The green, 
formally a Ni(III) complex, shows three new absorption peaks at 441(e 4960) nm, 643(e 

5456) nm and a very intense peak at 1064(e 29762) nm. The compound is very soluble in 
DMF, CH3CN and CH2CI2. 

~~r-,--------------------. 

ASS 

400 800 800 1000 
WAVELENGTH (nm) 

Figure 1. Electronic absorption spectra of [(C6H4S0)(C6H4S0H)Ni]22- (-) and 
[(QiH4S0)2Ni]1- (--) in DMF solution; band maxima are indicated. 
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In addition 10 the air oxidation of [Ni(C6H4S0)(C6H4S0H)]22-, the [(C6H4S0)2Ni]
was readily synthesized as the Ph4P+ salt by the reaction of NiC12 with the mixture of 
K2(C6H4S0) and Ph4PCl in methanol. The compound crystallized in triclinic space 

group P-1 (No. 2) with a = 9.998(3) A, b = 10.230(3) A, c = 16.134(4) A, a = 
92.07(2)°, ß = 97.66(2)°, 'Y = 94.04(2)°, Z = 2. The complex was found to be disordered 
around a crystallographic inversion center and no accurate structural details could be 
obtained. An accurate structure for [(C6H4S0)2Ni]- was obtained from the BU4N+ salt. 
The crystallographic data for all compounds described here are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Crystallographic Data fOT (Ph4P)2[(C614S0)(C6H4S0H)Ni]2·2DMF (1), (BU4N)[(C6H4 
SO)2Ni] (2), (Ph4P)K[(OC614CH2S)4Ni3] . CH30H (3), and K2[(OC6H4CH2S)2Ni]. 5!2DMF (4) 

1 2 3 4 
f. w. 1293.4 549.5 1138.2 1190.8 
a,A 14.421(2) 8.181(2) 12.038(5) 10.778(5) 
b,A 13.184(3) 22.069(8) 14.342(5) 25.01(1) 
c,A 20.710(4) 16.495(4) 16.063(4) 20.28(1) 
cx, deg. 90.00 90.00 82.41(4) 90.00 
ß,deg. 90.55(1) 97.59(2) 73.78(3) 93.36(2) 
y, deg. 90.00 90.00 66.69(2) 90.00 
Z, v,A3 4,3937(1) 4,2952(2) 2,2444(2) 4,5458(4) 
SpaceGroup P21/n (No. 14) P21/n (No. 14) P-l (No. 2) P21/n (No. 14) 
Deal, g/em3 1.091 1.236 1.548 1.450 

~(Cu Kcx), em-1 20.99 8.177 14.78 11.91 
29max.,deg. 120 45.8 45 40 
No. of Data eoll. 6495 4442 6890 5909 
Data Used 3876 2042 4456 3534 
(F02> 3cr(F02» 
No.ofVariables 379 325 607 462 
Final RlRw, % 6.0/6.4 5.0/5.3 6.5/5.4 8.6/9.7 

The structure of [(C6H4S0)(C6H4S0H)Ni]22- is shown in Figure 2 and selected 
bond distances and bond angles are given in Table 2. This complex is a dimer with a 
central Ni2S2 core and a crystallographically imposed center of symmetry. The geometry 
of each nickel is essentially square planar with nickel coordinated to three sulfur atoms and 
one oxygen atom. The mean Ni-S distance of 2.174 (4) A is shorter than those found in 
the tetrahedral [Ni(SPh)4]2- of 2.292 (5) A18 but comparable to those in [Ni(ema)]2- at 
2.179 (1) A19. In the lauer complex, the Ni center also adopts a square planar geometry. 
The surprising feature in this complex is the protonation of one 0 atom which leaves a 
pendant OH group in the bridging,2-mercaptophenolate ligands. The distance between the 
hydrogen on 02 and 01 is 1.698A indicates strong hydrogen-bonding. Similarly, the Ni-
o distance of 1.857 A is also consistent with Ni-O distances in novel nickel complexes20. 
The long Ni-Ni distance of 3.26 A precludes any metal-metal bonding. The Ni-S(2.160, 
2.190A), Ni-0(1.852A) bond distances from the structure of the E4N+ salt17 are 
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essentially the same as in our structure, the difference being that the El4N+ salt lacks a 
center of symmetry. 

The structure of [(C6H4S0)2Ni]- is shown in Figure 3. The surprising aspect of this 
structure is that it adopts the cis- confonnation. Originally it was thought that the complex 
was in its trans- confonnation. Here we parenthetically add that one may question the 
relative stability of the two different confonnations. We tested whether the 
[(C6H4S0)2Ni]- converted to its trans- isomer by prolonged boiling (two days) of an 
acetonitrile solution but found no evidence of such conversion. We conclude that the cis
geometry is the most stable fonn. It is unclear why this is so, but given the preference of 
Ni to fonn strong bonds with sulfur, it may be due to its desire to avoid using the same d
orbitals in fonning two Ni-S bonds, thus resulting in stronger bonds than otherwise 
would be possible. 

Comparative bond distances and angles with those of the dimer are also given in Table 
2. The nickel is in aalmost ideal square planar geometry with the angles SI-Ni-S2 = 91.0 
(1)0 and SI-Ni-Ol = 89.9 (2)°. The mean Ni-S distances in [(C6H4S0)2Ni]- of 2.113 
(6) A is shorter than those found in [(C6H4S0)(C6H5S0)Ni]22- by 0.061 A and the 
mean Ni-O distances is also shorter by 0.013 A. The structural data reported here are not 
by themselves sufficient to distinguish the two possibilities shown in Scheme I. 

Table 2. Selected Bond Distances (A) and Bond Angles ror (Ph4P)2[(C6H4S0)(C6H4S0H)Ni]2 . 
2DMF(I) and (BU4N)[(C6H4S0)2Ni](2) 

(I) (2) 
Ni-SI 2.161(2) Ni-SI 2.111(3) 
Ni-S2 2.187(2) Ni-S2 2.114(3) 
Ni-Ol 1.857(5) Ni-Ol 1.861(5) 
SI-C25 1.751(7) Ni-02 1.829(4) 
S2-C25 1.786(7) S2-C23 1.733(8) 
Ol-C26 1.351(9) 02-C24 1.317(9) 
S2-Ni-0l 175.6(2) SI-NI-02 178.4(2) 
SI-Ni-S2 96.34(8) S2-Ni-0l 179.0(2) 
SI-Ni-Ol 89.6(2) SI-Ni-S2 910(1) 
Ni-Sl-C25 97.0(3) SI-Ni-Ol 89.9(2) 
Ni-S2-C31 108.5(2) S2-Ni-02 90.3(2) 
Ni-0l-C26 118.7(4) Ol-Ni-02 88.9(2) 
SI-C25-C26 115.6(5) Ni-S2-C23 97.0(3) 
SI-C25-C30 125.5(6) Ni-02-C24 117.4(4) 

Whether the hole is localized on Ni or delocalized on the ligand can be better addressed 
with EPR spectroscopy, in combination with isotopic labeling ofthe Ni center with 61Ni. 
This can be achieved by detennining the 61Ni-hyperfine splitting magnitude on the 
observed signal. If the oxidation is centered on the ligand, liule or not such hyperfine 
splitting may be observed, while localization primarilyon the Ni center (i. e. Ni3+) is 
expected to give rise to a large splitting. 
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Figure 2. The strueture of [(C6l4S0)(C6H4S0H)Ni]22- showing overall stereoehemi
stry with 25% probability ellipsoids and atom numbering seherne. H atoms 
omitted. 

One ean evaluate the relative magnitude ofthe 6lNi-hyperfine splitting by eomparison 
with well known examples of Ni3+ eomplexes. The EPR speetra of [(C6l4S0)2Ni]-, in 
DMF solution, show anisotropie signal at room temperature with g value of 2.134, see 
Figure 4. However, at 77 K three g values of 2.188, 2.033, 2.014 which is eonsistent 
with Ni(III) in [Ni(TAAB)]I+ and Ni-O-phenylene bisdimethylarsine21-23. 

We have also made the 6INi analog of [(C@-4S0)Ni]l- in methanol. The EPR speetra 
of the green methanol solution in the temperature range from 4.3K to 77K showed 
essentially the same speetra with insignifieant hyperfine splitting. The values of <g> 
together with the anisotropy of the signals all suggest that it is a Ni3+ eomplex, yet the 
isotope experiment indicates that the single eleetron is signifieantly delocalized throughout 
the ligand. The EPR studies performed on the hydrogenases revealed mueh larger 
hyperfine pattern on substitution with 6INi indieating that it arises from a single Ni3+ ion 
in which there is signifieant localization of spin density.24 

The magnetie suseeptibility of [(C6H4S0hNi]l- was measured as a funetion of 
temperature (5-300 K) under eonstant magnetie field (5000 G). The eomplex is 
paramagnetie obeying Curie-Weiss Law, as shown in Figure 5. The paramagnetism of the 
eomplex makes it diffieult to obtain 13C and IH NMR speetra. The ealculated lieff of this 
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complex calculated from the slope of the linear l/Xm vs. T dependence gives a value of 
1.72 BM, consistent with a formal high spin d7 configuration. 

01 02 

C26 

Figure 3. The structure of [(C6H4S0)2Ni] 1-. H atoms omitted. 

The reversible redox couple of [(C6H4S0hNi]l- is revealed by the cyclic 
voltammogram in Figure 6. The complex shows a reversible one electron reduction 
process with the E 1/2 =-0.525V vs. SCE which is the second lowest E 1/2 ever observed in 
a weIl characterized Ni-S complex and falls in the biologically relevant range of -0.39 to -
0.64 V. From the recent literature, we leam that aIl the model complexes synthesized with 
E 1/2 in the biological region possess a square planar metal center with Ni coordinated to 
different combinations of sulfur, oxygen, and nitrogen atoms except [Ni (dapoh]1- which 
has a octahedral geometry5. There does not seem to have any particular pattern emerging 
about the relationship between the E 1/2 and the geometry of the metal and thus more data 
are needed to be able to draw any significant conclusions. 

2.2 RESONANCE RAMAN SPECTRA 

Representative resonance Raman (RR) spectra of the monomeric Ni3+ complex are shown 
in Figure 7. The excitation wavelength 441.6 nm is near the maximum of the 444 nm 
absorption band. The RR spectra of the Ni3+ complex shows only three bands between 
220 and 450 ern-I. This may be due to the relatively high symmetry of the monomeric 
structure. The Ni3+ compound exhibits two bands at 412 cm-1 and 335 cm-1 which give 
isotopic shifts ofmore than 6 cm-1 by the 58Ni-61 Ni substitution. 
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Figure 4. X-band EPR spectra of [(C6H4S0)2Ni] 1- at 273K and 77K in DMF solution, 
apparent g values are indicated. 
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Figure 5. Magnetic susceptibility of [(C6H4S0)2Ni] 1-. l/Xm vs. Temperature. (Xm in 
emu/mole) 
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The latter band is due to the Ni-S stretching mode since the same mode is assigned at 350 
cm1- in several [Ni(S2C2Üz)z(Sn)4)z)2- complexes25. The 412 cm-1 band is assigned to a 
Ni-O stretching mode of the monomeric species. The observed Ni isotope shifts are in 
satisfactory agreement with those observed in other Ni containing acetylacetonato 
complexes. When 351.1 nm excitation was used, the RR spectrum (not shown) displays 
overtones of the Ni-O and Ni-S modes. A complete analysis of the 351.7 nm spectrum as 
weH as that observed with 647.1 nm excitation will be presented elsewhere. 

-0.61 V 

-0.44 V 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
o -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 volt 

Figure 6. Cyclic voltammogram of [(C6H4S0)2Ni]2-/1- at a Pt foH electrode in CH3CN 
solution. Peak and half wave potentials vs. SCE are indicated. 

Figure 8 shows room temperature RR spectra of [(C6H4S0)(C6H4S0H)Nih2-
obtained with 406.7 nm excitation, at the center of the blue absorption band. The Raman 
spectrum is characterized by three bands of moderate intensity at 397, 386 and 285 cm-1 

and three weak bands at 438, 412 and 246 cm- I. Assignments of infrared and Raman 
spectra of several Ni(II) metal complexes with sulfur and oxygen-containing ligands have 
been reported by several workers.25 On the basis of this earlier work, the bands at 397 
and 386 cIIiI are assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric Ni-S stretching mode, 
respectively.The 285 cm-I vibration in our spectra is assigned to a purer Ni-O stretching 
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mode than the 438 cm-1 band25e while the 246 cm-1 vibration is probably due to a ring 
deformation mode. 
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Figure 7. Resonance Raman spectra of [(C6H4S0)2Ni] 1- in (A) CH3CN and (B) 

CH2C12 solution at room temperature. Insert : Raman spectra of 
[(C6H4S0)2Ni]1- with 58Ni and 61Ni in CH2C12 at room temperature. 
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Figure 8 Room temperature RR spectra of [(C6H4S0)(C6H4S0H)Ni]22- in CH3CN 
solution (excited at 406.7 nm). The spectrum of CH3CN was subtracted from 
the spectra. 
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Attempts to make the [(C6H4S0hNi]2- is currently underway, but the thiolato 
nickelates have a tendency to form high nuclearity aggregates. The oxo/thiolato ligands 
seem to be a good choice to achieving biologiacally relevant El/2 redox potentials for a 
Ni2+/3+ couple, but since the unpaired electron in [(C6H4S0hNi]2- is substantially 
delocalized onto the ligands through the conjugate system, the utility of this complex as 
proper model for Ni enzymes is limited. To avoid the delocalization and achieve a pure 
Ni3+ state other oxo/thiolato ligands are needed. 

2.3 REACTIONS WITH THE 2-HYDROXY-BENZYLTHIOLATE LIGAND. 

We employed the 2-hydroxy-benzylthiolate anion because it limit spin delocalization 
onto itself. The conjugated system is interrupted by the insertion of a CH2 group between 
the aromatic ring and the sulfur atom. Based on the Ni2+ /ligand ratio, two nickel 
complexes can be isolated from this system, a very stable trinuclear species and a 
mononuclear species. The trinuclear complex has the formula [Ni3(O-0-C6H4-CH2S)4]2-
and it forms readily even when the ligand to metal ratio is 2: 1. The crystal data for this 
material are summarized in Table 1, and its structure is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The structure of the [Ni3(O-0-C6H4-CH2S)4]2- anion. This complex was 
isolated as a mixed K, Ph4P+ salto The average Ni-S and Ni-O bond is 2.167 
A and 1.910 A respectively. 

Unfortunately, the cluster like character of this compound makes it unsuitable for 
consideration as a model for a biological Ni site. However, we were able to "break-up" 
the trimer by further addition of several more equivalents of ligand. From a ligand to metal 
ratio of 5:1 the blue air-sensitive [Ni(O-0-C6H4-CH2Sh]2- complex is formed which can 
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be isolated in crystalline form as the K+ salt. In acetonitrile solution the complex absorbs 
at 538 and 643 nm, see Figure 11. 

The structure of [Ni(O-0-C6R4-CH2S)z]2-, shown in Figure 10, is quite interesting 
since this chelating ligand also adopts a cis-configuration around the square-planar nickel. 
Although it is possible that in both cases, the O-0-C6H4-S and the O-0-C6H4-CH2S 
ligand, the corresponding complexes are kinetic products, this seems unlikely in view of 
the fact that they do not convert to the more aesthetically pleasing trans-isomer, either 
upon prolonged standing or heating. The average Ni-S and Ni-O bond distance in this 
complex is 2.156 A and 1.935 A respectively. Table 3 summarizes the most important 
distances and angles for these two complexes. 
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cu cu 

Figure 10. The structure of the [Ni(O-0-C6H4-CH2S)2]2- anion. 
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Figure 11. Optical absorption spectrum of [Ni(O-0-C6H4-CH2S)2]2- in DMF. 
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The cis- sulfur arrangement in [Ni(O-0-C6H4-CH2Sh]2- renders the molecule 
extremely basic, which is probably responsible for the strong trimerization tendency in 
these systems. Thus, the [Ni3(O-0-C6H4-CH2S)4]2- anion can be viewed as the 
coordination complex of two [Ni(O-0-C6H4-CH2S)2]2- "ligands" and a nickel atom. This 
high basicity suggests that these sulfur sites would be strong proton acceptors, suggesting 
it is plausible that in hydrogenase the sulfur atoms in the immediate coordination sphere of 
nickel can act as proton storage sites or play an active role in helping cleave heterolytically 
the hydrogen molecule. If this contention is valid, it implies that the hydride generated by 
the heterolytic cleavage binds to the nickel atom. 

The redox properties of the [Ni(O-0-~R4-CH2S)2]2- complex were explored with 
cyclic voltammetry (in acetonitrile) but unfortunately no reversible redox potential was 
found. An irreversible oxidation wave at -0.24 V vs SCE is due to ligand oxidation. This 
lack of reversible oxidation is somewhat surprising in view of the very encouraging 
behavior (facile reversible oxidation) observed in the [bis(norbornane-l,2-thiolate)Ni]2-
reported by Millar13 et al which contains a similar ligand and a square planar Ni center. 

Table 3. Selected Bond Distances (A) and Bond Angles for (Ph.4P)K[(OC614CH2S)4Ni3] . CH30H (3), 
and K2[(OC6H4CH2S)2Nil . 5/2DMF (4) 

Ni - SI 2.143(5) Nil - SI 2.162(3) 
Ni - S2 2.173(5) Nil - S2 2.152(3) 
Ni - 01 1.96(1) Nil - 01 1.891(6) 
Ni - 02 1.91(1) Nil - 02 1.883(6) 
SI - C14 1.83(2) Ni2 - SI 2.197(3) 
S2 - C7 1.86(2) Ni2 - S2 2.183(3) 
SI - Ni - S2 84.9(2) SI - Nil - S2 81.3(1) 
SI - Ni - 01 (6.7(3) SI - Nil - 01 96.1(2) 
SI - Ni - 02 175.8(3) SI - Nil - 02 176.7(2) 
S2 - Ni - 01 175.8(3) S2 - Nil - 01 176.1(2) 
S2 - Ni - 02 96.2(4) S2 - Nil - 02 97.0(2) 
01 - Ni - 02 82.6(4, 01 - Nil - 02 85.6(3) 
Ni - SI - C14 91.1(6) SI - Ni2 - SI 180.00 

There is recent spectroscopic evidence that the Ni center in hydrogenases in the inactive 
form is in an elongated octahedral environment, wh ich essentiaIly is very close to square 
planar. In the reduced state the Ni ion appears to be 5-coordinate.26 Whether this is true or 
not, there are several factors that have to be satisfied in trying to model the hydrogenase 
site, some of them conflicting. For example, in any model compound the redox potentials 
for both redox couples must lie within 400 mV of one another. It is weIl known from the 
coordination chemistry of nickel that the ligand conditions that favor a Ni2+/3+ couple are 
incompatible with the Ni2+/1+ couple. One way that this may be achieved is if the redox 
process is accompanied by proton transfer reactions. For example, protonation may lower 
the reduction potential of the site significantly to allow for an additional electron to hop on 
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the nickel center. Protons may also be part of the activation process of hydrogen which is 
thought to be heterolytically cleaved. Although a fair amount of work has been carried out 
in trying to model the Ni centers in various enzymes, still a structural and functional model 
is not available. Future work must focus on redox active compounds with biologically 
relevant ligands. This presents an excellent opportunity but also a great challenge for the 
synthetic inorganic chemist. 
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ABSTRACT: This work discusses the synthesis, physicochemical properties, and X-ray data of 
lanthanide porphyrins. Complexes of the type Ln(por)(acac), Ln(por)2, Ln(H)(por)2 and 
Ln2(Por)3 have been synthesized with all lanthanide ions. Also complexes of type 
Ln(H)(por)(por)' or Ln(por)(por)' have been recently reported. These complexes are of interest as 
models for biological systems. The review attempts to show the fundamental importance of the 
lanthanide porphyrins, and it is focused on the following points: i) The original synthetic routes of 
lanthanide porphyrins. ii) The physicochemical properties of these complexes. These types of 
complexes are present in the nature in several bacteria, as the Rhodopscudomonas viridcs. 

1. Introduction 

Lanthanide and actinide porphyrin sandwich complexes of the type [MIII(Porh]-, 
MIV (Porh and MIII2(Porh have provided an ideal series of molecules for studying the 
e1ectronic structure and dynamics ofinteracting porphyrin macrocycIes l-27. These double-
1-24 and triple-decker complexes l -5,25-27 have been synthesized mainly with identical, 
symmetrical macrocycIes, but complexes with dissimilar, asymmetrical macrocycles are 
also known and have been studied in large part for derivatives ofCeIV, 19-21,28,29 ThIV 22, 
EuIII 14,30 or LaIII.24 

Many singly oxidized double-decker complexes exhibit a n - n interaction between the 
two macrocycIes.2,3,10-1 5.18.20,28 This most often occurs for the bis-(oep) derivatives and 
results in a formation of the porphyrin n-cation radical as compared to a single 
macrocyclic species. The oxidized double-decker porphyrins exhibit a near IR absorption 
band which does not appear in the neutral complex,3, 6-8, 13,14,17,21,22 and ma~ also have 
diagnostic infrared marker bands indicative of a porphyrin n-cation radical. 1-33 These 
bands generally appear between 1270 and 1295cm-1 for tetraphenyl porphyrins (tpp)32,33 
or between 1520 and 1570cm-1 for octaethylporhyrins (oep).31,33 Similar bands have also 
been rep,orted for singly oxidized [MIII(tpph]+ (MIV=Th or U)17 and [MIII(oep)(tppW 
(M=Eu 4 or Ce20). The latter two cationic complexes have bands characteristic of an oep 
rather than a tpp n- cation radical, implying that localization ofthe hole is note on the oep 
than on the tpp macrocycIe. 14,20 On the other hand, resonance Raman spectra of 
[CeIV(oep)(tpp)]+ are consistent with the aspect that the electron have been abstracted 
from a mixed orbital involving both the oep and tpp macrocycIes.21 This point might be 
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resolved by a spectroscopic study of higher oxidized or reduced fonns of double-decker 
complexes, but an analysis ofthis type has non yet appear in the literature. 

2. Synthetic mutes 

Two different methods have been described in the literature for the metallation of 
porphyrin rings by lanthanide ions. The first one, developed for the metallation of the 
ytterbium ion into the meso-porphyrin IX for water-soluble lanthanide porphyrins34,35, 
involved heating the free base and lanthanide acetylacetonate in molten imidazole. The 
second method for the preparation, specifically for the lanthanide bisporphyrinates entailed 
the reaction of free base and LnIII( acac )J.xH20 in boiling 1 ,2,4-trichlorobenzene.4 

The most extensively discussed and employed method was the acetylacetonate method 
for the majority of the lanthanide ion, leading to the fonnation of bis-and tris
(porphyrinates). These complexes may serve as structural and spectroscopic models for 
the "special pair" of the bacteriochlorophyl b dimmer [Mg(Bchl)h (representing the 
reaction center ofbacterial Photosystem) as well as in artificial batteriesY~ 

The total reaction scheme of the above method is presented in Figure 1. The double
deckers of the "lighter" lanthanide ions La to Gd, were synthesized as follows: 
LnIII(acac)J.xH20 and (por)H2 were heated to reflux in Tcb. The reaction was monitored 
by UV-visible spectroscopy. The monoporphyrinate is fonned first while the double
decker is fonned via two pathways under prolonged heating. In the case of LaIII and PrIII 
the "life time" of the monoporphyrinate complex is very short and it is transfonned 
quickly to the more stable LnIII(por)2. That is the reason why no data for these two 
monoporphyrinates are available. However our group has isolated traces of these 
monoporphyrinates representatives37 which have been characterized by UV-visible 
spectroscopy, only when the reaction time of the metallation procedure is inferior to 30 
minutes. The triple-decker complexes have been obtained only with octaethyl porphyrin24 
and this is because the low steric effect of the substitutent groups of this macrocyc1e. The 
symmetrical double-decker complexes of the "heavier" lanthanide ions, from Gd to Lu, 
have been synthesized by addition ofthe dilithium salt, Li2(por), to the LnIIl(por)(acac). 

Ln(acac)3' tcb 
----2-H-(-aC-ac...;.)=-2-20-<t:---- Ln(por)(acac) 

-H(acac) 
Ln2(porh ........ ---------

-H+. -e'(~ 

~(por) 

or Li2(por) 

-H(acac) 

Ln(por~ ~ .. ==============::; .. ;- LnH(porh 

Figure 1. Fonnation of double- and triple-deckers. 
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Figure 2. X-my structure for SmIII asymmetric double-decker. 

An interestinoc new family of the so called double-decker complexes are the compounds 
of the type LnII (por)(por)'. Buchler and coworkers20 have provided the synthesis and the 
X-my characterization of the CeIV(tpp)(oep) complex which has been isolated after the 
reaction of (tpp)H2, and (oep)H2 with the cerium acetylacetonate. This complex has been 
extracted from a mixture of two symmetrical double-decker and the free bases. Our group 
has proposed the synthesis ofthe asymmetrical double-decker SmIlI(oep)(tpp) by an easier 
way; addition ofLi2(oep) to the isolated SmIlI(tpp)(acac).38 We must notice at this point 
that the Cerium is at the oxidation state +4 while the Samarium at the oxidation state +3 
(Figure 2). The corresponding Gadolinium one, GdIII(tpp)(oep), has been studied by X
ray diffraction at liquid Helium temperature. So it became possible to identify the presence 
of an hydrogen atom on one of the two porphyrin rings39. 

3. Discussion 

3.1. MONOPORPHYRINATES: LnIII(por)(acac) 

As it has been mentioned above the complexes of type LnIII(por)(acac) are the first 
formed complexes after the metallation reaction. Their yield and their stability increase 
from lanthanum to Lutetium and this is probably due to the "lanthanide contraction".40-43 
The great interest of these complexes is the fact that can be used as precursors for the 
synthesis of asymmetrical double-deckers. 39 

In order to draw more attention to the problem concerning the metallation reactions of 
the lanthanide ions, we have studied36 the metallation reaction of Cerium (III) ion, ion 
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from the so called "light lanthanides" with substituted tetraphenyl porphyrin ring (ortho-, 
meta-, and para- substituted). 

Only the formation of double-decker compounds was observed except from the case of 
ortho-substituted where no metallation reaction was observed. In the above mentioned 
work no traces of monoporphyrin complexes were observed. From the existed data in 
literature it is obvious that generally the insertion of lanthanide ions to the porphyrin ring 
depend on the size, the electronic configuration of the metal ion, the porphyrin ring 
(donor, acceptor, steric effects) and the final oxidation state of the metal ion. No X-ray 
data are available for the moment for any LnIII(por)(acac) complex and this is probably 
due to their water-sensitivity and to the recrystallization solvent which always is present in 
the molecules of these compounds. 

3.2. DOUBLE-DEClffiRS 

The complexes LnIII(porh and LnIII(por)(por)' as it has been already mentioned are of 
particular interest because the two macrocycles are in a very close proximity and can be 
used as models to study the interaction of the two rings. This modeling is more focused on 
imitating the "special pair" than understanding the well known siTucture of the "active 
center" in photosynthetic bacteria. At this point it is useful to remind that the two 
bacteriochlorophyll chromophores.in the photosynthetic bacteria of Rhodrseudomonas 
vindes have as main feature a ~3.3A van der Waals distance between them.4 

The only existed X-ray studies data of synthetic double-deckers with lanthanide ions 
concern the (oep hCe1V, 1 EuIII( oep h 3, CelV (oep )(tpp )20 and SmIII( oep )(tpp) complexes. 
The corresponding GdIII(tpp)(oep) is under investigation.39 

From Lanthanum to Lutetium the lanthanide ions posed an oxidation state +3 except 
from the Cerium which is at an oxidation state +4. The general formula LnIII(porh has 
been proposed for the total number of the above complexes except from Praseodymium in 
which the PrIIIH(porh and PrIII(Porh forms has been observed13. The presence of the 
above mentioned hydrogen atom is still a problem to be solved by the various 
spectroscopic methods. Two formulas can be postulated concerning the charge distribution 
ofthe complexes with and without hydrogen atom (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Charge distribution for LnIII(porh: -2/+3/-1' (a) and LnIIIH(porh: -2/+3/-2 
(b) [por/M/por]. 

The formula a, LnIII(Porh can be detected and distinguished from b essentially by e.s.r. 
and near-i.r spectroscopes. The difficulty was how and when we can assurne the formula a 
or b as it depends from the synthetic route or the treatment of the complex with various 
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solvents. Of course there is not any ambiguity when a 7f- radical and/or a near-IR band 
can be detected; in this case the form a is the right one. 

A more specific and detailed presentation, may be useful to understand the behavior of 
the double-decker complexes. In the neutral dimmer sandwiches which contain a LuIII ion, 
a single hole resides in the porphyrin 7f_system.1 5,16,21,27,45,46 Consequently, these 
complexes are electronically similar to 7f- cation radicals. Studies have shown that in all 
of the single-hole complexes (with the exception of the asymmetrical CeIV(oep)(tpp) 
sandwich), the hole is delocalized on the electronic time scale15. On the basis of this 
result, the molecular orbital (MO) diagram (Scheme 4) has been proposed, which 
qualitatively accounts for the electrochemical and spectroscopic properties of the double
decker sandwich complexes. As it can be observed at this MO diagram, removal of a 
second electron from the porphyrin 7f-system should lead to an enhanced 7f-7f interaction 
in the ground state of the sandwich complexes. The case of EuIII and CeIV has been 
investigated but in this work only that of EuIII is presented as the oxidation state 3+ is 
common to all lanthanide double-decker complexes. The room-temperature absorption 
spectra of EuIII( oep) and EuIII( oep h + have been compared46 to EuIII(TPnPh and 
EuIII(TPnPh+compounds. The positions of the Soret maxima of the oxidized sandwich 
complexes are blue-shifted relative to those of the neutral species. This behavior is 
typically observed upon oxidation ofporphyrinic macrocycles47. Furthermore, the UV-Vis 
spectra of the cations show a set of bands which indicates that the equivalent of the one 
hole resides on each of the two rings of the sandwich. The most noteworthy result of the 
oxidation, is the extremely large blue shift of the near-IR absorption feature (e.g. 1228 
~861 nm for oep). This oxidation-induced shift to higher energy is consistent with an 
enhanced 7f-7f interaction in the two-hole complexes relative to that present in the one-hole 
species. 

oep Ce(oep)(tpp) tpp 

• e -,'-'io , \ , , 
" \ 

* -,' " * 
eg -', \-

\\\\ e* ,.,.) - eg 

'-.' 

Figure 4. Molecular orbital (MO) diagram for CeIV(oep)(tpp). 
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The general features observed in the UV -Vis and RR spectra for these two-hole 
complexes, are consistent with the second hole residing on the same MO on which the 
hole resides on the single hole complexes [e.g.: alu_derived for EuIII(oeph; a2u-derived 
for EuIII(tpph]. E.s.r. spectra of the two-hole complexes also suggest that no unpaired 
electron resides on the porphyrin TC-TC system at room or low temperature, according also 
to the same authors. 

Studies from our laboratory, have shown that for the symmetric or asymmetric double 
decker the foIIowing equilibrium is possible in solution: 

LnH(porh 
-ItI02 -. Ln(porh 

or 

-WI02 

LnH(por)(por), ... LnH{por )(por) , 

For the complex SmIIIH(oep)(tpp), in CH2Clz solution the UV-Visible spectrum 
exhibits intermediates features of the two symmetrical double-deckers [SmIII(oeph and 
SmIII(tpph] with the Soret band at 400nm (Figure 5). This band is blue-shifted (9nm) 
compared to the SmIII(tpph and red-shifted (21 nm) compared to SmIII(oeph. In the 
same figure 5 we observe in details the differences of this double-decker, 
SmIIIH(oep)(tpp) in CH2Cl2 and DMF solutions respectively. The changes at the spectra 
may be attributed to an equilibrium between the protonated and deprotonated form of the 
complex. The protonation process is solvent-dependent; in CH2Cl2 the protonated form is 
present, while in DMF the deprotonated form becomes dominant. In contrast no near-IR 
band at the region 1200-1600nm has been observed for bofh solutions. SmIIIH(oep)(tpp) 
complex is e.s.r. active at the solid state and as CH2Cl2 solution but inactive in DMF 
solution. At this point we must stress the following: The UV-Visible spectra in DMF is 
identical to the corresponding LnIII(porh- X+ and AcIV(por)z.This might drive us to 
postulate the formulas [SmIII(oep)(tpp)]- or SmIV(oep)(tpp) in DMF. The first one could 
also be supported by the UV -visible data of the whole series of the LnIII( oep )(tpp) 
complexes in DMF. In the region 600-650nm we observe a band for La and Lu 
compounds. This band has been supposed as a charge transfer originated. (La and Lu has 
zero electronic configuration or 14 electrons). The band is split in two ofprogression from 
Praseodymium to Ytterbium. In respect to the proposed molecular orbital (MO) diagram it 
might means that going from Pr to Yb we can distinguish better a metal to ligand 
(porphyrin) charge transfer which leads to a formal oxidation state +4. 

This result should be examined better with more experimental and theoretical work. 
Also the presence of an hydrogen atom must be studiedby a complete study of the 
LaIIIH(porh, LuIIIH(porh in CH2Cl2 and DMF and the corresponding asymmetric one's 
in CH2Cl2 and DMF. 
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Figure 5. UV-Visible spectra ofSm(oep)(tpp) in CH2Cl2 and DMF. 

4. Abbreviations 

Por=unspecified porphyrinate(2-) 
tpp=meso-5, 10, 15,20-tetraphenyl porphyrinate (2-) 
(oeR)H2 = 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18 octaethylporphyrin 
Ln II(por)acac=the general formula of lanthanide porphyrinate acatylacetonato 
DMF= N,N-dimethyl formamide; 1,2,4-Tcb, 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 
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ABSTRACT. An account is given on some new developments in the field of polynuclear iso- and 
heteropolymolybdates and -tungstates. This class of compounds attracts special attention because 
of their extremely variable range of applications reaching from the well-known analytical ones to 
important industrial oxidation catalysts, and, most importantly in the present context of biological 
applications, extending to possible significance in the fields of antitumor reagents and of anti-HIV 
and anti-retroviral agents. Starting with the synthesis and structural properties of some typical 
novel examples of polynuclear heteropolymolybdates and -tungstates, a brief review is given on 
some most recent results in the latter field of biomedical and pre-clinical research in the field of 
their biological action. 

1. Introduction 

The chemistry of polynuc1ear oxometalate anions is dominated by molybdenum, tungsten, 
and vanadium in their highest oxidation states or in certain reduced states l -5. Since the 
discovery of the first members of this c1ass in the mid-19th century the field has evolved to 
produce one of the chemically and structurally most variable c1asses of inorganic 
compounds. As is well known, the most spectacular development is observed, besides the 
large c1ass of isopolyanions, [MmOy]P-, for the even more variable heteropolymetalates, 
[XxMmOy]q-, with X representing one of 68 elements from all parts of the periodic table 
except the noble gases. Recent experimental research shows the wide variety of discrete 
oxoanions with different degrees of complexity. They range in the series of 
isopolymetalates from mononuc1ear to highly aggregated species such as 
[M0360112(H20h6]8- 6,7 and to even higher nuclearities for the heteropolymetalates l -4. 

During the past two decades transition metal polyoxoanions have attracted much 
attention because of their extremely variable applications which are by far not yet 
evaluated by experimental research. They range from their well-known role as reagents in 
analytical applications to the wide field of homogeneous and especially heterogeneous 
industrial catalysis and, more recently, to biological and c1inical applications. 
Functionalized derivatives using organometallic and other groups attached to the oxide 
surface of the polyoxometalates are prepared for the investigation of catalytic properties, 
and systematic investigations were started to probe the cytostatic properties for cancer 
therapy, or their possible application in the treatment of AIDS. 

Besides a review on some recent interesting development of the chemistry and structural 
chemistry of oxomolybdates and -tungstates and derivatives as well as on the application 
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of modern investigational methods in their characterization5, attention will be focussed on 
these possible applications of iso- and especially heteropolymolybdates in the field of their 
relevance for biological systems and life processes. Especially, the attention of the 
community of bioinorganic chemists should be more directed to this field, and it should 
take benefit of this vast area of potential original research. A few examples of recent 
biological applications will be briefly reviewed. 

2. Novel Heteropolymolybdates and -Heteropolytungstates 

2.1. ORGANOSUBSTITUTED POL YOXOMETALATES 

2.1.1. (n-Bu4Nh[(Ph2Snh(jl-OHh(p-Mo04hJ.4CH2C12 (1). For the preparation of 1 
Ph2SnCI2, (n-Bu4Nh[M0207] and (n-Bu4N)OH are reacted in acetonitrile8. 

The anion of 1 contains two Mo04 tetrahedra bonded to two octahedrally coordinated 
tin atoms (Fig. 1). In detail the structure is composed of a four-membered [Sn-O(H)-Sn
O(H) ] ring which is capped on both sides by a tetrahedral Mo04 unit. In addition to two 
bonds to bridging molybdate ligands and two bonds to bridging OH groups, each tin atom 
has two Sn-C bonds to phenyl rings to complete a distorted octahedral cis-Ph2Sn04 
co ordination. The two coordinated hydroxyl groups are also in cis configuration to each 
other. The structural motif [Sn-O(H)-Sn-O(H)] has been observed previously for 
hexacoordinated tin, but apparently the only four-membered [Sn-O(H)-Sn-O(H)] ring 
reported yet is in the compound [n-BuSn-(OH)(02P(C6H I1hh12 9. [(Ph2Snh{J..t-OHh{J..t
Mo04h]2- is the first known molecular diorganotin molybdate. A similar anion of this 
type, [(Ph2Sbh{J..t-Oh{J..t-Mo04h]2-, has been characterized in 198910. The only 
structurally known diorganotin molybdate , [Me2SnMo04], is three-dimensionally 
polymeric and is composed of corner-sharing Mo04 tetrahedra and trans-Me2Sn04 
octahedra 11. 

2.1.2. (n-Bu4Nh[PhSeMo4o J4(OH)J (2). 2 can be obtained by reacting 
Na2Mo0402H20 with PhSe02H in hot water and addition of (n-BU4N)Cl 12. The 
structure of the anion (Fig. 2) contains four distorted Mo06 octahedra connected by 
common edges and faces to form a four-membered ring. On one side the ring is 

Figure 1. Structure of [(Ph2Snh(l-OHh(l-Mo04h]2- in 1 
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capped by one OH group as a common corner of all octahedra. On the opposite side a w
tetrahedral PhSe02 group is bonded, the lone pair of Se(IV) completes the tetrahedron. 
The anion can be regarded to be a fragment of the NiAs structure, since the oxygen atoms 
show approximately hexagonal packing. 

Figure 2. Structure of [PhSeM04014(OH)]2- in ~ 

~ represents the first organoselenopolyoxomolybdate. Its structure is similar to the weIl 
known anions [Me2AsM04014(OH)]2- 13 and [H2CM040 14(OH)]3- 14. In these 
complexes the PhSe02 group with the unshared electron pair is substituted by an 
isoelectronic Me2As02 unit or an H2C02 group. A comparison of the structure of 
[PhSeM04014(OH)]2- with those ofthe latter two compounds indicates that the influence 
of the different organic and organometallic substituents on the details of the bonding 
pattern in the M04014(OH) framework is quite small. 

2.2. NOVEL Sb(III)-CONTAINING HETEROPOLYMETALATES 

2.2.1. Na9[SbWg033J.Z9.5H20 (l). This compound is synthesized by dissolving 
Sb20~ in concentrated hydrochloric acid and adding to a solution of Na2 W0402H20 in 
water 5. The crystal structure of J. consists of discrete [SbW9033]9- anions, sodium 
cations and water molecules. Fig. 3 gives a view of the anion in two different repre
sentations. The anion structure is closely related to the a-Keggin structure [XM 12040]n
by removal of one W3013 group of edge-sharing W06 octahedra, the remaining complex 
having the a-B-XM9 fragment structure. In detail each anion contains nine W06 octahedra 
arranged in three W 3 ° 13 groups of three edge-shared octahedra. These groups are linked 
to each other by shared corners. 

The Sb(III) atom is linked to the triply bridging oxygen atoms ofthe W3013 groups, to 
build a Sb03 pyramid in the center of the tungsten oxygen cage. The nonbonding nature of 
the unshared pair of electrons at the Sb(III) atom prevents further condensation to 
complete the Keggin structure. 
2.2.2. K12[Sb2W22074(OHJ21.27H20 (1). An acidified solution ofthe [SbW9033]9-
anion and Na2 W04.2H20 in water leads to the novel 22-nuclear heteropolytungstate 1. 
The two identical ß-B-SbW9-subunits in [Sb2W22074(OHh]12- are connected to each 
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other by four W06 octahedra. In comparision to the a-B-[SbW9033J9- anion one W3013 
group in the subunit has been rotated by 60° along the Sb-O vector. 

01221 

Figure 3. Structure of [SbW9033J9- in J. 

An unusual feature of this anion is the presence, besides the usual W06 octahedra with 
one or two terminal oxygen atoms, of W06 octahedra with none or with three tenninal 
oxygen ligand atoms (see Fig. 4: W(l) and W(ll». W06 octahedra with three facial 
tenninal oxygen atoms have never been reported for polyoxotungstates so far. 

Figure 4. Structure of [Sb2W22074(OHhJl2- in 1 
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According to the chemical analysis and for establishing electroneutrality, each anion must 
contain two protons. Therefore it is suggested that each fac-W03 group has one protonated 
terminal oxygen atom. The presence of terminal OH groups in polytungstates is a rare 
bonding situation; so far only bridging ones have been identified16. Another special feature 
of the anion structure in ~ is the co ordination of W(l) exclusively by bridging oxygen 
atoms (to five doubly and one quadruply bridging oxygen, see Fig. 4). This anion is the 
first known heteropolytungstate completely built up by ß-B-XW9 subunits. 
2.2.3. [Me4NJ]()Na12[Na2SbSW3rP132(H20)4J.19.5H20 (~). This compound can be 
obtained by adding solid SbCl3 to a solution ofNa9[SbW9033].19.5H20. 

Figure 5. Structure ofthe [Na2SbSW360132(H20)4]22- anion in ~ 

The structure contains discrete [Na2SbsW360132(H20)4]22- anions (Fig. 5). Each anion 
is built of four identical ß-B-SbW9-Keggin fragments with sodium and Sb(III) atoms 
bonded to them. In detail four Sb04-groups with ljI-trigonal bipyramidal coordinated 
Sb(III) atoms share two oxygen atoms with different XW 9 units to connect them. In the 
center ofthe SbW9 units the Sb(III) atoms are bonded to the triply bridging oxygen atoms 
to form a Sb03 pyramid. Remarkably, two sodium ions are incorporated in the tungsten
oxygen cluster, effecting an additional connection of the four subunits. ~ is another new 
Sb(III) heteropolytungstate only consisting of ß-B-XW 9 subunits. It is one of the largest 
heteropolytungstates known so far 17-19. 

2.2.4. [Me4Nh[H2SbW1806ol.3H20(§). Forthe synthesis of§., Sb203 is dissolved in 
hydrochloric acid and added to a Na2 W04.2H20 solution in water, followed by addition 
of (CH3)4NBr in water. 
The interesting novel anion consists of one W9033 unit and one SbW9033 group linked 
together by six oxygen atoms (Fig. 6). The SbW9033 group is an a-B-Keggin fragment, 
with a tri-coordinated Sb(III) atom in the center, disordered in the crystal structure bet
ween both half-units. For establishing electroneutrality two protons must be bonded inside 
the cavity in one half of the anion, which has also been suggested by Jeannin and Martin
Frere20 for the comparable As(III) compound. 
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3. Iso- and Heteropolymetalates in Catalysis: Novel Developments 

The extensive use of iso- and heteropolymetalates, especialIy those of vanadium, 
molybdenum and tungsten, and the most recent research results in this field are addressed 
only shortly in this brief report. A wide variety of reactions is catalyzed by this class of 
compounds. They include, in the field of acid catalysis, aromatic aIkylation and trans
aIkylation, acetalization, esterification, hydration and dehydration, isomerization as weIl as 
poly- and oligomerization. Catalytic oxidation reactions are able to activate various 
substrates, ranging from alkanes, alkenes, and alkines to alkohols and aldehydes as welI as 
to inorganic reactands. An excelIent and comprehensive review on the most recent 
development in heteropoly acid catalysts in acid catalyzed reactions and oxidation catalysis 
has been given very recendy by Schwegler et al. 21, and the reader interested in these 
technical aspects is referred to this account for details. 

4. Antitumor and Antiviral Activity of Iso- and Heteropolymetalates 

In addition to their great importance and widespread use as industrial oxidation catalysts in 
a variety of applications, polyoxomolybdates and -tungstates have proven to be a very 
promising class of candidates for anti cancer and antiviral action. In fact, besides the welI
known cis-platinum and its analogues, and maybe besides some titanocene and ruthenium 
compounds with proven antitumor properties, the present class of polyoxo compounds 
seems to develop, in the field of metal-containing antitumor and antiviral agents, towards 
the most interesting compounds of the future. Of course, very litde is yet known on the 
possible modes of action in the celI, on the transport mechanisms to enter the celI, even on 
the question of possible decomposition reactions towards smalIer units within the 
biological systems. Before any general judgement on the value of specific compounds and 
on the differentiation according to nuclearity, to oxidation states, or to the nature of 
heteroatoms or other hetero-substituents can be given, detailed mechanistic investigations 
in vitro and in vivo are necessary. 
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Among the more active and successful research groups in the fields of antitumor and 
anti-HIV activity of polyoxometalates, those of C.L. Hili, T. Yamase, J.W. Blasecki, and 
P. Clayette and D. Dormont have contributed significantly to the present state ofthe field, 
and they have reviewed some aspects of its development recently, incIuding a list of the 
important references22. 

In a systematic study .by T. Yamase et al. 22b on the antitumor properties of normal 
heptamolybdate, [NH3Prl]6[M07024].3H20 has been found to be a potent antitumor 
agent with low toxicity in vivo against Meth-A sarcoma, MM-46 adenocarcinoma, and 
MX-I human breast, OAT human lung, and CO-4 human colon cancer xen~afts. If the 
heptamolybdate(VI) is reduced to its one-electron reduction product, the Mo 05(OH) site 
in the M07024 framework induces rather strong toxicity. This is in contrast to the 
dO-Mo VI06 site in the oxidized form but the antitumor properties of the former is similar 
to the latter. 

The tumor growth suppression ofheptamolybdate is superior to that of 5-fluorouracil (5-
FU) and of 1-( 4-amino-2-methylpyrimidin-5-yl)methyl-3-(2-chloro-ethyl)-3-nitrosourea 
(ACNU) which are cIinically applied drugs showing a good activity against breast, 
gastrointestinal, and intracranial tumors23. In addition, two new antiviral polyoxometalates, 
K7[PTi2 W 10040].7H20 and [NH4]12H2-[Eu4(H20h6(Mo04)(M07024)4].13H20 
have been recognized against a broad spectrum of DNA and RNA viruses such as herpes 
simplex, human cytomegalovirus, coxsackievirus type B5, influenza B, and human 
immunodeficiency virus HTL V -111 b 24-26. They seem to compare favourably to the 
activity of other polyoxometalates such as [SiW 12040]4- , [Sb9 W 21 086] 19- , 
[As4 W 400140]28- , and their lacunary compounds against oncogenic and HIV viruses27-
30. Although these compounds inhibit viral and bacterial DNA and RNA polymerases, the 
compounds seem to lack significant in vivo anti-HIV activity31,32. 

On the basis of the one-electron reduction of heptamolybdate, Yamase22b presents a 
remarkable proposal for the mechanism of the antitumor activity of the [M07024]6- anion, 
suggesting the reduction product [M07023(OH)]6- being involved in the antitumor 
reaction, with repeated cycIes of the reaction of equ.( 1) in the tumor cells: 

The mechanism is based on the hypothesis that the tumor cells possess electron-donating 
sites with a redox potential negative enough to reduce the heptamolybdate(VI). The 
reoxidation of [M07023(OH)]6- with the oxidation potential of -0.50 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 
pH 7 is probably coupled with the reduction of the tumor cell, leading to the observed cell 
death. The strong toxicity of [M07023(OH)]6- is suggested to be linked with the 
electrochemical reduction of the host cells. Regarding the interaction of the polymolybdate 
with DNA being nonspecific and weak33, the antitumor mechanism based on the reversible 
redox reaction is characteristically different from the mechanism of cis-Pt(NH3hCI2 
which is based on the dissociation of choride ligands followed by binding to N -7 atoms of 
guanine bases in DNA with a resultant formation of DNA intrastrand cross-links. As 
[M07024]6- interacts with flavin mononucIeotide (FMN) to yield a 1: 1 complex which 
gives a redox potential 0.1 V more positive than FMN, Yamase suggests that the antitumor 
activity due to the repeated redox cycles of [M07024]6- in tumor cells, would inhibit the 
ATP generation coupled with the electron transfer from NADH to coenzyme Q in/on the 
mitochondria22b. 

A rather instructive report on the development of research in the field of anti-HIV 
activity of polyoxometalates is given in the articIe by Hili et al. in the above-mentioned 
book22a. After the detection of significant antiviral activity of polyoxometalates more than 
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20 years ag034 a first development in the field lead to some research with cell cultures 
using a few basic polyoxotungstates (for a more detailed account of the historical 
development of the field see22a,22b. The antimony-containing heteropolytungstate, 
(NH4h N a[N a W 21 Sb9086] (called HP A -23 by the French investigators) reached limited 
clinical treatment of HIV infections. Unfortunately HP A-23 proved to be too toxic to be 
effective in both the French c1inical trial and a subsequent one conducted by Moskovitz et 
al. 29,32,35. 

In the mid to late 1980's vigorous new efforts by the groups of HilI, Schinazi et al. and 
of Yamase et al. who could bring in their great chemical experience into the field of 
polyoxometalates resulted in a chemically more systematic investigation of the many 
aspects of the f-0tential antiviral, and in general, physiological behavior of these 
compounds26,30,3 -41. The first ofthe groups first noticed in 1985, upon evaluating several 
polyoxometalates against HIV in cell culture, that several polyoxotungstates might be less 
toxic and more effective than HPA-23 36. Parallel to it, and partially stimulated by the 
success ofthe American group the Japanese group also reported results on their productive 
program in polyoxometalate anti-HIV chemotherapy 26,39,40. Shortly after, industrial firms 
entered this reearch (Johnson Matthey Corporation in collaboration with the Hill and 
Schinazi groups and Du Pont with J. BlaseckP2c. Also, the French group of J. Dormont et 
al. has successfully continued their polyoxometalate antiviral work with some significant 
results being reviewed in l.c.22d. 

At present, cell culture studies have been performed on as many as more than two 
hundred polyoxometalates. A review on the current status of HIV chemotherapy42 has 
appeared recently. Much of this work has been and is performed in the group of Hill, 
Schinazi et al., and a comprehensive list of activities and toxicities of various 
polyoxometalate spezies investigated is given in the review cited above22a where a number 
of additional references is cited. The list includes isopoly compounds like [M06019]n- (n 
= 2 to 8) as weIl as a large number of heteropoly spezies which inc1ude, besides the 
Keggin, lacunary Keggin, WeIls-Dawson and defect WeIls-Dawson type anions, 
sandwiched [Y 34(XM9034h]n- (n = 10 to 12) and [Y 4(X2M 15056h]16- anions as weIl 
as anions ofthe types [X2W18Nbfg0n]8- , [YXM11 040]n- (n = 4 to 8), [YXM 11 039]n
(n = 5 to 8), [NaW21Sb9086] - (HPA-23), and organo-substituted anions such as 
[XW 11 039-41 Rm]n- (n = 3 to 6, m = 1 or 2). In order to establish relationships between 
the structural, electronic, and chemical properties of the polyoxometalate drugs and their 
biological activities current experimental investigations must inc1ude studies of (a) the 
anti-HIV efficacy and toxicity in cell culture, (b) the selectivity in cell culture, (c) the 
toxicity in mammals, (d) the efficacy in virally infected mammals, and (e) the 
pharmacokinetics in mammals. The first of these issues has been investigated rather 
successfuIly, and a number of compounds with promising antiviral activity and low 
toxicity were discovered [22(a)] whereas only limited knowledge is available conceming 
issues (b) to (e). 

Some of the results obtained in the group of Hill et al. up to now [22(a)] can be 
summarized as follows: 
(a) Polyoxotungstates appear to be the most effective anti-HIV polyoxometalates, as 
compared to others. Although this cannot yet be correlated to its specific chemistry, 
polyoxotungstates as a c1ass prove to be rather efficient in cell culture. According to Hill et 
al. 22a more than 70% of the polyoxotungstates of all structural c1asses evaluated to date 
have high levels of activity (low EC50 values) and low toxicity (high IC50 values). (b) 
The derivatization of polyoxometalate surfaces with some organic group does not greatly 
diminish the anti-HIV activity nor increase the toxicity of the compounds41 . (c) 
Remarkably, anti-HIV activity and toxicity of polyoxometalates are dependent on the 
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cation, as, e.g., indicated by the ammonium ion and protonated basic amino acid forms of 
the polyoxometalate drugs being significantly less toxic than the free acid forms38. Within 
the range of Keggin-type polyoxotungstates, changing the cation from proton to 
ammonium alters the toxicity by two orders of magnitude. (d) The toxicicity of 
polyoxotungstates to human bone marrow cells varies over five orders of magnitude from 
HPA-23, which is the most toxic compound yet tested against such cells, to 
(NH4)s[BW 12040], which is virtually non-toxic and far less toxic than AZT 
(3'-azido-3'-deoxythymidine) to these cells22a,38. (e) The toxicity of polyoxometalates in 
rats and mice is highly variable and does not yet correlate in a c1ear way with the 
molecular properties of the complexes. 

In some recent investigations, Hill et al. 41,43,44 reported some significant novel 
findings conceming the screening of some specifically substituted heteropolytungstates 
with respect to their anti-human immunodeficiency virus activities. In the first 1 , novel 
water-soluble cesium and tetramethylammonium salts of polyoxotungstate anions with 
covalently attached organosilyl groups of formula [(RSihO]-[SiW 11 039]4- with R = 
CH2CH2COCH3, (CH2)CN, and CH=CH2 were shown to have activities (EC50) against 
human immunodeficiency virus in primary human lymphocytes from 3.3 IlM to 39.0 IlM. 
With toxicities (IC50) greater than 100 IlM, their inhibition constants against purified 
virion-derived HIV -1 reverse transcriptase are in the range of 1 to 10 IlM. In the second 
paper43, peroxoniobium-substituted heteropolytungstates of the types 
[Si(Nb02hW9037]7- and [Si(Nb02)W11039]5- (isolated as their cesium, potassium and 
trimethylammonium salts) were discovered to be a remarkable new c1ass of potent anti
HIV agents. The anti-HIV activities in human peripheral blood mononuc1ear cells (PBMC) 
acutely infected with HIV-I are low in precursor complexes like K7H[Nb6019], but are 
impressive for the above compounds, with one of the most effective agents being 
CS7[Si(Nb02hW9037] ,showing an EC50 of 1.0 IlM. Toxicities to uninfected PBMC are 
negligible. The activities and selectivities against HIV -1 reverse transcriptase are rather 
high with 1C50 values from 0.03 to 0.06 IlM. Using a cell-free system, 
[(CH3hNH17[Si(Nb02h-W9037] inhibits the interaction between gp120 and CD4 by 
70% at 25 IlM. 

Prec1inical studies44 on the pharmacokinetics in rats of the anti viral polytungstates 
K12H2[P2W1204S]·24H20, K1O[P2W1sZn4(H20h06S]·20H20, and [(CH3)3NH]S 
[Si2 W lsNb60n], which show potent antiviral activity against HIV types 1 and 2, herpes 
simplex virus, and cytomegalovirus in vitro, indicate strong bonding to serum proteins and 
structure-dependent moderate to wide distribution throughout the body. One week after 
single-dose administration high concentration levels of the agents were detected in the 
kidneys and liver. 

According to extensive cell culture studies there appear to be at least two different 
molecular modes of action: (a) inhibition of HIV reverse transcriptase (RT) (the 
predominant mode of action of AZT and the other nuc1eoside drugs), and (b) inhibition of 
the fusion of infected cells to uninfected ones (syncytium formation)26,45. The latter 
activity is of considerable interest and will continue to be one of the focal points of 
research on these complexes in the near future22a. 

Our knowledge conceming the efficiacy of polyoxometalates in virally infected 
mammals and the pharmacokinetics in mammals is still limited. Activity of HP A-23 in 
vivo against some virus es is documented29,32,34,35 and more recently several other 
compounds have shown activity against other viruses in vivo 422c,29,32,45-48. 

First pharmacokinetic studies by Hill, Schinazi et al. indicate that some otherwise 
promising polyoxometalate drugs do not c1ear readily from the body, whereas, other 
complexes do. Some polyoxometalates have measurable levels of oral bioavailability and 
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some appear to cross the blood brain barrier45• Finally, one of the most important 
questions remaining to be answered by the in vivo studies is the uncertainty as to whether 
the complexes are staying intact or not in the mammalian body, or if they dissociate or 
hydrolyze in the neutral pH regime to lower molecular mass species. Some authors have 
addressed this question22a but, in spite of the difficulties in analyzing polyoxometalates 
under in vivo conditions, a great deal of research needs to be done in this area. 
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PURPLE ACID PHOSPHATASES AND CATECHOL OXIDASE AND THEIR 
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D-48149 Münster, Germany 

ABSTRACT. Recent results on the structures and functions of purple acid phosphatases 
and catechol oxidases as weB as on their model compounds are reviewed and discussed. 
Purple acid phosphatase from kidney beans (KBP AP) was crystallized in two modifi
cations, and the structure is being refined at 2.8 E resolution by X-ray diffraction. The en
zyme is a dimer of quasi-identical subunits connected by a disulfide bridge. The sequence 
could be determined using MALDI mass spectrometry. Structural and functional model 
complexes for Fe-Fe and Zn-Fe P AP's were prepared with new dinuc1eating ligands, partly 
with bridging and terminal phosphate ligands. Some of them show considerable phospha
tase activity and, like the enzyme itself, also appear to have oxygen-activating properties. 
EXAFS and XANES on KBP AP indicate rather long metal-metal distances as compared to 
the values proposed for uteroferrin. The rather weak antiferromagnetic coupling in the beef 
spleen phosphatase (as weB as in the model compounds) and the X-ray diffraction data 
suggest hydroxo bridging of the metals in the enzyme rather than oxo bridging. 

Two catechol oxidases with Cu(II)-Cu(II) active centers were isolated, purified, and 
characterized. Dinuc1ear and tetranuc1ear model complexes were synthesized with tri-, 
penta- and heptadentate dinuc1eating ligands containing bridging phenolate or alcoholate 
groups. Correlations are obtained between the co ordination numbers, properties of the 
donor groups and catalytic activity, dinuc1ear Cu(II) complexes with tridentate ligands like 
2,6-bis(morpholinyl-N-methyl)-4-methylphenol being the most active. Catechol oxidase as 
weB as its biomimetic model complexes are investigated as possible active elements in 
bio- and chemosensors for the analysis of hormones and neurotransmitters like adrenaline 
in medical diagnosis. Molecular modeling methods are employed favourably during these 
investigations. 

1. Introduction 

Purple acid phosphatases (PAPs) have been isolated from mammals as weB as from plants. 
They are a group of glycoproteins which are active at pH 4-6 towards activated phosphoric 
acid esters and anhydrides. Besides hemerythrin, ribonuc1eotide reductase, and methane 
monooxygenase, the purple acid phosphatases belong to the highly important c1ass of 
metaBoenzymes with iron-containing dinuclear active sites. The intensive current reasearch 
in this field is concentrated on the properties of the protein as weB as on the synthesis of 
model complexes. Among the active groups are those of L. Que, Jr., S.J. Lippard, B.A. 
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Averill, G.A. Sykes, J.-M. Latour, and H. Witzel. We have concentrated our attention on 
the mammalian enzymes from bovine spleen and from porcine uteri (uteroferrin), 
containing an antiferromagnetically coupled FeIl-FeIlI diiron center in the active state and, 
especially, on the Blant metalloenzyme from red kidney beans Phaseolus vulgaris, 
containing a ZnlLFe II center in the active site. 

Catechol oxidase from Lycopus europaeus (or from other sources such as black poplar 
and other plants) is classified as an o-diphenoloxidase which catalyzes the oxidation of 0-

diphenols to o-quinones with a concomitant reduction of 02 to H20. According to present 
knowledge, the active site of catechol oxidase consists of a dinuclear copper moiety (type 3 
copper, ESR silent). Systematic EXAFS, XANES, ESR and other spectroscopic 
investigations on the native Lycopus metalloprotein indicate the CuII-CuII centers in the 
protein to have in the met form a short CuKKKCu distance with an ESR signal appearing 
only after denaturing. The details of the structure and function of this interesting copper 
enzyme remain to be understood. Besides the work on the protein itself, various activities 
are underway to prepare significant structural and functional model complexes. Especially 
helpful in this field are the recent results reported, among others, by the groups of N. 
Kitajima, K.D. Karlin, and E.I. Solomon on relevant novel peroxo copper complexes. 

In the present brief review we wish to report on some recent own results in both fie1ds of 
purple acid phosphatases and catechol oxidase as weH as on their model chemistry. 

2. Purple Acid Phosphatases 

Purple acid phosphatases (PAPs) hydrolyzing activated phosphoric acid esters and 
anhydrides have in common a two-metal center with a tyrosine 0 Fe(III) charge transfer 
transition which is responsible for a broad absorption band in the range of 500 - 600 nm 
and a typical resonance Raman spectrum. PAPs have been isolated from several 
mammalian, plant, and microbial sourees. The widespread appearance in nature implies an 
important and general role in all living organisms. In the mammalian enzymes from 
spleen, macrophages, osteoclasts and from uterine fluids (uteroferrin) the second metal ion 
in the active site is Fe(II). They aH are monomeric glycoproteins and have a molecular 
mass of around 35 kDa. The physical data of these intensively studied enzymes are 
reviewed inl -3. Evidences for the ligands ofthe mammalian enzymes could be obtained by 
analysis of the paramagnetic shifts in NMR measurements4-6 and by EXAFS data7, also 
available for kidney bean purple acid phosphatase (KBP AP)8. From the pH-dependence of 
spectroscopic and kinetic data9 it is postulated that an aqua ligand at the Fe(III) site is 
deprotonated with a pK value around 4.5 to a hydroxo ligand, which attacks the Me(II) 
bonded ester in an SN2-reaction. This mechanism for ester hydro lysis is supported by 
kinetic investigations IO-ll , demonstrating that substrates and substrate analogous inhibitors 
interact first with the Me(II) site. Furthermore the inversion of the absolute configuration 
at the phosphorus after hydrolysis reported by Averill, Knowles et al. 12 is in agreement 
with the postulated reaction path. 

The PAPs have attracted great interest because of the dinuclear Fe(I1I)-Fe(II)-center in 
the active site of the mammalian species. With respect to the structure of the active site 
these phosphatases can be compared to the two-iron centers in hemerythrin13, 

ribonucleotide reductasel4 and methane monooxygenasel5 , whose structures are already 
known. In analogy to these dinuc1ear iron proteins and on the basis of experimental results 
a role of the mammalian Fe(III)-Fe(II) PAPs in the activation of dioxygen and in the 
generation offree radical species involving Fenton chemistry is under discussionI6,19. 

Purple acid phosphatase of the common bean Phaseolus vulgaris is a homodimeric 110-
kDa glycoprotein with a Fe(III)-Zn(I1) center in the active site of each monomer, which 
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can be crystallized17. Zn(II) can be exchanged by Fe(II) without affecting the activity. The 
similarity of the reaction with substrates and of·the interactions with inhibitors as well as 
of the spectroscopic data between the mammalian Fe(III)-Fe(II) enzymes and the 
corresponding Fe(III)-Fe(II) species of the kidney bean enzyme requires a high degree of 
conformity in the active site. This can be demonstrated in the EPR spectra, showing 
antiferromagnetic coupling18 and in the Mcpssbauer spectra19• The X-ray structure of 
KBP AP is expected to provide new insights into the structure and ftmction of this enzyme 
c1ass in order to correct and confirm previous inferences and speculations. 

2.l. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF PURPLE ACID PHOSPHATASE FROM RED 
KIDNEY BEANS 

Kidney bean P AP contains 432 amino acid residues and 5 heterogeneous glycosylation 
sites per monomer20,21. The structure of the enzyme was solved using multiple 
isomorphous replacement methods combined with density modification techniques. A 
tetragonal crystal form of space group P43212 and cell parameters a = b = 104.4 Ä and c = 

309.9 Ä, and an orthorhombic crystal form of space group C2221 with a = 132.7 Ä, b = 
347.3 Ä, and c = 128.7 Ä have been used for structure determination. The KBPAP dimer 
has the shape of a twisted heart with overall dimensions 40 x 60 x 75 Ä (Fig. 1). The two 
dinuc1ear metal centers are 35 Ä apart. They are at the bottom of a smalI, broad cavity 
formed by both monomers. Access to the active site is not under the control of any 
channe1s or deep canyons in the native protein conformation. The two monomers are 
linked by a disulfide bridge between the two long loops in the upper part of the dimer in 
Fig. l. 

The secondary structure of KBPase is dominated by ß-sheets. Fig. 2 shows the 
secondary structure of one monomer and Fig. 3 the topology diagram of the KBP AP fold. 
The monomer consists oftwo domains. The smaller N-terminal domain is 

NH2 

NH2 

Figure 1. KBP AP dimer represented as coil (left: viewed onto twofold-axes; right: 
viewed along twofold-axes) 

located in the lower part (see Fig. 1) and does not participate in any interactions between 
the two monomers. It is ~ 120 amino acid residues long and is built up by two sandwiched 
ß-sheets of three antiparallel strands. A long curved ß-strand (B4) shields one edge of the 
sandwich. The C-terminal or catalytic domain comprises the amino acid residues 120 to 
432 and can be classified as an a/b-domain. It is dominated by two large sandwiched ß
sheets of 6 and 7 ß-strands. The smaller sheet has 3 parallel strands (B8 - B 10), whereas in 
the larger sheet 4 strands are parallel (B12 - B14, BI8). 
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Figure 2. Secondary structure of a KBPAP monomer (N-terminal domain shaded; 
represented cysteine indicates the position of the disulfide bridge) 

The four a-helices Al, A2, A4, and A5 build the connections between the parallel strands. 
The two sandwiched motifs, each comprising 3 parallel strands and 2 helices, are 
connected by helix A3 und strand B13. Each of these motifs may be compared to a 
mononuc1eotide binding motif of the NAD-binding domains of dehydrogenases22. 

Figure 3. S~hematic dra~ing ofthe folding ofKBPAP (ß-strands represented as 
tnangles, a-heltces shown as circ1es) 
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Whereas in the dehydrogenases two mononucleotide binding domains are arranged 
parallel to form one ß-sheet of six parallel ß-strands, the two motifs are sandwiched atop of 
each other in the KBPAP structure. The four helices Al, A2, A4, and A5 are arranged 
parallel to each other and shield symmetrically both sides of the sandwiched ß-sheets. The 
active site is located at the carboxy end of the sandwiched parallel ß-strands, which is a 
characteristic feature ofthis domain type22. 

The secondary structure of KBP AP represents a new fold. The catalytic domain of 
KBP AP is perfectly different as compared to the secondary structures of the dinuclear iron 
proteins hemerythrin, ribonucleotide reductase, and methane monooxygenase that are 
involved in transport and activation of dioxygen. The catalytic domains of these 
metalloproteins are strongly dominated by a-helices and the active sites are located in a 
pocket between the a-helices of a four-helix bundle. Further refinement of the current 
KBP AP model will show the degree of similarity of the two metal cluster of the Fe(III)
Zn(II) purple acid phosphatase with the catalytic centers of these dinuclear iron enzymes. 

2.2. MODEL COMPLEXES 

In terms of the synthesis of P AP active site model compounds phosphate or phosphoric 
acid ester coordination is of extraordinary importance. The active sites from bovine spleen 
and uteroferrin contain homodinuclear Fe(III)-Fe(III) centers in their inactive purple forms 
and Fe(II)-Fe(III) units in their active pink forms. In contrast the P AP from kidney beans 
has a heterodinuclear Fe(III)-Zn(II) dinuclear unit in its active center. The iron(III) ions 
for the mammalian P AP are high spin and antiferromagnetically coupled via proposed 
bridging ligands. So far it is unclear whether the tightly bonded phosphate grou~ which 
was detected in the purple form of PAP is bridging or terminally coordinated7, 3. New 
EXAFS studies favour the O,O'-bridging mode7. 

In recent years diiron(II,III), diiron(III,III) and iron(III)-zinc(II) model compounds 
containing coordinated phosphate and phosphoric acid esters24-31 have been synthesized 
and characterized. Recently an attempt to synthesize a diiron complex with a terminally 
coordinated phosphato ligand was successful24. The ligand N,N,N',N'-tetrakis(2-
benzimidazolylmethyl)-2-hydroxy-l,3-diaminopropane (Htbpo) which has proven to be 
suitable for the synthesis of dinuclear metal complexes was used. The structure of the 
cation of [Fe2CI2(tbpo){02P(OPh)2}-(CH30H)](CI04)2·3CH30H (1) is shown in Fig. 
4. 
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The FeIII atoms in this compound are coordinated by the heptadentate ligand tbpo-. 
Each metal atom is bonded to two benzimidazole moieties, to one tertiary nitrogen atom as 
weil as to the bridging alkoxo oxygen atom. The distorted octahedral environment ofFe(l) 
is completed by a chloro and a diphenylphosphato ligand. In contrast Fe(2) is coordinated 
by a chloro and a methanol ligand. Recently novel dinucleating ligands containing mixed 
phenolate and pyridine donors have been synthesized. Their compounds containing novel 
(p.-alkoxo )bis{J.t-diphenylphosphato) and (p.-phenoxo )bis(p.-diphenylphosphato) bridges 
were crystallized and the spectroscopic, magnetic and bonding properties of the Fe(III)
Fe(III) pairs were studied25. 

The first heterodinuclear phosphate bridged iron(III)-zinc(II) model compound for 
the active site of P AP from kidney beans could be obtained by using the ligand 2,6-
bis[bis(2-pyridylmethyl)aminomethyl]-4-methylphenol (Hbpmp)26. Fig. 5 shows the 
structure ofthe cation of [ZnIIFeIII(bpmp)(02P(OPh)2)](Cl04)2·1.5CH30H.H20 (2). 

Q~ I~:D 
'\N,- N/ 

~ '\\ 0 ~ 
// " N/\ ""0 /6 --N ~ \\ 
r 0" 0/ ~ -= ~p/<p ~ 

/~~ 
OPh OPh OPh OPh 

Figure 5. Molecular structure ofthe cation [ZnIIFeIII(bpmp)(02P(OPh)2)]2+ in 2 

The molecule contains a Jl-phenoxo-bridged ZnIIFeIII unit in which the metal 
centers are additionalIy linked by two l-diphenylphosphato bridges. The nitrogen donors of 
the ligand bpmp- complete the octahedral environment of the two metal centers by facial 
coordination. The ZnKKKFe distance of 3.695 Ä is significantly larger than in the 
carboxylate-bridged ZnII-FeIII (3.428 Ä) complex [32], presumably as a result of the 
larger bite distance of phosphate. The ZnKKKFe distance resembles the value of 3.65 Ä 
determined by EXAFS measurements on the kidney bean phosphatase in the presence of 
phosphate8• 

Based on these structural and spectroscopic results, we synthesized a whole series of 
Fe(II)-Fe(III), Fe(III)-Fe(III) and Fe(III)-Zn(II) model compounds containing 
pentadentate and heptadentate ligands with benzimidazole, methylimidazole and pyridine 
moieties and examined them for their dioxygen-activating properties and their phosphatase 
activity. Besides specific reactions with dioxygen, some of the diiron complexes with 
heptadentate pyridine and benzimidazole groups show peroxidase activity. Selective 
catalytic oxidation reactions with H202 show promising performances for the oxidation of 
alkanes to a1cohols as welI as to ketones, or of a1cohols to aldehydes and ketones. For a 
review on previous work see33 . 
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3. CatecholOxidases 

Among the copper proteins hemocyanin and tyrosinase are the two prominent members 
with a single type 3 active site34-36. They are characterized by an antiferromagnetically 
coupled EPR-silent Cu(II) pair. A typical Cu(II) signal only appears after denaturation of 
the protein. 

Hemocyanin is an oligomeric oxygen transport protein of molluscs and arthropods with 
a Cu(I) pair in the deoxy form first isolated and crystallized by Kubowitz37. In the X-ray 
structure of deoxyhemocyanin a CuKKKCu distance of 360 pm is found38. A distance of 
340 pm is reported for oxyhemocyanin crystals, which are produced after bindint of 
oxygen39. The oxygen is bonded as a Cu(II) peroxo complex, side-on in the 1l-11 :112-
form35,39. The ligands of the two copper ions are two histidines at a short distance with a 
third histidine at a longer distance in a three-coordinate complex38. Apart from the protein 
absorption feature at 280 nm a relatively strong absorption at 350 nm (E = 20.000) is 
observed in oxyhemocyanin which is assigned to a peroxo ~ Cu(II) CT band43 . In the 
deoxy form the band disappears. Another absorption band is seen at 570 nm. It is also 
assigned to a peroxo ~Cu(II) CT transition, since it is only found in the oxy-form but not 
in the Cu(II) oxygen-depleted met form40,41. 

Here we report on two catechol oxidases from Populus nigra, first described by 
Tremoliere and Bieth42 and from Lycopus europaeus43, which convert caffeic acid to 
quinones and melanines at injured cells. They are different enzymes in terms of molecular 
mass and amino acid composition, but with an identical reaction path involving a single 
type 3 copper center. We also report on model complexes which very convincingly support 
our view on the reaction path. 

3.1. PREPARATION OF CATECHOL OXIDASES 

The catechol oxidases were isolated according to a modified procedure developed by 
Fischer for the Lycopus enzyme43. All operations were performed at 4°C. A typical 
preparation started with 40 g lyophilized leaves. The lyophilized leaves were suspended in 
1.4 I buffer (0.05 M imidazole, 0.1 M sodium ascorbate, 0.3 % triton X -100) pH = 6.0 
and homogenized with an Ultra-Turrax (6000 rpm) in the presence of 60 g 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Sigma), in order to absorb low molecular mass phenolic 
compounds like caffeic acid, the natural substrate. The homogenate was centrifuged at 
10000 x g for 1 hand the supernatant liquid was filtered through glass wooI. A 1.5 fold 
volume of ethanol was slowly added to the solution and stirred for another 2 h. After 30 
min of centrifugation at 10000 x g the precipitate was resuspended two times in 400 ml 
0.05 M triethanolamine acetate at pH = 5.8 with 0.025 M sodium ascorbate under stirring 
for several hours. The solution was again centrifuged at 10000 x g. The c1ear supernatant 
was loaded onto a DEAE cellulose column (2 x 30 cm) at 40 ml/h. Catechol oxidase 
passed through and the active fractions were pooled, buffered to 0.05 M triethanolamine 
acetate (pH = 6.8) and loaded onto a column (2 x 20 cm) of Q sepharose FF (Pharmacia). 
The absorbed enzyme was eluted with a 0 - 0.8 M NaCl gradient at 40 ml/h. The active 
fractions were pooled and concentrated by ultrafiltration, (Amicon PM 10) to 10 mI. This 
enzyme solution was buffered to 0.05 M sodium phosphate at pH = 7.0 and subjected to 
gel permeation chromatography on a Sephadex G-I00 superfine column (Pharmacia, 2 x 
100 cm) with either 0.05 M sodium phosphate or triethanolamine acetate at pH 7.0. The 
slightly yellowish fractions were pooled and stored at 4 °C without loss of activity for 
several months. 
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Figure 6. UV -Vis spectrum of catechol oxidase from Lycopus at pH 7 before and 
after addition ofH202 

3.2. PROPERTIES OF THE ENZYMES 

The catechol oxidases of Lycopus (Mr = 40 kDa) and PopuJus (Mr = 56 kDa) are copper 
enzymes of type 3 which only catalyze the oxidation of catechols to quinones without 
acting on tyrosine. They are isolated in the antiferromagnetically coupled Cu(II)-Cu(II) 
met form and exhibit after addition of H202 an absorption band at 345 nm with E-values 
of3500 M-l cm-1 and 3000 M-1cm- 1. Saturation ofthe Lycopus enzyme is reached with 
6 equivalents of H202, of the PopuJus enzyme with 80 equivalents.The new absorption 
band has to be assigned to a peroxo Cu(lI) charge transfer transition and corresponds to 
that of the peroxo complexes of hemocyanin and tyrosinase, but with a much lower 
intensity comparable to that of laccase or ascorbate oxidase. 

MALDI spectra of the catechol oxidases from Lycopus and black poplar display singly 
charged molecular ions with Mr of 39800 for the Lycopus monomer (M+). They are 
detected as well as the muItiply charged molecular ions M2+and M3+ with signals at 
20000 and 14000 Da, respectively. For the black poplar enzyme a Mr of 56000 Da is 
found. The multiply charged monomer molecular ions at 28000 and 18700 Da are also 
seen. 

The electronic spectrum of the native enzyme from Lycopus in 0.05 M sodium 
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 without and after addition of H202 is presented in Fig. 6. The 
protein part of the UV spectrum with the maximum at 280 nm depends on the presence of 
tyrosines, but there is no significant shoulder at 288 nm which would be expected in the 
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presence of higher amounts of tryptophan. The absence of a shoulder in the range of 345 
um in both native enzymes indicates that they are in the met form after preparation. 
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Figure 7. Fourier transform ofthe k3-weighted fine structure ofthe Lycopus enzyme. 

Solid line: Fourier transform range 28 < k < 115 nm-I; dotted line: Fourier 
trans form range 50 < k < 115 um-I 

Addition of H202 leads to a new absorption band at 345 um with an E-value of 3000 
mol-1 cm- 1 . Saturation is reached with 6 equivalents of H202. For the poplar enzyme 
100 equivalents are needed. According to Solomonn et al. [40] the new absorption band at 
345 um has to be attributed to the oxy form of the catechol oxidase, caused by an 022-
~Cu(II) charge transfer transition. Such a CT band, however with a relatively high E
value of 20000 mol-1cm-1 after addition of H202, is also reported for hemocyanin and 
tyrosinase35,41,44. The insert shows that higher concentrations of H202 lead to a time 
dependent reaction with an isosbestic point and to inactivation indicating destruction of the 
peroxo complex. The band also disappears after gel filtration on Sephadex G 75. The 
original spectrum of the native met enzyme is obtained. Further addition of 2, 4, 6 and 8 
equivalents of catechol (c - f) results in the appearance of a new absorption band at 390 um 
belonging to the reaction product o-benzoquinone. The 345 nm absorption band 
disappears. Obviously aIl the H202 is reduced to H20. 

The EXAFS data (Fig. 7) for both catechol oxidases45 in the met form show a very 
short CuKKKCu distance of 293 pm as compared to 340 - 360 pm for the other type 3 Cu 
proteins, indicating J..l-hydroxo bridges at the met enzymes. 

3.3. MODEL COMPLEXES 

Model complexes with CuKKKCu distances of 300 pm with two, three or four coordi
nating ligands (Fig. 8), one of them a bridging phenoxo group, show phenoxo 0 Cu(II) 
charge transfer bands in the range of 400 to 460 um. Those with 4 and 3 ligands do not 
exhibit an increased absorption in the range of 350 um after addition of H202. In contrast, 
dinuclear complexes with only two ligands besides weakly bonded J..l-aqua or J..l-hydroxo 
ligands show a new absorption band at 345 um. At the same time, a J..l-hydroxo absorption 
band disappears at 315 um. Catechol is oxidized by H202 as weIl as with 02 in presence 
of the complex. The spectroscopic data indicate that two different bidentate binding sites 
exist for catechol and H202 resp. 02. The electron transfer from catechol to oxygen 
requires simultaneous binding of both substrates and should occur without formation of a 
stable Cu(I) intermediate. 
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Figure 9. Absorption spectrum ofthe dipodal complex I (see insert; coord. sphere 
completed by water ligands ) with and without 1, 2 and 3 equivalents of 
H202. Insert: Difference spectrum proving the new band at 345 nm and 
the increase ofthe absorption at 397 nm 

The unexpectedly short CuKKKCu distance obtained from the EXAFS data induced 
studies on the spectral behaviour of dinuclear model complexes with CuKKKCu distances 
in the same range of 300 pm. Therefore we chose to prepare complexes containing 
dinucleating ligands with phenoxo or alkoxo bridges. In one of these compounds, 
[Cu40CI4(bpyrkhJ·2CH30H, a CuKKKCu distance of 298 pm is observed in the 
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[CU2bpyrk]3+ subunit from X-ray crystal structure analysis. If H202 binds to these 
complexes in a similar way as in the ~e, we should also expect a peroxo 0 Cu(n) CT 
band (synthesis ofthe ligand hbpyrk see 6. 

A series of dinuc1ear and tetranuclear model complexes were synthesized with various 
types of tri- penta- and heptadentate dinuc1eating ligands (Fig. 8), primarily with bridging 
phenolate or a1coholate. 

Only the complex of copper(n) with the ligand hbpyrk (Fig. 9) with a )l-phenoxo ~ 
Cu(n) CT band at 403 nm and a )l-hydroxo ~ Cu(n) CT band at 315 nm shows a new 
band after addition of H202 and an increase in intensity of the phenoxo ~ Cu(n) CT 
transition which shifts from 403 nm to 396 nm. Saturation is reached at five equivalents, 
nearly identical with the saturation in the case of the Lycopus enzyme (Fig. 6). The insert . 
demonstrates the maximum of the new band at 346 nm which should be the )l-peroxo ~ 
Cu(n) CT transition. Furthermore the )l-hydroxo ~ Cu(H) CT band, which is in the 
complex at 315 nm, disappears after addition ofH202, as shown in Fig. 10. These results 
indicate that the peroxo complex is only formed, ifbesides the two complex ligands further 
co ordination sites are occupied by weakly binding aqua or )l-hydroxo ligands. At least one 
)l-hydroxo ligand is displaced by the peroxo group. 
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Figure 10. Absorption spectrum ofcomplex I without (a) and after addition of5 
equivalents ofH202 (b). Insert: Disappearance ofthe band at 315 nm 
after H202 addition 

Fig. 11 shows that addition of one equivalent of catechol in the absense of H202 reduces 
the intensity of the phenoxo ~ Cu(n) band and also that of the )l-hydroxo CT band in the 
305 - 315 nm range, indicating interaction with the complex. However, we do not see 
reduction of Cu(H) to Cu(I) which should cause complete loss the phenoxo CT band, nor 
do we see reduction of oxygen which should result in the formation of the peroxo complex 
with its increased intensity at 345 nm. In order to decide whether it is the same )l-hydroxo 
CT band which disappeared after addition of H202 we first added one equivalent of 
catechol. The difference spectrum (insert of Fig. 11) demonstrates a further reduction of 
the absorption in the 305 - 315 nm range and a shift ofthe maximum which let us suggest 
that a different group is replaced by catechol. 
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We investigated the time dependence of the oxidation of 5 equivalents catechol in the 
presence of 5 equivalents of H2ü2 by the complex. The colour changes to brown; 
according to our investigations the melanine products (not identified) are obviously the 
same as those obtained without H2ü2 in the presence of oxygen. Similar results are found 
with the complex of Teipe147,48 in which the pyrrolidine is replaced by morpholine, 
synthesized in analogy to complex I. 
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Figure 11. Absorption spectrum of complex I without (a) and after addition of 1 
equivalent of catechol (b). Insert: The difference spectrum after addition 
of 1 equivalent ofH2ü2 (c) and after an additional equivalent of 
catechol (d) 

It is remarkable that only those interact with H2ü2 which have two coordination sites 
occupied by donor atoms of the dinueleating ligands and two co ordination sites 
unoccupied, thus supplying additional binding sites for solvent molecules or substrates. 
The H2ü2 uptake is connected with the appearence ofthe 345nm ~-peroxo ~ Cu(II) CT 
band and disappearance of a 315 nm ~-hydroxo ~ Cu(II) CT-band (s. insert of Fig. 10). 
This strongly indicates displacement of a ~-hydroxo group by a ~-peroxo group. For the 
reduction of the peroxo complex the enzyme as weIl as our model compound use catechol. 
This requires an additional binding site for catechol which transfers two electrons to the 
peroxo group. In order to examine the mechanisms of the activity of copper enzymes and 
copper complexes we have used and refined the method of molecular modeling49. For a 
recent review on copper-dioxygen complexes see50• 
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MOLYBDENUM - COPPER ANTAGONISM 

DIMITRIS P. KESSISSOGLOU 
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54006 Thessalonild, GREECE 

1. Indroduction 

Antagonism is the Greek word which best describes the struggle between two opposite 
sites both wanting to overrule. Many scientists use the synonymous word competition but 
if we try to analyse the two words I think the distinct difference is on the results. The 
Antagonism stresses who is the winner and who is the loser. In the competition the rank 
of the competitors is also of interest and more related with the Greek word Synagonism. 

Table 1. Oxidation States of some metals at pH=7 taking into account the formation of 
Hydroxides 

y >-3 -2 - -3 -1 --2 0--1 0 0- 1 1-2 2-3 >3 
Ca2+ Ca 

Cu Cu+ Cu.l+ 
Mg.l+ Mg 

MOH Mo Mo02 
Mo02 

Mn2+ Mn3+ Mn Mn02 Mn03 Mn04 
Mn04-

Ni Ni.l+ Ni j + 
Fe.l+ Fe Fej + Fe04 

Cr3+ Cr.l+ Cr CrOA-
y3+ y2+ 

Y02+ 
HV04- Y 

Co Nj2+ C0 3+ Co02 
Zn2+ Zn 

This truth is quite obvious in everyday life and chemistry maybe is the science where 
antagonism is an essential procedure. Electrochemical series is based on the antagonism of 
metals to kick out other metals from their compounds but the same time the competition of 
the elements allow us to regulate an electrochemical reaction. In biology antagonism is so 
important making the whole procedure the crucial point for the existence of the life. 
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In this report the interest is focused on the antagonism between two metal ions, 
molybdenum and copper but before we try to frame this particular procedure it is of 
interest to give some principal informations on metal ions antagonism of biological 
interest. 

The elements, except of C, H, N and 0, essential for the synthesis of biological 
macromolecules, which have essential functional potential are: i) Na, K, Ca for the 
transmission of information, ii) Fe, Cu, Zn, Mo for catalysis, iii) Fe, Mn, Cu for transfer of 
electrons and iv) Ca, P, Si for the building of solid structures. Of course there is the 
question why living systems use only these metal ions and reject the rest ones as toxic. 
One restriction is the redox potential in water at pH=7 which range from -0.42 to +0.78 V 
and so a transition metal ion has a small range of stable oxidation states e.g. Fe(+2, +3), 
Cu(+l, +2) etc. (Table 1) 

2. Effective stability constant 

A genaral mechanism describing the uptake of a certain metal ion Mn+ involves aseries of 
reactions which are interrelated, as it is obvious at the following scheme for plants. 

(3) at the surmce ofplants 
Metal-Soil Solution(near the roots) 

(2)t DiffUsion (1 ') 
Metal-Soil Solution(near the Surface) 

(l)t 
Metal- Soil 

Scheme 1. Some pathways for the uptake and incorporation of metals and ligands in soil. 
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Step 1 describes the presence and then the solubility in water of metal ions in the soil. In 
some cases is activ also step l' when the plant sends out a ligand L which interact with 
metal ion giving a soluble complex. Step 2 is related with a diffusional procedure and 
depends on the nature of metal salt, on the distance to the roots and on the nature of the 
soils. Steps 1', 3, 4, and 5 are complexing reactions under thermodinamic or kinetic 
biologieal control. In some of these steps may occur redox reactions as is the case of 
Mo042- and many ofthese redox steps are irreversible. Many ofthe uptake mechanism are 
not specific, given the possibility of antagonism. The affinity of the alkaline-earth and 
first-series transition metal ions towards organic carboxylates, phosphates, sulphates etc 
represented by the stability constants of their complexes shows little selectivity. For 
istance, leaves from sugar cane bind Cu2+ , Zn2+, and Mn2+ with a 10gK 1.87, 1.95 and 
1.79 respectively. Many plants concetrate ions on their surfaces some essential and some 
biologieal toxie. The overall process explains why non-essential elements may antagonise 
with the essential elements and may preferentially captured. 

In order to understand what affect the selective uptake of metal ions and consequently 
the antagonism of metal ions is necessary to examine the terms whieh involve into these 
processes. 

To a first approximation we can consider that when any organic surface is immersed in 
an aqueous media, e.g. roots in soil the uptake is based upon equilibrium considerations, 
i.e. 

Amount bound varies as KMLX [concentration of free ion] where KML is the effective 
stability constant of the 1: 1 complex of each metal ion with the ligands at the surface. 

The effective stability constants (KML efl) are the critical values which control the amount 
of metal ions bound to biologieal systems. The effective stability constant (KML efl) is 
related to convetional stability constant by the equation 

logKMILIeff = 10gK MILI - loga L - loga M 

considering competitive complex formation for two metals MI and M2 and two ligands LI 
and L2 and when only MILI and M2LI complexes are formed. 

i=n i=n 
{logKMILIeff = 10gK MILI - log[ 1 + L K MIL2 [ L2 ]i } - log{ 1 + L KLI [ H+ ]i ] + 

i=l i=1 

+ KM2L1 [M2]} and for a protic acid(LH) 

10gK MILIeff = 10gK MILI - log{ 1 + K LlH [H+ ] + } - log{ 1 + L K LI [ H+ ] + 

K M2L1[M2]} - log[l + K MIL2 [L2]} 

Disregarding acidity effects assuming that the proton does not complete for the site then 
MI + M2 + LI + L2 ~ MIL I + M2L2 

when M IL2 exc1uded by lack ofMJ, removed by L1 
M2L1 exc1uded by lack ofL1 ,removed by M1 

The generation of this circumnstance can be approached in terms of effective stability 
constants 
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logK M1L1 eff = [MILd / [Md* x[Ld* 

where [Md* is the concentration of MI not bound to LI and [LIl* is the concetration of 
LI not bound to MJ, i.e. in each case it is a sum which one can easily derive as 
[Md* = [Md{ 1 + K M1L2 [L2]} 

[Ld* = [Ld { 1+ K M2L1[M2]} 

if binding of M2 and LI is to be avoided we have to decrease [M21 to such an extent that 
KM2LI[M21 becomes smaller than say 1% to be negleted in the expression for [LIl*. This 
can be done by preferential binding of M2 to L:2 . In this case M2 = [M2L21 / [L21xKM2L2 
one obtains K M2L1 [ M2L2 1 / KM2L2 [L21 < 10-

3. Selectivity of the Uptake 

The different ways of achieving selective binding based on: 

3.1.1 Charge Type: In aqueous media V, Cr, Mn and Fe normaly found in oxidation states 
+3, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn in oxidation states +2. Appropriate biologicalligands for 
the M3+ ions are small anoins such as R2N-, RO-. Highly negative charged ligands having 
RO-, donors, which occurs in hydroximates, enolates, phenolates are useful in the selective 
uptake of Fe3+ and Mn3+ . Vanadium and Molybdenum in the second row are probably 
handled initially as oxoanions, V043- and Mo04-. 

3.1.2 Ion Size. Selection by complexation based on size is used by biological systems. The 
ligands are often cyelic and create a central cavity which fits most elosely a particular 
cation size. Recently of so-called crown-ethers and other macrocyclic ligands strongly 
favour the complexation of one particular ion. Magnesium is taken up in a porphyrin-type 
cyclic ligand of fixed geometry and cavity size, chlorophyll in contrast with calcium which 
is exeluded due to its large size. Another method to have size selectivity based on covalent 
ligand design is by protein folding. Size selectivity is sensitive and affect ions of quite 
similar size e.g. Mn2+(O.75 Ä radius) logK[MnEDTA)=14.l, Zn2+(O.60 Ä radius) 
10gK[znEDTAl =16.2. 
3.1.3 Liganding Atom, This mechanism is based on the affinity of the hard ions for 
oxygen-donor ligands, while the soft ions prefer to co ordinate to sulfur or nitrogen donors. 
The Irving-Williams order of stability shows that the divalent transition metals form 
complexes that may differ in their thermodynamic stability by several orders of magnitude 
if the liganding atoms are appropriately chosen. It is known that outside the cell most 
donors are of the O-donor variety and RSH ligands are oxidized away. This means that 
uptake inside/outside selectivity can be based on soft/hard discrimination Cu/Zn 
antagonism, Copper is bound by 4 nitrogen as in superoxide dismutase in the inside cells 
or 4(N/S) sites as in plastocyanin-like proteins outside cells, overcoming antagonism with 
zinc which is more available. Selectivity by donor atom type is very powerfull if the 
concentrations of ligands and metal are controlled. 
3.1.4 Preferentiaf Coordination Geometry The most characteristic example describing the 
preference of certain metal ions for coordinating sites of particular geometry is the 
metalloenzyme superoxide-dismutase. In the blue-green superoxide Dismutase there is 
simultaneous zinc and copper selectivity, the zinc site is elose to tetrahedral and the copper 
site shows a distorted tetragonal geometry. In the wine-red Mn(III)-SOD the manganese 
ion prefers tetragonal geometry, while in yellow Fe(III)-SOD the iron prefers tertrahedral 
or octahedral co ordination geometries. We have to notice that while the metal ions have 
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preferred geometries, it is the organic ligands which generate holes of perticular sizes and 
shapes. 
3.1.5 Spin-pairing stabilization. For transition metal ions there is a possibility to increase 
selectivity based on a spin-state change of a metaion binding to some ligands.. The 
selection of iron in preference to copper in porphyrins could perhaps be based on the low
spin stabilisation of Fe(II). It is expected that strong N/S-donor ligands will bind to low
spin Co(III»Mn(III»Fe(III) while the order for low-spin divalent ions will be 
F e(II»Co(II»Mn(II). 
3.1.6 Binding in clusters. Generally, clusters are stabilised by highly charged cations since 
they involve highly charged anions, 0 2- and S2- and in biology are only observed in 
proteins. Clusters are usually found to anion protein sidechains 

4. Molybdenum-Copper Antagonism 

4.1. Mo, Cu, S CHEMISTRY 

The antagonistic function of the molybdenum ion with regard to copper in humans and 
animals3 has raised the interest in the interaction of Cu ions with ligated molybeJenum 
species. Most of the Mo-Cu mixed-metal complexes reported till now(apo ergasla 12) 
employ mainly [MOS4]2- as the source of the molybdenum component. The so called 
Mo1ybdenum-Copper Antagonism is probably enhanced by the synergic effect of sulfur as 
sulfate or thioamino acids(uno wyuenu Inorg Chim. Acta 1992,493). The compounds 
having a [Mo04]2- moiety, the major source for free molybdenum in biological systems at 
pH=7, interacting with Cu(II) ions could give a new insight in the understanding the 
metabolic disturbances and diseases in humans and animals caused by deficiency(Growth 
depression; defective keratinization; hyperocipurinaemia) or excess[Anaemia; persistent 
dysentery(grazing animals); gout-like syndrome(USSR)] of molybdenum due to 
interference with Cu(II) absorption. Studies for understanding this Mo-Cu interaction a 
series of compounds with [MoS4]2- and Cu(I) have been prepared and can be classified 
according to their Mo:Cu ratio. 
4.1.2. Binuc1ear Comp1exes with Mo:Cu 1:1 Ratio: The complexes have the core 

with the Mo ion in an oxidation state 6+, while the Cu(I) atom is also coordinated to thio 
containing ligands or cyano-ions5,6(e.g. CuSR(MoS4)]2- or CuCN(MoS4)]2- . The crystal 
structure of (t-BuNC)4Mo(J.t-t-BuShCuBr have shown a distorted octahedral geometry 
around Mo(II) and an almost exact trigonal-planar coordination environment around Cu(I) 
ion7• 

4.1.3. Trinuclear Comp1exes with Cu:Mo 2:1 Ratio: For this ratio two types of metal 
arrangments have been observed, the a) "linear" 6-8 and the b) "bent" 9. In the linear 
arrangment Mo occupies the cetral position with an tetrahedral geometry around Mo atom 
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while the Cu atoms adopt trigonal planar or tetrahedral environment. In the compound 
[Cu2Br2(MoS4)]2- the two Br atoms can be substituded with CN groups forming a zig-zag 
polymer with Cu{J.t2-CNhCu bridges. For the "bent" arrangment the compounds reported9 

contain the [MoOS3h core. 
4.1.4. Tetranuc1ear Complexes with Cu:Mo 2:2, 3:1 and 1:3 Ratio: The only known 
tetranuc1ear geometry with 2:2 ratio is the linear observed in the structure of 
[{(CsHJONOhMo{J.trS) 2Cu-llrClh] compoundJO. 

The 3: 1 ratio propably is the most favour for more than one arrangements. In the "open" 
arragment11 ,l2 the thimolybdate moiety [MoS4]2- acts as tetradentate ligand with Cu-Mo-
Cu angle of900. L 

/ 

L-/L~[ 
\/~s/Cu-L 

s 
The compound [Cu3C13(MoS4)]2- is the most characteristic compound. Going from the 

"open" to the "bent" structure we observe a distinct difference. Only compounds having 
the [MoS30]2- moiety have been reported9,13 in which the terminal oxygen remain 
unbound 
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Finally for the "c1osed" structure -the cubane-like core- having 3 Cu and I Mo atoms both 
species [MOOS3j2- and [MoS4j2- have been reported 14 e.g. [Cu3CI3MoS30j2-, 
[Cu3MoS3CI](PPh3hO. 

For the Cu:Mo 1:3 ratio the only compound reported up today is this having the 
[M03CUS4] core lS 

4.1.5. Pentanuc/ear Complexes with Cu:Mo 4:1 Ratio: Only "open" structures were 
isolated with the thiomolybdate species [MoS4]2- acting as tetradentate ligand 

and in which the presence of CI, or Sr ligands leads to the formation of a polymeric linear 
chain l6 e.g. [Cu4Br4MoS4]2-
4.1.6. Hexanuc/ear and Heptanuclear Complexes with Cu:Mo 5:/ or 6:1 Ratio: Only one 
example for each ratio have been reported I7•18. For the ratio 5:1 the compound 
[CuSCI7MoS4]4- shows a double cubane-Iike structrure 

Cl\ Cl Cl 
cu-j;s-c! 

/1 cf/I Cl/I 
l/s-bM0-bs 

Cu __ s __ Cu 

/ '" Cl Cl 
while for the compound [Cu6CI9MoS4]5- the overall geometry could be described as a 
distorted octahedron of coppers encapsulating the tetrahedral thiomolybdate 
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4.2. Mo, Cu, 0 CHEMISTRY 

While the chemistry of Mo(VI) thiometaHates in interaction with Cu(I) and Cu(H) ions has 
been weH established no reports about Mo(VI)-Cu(H) complexes with rich in oxygen 
environment there are in the literature. Taking this chaHange to explore this interaction we 
have chosen as ligands rich hydroxy schiff-bases. 

Mo and Cu Schiff-bases complexes represent an important and interesting class of 
co ordination compounds. Schiff-bases containing polyfunctional groups have not only 
produced stable metal complexes but these ligands and their metal complexes have played 
a significant role in the domain ofmodel systems ofbiological interest. Mo(VI) and Cu(H) 
metal ions have more or less a significant role in many metalloenzymes. 

The higher oxidation states of molybdenum complexes contain the molybdenum oxo 
group [Mo02]2+ . It is weIl known18-20 that catalytic reactions of the molybdenoenzyrnes 
involve oxidation states Mo(VI), Mo(V) and Mo(IV) during the process of electron 
transfer to or from the redox centers. Simple molybdenum(VI) co ordination compounds 
contain the cis-dioxo [Mo02]2+ cation. Bidentate, tridentate and tetradentate Schiff-base
[Mo02]2+ complexes with six-coordinate environment have been reported21 The 
monomeric form of Mo02L'A(L=Schiff-base, A=monodentate ligand) is the dominant for 
tridentate Schiff-bases. 
4.2.1. Synthesis. The synthesis ofmolybdenum compounds can be achieved via the pseudo 
template reaction of Mo(VI) acetylacetonate with salicylaldehyde, S-Bromo
Salicylaldehyde or S-chloro-salicylaldehyde and 2-amino-2-methyl-I,3-propanediol or 2-
amino-2-ethyl-I,3-propanediol, in methanol. The reactions involve deprotonation of the 
ligand by the Mo02 (acach without using a base, e.g., 

XC6H3(OH)CHO + H2NC(R)(CH20Hh +Mo02(acach 
M002[XC6H3(O)CH=NC(R)(CH20)(CH20H)(CH30H) 

MeOH 

~ 
(1) 

The molybdenum compounds are yellow crystalline solids that appear to be air and 
moisture stable. Reaction of Mo02(5-CI-Hsaladhp)(MeOH)[H3saladhp=I,3-Dihydroxy-2-
methyl-2-(salicylideneamino)propane] with Cu(CH3COOh in methanol/acetonitriIe 1:1, 
yields the mixed metal CU2M0204[S-CI-Ph(O)CH=NC(CH3)(CH20hhCCH30h (1) 
cluster with a M02CU204 cubane like core22. (Figure 1) 
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2 Mo02[5-CI-Ph(0)CH=NC(CH3)(CH20)(CH20H)](CH30H) + 2Cu(CH3COOh 
MeOH 
~ CU2M0204[5-CI-Ph(0)CH=NC(CH3)(CH20hh(CH30h + 4CH3COOH 

Figure 1. The crystal structure of(l) 

4.2.2. Structure. The M02CU204 core can be described as a strongly distorted cube in 
which four corners are occupied by two copper and two molybdenum atoms. The cube is 
completed by four oxygen atoms from the two Schiff-base and two methoxy ligands. The 
copper atoms are bridged by the alkoxy oxygen atoms ofthe saladhp ligand with a Cu ... Cu 
distance 2.951 Ä and the molybdenum atoms, by the methoxy oxygen atoms with a 
Mo .... Mo distance of 3.528 Ä; the Mo and Cu atoms are connected by one methoxy and 
one alkoxy oxygen atom with an average Mo .... Cu distance of 3.429 Ä. In mixed Mo-Cu 
compounds with a CU3MoS3CI cubane like core the Cu ... Cu distances are quite longer(3.1 0 
-3.19 Ä) whereas the Mo .... Cu distances are quite shorter(2.68-2.74 Ä). The Mo ... Mo 
distances of 3.528 Ä is more than 0.6 Ä longr than those observed in complexes with 
M03CUS4 or M04S4 cubane like core. One of the most intersting and unsual features of this 
structure is the dihedral angle of 150.8 ° between the two 0(8) - Cu- 0(18) planes; this is 
the first example of a cubane-like complex containing a triply alkoxo-bridged roof-shaped 
Cu(II) dimmer with a dihedral angle differing so greatly from 180 0. Moreover, the 
dihedral angle ofthe two 0(5)-Mo-0(6) planes was found to be 168.1 0. The 0(3)atom of 
the Mo=O moiety has a contact to a neighboring cube through the Cu(2)[Cu(2)-0(3) 
=2.640 Ä] atom, affording an infinite-chain arrangement. 

Reflux of (1) with excess of bipyridyl in acetonitrile yields pale blue-green crystals of 
the tetranuclear cluster, CuM030g[5-CI-Ph(0)CH=NC(CH3)(CH20)(CH20H)h(bpyh
This procedure was successful only with the 5-CI and 5-Br saladhp analogue. The X-ray 
structure of (2) confirms the presence of a trinuclear unit [M030 g]2- coordinatively bound 
to [Cu(bpy)] 2+ ion(Figure 2). 
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CI9 

CL' 

C29 

Figure 2. The crystal structure of (2) 

The molybdenum part of the structure may be described in terms of three oxo-bridged 
molybdenum centers, altemating one tetraoxomolybdate center [Mo04]2-, and two six co
ordinated [Mo02(schiff-base)] moieties. The two oxo-groups of the capping [M004]2-
unit interact with the schiff-base co-ordinated Mo atoms at an average distance of 2.22 Ä. 
The third oxo group of the trip odal [Mo04]2- tetrahedron bridges the [M030 g]2- unit with 
the [Cu(Bpy)]2+ ion, possessing one site in the equatorial plane ofthe trigonal bipyramidal 
Cu2+ co ordination environment. The Mo-O(alkoxy) 1.915 Ä, Mo-O(phenoxy) 1.971 
Ä(average) and Mo-N, 2.229 Ä(average) distances of the schiff-base are consistent with 
the Mo-O and Mo-N distances ofthe monomer analogue. It is noteworthy that the sum of 
the trans Mo-O distances of the [Mo02(saladhp)] units are almost identical (3.876-3.998 
Ä) with a mean value of3.933 Ä. While the octahedrons around each Mo(schiff-base) units 
show a strong cis-distortion the lack of any elongation or depression along one of the axis 
of the octahedron is a strong evidence that Mo keep a dO configuration with a Mo(VI) 
oxidation state. The phenolate and the coordinated aliphatic oxygens occupy trans 
positions of the octahedron. The 0(14) bridging the Mo and Cu unit forms an angle of 
140.6(2) ° while the angles for the oxygens connecting the Mo(l) with Mo(2) and Mo(3) 
are 145.5(2)° and 161.2(2)° respectively. The [Mo04f- moiety shows an almost ideal 
tetrahedral geometry with the O(i) - Mo(1) - O(j) angles around Mo(1) varying from 
107.8° to 111.3° with an average value of 109.4°. The copper unit shows a distorted 
trigonal bipyramidal geometry in which each bpy molecule occupies one axial and one 
equatorial position. The axial distances Cu(l) - N(22) = 1.990 A and Cu(1) - N(ll) = 

1.978 Ä are shorter than those on the equatorial plane Cu(1) - N(21) = 2.161 Ä Cu(1) -
N(12) = 2.047 Ä consistent with a local molecular dz2 ground state23. 

The co-ordination mode of the Schiff-base is also quite interesting. In the starting 
material Mo02(5-CI-Hsaladhp)(MeOH), it acts as tridentate ligand, possessing three sites 
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in the equatorial plane of the molybdenum octahedron. In the compound (1) the schiff 
base is transferred from the molybdenum to copper ion and acts as tetradentate ligand with 
two oxygens and one nitrogen bound to Cu2+ ion, occupying the three sites in the basal 
plane ofthe square pyramid and one oxygen bound to Mo(VI) ion, while in compound (2) 
the schiff base returns to Mo atom acting again as tridentate ligand and possessing the 
three sites in the equatorial plane ofthe molybdenum octahedron. 
4.2.3. Spcctroscopic Propcrtics. The Mo02(schiff-base)(CH30H) complexes exhibit two 
v(O=Mo=O) vibrations at about 930 cm-I(vasym) and 880-890 cm-I(vsym) confirming the 
presence of a cis-Mo02 structure; in the case of a trans-Mo02 group, only one band is 
expected. Dioxomolybdenum(VI) prefers the cis-Mo02 structure for maximum utilisation 
of the MOdn - Opn orbitals for chemical bonding. The corresponding CU2M0204(schiff
baseh(MeOh complexes show three v(O=Mo=O) vibrations in the region 940-950, 910-
920 and 885-890 cm-I. The IR spectrum of the compound (2) displays a complex pattern 
ofbands in the 770-920 cm-I range attributable to Mo-O modes. The bands at 920 and 890 
cm-I may be assigned to the cis-Mo02 moieties ofthe molybdenum atoms bound to schiff
base ligand(supra infra) while the bands at 770, 805 and 825 cm-I and that at 860 cm-I 
may be attributed to the bridged and terminal Mo=O group of the Mo04 moiety24, 
respectively. This assignment show a linear relation with the bond-Iengths observed for the 
(2) complex. 

In the region 3000-3400 cm-I the monomer complexes show two broad bands due to 
the v(O-H) of the coordinated methanol and the uncoordinated CH20H group of the 
ligand. The v(C=N) and v(C=O) bands ofthe schiff-bases appear at about 1630 and 1530 
cm-I respectively, characteristic of the five member ring Mo-O-C-C-C-N. At the 
corresponding CU2M0204(Schiff-baseh(MeOh complexes ,the Av ofv(C=N) - v(C=O) is 
smaller by 20-30 cm-I reflecting the substitution of Mo by Cu. For the (2) compounds the 
v(C=N) and v(C=O) bands are observed at frequencies expected for the Mo02(schiff
base) species. 

The room-temperature powder X-band EPR spectrum of CU2M0204[5-CI
Ph(O)CH=NC(CH3)(CH20hhCCH30h presents two features at ca. 800 and 7500 G, 
(figure 4) 

H I .0 

Figure 4. Room-temperature EPR powder spectrum of (1) 
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which is in accordance with a dimmer with an S= 1 ground state,in good agreement with 
the magnetic susceptibility results. Moreover, the existence of only two lines is indicative 
of D>hv and of a strongly unaxial D tensor. As a matter of fact, D and Evalues of 
0.45±0.05 cm-I and 0.15±0.05 cm-I respectively, could be estimated3I by assuming ag 
value of 2.08. The observed lined are due to the IBO transitions in the perpendicular 
orientations: from the y axis(800 G) and from the x axis(7500 G). The room-temperature 
powder and the low temperature(T=95 oe) DMSO-glass X-band EPR spectrum of (2) is 
typical of a Cu(H) ion with no interaction with the [Mo04]2- moiety. The EPR powder 
spectrum shows only a broad band with g=2.12, while in the EPR DMSO-glass spectrum 
at 95 K, four copper hyperfine components (1=312) appear in the low field gll signal, with 
gll= 2.26, gl. = 2.06 and All = 165.4.104 cm- I . This clearly shows that the unpaired 
electron is located on Cu(H) IOn and the oxidation states for copper and molybdenum are 
2+ and 6+ respectively. No super hyperfine structure of the EPR signal due to copper
nitrogen interaction has been detected. 
4.2.4. Magnetic Properties. All the monomer Mo complexes are diamagnetic. The 
magnetic behaviour of (1) and (2) in the form ofaXM T vs T plot, XM being the magnetic 
susceptibility per copper(H) ion and T the temperature, is shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5_ Magnetic data of(1) and (2) in a temperature range 4-300 K 

For (2) at room temperature XMT is e~ual to 0.375 cm3 K·mot-I and the llefF2.184 MB 
while at 5.00 K, it is equal to 0.464 cm 'K'mot-I and the llefF2.179 MB. Each cluster is 
composed of one Cu(H) and three Mo(VI) ions. However, the three Mo(VI) ions are 
diamagnetic: hence, the only paramagnetic center in the cluster is the Cu(H) ion. All the 
values of magnetic susceptibility follow the so-called Curie-Weiss law showing an 
idealised for S= 1/2 system behaviour. 

For (1) the interpretation ofthe magnetic behaviour in the 4.2-290 K temperature range 
is straightforward. Each cubane-like core of the complex is composed of two pairs of 
Cu(H) and Mo(VI) ions. However, the two Mo(VI) ions are diamagnetic; hence, only the 
exchange parameter for the two Cu(H) interacting between the two single ion spin doublets 
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linkages. Recently Holm at al 28 have reported the structures of two dimmers M020 3(3-t
Bussph(DMF)z and M020 3(3-t-Bussph(DMF)z which are the products ofthe reaction of 
the Mo(VI)02(Schiff-base)(DMF) with PMePh2 as weU as the structure of the 
mononuclear MoO(3-t-Bussp)(bpy). AU these complexes reported are diamagnetic, while 
the compounds presented here, show a Ileff of ab out 1.6 - 1.7MB which is consistent with 
the presence of one unpaired e1ectron per molybdenum ion. Powder EPR spectra are 
characterised by a single broad signal with g=1.900, agreeing for 5+ oxidation state of the 
central atom29. The paramagnetism of these compounds may be explained if we accept a 
monomeric form, with a Mo(V) having a square pyramidal environment. Further support 
for this assessment is that aU these complexes exhibit only one v(Mo=O) band at 940 -
950cm-1 consistent with a five co ordinate geometry7. The absence of any band 
characteristic for Mo=O~Mo bridge and the presence of a new strong band at 1100 cm- I 

due to the aliphatic C-O group bound to a Mo atom leads to the conclusion for a 
polymerie structure(scheme 2). The most characteristic evidence for the deprotonation of 
the -CH20H group is the absence of any v(O-H) in the region 3100-3400 cm- I . 

n 

Scheme 2. Proposed Structure for the [Mo(V)O(Schiff-base)]n compounds. 

The reactivity of CU2M0204[5-Cl-Ph(O)CH=NC(CH3)(CH20)zh(CH30)z (1) cluster 
with PbU3 or dppm has been studied by UV-Vis in DMF. The deep green solution slowly 
turns to yeUow. As seen in figure 5 a new intense band appears at 315 nm and two 
isosbestie points at 350 and 420 nm were found. The reaction was considerably slow and 
temperature dependent. At 25°C the reaction proceeded to completion in 24 h while at 60 
°C required 8 h. The reaction products have Amax = 315 nm. The band at 650 and 370 nm 
of the starting solution may be assigned to d-d, and LMCT transition of the copper unit 
as has been showed for the mononuc1ear and binuclear29,30 ana10gous Copper-schiff-base 
complexes. The absence of any absorption at 345 nm or higher but on the other hand the 
appearance of an isosbestie point at this A., reflects the neutrality of Mo(VI) site towards 
the schiff-bases(aU the analogous Mo(VI)02(schiff-base)(DMF) compounds show a band 
at 345 nm) and towards the PBU3 or dppm ( the Mo(V)(schiff-base) show a band at 405 
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leads to two molecular levels characterised by S=O and S=I, respectively, and separated by 
J. J is positive if the spin triplet is the lowest level. At room temperature, the XM T value is 
already higher than that expected (ca. 0.40 cm3 Kmol-I) for a non coupled copper(II) ion. 
The increase in XM T upon cooling shows that the S=1 level is actually the lowest in 
energy. The decrease in XM T below ca.14 K is most likely due to the superimposition of a 
very weak interdimmer antiferromagetic coupling between the S=I molecular spins on the 
intramolecular ferromagnetic coupling. 

Considering the structure, two exchange path ways are possible: one through the 0(8) 
and 0(18) atoms bridging the two neighbouring Cu(1) and Cu (2) atoms of the same 
cubane-like unit and the other one through the 0(3) bridging two subsequent cubane-like 
cores. Although the crystal structure suggests a one-dimensional chain structure, the 
magnetic data indicate that the compound rather behaves magnetically as a chain of weakly 
interacting binuclear units. Therefore, a least-squares fit of the experimental data from 
room temperature down to 4.2 K was attempted first in terms of a binuclear formulation 
via a simple Bleaney-Bowers equation32 The energy gap J between the triplet and the 
single state was deducted from the magnetic data through the theoretical equation 

XM= Nß2g2[3+exp(-J/kT)ll 
kT 

where N,ß,k, and g have their usual meanings. J and g values were determined by 
minimising the reliability factor R=Lj[(Xobsih - (Xtheor)j]2/ L,(Xobsd>?] , giving J=+38 cm-I 
and g=2.215. R was then equal to 1.74xIO-4, showing that a good fit was obtained when 
only interaction within the Cu(II) dimmers inside each cubane-Iike core was considered. 
The absence of a line at ca. 3000 G in the EPR spectrum of (1) (vide infra) is in line with 
the absence of Cu(II) monomeric impurities , confirming further our choice concerning the 
dimmer law used in the fitting procedure. In a second approach, the possible interaetion 
between the Cu(II) dimmers inside each cubane-Iike eore was considered by using the 
molecular field approximation model33. In the frame of this approximation, values of 
+30.5 em-I, 2.241 cm-I, and -0.2342 cm-I were obtained for J,g, and zJ', respectively, with 
a better R value ( R=8.44x 10-5) than that in the previous ca1culation. In the three
parameter fitting with J, g, and zJ' variables, the quality of the fit was improved, 
confirming both the ferromagnetic nature of the intrabinuclear interaction and the 
antiferromagnetic one of the interdimer interaction. Consequently, it seems quite 
appropriate to employ in our ease the moleeular field approximation, with a l' value of -
0.167 cm-I (for z=2) proposed for (1). 
4.2.5. Reactivity with dppm. The reaction of the monomer complexes with dppm in 
methanol or acetonitrile leads to the synthesis of five-coordinate complexes of the type 
MoO(Schiff-base) in which the fifth position of a distorted square pyramidal geometry is 
oceupied by the deprotonated uncoordinated -CH20- moiety of a neirhbouring moleeule. 
Oxygen transfer reactions have been reported by Topich and Lyon 2 .According to their 
results this ~e of reactions leads to the formation of an oxo-molybdenum(IV) eomplex 
with a 4dx electron configuration. Boyd and Spence have synthesised also 
Mo(IV)O(Schiff-base) from the corresponding Mo(VI) complexes using PEtPh2 as the 
reducing agent but only ).l-oxo Mo(V) dimmers M020 3(schiff-baseh were obtained from 
some Mo02(schiff-base) complexes26. Chakravorty at a1 27 have assigned the presenee of 
only a single stretch at 930 cm-I and a broad band at 800 cm-I for Mo02(schiff-base) 
complexes to the formation of a polymer. The polymerisation most likely takes plaee via 
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nm and a shoulder at 510 nm). Considering all these data we may accept that only 
reduction ofthe Cu(II) to Cu(I) take place during this reaction(figure 6). 
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Figure 6. UV -Vis spectra of (1) in the presence of dppm. 
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:~;~:I-~~~l~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~:~~-~?~~ ~ ~~ 
toxicity in mammals ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 367 
trans-[(NH 3 h Pt( 1-MeC-hAg2]2 + ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 187 

trans-[(NH 3 h Pt( I-Me UhAg2] 2+ -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 187 
trans-[(NH3hPt(guanine-N7)(H20)]2+ ------------------------------------------------------------------- 185 
trans-[Pt(NH 3)z C12] ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 220 

::~:r~~~;~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-ii ~ ~;1 ~~ 
trans-phenylcyclopropylmethanol---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 9 
tr~ns~ph~nylmethy~cyclopr?p~ne ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 9 
tricatiomc porphynn amphlphiies -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 52 
tridimensional structure -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 93 
triple-stranded structures ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 190 

tubercidin 5 ' -monophosphate (TuMp2-). ----------------------------------------------------------------- 156 



414 

tubercu1osis---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 16 
two-site reactivity -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 70 
two-spin approximation------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 143 
type 1 copper centre------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 67 
type 3 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 378 
tyrosyl radical------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 57 

-u-
ubihydroquinone ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 86 
umecyanin ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 69; 73 
uncomplexed helix ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 220 
uracil---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 179; 187 

uridine 5'-monophosphate (UMp2-) ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 158 
uteroferrin ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 61 
UV -Vis spec1rum of catechol oxidase -------------------------------------------------------------------- 378 

-V-
vanadium (IV) enterobactin --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 34 
vibrational IR -Raman --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 127 
virion-derived HIV -1 reverse transcriptase -------------------------------------------------------------- 368 
Vitamin B 1 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 115 

-w-
Watson-Crick base-pair ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 149 
Watson-Crick double helix --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 219 
Wermicke's disease ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 115 
wild-type CuZnSOD ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 84 
wild-type protein --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 83 

-x-
X 2 W 18Nb6077 ] 8- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 367 

-Y-

Y 34(XM9034)2]n------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 367 

YXM 11 039]n- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 367 

YXM 11 040]n- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 367 

-Z-
Z form -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 181 
zero field splitting ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 106 
zinc ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 77 
zinc-deficient Asp 124 mutants------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 86 
zinc-deficient proteins --------------------------------------------"------------------------------------------ 83 
zincfinger proteins------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 179 
Zn(2-a-(hydroxy-a-cyclohexyl)thiamin)CI3 -------------------------------------------------------------122 

Zn(H 20 )([ 12 ]aneN 4)] 2+ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 186 
Zn(HCMT)CI3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 123 



415 

Zn(OH)Zn(OH)Zn backbone ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 187 
Zn(Th)(SCN)3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 123 

Zn(Th )Br3. 0 .2H 2 0 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 123 

Zn(Th )CI3. 4H 2 0 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 123 

ZnIC F eIlI center -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 372 
ZnIlFeIIl(bpmp)(02P(OPh)2)](Cl04)2 -1.5CH30H -H20------------------------------------------- 376 
ZnTCAP ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 53 
Zn TCImAP ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 52 
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